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PEEFACE.

In the geometrical investigations of the last Century, one of the most

fondamental distinctions has been that between metrieal and projective

geometry. It is a curious fact that this Classification seems to have given

rise to anotber distinction, wbich is not at all justified by the natura of

things. Tbere are certain properties of curves, surfaces, etc., wbich may
be deduced for the most general configurations of their und, depending

ouly upon the knowledge that certain conditions of continuity are falfilled

in the yicinity of a certain point. These are the so-caUed infinitesimal

properties and are natui-ally treated by the methods of the differential

calculus. The curious fact to which we have referred is that, but for rare

exceptions, these infinitesimal properties have been dealt with only from

the metrieal point of view. Projective geometry, which has made such

progress in the com-se of the Century, has apparently disdained to consider

the iniinitely small parts into wbich its configurations may be decomposed.

It has gained the possibüity of making assertions about its configurations

as a whole, only by limiting its field to the consideration of algebraic

cases, a restriction which is unnecessaiy in differential geometry.

Between the metrieal differential geometry of Monge and Gauss,
and the algebraic projective geometry of Poncelet and Plücker, tbere

is left, tberefore, the field of projective differential geometry whose

natura partakes somewhat of both. The theorems of this kind of geometry

are concemed with projective properties of the infinitesimal Clements. As
in the ordinary differential geometry, the process of integration may lead

to Statements conceming properties of the configuration as a whole. But, of

course, such integration is possible only in special cases. Even with this

limitation, however, which lies in the nature of things, the field of pro-

jective differential geometry is so rieh that it seems well worth while to

cultivate it with greater energy than has been done heretofore.

But few investigations belonging to this field exist. The most im-

portant contributions are those of Halphen, who has developed an ad-

mirable theory of plane and Space curves from this point of view. The

author has, in the last few years, built up a projective differential geo-

metry of mied surfaces. In this book we shall confine ourselves to the

consideration of these simplest configurations. If time and strength permit,

a general theoiy of surfaces will follow.

In presenting the theories of Halphen, I have nevertheless followed

my own methods, both for the sake of uniformity and simplicity. In all

cases, I have attempted to indicate clearly those results which are due
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to him or to other authors. The general method of treatment and the

results whiciL are not specifically attributed to others are, so far as I am
aware, due to me. The theory of ruled surfaces has been developed by
me in a series of papers, published principally in the Transactions of

the American Mathematical Society, beginning in 1901. I have

thought it unnecessary to refer to them in detail, the treatment here

given being in many respects preferable to that of the original papers.

In particular, some errors have been corrected; I hope that no serious

mistates have been allowed to pass over into the present work. To
finish these personal remarks, I may add that Chapter II contains a

number of important additions to the theory as generally presented,

without which it would lack rigor and completeness. The canonical deve-

lopment of Chapter III has also been added by the author.

The examples collected at the end of each chapter are of two kinds.

Some of them are mere exercises. Some, however, (those marked with

an asterisk), are of a very different nature. They are essentially suggestions

for such further investigations, as appear to me to be of promise and

importance. I have, also in the body of the book, taken the privilege of

pointing out further problems which seem to be of interest. Many others

will readily suggest themselves. It is my sincere wish that these suggestions

may be helpful toward a further development of this fascinating subject.

The instructor in an American üniversity finds his time fully occupied

by other things besides the advancement of Science. The Carnegie In-

stitution of Washington, in recognition of this fact, makes it a part

of its policy to give a certain number of men the opportunity to devote

all of their time and energy to research. For two years I have had the

honor and the good fortune of finding my eflforts aided and encouraged by
the Support of this magnificent Institution. Without this aid, the present

work would not have seen the light of day for several years. I take this

opportunity to express to the Carnegie Institution my füllest gratitude

for its help, and for the generosity with which it has left me free to

act and move, unfettered by unnecessary conditions and regulations.

In these last two years, I have had occasion to make use of libraries

at Göttingen, Paris, Cambridge and Rome. For these privileges I am
indebted to Professors Klein, Darboux, Forsyth and Castelnuovo, who met

my wishes with the greatest of courtesy. It remains for me to express

my thanks to the publishers B. G. Teubner, whose enterprise is a household

Word in the mathematical world. For their sake, as well as for my own,

I hope that this little book may prove to be a success.

Borne, March 2"^, 1905.

E. J. WILOZYNSKI.
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IXTEODUCTIOX.

THE FÜXDAMEXTAL THEOREMS OF LEE'S THEORY
OF CONTIXUOÜS GROüPS.

In the theory to which this work is devoted, Z/e's theory of

continuous groups plays a fundamental part. It seems advisable,

therefore, to give a brief account of this important subject: we shall

not, however, attempt to do more than to give a clear statement of

those ideas and tlieorems belonging to Lie's theory, which will be

foiind useful later on, without insisting upon the proofs.^)

The n equations

^i = fi {^ij ^, • . . ^n), {i = 1, 2, . . . n),

are said to determine a trmisformation of a'i, . . . Xn into x^y

.

. . Xn, if

they can be solved for x^, . . . x„, i. e. if the Jacobian

df.
• 0-,Ä-=l,2,...n)

does not vanish identically.

The equations may contain r arbitrary constants a^, . . . Qr, so

that they may be written

(1) xl = fi (a^i, . . . Xn, Ol, . . . ür), (i =1,2,... n),

in which case they represent not merely a single transformation, but

a family. The r constants are said to be esseniial, if it is impossible

to find combinations A^, . . . A, less than r in number such that

x^, . . . x„' appear as functions of x^, . . . x„ and A^, . . . A, only. The
family may then be said to contain oo'" transformations. It "wül be

called an r parameter family.

Let the r parameters iu (1) be essential. After having made the

transformation (1) Converting (x^, . . . x„) into (x\', . . . x„'), let us make
another transformation of the same family

(2) xr = fi{x,',...x„'',\,...hr), {i = l,2,...n)

which converts (x^', . . . xj) into {x^", . . . Xn").

1) The general theory has been made easily accessible by the lucid treatment

in Lie-Engel, Theorie der Transfonnationsgruppen. Teubner. Leipzig 1888— 93.

Cf. especially vol. 1. A shorter account is given in Lie - ScJie/f'ers , Vorlesungen

über kontinuierliche Gruppen etc. Teubner. Leipzig 1893. See also Campbell,

Introductory treatise on Lie"s Theory, etc., Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1903.

Welcztkski, projecÜYe differential Geometry.
J.
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If, now, we eliminate xl between (1) and (2), i. e. if we make

directly the transformation whicli converts (x^, . . . Xn) into {x^", . . . Xn"),

it may happen that the resulting equations are again of tlie same form

as (1) and (2), i. e. of the form

(3) Xi" = fi (X^, . ..Xn] Cj, . . . Cr), (« = 1, 2, . . . w),

where c^, ... Cr are certain functions of ttk, hkf

(4) Ck = (fk K, . . .ttr', &i, . . . hr), (Ä; = 1, 2, . . . r).

In that case the transformations (1) are said to form a group. Moreover

to describe these equations more completely we may speak of this

group as an r parameter group in n variables.

Lei equations (1) represent such an r parameter group, and

assume that it contains the inverse of each of its transformations.

It will, then, contain also the identical transformation, i. e. a certain

transformation, corresponding to the parameters a^, . . . aj^, which

reduces to

Xi = Xi, (i=\,2, . . . n).

The functions fi being assumed to be analytical functions of their

arguments, the transformation which corresponds to the parameters,

ak^ + Ckdt,

where St is an infinitesimal and c^ an arbitrary constant, wiU convert

Xi into Xi where the difference

u/i ~~~ JOi -—' O %Ju{

will be, in general, an infinitesimal of the same order as St. We
shall find, in fact

*^'=2 ©o"'
*' + =2" ''»1«« +

•
•
•'

k=l k= l

where {^^) == hi{xi, . . . x„) denotes the value of -^ for ak= ak^, and
\(?a^./o ^^k

is therefore a function oi x^, . . . Xn only . The constants c^^, ... Cr are

arbitrary.

The transformations

r

(5) Sxi=^ Ck la- K, . . . Xn) St, {i =1,2,. . .n)

are called by Lie, the infinitesimal transformations of the group. In

some cases they cannot be obtained in the way indicated. But we
• need not insist upon these exceptional cases, as we shall not need
them in the course of this work.
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If we consider an arbitrary function of x^, . . . x„, say

the infinitesimal change in f, which results from the infinitesimal

transformation (5), is

(6) df = f^c,Uif\dt= Uf-dt

where

Lie speaks of Uf as the symhöl of the infinitesimal transforma-

tions (5) of the group. AVe have

Uf=C^UJ+C^l\J-\-'---\-CrUrf,

U^f, . . . ürf being themselves the symbols of infinitesimal transforma-

tions which are contained in the group. In fact Uf reduces to Ukf for

q = Cj =••• = Ci_i = Ci-ui =--- = rr = 0, Ck = l.

The r infinitesimal transformations, whose symbols are U^f, . . . TJrf,

are said to be linearly independenf, if it is impossible to find r non-

Yanishing constants, so that for an arbitrary function f(x\,... x„), the

equation

C,UJ+C^UJ+---+CrUrf=0
will hold.

We then have the following theorem: Äti r-parayneter continnous

group contains precisehj r linearly indepetident infinitesimal trans-

formations.

From two expressions U^f and fT,/" of the form (7) we may form

the commutator, (Klammerausdruck),

(8) ü,{U,f) - Ü,{UJ) = {U„ ü,)f

which is again of the same form. In fact, the second derivatives

of f eliminate, and we fijid

(9) (üi, U,)f=^[U,{hd - USu)-]§^^-
i= l

lÄe has shown that r infinitesimal transformations

U,f ...Urf

are precisehj tJw r infinitesimal transformations of an r parameter group,

if and only if they satisfy the rdations

(10) {üi,UOf=^CniU,f,
1=1

tchere the quantities Cm are constants.
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In tliis case TJ^f,... Urf are said to generale an r-parameter

continuous group.

If a function f(Xi, . . . Xn) remains unchanged by all of the trans-

formations of the group, it is said to be an invariant. In particular,

an invariant will not be cbanged by any infinitesimal transformation of

the group; it must, therefore, satisfy the r partial differential equations

(11) ü,f-=0, {k=l,2,...r).

Lie has shown that this neceSsary condition for invariants, is also

sufficient, whenever the group may be generated by infinitesimal

transformations. All invariants of the group may, therefore, be found

by integrating a System of partial differential equations of the form (11).

But in regard to this system (11) we may make the foUowing
remarks. Although U^f,.- . Urf were linearly independent as in-

finitesimal transformations, the r equations (11) need not be independent.

For, there may be relations of the form

(p^{x^,...Xn)Uj^ \- (fr (^1, . . .X^ Vrf= 0,

where (p^, . . . cpr are functions of x^^, . . . Xn, even though U^f, . . . Urf
be linearly independent in the former sense. Suppose then, that q of

the equations (11) are independent (q^r), and let these equations be

(12) U,f=0, UJ=0,...UJ=0.

Let u be any Solution of (12). Then clearly

ü,(U,u) = 0, U,{Uiu) = 0,

whence

iUi,U,)u = 0,

i. e. any Solution of (12) will also satisfy all of the further equations

which can be obtained from (12) by the commutator Operation. If

the equations (12) are taken at random, we shall obtain in this way
successively new equations which any Solution of (12) must satisfy.

We shall find finally a system of the form (12) such that all of the

commutators formed from it will be zero as a consequence of the

System itself. Such a system has been called a complete System by
Clehsch}) The general theory of complete Systems is due to Jacobi})

From our above considerations it foUows that the invariants of an
r Parameter group may he obtained hy integrating a complete system of
q^r partial differential equations of the first order in n independent

variables.

1) Clehsch, Crelle's Journal, vol. 65.

2) Jacdbi, ibid. vol. 60. Cf. also the first volume of Lie -Engel, Trans-
formationsgruppen.
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But according to the general theorv, a complete System of q equa-

tions witli n independent variables has precisely « — g independent

Solutions, of which all other Solutions are functions.

If, therefore, an r parameter group in n variables, is generated hy

the )• inßiiiesimal iransformations U^f, . . . Urf, and if among the

r equations

(13) U,f=0, Qc = \,2,...rl

q are independent, fhe group has precisely n — q invariants, tchich are

öbtained hy integrating the complete System to tchich (13) is equivalent.

We have defined the term: an >•- parameter group. But a System

of transformations may have the group property although its equa-

tions cannot be expressed by a finite number of parameter. For

example, the transformations

(14) y' = K^)yy x' = ii{x)

•where ). and ,u are arbitrary functions of x, clearly have the group

property; i. e. if we make successively two transformations of this

kind, the result is another transformation of the same character.

Following Lie vre shall, therefore, distinguish between fhüte and

infinite continuous groups. The former contain only a finite number
of arbitrary constants in their general equations, while the latter

contain an infinite number of such constants, or arbitrary functions.

The general theory of infinite groups has not been constructed.

There exists, however, an important class of infinite groups for which

a general invariant theory, (due to Lie), exists. Let

Tjf=t iL < L^ LL

be the most general infinitesimal transformation of the group. It

may happen that there exists a System of linear homogeneous partial

differential equations

«iili + ---+ai„|„ + &M^ + ---= 0, (Z; = l,2,...n)

of which Ij, . . . |„ are Solutions. In that case fhe group is said to he

defned hy differential equations. Such is the case in the above example.

We have

where cp and ^ are arbitrary functions of x. The defining difi'erential

equations are

^ =0 ^ =
cy ' cy'-
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Lie has shown^) that the invariants of an infinite continuous group,

whicJi is defined hy differentidl eguations, ynaij always he öbtained as

the Solutions of a complete System of partial differential equations, as in

the case of finite growps.

This complete System will, of cöurse, be öbtained by equatiüg

to zero the symbol of the most general infinitesimal transformation

of the group.

CHAPTEE I.

TRANSFORMATION OF SYSTEMS OF LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.

Let there be given a System of w independent linear, homogeneous

differential equations between n unknown functions yi,y^j • • yn oi x,

and let the order of the highest derivative which is present in the

System be m. We may assume that none of these equations are of

the zero*^ order, i. e. that no equation of the System has the form,

(free from all derivatives),
n

^Pkyk = 0,

since, by means of such an equation, we could reduce the number n
of unknown functions. We may, for the same reason, assume that

no combination of the equations of the system give rise to an equa-

tion of this special form. The System of equations will be assumed

to be written in the form
n

y,m-.) +^ <,Pr,_,,,,yt-'' + • • • + i>,,, y[ + jPoy. y,) = ö.

k=l

(i = Ai + 1, Ai + 2, . . . Ai + X,),

(1)

Va +^Poakyk = 0,

k= l

((5 = A^ + Ag H h Xm—i -f 1, • • • A^ -f Ag H h X^— i + Am);

where, of course

'^1 I ^2 I ^3 "i ' ' * "1 ^w> ^^ ^^"

1) Lie, Math. Annalen, vol. 24.
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The integration of (1) would involve

(2) M=l^m +A,(m-l)4-;.3(»»-2)+---+^„

arbitrary constants. In fact according to the fundamental tlieorem

of the theory of linear differential equations^), if for j: — Xq the

coefficients p.ij can be developed in series proceeding according to

positive integral powers of a: — Xq, convergent for yalues of x which

make , ,

\x-Xq\<q,

there exists a System of fanctions v^, . . . ijn, expressible by power

series convergent in the same domain, for which the yalues of the M
quantities;

(3)

y ... . M.{m— 2) fj{m— 2).

y^+^+- -¥^-i+u yii+i,+- • •+im_i+'««j

for .r = Xq are arbitrarily assigned constants. and which satisfy the

System of differential equations.

If, for a moment, y^y^,-' yn, x are interpret^d as coordiuates

of a point ra an 7Z + 1 dimensional space, we may speak of any trans-

formation of the form

(4) y,- = gi (I; Vu n^,--- Vn), ^ = /"(i; nxi %. • • • n^,

where ^, and f are arbitrary functions of their arguments which do

not contain the derivatives -jy; etc., as a point-transformation. For,

if these functions are independent, i. e. if the Jacobian of gi,g9, - . gn, f
with respect to i^u •••''?"; I is not identically zero, the point

iVi} y^) • • ' ynj x) will then be transformed into another point

(i^i, %, . • . 1?«, I) of the n + 1 dimensional space considered, and vice

versa.

We shall assume that the fanctions f and gr, admit differentiation

up to the Order required by the following considerations. We may,

although this restriction is not necessary, assume that they are

analytic functions of their arguments.

A transformatiou of the form (4) applied to (1\ wül give rise

to a new System of differential equations, obviously of the same

Order, but not in general linear and homogeneous. We wish to find

1) The proof, easentially upon fonction-theoretic principles due to Cauchy,

for the case of a single linear differential eqnation was given bv Fuchs, Crelle's

Journal vol. 66. It is a very easy matter to ertend this proof to the case of a

System of form (1).
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the most general form of the transformation compatible with the

coiidition that the transformed System may also be linear and liomo-

geneous; we assume moreover that the coefficients of (1) may be any

analytic functions of x, and that the functions f and gi are not

dependent upon these coefficients. In other words, the transforma-

tion (4) when found, is such as to convert every System whatever

of form (1) into another of the same kind, and it is the same trans-

formation for all Systems of this form, If, for example, ^i, . . . ^« are

Solutions of (1), the equations -

yk = Vk + ^k (J^
= 1, 2, . . . w), x = l,

would transform (1) into another System of the same form, in fact,

into itself. But such transformations are excluded, because the Solu-

tions t)k depend upon the coefficients of (1). This transformation is

a different one for difPerent Systems of the form (1).

We find, from (4), by successive differentiation

(5)

"where

(6)

dy, Y,, d% Y., d^% r.
t/u

dx 6 dx^ 6' (^^i" Ö^''"^

ag "^^ d\ dt

'

dg. ^^ dg. dri^

^'^äl+Zä^^' (i = i,2,...w),

and where Yi%, Y^-g, . . . are defined by these equations as rational

integral functions of iq)!, 7]i", etc., if we denote derivatives with respect

to I by strokes. We have, in particular

dY.. /7rt

^''-^~dr~ ^'^di'

Let Hi2i be the coefficient of rji' in this expression. Then

/(=

1

(i, A = 1, 2, . . . w).

For a fixed value of i, all of these quantities Hi^x cannot be

equal to zero for all values of 7^^ and rik. For, if they were, all of

the Jacobians

cgi df df dg. dg. df df dg.

dr]^ dt dn^ dt '
dri^_ dri^^

~
dr\x dr}^^

would be zero, i. e. the functions f and gi would not be independent.
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From the equation

y ^i,.u-i

ax- 6

vre obtain bj differentiation

so that

(8) r,. = ^"^.p - (-^/^-3)^| r;,.-i.

Let 5,_„2 denote tlie coefficient of jjC") in Y;„. Then (8) shows that

Hift2. = 6Ei,u-i,i, (/* = 3, 4, . .
.),

whence

(9) H,„; = ö."-2^,2,,

so that Hiu^. is different from zero if Hi^k does not vanish; for

dx
" = 51

cannot be zero.

Let US Substitute (5) in (1). We find

n

etc. . . . etc..

where we imagine the coeffieients p},ur also expressed in terms of

Yim is linear in rj^^\ . . . r^^^\ and actually contains at least one

of these ;«*^ derivatives, since at least one of the quantities S,-2;. and,

therefore, at least one of the quantities Html is different from zero.

It must be possible, if the transformation is of the required

character, to solve (10) for ?.^ derivatives of order 77i, sav r}^^\ . . . ifP^^;

for /, derivatives of order m — 1, say ^^"VTi^^^ • • • vf^^l^i 6^- ^^
shall then have a new System of differential equations of the form (1),

which we may imagine written down replacing the Roman throughout

by the corresponding Greek letters. From this system, which we

may denote by (1)', certainly all of the ?»*^ derivatives tj^'") can be

expressed in the form

(11) r,<p) =^(g_,,^,e-^)+ g^,,,,,^!—'^ + •••+
2o.M^*)'

A= l

where g^^^ are functions of ^ alone.
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We have, on the otlier hand

n

X= l

where the terms not written are of order lower than m, and where

Himi is an integral rational function of ij/ of degree m — 1.

By hypothesis (10), when solved, gives rise to (1)', from whicli

foUows (11). The left members of (10) contain the highest derivatives

only in the combinations

These left members must, therefore, be obtained from (11) by making
precisely these linear combinations. The first equation of (10) can,

therefore, contain ?^/, . . . iQn to the m}^ degree only, since Himi is of

degree m — 1 in these quantities. But this equation contains the term

which is of degree 2m — 1 in iq^, . . . iqj, provided that f depends

upon any of the quantities rj^, . . . Tjn- For tn > 1 this is a contra-

diction. Therefore, if m > 1, we must have f independent of %,- . rjn, i. e.

We have, therefore,

6=^f'(^), j?,,, = r(i)^^, ^,,,^/"(i>«-^^^,

so that the coefficients of the highest derivatives in (10) are now
free from the derivatives rj^'. Each of the terms of (10) must there-

fore be linear in 7}^'. One of these terms is

ä^ = 0, x^f{^).

But we

where
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i. e. if

9k = «iiCD^i + ßi2(l)% -\ h ain(l)j?n + «iod).

But in this case

i. e. the coefficients of the highest derivatives in (10) are mere func-

tions of |. Every term of (10) must therefore be linear and Tiomo-

geneous in r^^, . . . r]„ and the derivatives of these quantities. The term

PongiG-"'-'-
is homogeneous, only if

aio(l)

is zero.

If w > 1 the most general transformation of the kind required

is, therefore,

X = /(!), yi = ttiid)^! + ai2(l)% -\ 1- ai«(l)i2n,

(Ä=l,2,...n)

where /"(!) and «^,(1) are arbitrary fanctions of | and where the

determiaant

\ccn\

is dijßFerent from zero.

We still have to examine the case m = 1. Let

(12) ^ = Pkiyi+--- + Pi^nyn, (Ä:=l,2,...n),

be the given System, and suppose that the transformation

^ = fih Vi,-- Vr,), yk = Ok (I; ^1, .
• . nn)

converts it into

(12a) -^ = 3tii^i-| V ^knrin, (Ä: = 1, 2, . . .n).

We may write (12) in a different form. If we differentiate each

equation n — 1 times, we shall find

—y =Pkix yi + • • • + Pkin yn, (Je, X=l,2,...n).
dx

Eliminating the n — 1 quantities y,, (j=j=Z:), from these equations,

we shaU find

(13) r,„^ + r,,„_,-^-^ + ..- + noy. = 0,

(^• = i,2,...>0;

in special cases some of these equations may be of lower than the

n*^ Order, but in general they are not.
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The equations (13) are all integrated if one of them is. We
shall have, in fact

yk = Skoyi-\-Ski-^ -i f- S/t,n-i -^r^~t' (^ = 2, 3, . . . n),
"•^ ax

n4) yk = ikoy2 + 4i^^ + • • • + h,n^t^-^, (Ä; = 1, 3, . . . n),

yk = VkOi/n+ Vki^ -] 1- Vk,n-1 ^
> {k = 1, 2, . . . n — 1),

where the coefficients Sui, t/d, . . . v^t as well as the coefficients r^ of

of (13) may be obtained from pa by rational processes including

differentiation. The combined Systems (13) and (14) are equivalent

to (12), the equations (14) serving to reduce the order of (13), which
"would be w^, to »*. In place of (12 a) we may consider a corresponding

combined System (13a) and (14a). The required transformation must
convert (13) and (14) into a System equivalent to (13a) and (14a),

By the method of the general case we find the same result as before,

provided that w > 1.

There remains the case m = w = 1, so that the differential

equation has the form

It is convenient, in this case to write

^ogy = yi, logri^rj^.

We must then determine those transformations

(15) ^ = fi{^,vi), yi = 9ii^,vi)

which transform any equation of the form

(16) ^+i^(^) = 0;

into

(16a) || + <|) = 0.

We find, by applying directly the transformation (15) to (16),

The second term of this equation must be a function of | only. The
partial derivative with respect to i^^ must therefore be zero, for all

possible functions p. Therefore, the equation
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fdpcf^df, g'A d*g, \ i df, dg,\

must be satisfied identically. Tliis is impossible imless the coefficient

of 3^ is zero, i. e. unless
dx '

£k (lU l9i_lk ^\ =

The second factor cannot be zero, since t\ and g^ are independent

fonctions of | and 7;^. Therefore

i. e. f^ is a fonction of | only, so that instead of (15) we may write

We find in this case, in place of (17),

dl
"*"

dg,
- "'

where again the second term must be a fonction of | alone. Since

p(x) was an arbitrary fonction of a:, we see first that -J^ : ^ most

be a fonction of | only, since the second term redoces to this ratio

for ^ = 0. Bot if ^ ^= 0, we see in the second place that -^ must

be a mere fonction of |, and finallv also -^- g, is therefore linear

in
j?i,

say

whence

% = g.'(^) + 9.'mv-

Bot this latter expression must be a fonction of £ only, so that

92 = ^-

where il is a constant. We have therefore the foUowing transformation

whence ^ = ACi),!^! = >l^i + ^i(l)

(18) x =m, y = g{W, X = const.

Therefore (18) is the most general transformation which can convert

a general homogeneoos linear differential eqoation of the first order

into another of the same kind. It is easy to verify that every

transformation of this form actoally accomplishes this.
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We may recapitulate our result as foUows. The most general

point-transformation , wJiicli converts a System of n linear differential

equations into another of the same form and order, is

I = f{x), rik = «A-i (^)2/i + (ik^{x)y^~\ 1- Ukn {x)yn,

(Ji = 1, 2, . . . n),

where f(x) and aj^ix) are arbitrary funcUons of x, for whicli the

determinant

i^Ai(^)l; ii,'k = l,2,...n),
does not vanish,

If n=l, and if the Single differential equation, to which the System

then reduces, is of the frst order there is an exception. In that case

the most general transformation, which has the required property, is

where f and g are arbitrary fundions, and X an arbitrary constant.

For the case of a single linear differential equation, the trans-

formation becomes, (m > 1),

^=-f{x), ri=g{x)y.

The proof, that this is the most general transformation Converting

every linear differential equation of the m^^ order into another, was
first given by Stachel}) The generalization to Systems of differential

equations is due to the author.^) A shorter, but less elementary

proof than that of Stäckel is due to Lie.^)

CHAPTEß n.

INVARIANTE OF THE LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF THE n'^ ORDER.

§ 1. Fundamental Notions.

Let US consider the linear differential equation

(1) i/w + {^^p,
2/(«-^) + g)i)2 y^""-'^ + --- + Pny-=o,

where the symbol

1) Stäckel, Crelle's Journal, vol. 111 (1893), p. 290. Stäckel there also givea

the investigation for m = 1 which we have reproduced.

2) Wilczynski, Am. Journ. of Math., vol. 23 (1901), p. 29.

3) Lie, Leipziger Berichte (1894), p. 322. Lie emphasizes the fact that

such results are mere corollaries of his general theory. For the present work,
however, they are of especial importance.
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n(n-l)(n-2)...(n-fc+ l)

(")
=

kl

represents the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of (1 + x:)", where

and wliere Pi,2h) • • -Pn ^^^ fimctions of x.

We have seen that the most general transformation, which

converts (1) into another equation of the same form and order, is

(2) ^ = /•(!), 2/ = >(!)'?, .

svhere f(l) and >l(|) are arbitrarr fimctions of |. Clearly all of the

transformations of the form (2) form a group, an infinite continuous

group in the sense of Lie, which is defined by differential equations.

If the general transformation (2) be appHed to (1) another

equation of the same form will be obtained between r^ and |, whose

coefficients will be expressible in terms of p^^ • - - Pn, f, ^«, and of

certain derivatives of these functions. "We shall always supp.ose that

all of these derivatives exist. In fact we may assume for our purposes,

although this involves an unnecessary restriction, that all of these

functions are analytical. Any differential equation, which may be

obtained from (1) by a transformation (2), shall be said to be equi-

valent to (1). A function of the coefficients Pi,Pi, - . Pn of (1) and

of their derivatives, which has the same value as the same function

formed for an equivalent equation, shall be called an ahsohde invariant.

K such an invariant function also contains y, y\ y", etc., we shall

speak of it as a covariant.

§ 2. Seminvariants and semi-covariants.

The transformation [2) may be conveniently decomposed into

two others. Let us put first

(3) y-Hx)ri
where ).(x) is an arbitrary function of x. This gives rise to a

differential equation between j; and x. We may then transform the

independent variable by- putting

^ = /•(!).

The transformation (3) clearly form a sub- group of (2) which is still,

an infinite continuous group. We shall speak of the functions, which

remain invariant under the transformations of this sub -group, as

seminvariants and semi-covariants , and we shall proceed to determine

them immediately. Since invariants must also be seminvariants we
shall then be able to determine the invariants as special seminvariants,

namely such as remain unchanged by an arbitrary transformation of

the independent variable as well.
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We find, from (3),

y =^^,

(4)

so that (1) becomes

(5) rf^) + (^^)
7r,i^(— 1) + (^) ^,ri^—^) + • • + ;r,,y = 0,

where

as may be found by direct computation. Witbout computation tbese

equations may be found by noting tbat (4) is a linear homogeneous
Substitution in w -|- 1 variables y, y', . . . y^'^\ tbat the quantities

constitute a second set of w + 1 variables, and tbat the transformation

of tbe latter set must be contragredient to tbat of tbe first, so as to

leave tbe bilinear form (tbe differential equation)

invariant.

As equations (6) sbow, we may always choose X(x) so as to

make ä^ vanisb. We need only put

so tbat (5) becomes

(7) ^W + (2)
P^V^"-'^ + (3)

P^V^''-'^ + •

.
• + P.^ = 0,

where

(8) P. = ef""2<^)p/~'^\^';'"l (k = 2,3,4,...n).

We find in partieular

-P2 =i>2
-

Pi'
-

Pi, Pa=Ps- 3jPii>2 + ^Pi' - Pi\

(9) P, =p, - 4p,p, + Qp.'p, - 6p,'p, - 3p,' + 6pM
+ 3i)/2_^^(3)^ etc.,
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and it is evident that the exponentials of equation (8) always cancel

each other. We mar write, moreover,

(9a) P,=p,- 4pii>3 + 12p,'p, - 3p,' - 6p,' - p,^^^ + 3P,^

a formula wliicli we shall need later.

We have seen that anv linear differential equation of the

n*** Order may be reduced to the form (7) in which the n — V^ deri-

vative is absent, and which shall he called its semi-canonical form.

As long as the independent variable ./; is not transformed, the semi-

canonical form is unique. For, although we might more generally

have put

where is an arbitrary constant, this would not affeet the coefficients

Pt of the semi-canonical form of the equation.

Consider now any equation (5) which can be obtained from (1)

by a transformation of the form y = ^r^. K we reduce it to its

semi-canonical form, the coefficieuts J7,, JJg, . . . n„ of the latter will

of course be precisely the same functious of tc,, :t,, . . . Tr„ as P,, Pn
are oi p^jp^, . . .p„. But, since (^1) and (5) can be transformed into

each other, their semi-canonical forms must coincide. Therefore

nu = P„ (fc = 2,3,...«);

in other words, ihe n — 1 quantities P.^, P^, . . . P„ are seminvarhnfs.

Obviously the same is true of their derivatives of any order, and of

any function of these quantities.

But the converse is also true, i. e. eiery seminvariant is a function

of Pg, Pg, . . . P« and of the derivatives of these quantities.

For, let

fiPuPi, Pn', Px,Pi, ' Pn, etc.)

be a seminvariant. It must be equal to the same function of the

coefficieuts of any differential equation obtained from (1) by a trans-

formation of the form (3). In particular it must therefore be eqnal to

f{0, P„ . . . P„; 0, P,', . . . P„'; . . .),

where Pg, ... Pn are the coefficients of the semi-canonical form,

i. e. it must be a function of these quantities and of their derivatives,

as we asserted.

Having found all of the seminvariants we proceed to determine

the semi-covariants. We may confine our attention to semi-covariants

which contain no higher derivatives of y than the n — 1*^. For, if

a semi-covariant contains y'"), 1/"+^^, etc. we may express these higher

derivatives in terms of the lower ones, by means of the differential

equation itself and of others derived from it by differentiation.

WiLCzrNSKi, projective differential Geometry. 2
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Put

(10) yk= y^'^-\-(!^^P,^ß-'^+(}^^P,y^'-'^-\----^Pky, {1= 1,2,. --n),

and denote by ißk the corresponding expression in ri and it. Then it

is clear without any computation that

(11) yk = ^Vk-

For, equations (4) and (6) show that, just as the equation yn = is

transformed into Xr]n = 0, so will ?/<• be transformed into X^^jc.

We have therefore, tJie follotving n — 1 semi-covariants

(12) Ml, y^, ... h=i.
y y y

Any semi-covariant must he a funcUon of these and of seminvariants.

For, in the first place, every absolute semi-covariant must be homo-
geneous of degree zero in y, y', . . . y^''~^\ since if we take X == const.,

equations (4) and (6) reduce to

(13) yC^^ == Xrj(''\ p, = 7r,.

Any absolute semi-covariant must, therefore, be a function of

y' y" 2/^""^^
, , , ,

y' J' y~' ^''^'-' "^"' Pi^P^^---Pn, QtQ.

By means of (10) this becomes a function of

2/l Vn-

y y
Pi,P2>- • -Pn] etc.

But if it is a semi-covariant it must be equal to the corresponding

function for the semi - canonical form, and must therefore reduce to

a function of

—-} • • • —-
;

Jr2, • . . J^n'i -t 2 , . . -Ln 5 etc.

This justifies the above statement

§ 3. Invariants and covariants. Fundamental properties.

Before proceeding to the explicit calculation of the invariants

and covariants, it will be useful to deduce a few simple theorems

about them.

We have seen that any absolute semi-covariant must be homo-
geneous of degree zero in y, y', . . . y^'^-^l The same must therefore

be true of an absolute covariant.
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An irreducible rational integral expression

i. e. one which cannot be resolved into integral rational factors, is

Said to be a relative covariant, if the equation /" = has as its con-

sequence tbe same equation in the new variables, i. e.

firj, . . .
^("-1); nr„ . . . :r„; . . .) = 0.

Equations (13) show that every covariant must he homogeneous in

y, 2/';
. • •

2/^"-'^-

We proceed to make a very simple transformation of the form (2)

by putting

y = n, l = cx,

where c is a constant. We find

If we assign to [i/*^]"* the weight Icm, and to [jp^'^]»» the weight {r-\-l)m,

we see that every term is multiplied by a power of c whose index

is its weight. We see, therefore, that everij covariant must he isoharic,

every absolute covariant isoharic of iceight zero. Besides, as we have

seen, it must be homogeneous in y, y', • . . y^"~^\ and of degree zero

if it is an absolute covariant. Invariants are, of course, included

amoDg the covariants as special cases, their degree being zero.

Let ii(*'"') be a rational integral covariant of degree Z: in y,... 'if^~^\

and of weight w. Let us make the transformation (3). Equations (4)

and (6) show that

where ü^*'"'' denotes the same function of the new variables as ü^*'«")

of the old, and where @ is a rational function of lower weight than w.

But the equation ß^^' "^ = must be a consequence of iJi^*' "'^ = 0,

which requires that shall vanish. If we assume further that iQ-*-"')

is irreducible, cannot vanish as a consequence of iß^*^-"') = 0, but

must be identically zero. An irreducible rational integral covariant,

of degree X, is therefore transformed in accordance tvith the equation

if the dependent variable is transformed hy (3).

Let the independent variable be transformed by putting

l = l(^).
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We find

!/'* = (r)* I? + 6(171-;^ + [4r|(») + 3e")T^ + |W g;

in general

(15) j,« = Vl^'i^, (» = 1,2,3,..),

where -4mit is an integral rational function of tlie derivatives of ^(x).

Some of these coefficients we sliall have to determine. We find at

once from (14):

Ai = r, At = ^", ^2 = 2(17;

(16) ^31=1% ^32=6rr, ^33= 6(r)^;

Differentiation of (15) gives

^ ml ^ dr+^ ^ ^^-
da'' '^d^'

whence

J.«+i,«+i = (m + 1) J[^,;„|',

V-*-*). -4m+l,jn-l = A!m,m-1 + (m — 1) |' J.;„,«_2,

From the first and last of these equations, together with Ä^^ == |', we
deduce at once

From tlie second equation of (17) we find:

-4m,m-l = Ä'm— l,m— l + (w — l)l'Äm— l,m—2,

Äs,2 = Ä'2,2 + 2^'Ä2,t.
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Multiply the members of these equations successively by

1, (m-l)r, (m-l)(m-2)(r)^...(m-l)(m-2)... 4-3(1')'"-^

and add. Then Substitute the yalues of Ä'm—i,m—i} etc. derived

from (18), and the value of A^i- The result is

(19) fe = (2)1" «')"-'•

From the third equation of (17) we find

Äm,m--2 = Ä',n-l, m— S + (w» — 2) |' J.^— 1, m— 3,

-4m_l, m— 3 = -4m— 2, m— 3 + ('" — o) l Am— i,m—i}

Multiply the members of these equations in order, by

1, (m - 2)1', (m - 2) (m - 3) (1')^ . .
.,
(m - 2) (m - 3) . . . 3(r)'"-^

add, insert the values of Äm—i,m—2, etc. from (19) and of J.3,1

from (16). The result is

(20) ^^' = (3) i^'>(ir-^ + 3 (4) {i"m'r-s

an equation for whose demonstration the following weU-known formulae

1.2 + 2-3 + 3-4 + ---+>K» + l) = "^"+f"+^

1-2-3 + 2-3-4 + ---4-n.(n+l)(n + 2) = "'-»+^^-^^+^^^^+^

may be used.

The Substitution of (15) in (1) gives the result of the trans-

formation | = ^(x). Denote the coefficients of the resulting equation

hjp^,...p„. Then

(21) C!)(i')"^=2(")%^'^" (' = 0,1,2,...«),
t=

According to (18) this shows that

- 1
*

(21a) Pr=-—pr + qr-l

where Qr—i contains only terms of weight lower than r.
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Solving (14), and denoting y hj rj, we find

dy 1 ,

^ =
iy^y^''- ^vy^'-

(4V-ii7?^)/- (V'-7^V+ Qv')yl

so tliat in general

(22a) ^ = J-y(r)^Yr-U

where Yr—i contains terms of weight no higher than r — 1. From
(21a) finally, one finds

where qr+jc—i is of weight no higher than r -j- Je —1.
Let ß^*'»") be an integral, rational, irreducible covariant, homo-

geneous of degree Je and isoharic of weight w. The equations (22 a)

and (21b) show that the transformation | = |(:r) will convert it into

Si^''"'^={i'y'"£l^'''"^-i- terms of lower weight.

But the equation ß^*'"^ = must foUow from Sl^^'^^ = 0. The terms

of lower weight cannot vanish in consequence of the latter equation,

since iß^*'*") is irreducible. They must therefore vanish identicaUy.

We have therefore the foUowing theorem.

Jf ü(*.«') is an integral, rational, irreducible covariant of degree Jo

and of weigJit w, the transformation

(T) ^ = ^{x), y = l{x)y,

transforms it in accordance witJi the equation

WJien three such covariants are Jcnown, an absolute covariant can

always be constructed.

In^fact, let ü^*'-"'«^ for (i = 1, 2, 3) be three such covariants. Then

[si^k„w{)Yi ^^(k„w^)Y^ ^£i(,k„tü,)Y^

is an absolute covariant, if
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From these equations ii^'-ii^'-ii^ may be determined, except if

in which case two of the covariants suffice to determine an absolute

covariant. This takes place, in particular, if two of the covariants

are invariants.

Let TJ and V be two integral rational functions of the quantities

j)^) and if''^, without a common factor. Let their quotient 7= y be

an absolute invariant, and let c be a constant. Then the equation

J= c is an invariant equation, which, since TJ and V have no common
factor, may be written

C/_cF=0.

But this equation, being an invariant integral rational equation, must

be homogeneous in the ?/'s say of degree Ti, and isobaric, say of

weight w. Therefore

(IT

This equation must hold for all values of c, whence

Therefore: if an absolute covariant he a rational fundion of its argu-

ments, icliose numerator and denominator have no common divisor, the

lutter are relative covariants of the same degree and iveight.

Let 7 be an absolute covariant. Then

döc ^ dx

i. e. by differentiating an absolute covariant, a relative covariant may
always be obtained of the next higher order. Li particular, let 6>^, ®v
be two invariants, of weight .a and v respectively. Then

(24) /i0,„@/- v0,0,/

is a uew invariant of weight ^ + v + 1 which we may, with Forsyth,

conveniently denote as the Jacohian of 0« and 0,.-

We shall have occasion to consider a special case of the trans-

formation T, for which

where C is an arbitrary constant, while v has a fixed constant value;

71 — 1
in our case, for example v = —r— • Such transformations form a sub-
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group of the infinite group of tlie transformations T. Let C/ be a

covariant of degree h and of weight w. Then

whence by logarithmic differentiation,

so that

(25) vU'y-(]cv-tv)Uy'

is Seen to be a covariant for the sub-group

A(^) = o(rn
if ?7 is a covariant of degree h and of weight w;.

§ 4. Canonieal form of the difFerential equation

and of its invariants.

From (21), making use of our expressions for Äm,m, Är„,m-i, etc.,

we find

(26) _ Vr
i^2 = (|y[p, + (w-2)i),7? + /2(3w'-ll^+10)i?^ + ^V],

whence

According to (9) we shall therefore find

(27) P,_^[p, + 5±l,._«±i,.].

Being a seminvariant, Pg is not changed by any transformation

y = Xy

affecting only the dependent variable. According to (6) and (26), if

we make successively the two transformations '

. , , .
y = ^y, ^ = i(x),

Pj^ IS changed mto

(28) Ä = J,[^, + ^ + ^^,].

Suppose that (1) has been reduced to its semi- canonieal form,
so that ^1 = 0. Then, as (28) shows, p^ will be zero, if and only if
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(29) a:+^|:==o,
i. e. if

n — l

(29a) A = C(^-|)

In other words, the 7)wst general transformation of the form T,

which leaves the semi-canonical form invariant, is

(30) x = l{x), y = C{l') 2
y,

wJiere i,(x) is an arhitranj fundion, and C an arhitrary constant.

It is clear from the general theory that the transformations (30)

mnst form a group, a sub-group of (2). The group-property may
moreover be verified directly.

We may now choose ^{x) in such a way as to make P, vanish.

Aecording to (27) it is sufficient for this purpose to take for |(ic)

such a function of x that rj shall satisfy the equation

(31) n'-~T = i^,P„

which is of the Hiccati form.

We thus obtain an equation äquivalent to (1) for which

That this transformation is possible was first shown by Laguerre.

The canonical form of (1) which is thus obtained was employed by

Forsyili, for the theory of invariants. We shall therefore speak of

this reduction, as the reduction to the Forsyth- Laguerre canonical

form, this form being characterized by the absence of the n — V^
and n — 2*^ derivatives.

Let US suppose this reduction made, so that pj = j)., = 0, and

therefore P, = 0. The most general transformation which leaves the

canonical form invariant, must, aecording to (31), satisfy the further

condition

/i = Jj' - y Ti- = 0.

But, if we introduce r^ = -^r into this equation, we find

. = |^-|(f) = o.

The expression on the left is nothing more or less than the Scluvarzian

derivative of | with respect to x. The most general Solution of this

equation is
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c. ax-}- ß

where a, ß, y, d are constants, whose ratios only are of importance.

The relation between X and | is, of course, the same as before.

Therefore, the most general transformation, whicli leaves the Lagiierre-

Forsyth canonical form invariant, is

(32)
Cy

{yx-^df

The totality of these transformations constitutes a foiir -parameter groiip.

Let US suppose tbat (1) has been reduced to the canonical form.

Its invariants will assume an exceptionally simple (canonical) form,

owing to the vanishing of the coefficients p^ and p^. But we have

just Seen that this reduction may be accomplished in oo^ different

ways. For any one of these reductions, of course, the absolute

invariants of (1) have the same value. But they also have the same

form; for, no matter how the reduction has been accomplished, in

the resulting canonical form, p^ and p.^ are zero. The invariants

of (1) in their canonical form, must therefore be such functions of

the coefficients of the canonical form of (1), as remain invariant

under all transformations which leave the canonical form unchanged,

i. e. under the transformations (32). On the other band, any function

of the coefficients of the canonical form, which remains invariant

under transformations (32), must be the canonical form of an invariant

of (1). For, although (1) can be reduced to any one of oo^ different

canonical forms, this totality of canonical forms is the same for any

equation equivalent to (1). A function of the coefficients of the

canonical form, which remains unaltered by the transformations (32),

has therefore the same significance for (1) as for any equation equi-

valent to (1), i. e. it is the canonical form of an invariant.

To find the canonical form of the invariants of (1) is, therefore,

the same as to find the invariants of an equation in its canonical form

under the transformations (32).

Let, therefore

(33) y^-) + g) ^s/«-^) -\-'---hqny =

be a linear differential equation in its canonical form. We proceed

to determine its invariants under the transformations of the four-

parameter group

/Qo\ - ax-\-ß - Cy

These will be the invariants of the general equation in their canonical

form.
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We mav assume

(32a) ad - ßy = 1,

since only the ratios of u, ß, y, d have any significance. It is tlien

evident that (32) contains only four parameters.

To determine the infinitesimal transformations of (32), put

cc = l + c^öt, ß = c,8t, y = c^dt, d = l+cjt, C = 1 -{- sdt

where dt is an infinitesimal, Then, neglecting higher powers of dt,

dx = X — X = [c^ -\- (Cj^ — c^x — c^x-} dt,

Sy = y - y = yb - {n—i)((^x-\- cj\ dt.

But from (32 a) we find

c^ + c, = 0.

We may therefore put

so that we obtain the following, as the infinitesimal transformations

of X and y,

dx = {aQ+2a^x-\- a^x^ dt, dy = [s + (n - 1) (o^ + a,xy]y dt,

er

(34) dx = ^dt, dy = [e + '^i')ydt,

if we put

I = «j + 2aiX + a^x-.

Let f be any function of x, and f the corresponding fnnction

of X. Then

df__df^dx
dx dx dx

Since we have

x = x + ldf, ^=l + l'dt, f=f+df,
we find

dx \dx ' dx / \ - I dx ^ dx ~ dx ^
i. e.

(35) d{n=^^{df)-^fdt.

If we apply this formula, we shall find

(36) (J(y(*)) = [(. + "^^^^ I') y<« +^^ j/<*-^> r] dt,

(Je = 0, 1, 2, . . . n).
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To find the result of the infinitesimal transformation upon (33)
we must Substitute in it,

dx

J bv W\ rsB^
dx

jk —

If we denote —| by y^''\ (33) becomes, after this Substitution,

[l-(a-^|')«]^+2'{-(^»^),._,l(^r,,

or

^+|{C-I-+>-+'+[-C-I?+i)^"-H-.K"~^f±ir)

If, therefore, we denote the coefficient of^ by (
^ j)q^k, and put

Qn-k — ün— k = Sgtn— k,

we shall find

8gtn-k = - [(^-Ä)!'^^, +^!^i:^^iz:l)r^.-.-x]^^

or

* (*' - 1) 9f,

gt
— Hg*- 2— § g.-i.

The continued application of (35) will then give, by induction,

g Jk)

(^^) "df = -
i^ + ^n'ü? - ^ [Hhi-2i-l)qf-^)+ iii-l)qfl^] l",

(i = 3, 4, . . . w; Ä; = 0, 1, 2, . . .)•

Let /" be a function of y, y', . . .,
y^^^ . . . and of the quantities q[^'^ up

to weight w, so that i-\-j^w, and l^w, if w <n. 1{ w^n we
shall have i +j ^w, l ^n—1, since we shall always assume that
the higher derivatives have been expressed in terms of y, y\ . . .

y^''-^'>

by means of the differential equation. If then we take w> n we
shall have to consider the variables y, y', . . .

y^''~^\ and q^) where

i-[-1i£w, together (n -2)tv-
^^'-^^-^

variables. If f be an

absolute invariant, containing these variables, we must have df= 0, i. e.
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2^*^'+2#*^« = o,

for all values of s, t\ |". We thus find the following System of

partial differential equations for the absolute invariants and covariants

i=
n — X

/t = l
"

j= 3 i=
n— 1

(38) = Xrf=2 iy<«^, +_22 (^-+M' i

= 4")/-=2*(«-*)!/<*-"/^ - 4"V.

where

-1) ^^
(i)(39) 4"'y=2^^-(^-+2j-i)3f-i)-

>=^4 i=0 *J

The three equations (38) are independent, and according to the

general theory, form a complete System. Therefore there are

(n - 2) ir ^ 3 = (>? - 2) jr 2"^-

absolute invariants and covariants involving quantities of weight no
higher than iv. where iv > « . Of these, n — 1 are necessarilv covariants,

while all others may be taken as invariants. For, if we assame that

f is independent of y, ij, . . .
y''"~^\ (38) reduces to a System of two

equations "with n variables less than before. This System must there-

fore have n — 1 Solutions less than (38), whence cur conclusion that

all of the Solutions of (38) except n — \ may be taken as invariants.

Of the n — 1 covariants, all but two may be chosen as being in-

dependent of the quantities q^F>. In fact, the complete System obtained

by assuming that f is independent of g?\ contains n variables and

three equations, so that there are n — 3 such Solutions. Therefore,

n — 3 of the covariants, the so-caUed identical covariants according

to Forsytli, are the same for all equations of the n*^ order, while two
of them depend upon the coefficients of the equation, For the latter

two we may take

(40)
6g»y' + (n-l)gs^y ^^ (n-l)yy^^-(n-2)(yO'.

for we can easily verify that these are Solutions of (38). The first

equation of (38) merely requires that f shall be homogeneous of
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degree zero in y, y\ etc. . . . The second equation requires f to be

isobaric of weight zero. q^ and y are obviously Solutions of the last

"«quation of (38). If, therefore, we take any function, bomogeneous

of degree m and isobaric of weigbt w, wbich satisfies the last of the

equations (38), "we can find from it a Solution of (38) by dividing by

For, such a quotient will obviously satisfy the first two conditions.

It will also satisfy the last since the quotient of two Solutions of

262" /"= will be again a Solution. But the numerators of the two

expressions (40) are such homogeneous and isobaric functions which

verify the equation dc^ f=0, so that our assertion is proved.

It remains to find the n — ?> identical covariants and the in-

variants. We can establish first, the existence of a System of quadratic

covariants. Put

(41) V,, J^ß,y(y-^)yi^^ + i ßj[yU)f,

1=

where ßi are constants. This expression is homogeneous of degree

two, and isobaric of weight 2j. We shall be able to deterniine the

coefficients ßk so as to have

In fact

3£i'"^C/2y=^[A;(»«-7i;)/3,+(2i-;^ + l)(>*-2i+Ä;-l)/3,_i]^(^--i)//(2^--^).

This wiU be zero, if we put

whence

fA9-\ /} -r iN^ (2j')!(^-2i + fc-l)!(n-fc -l)! . .

(42) ß, - (- 1) (2i_Ä)!Ä;!(»i-2i-l)!(n-l)!' ^^ = 0,1,2,.. . j).

For j = 1, we find

if

(43) ü, = (n-l)y'y-{n-2){y'y.

If we put

y^j—2TT 2, 3, . . . TT — 1 if w is even

(44) #,, = ^ !^, i=
^

[2,3,...^ .,; . odd

we have 0^ — 2 identical covariants or —-— according as n is even or odd.

dc^^^Ü2j = 0.
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From these coTariants we can deduce the others. We have

d'f
= 2{.+"-^^i-)U,>,

whence

Put

We find

OL o' ; / 1) Ol O \

^- = 2 (a + '^^f^ r) üij + {n - 2j - 1)^"U,,;

77 -
l^
+ ^T~5Jl/ + -2-2/1-

ü,j+^ = (>? - l)yüij - 2{n-2j-l)yU,j.

dt
l = [3s + lfciI-(2i+l)]K,+„

SO that C^2y+i is a relative covariant of degree 3 and weight 2j-\-l.

This same result might have been obtained by applying the general

formula (25). Therefore

(45) 0,,+.y~^\ (j
= l,2,3,...|-lor'l-;i)

u,
'

gives — — 1 or —-— further identical covariants according as n is even

or odd. We have found explicit expressions for the w — 3 identical

covariants. For it is evident that 0^, ^4, etc. are independent, since,

taken in this order, ^;. is the first which involves ?/*).

We now proceed to compute the invariants. The first equation

of (38) becomes superfiuous. The second is satisfied by any function

of the quantities 5'*) isobaric of weight zero. We shall, therefore,

seek isobaric Solutions of

and then, by division with an appropriate pov?^er of q^, deduce there-

from an absolute invariant.

There are n — 2 relative invariants which are linear in the

quantities g^.*\ In fact, let us put

m— S

(46) 0^=2;«.,,2S^_,, (»w = 3,4,...n).

We shall find

m—

1

A^^ ®m=2 [(m -;) {m +j- 1) «^„_, +j{j + 1) a^,^_,_ ^J^-'-^^

so that ®m is a Solution of A!^''^f=0, if
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j (^j ^ 1)

(^m,m-j= — /„j_^y"(„j^j_i\ ^m,m—j— l, {j = O, % . . . m — 1)

or
(m — s) {m — s-\-l) , ^ p. _.

«»',*
==

g(2m-^-ir '^'"'*-^' (s = 1, 2, . .
.
w - 3),

wlience

(An\ f. ^( IV
(«t-2)!m!(2m-g-2)! %,o

V^«; «m,« V ^) (,n-s-l)!(»i-s)!(2m-3)!s! 2 '

which equation is satisfied also for s == 0. Put am,(i = 2, so that

aS) -=v'r IV
("^-2)!«^!(2m-g-2)! ,^,

(w = 3, 4, . . , w).

This gives us w — 2 relative invariants, of whicli the first is simply

®3 = 23>

so that the functions

(49) J'm = %^ (m = 4,5,...fz)

represent n — 3 absolute invariants.

We may easily verify that

(50) .. j-3^ «g3--g3j7(0^

is a further absolute invariant. These n — 2 absolute invariants are

independent, and the remaining invariants,

in number can be derived from these by differentiation. In fact, if /
is an absolute invariant, so is

— -3- äJ

If therefore we denote the Operator

dx

by %•, we shall have the foUowing additional absolute invariants

which are independent and
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lü — 5 -f [«;— 4 + 1^' — 5 + «c — 6 H \- iv — n]

= (-n-2){ic-l)-^{rr-ni-2)

in number, so that we have them all. That thev are indeed in-

depeudent may be seen as follows. If there were a relation between

them, it would be a relation between tbe quantities J^, . . . Jm and

their derivatives up to a certain order, no higher than w — 4:. Solve

this relation for one of the derivatives of the highest order which

occurs in it, so that we shall have identicaUy (i. e. for all values of

Pk,Pk,Pk\ etc.)

-—^ = f(Jk} Jk, ' ' Jk ).

Sinee the left niember is a total derivative, so is the right member,

and integration would give rise to a relation between the derivatives

of order Ä — 1. Continuing this process would give finally a relation

between J^, J^, . . . J„. But these are iudependent. We have there-

fore found the functionally complete system of invariant« and covariants

in their canouical form.

The numerator of d-Jm may be written

303©;- m&,n&,'

a combination which we have decided to call, with Forsyth, the

Jacohian of ög and &„
Our result in regard to invariants, may therefore be expressed

as follows. AU relative invariants may he derived from the linear

invariants &^, .
. . S„ and from ös.i = ^Qs" 2$ — "^fe')'? ^V ß'^^ ^^'^"

bining @^ iviih all of the others hy the Jacobian process, then comhining

©3 in Hie same ivay tcith the restdting new invariants, etc. .

.

An invariant of (1) in its general form can contain the coeffi-

cients Pi, Pi, - . Pn of (1) only in the seminvariant combinations

Pg, P3 . . . P„, P,' . . , P„', etc., and must be an isobaric function of

these quantities. K we form such an invariant of weight ni in its

general form, it will contain certain terms of the first degree, certain

terms of the second degree, and so on. But by a transformation of

the form T, we can reduce the equation to the canonical form, which

is charact^rized by the conditions P^ = 0, Ps= q^, . . . P„ = q„. K

/ l^-t 9 , X 3 . . . Jr„ ; Xj . . . Jr„ 5 . . j

is the general form of the invariant, its canonical form becomes

fi^yQs •g.n] 0,q^' ...q„'-^...),

so that all of the terms of such an invariant in its uncanonical form,

except those which contain P^, Pg', Pj". . . . as factor, may be obtained

W1LCZTH8KI, projective differential Geometiy. 3
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by substituting Pu in place of qu. If we continue to denote by ©„
tbe invariant, which in its canonical form reduces to tbe expression

whicb we bave computed, we see that tbe linear terms of ®m, excepting

a possible term of the form P^™""^), can be obtained by putting

g^. = P^ Qc = 3, 4, . . . n) in the formulae wliich give explicitly its

canonical form. We sball continue also, with Forsyth, to speak of

tliese invariants as linear invariants.

The linear invariants in their uncanonical form contain, beside

those terms which have been determined explicitly, others which have

P2, Pg', . . . as factors. Are these terms also expressible as integral

rational functions of Pg, P3, . . . Pn and of their derivatives?

We observe in the first place that, if the formulae expressing

PI'^ in terms of PI be derived from (21), these are linear in P^ ,

and the coefficients Äki are algebraic functions of the derivatives of |.

The invariant equations could clearly be obtained by eliminating these

derivatives of | from the equations. It must therefore be possible,

by algebraic elimination, to set up a complete System of invariants,

each of which is algebraic in the variables involved. We shall speak

of these as the algebraic invariants, so as to distinguish them from

those whose canonical form we have calculated, and which may be

called the fundamental invariants. Since both Systems of invariants

are complete, it must be possible to express the algebraic invariants

as functions of the fundamental invariants and vice -versa. For the

canonical form, we know that the fundamental invariants are them-

selves algebraic, and therefore expressible as algebraic functions of

the algebraic invariants. But a relation between invariants is not

changed by any transformation of the form T, such as the reduction

to the canonical form. Therefore, the fundamental invariants are

always algebraic functions of the algebraic invariants, i. e. they are

themselves algebraic.

We may, therefore, assume that @, is a root of an irreducible

algebraic equation

(52) ar &l + «r-i ©r~^ -\ \- a^©,. -\~ aQ = 0,

where a^, a^, . . . ar are integral rational functions of Pg, P3, . . . Pn
and of the derivatives of these quantities. After an arbitrary trans-

formation of the form T, (1) is converted into a differential equation,

whose coefficients may be denoted by p/,. If we denote by äk and @r

the same function of these quantities Pk as ük and 0„ are of the

quantities pk, &v must satisfy the equation

är ®v -\- är— X ®\~ ^ h «1 0»' + «0 = ^•

On the other band, if 0,, is of weight v, we know that



(53) jlj: _}_
'^-^^

\^ + • • + -^—^ + äo = 0.
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where |' is an arbitrary function of x, so that

The equations (52) and (53) must be identical. Otherwise 0, would

satisfy an equation of tbe same form but of lower degree. Therefore,

the coefficients a^ of (52) must be invariants.

For the canonical form however, 0, becomes an integral rational

function of Pt, Pi, . . . etc. On reduction to the canonical form, the

equation (52) must therefore reduce to the form

«1 0. + öo = 0,

where a^ is merely a numerieal factor, and a^ an integral rational

invariant. But again, since the reduction to the canonical form cannot

change a relation between invariants, this same equation must be

true in general.

Therefore, the fundamental invariants icliose canonical form has

heen calculated, are in tlieir uncanonical form integral rational invariants.

We may now conclude that Üie non-linear part of Hie linear in-

variant ®jn cannot contain P^ or even Pm—i, since each of its terms

must contain P, or a derivative of P, as a factor, and its weight

must be equal to m. This remark will be of importance shortly.

In our complete System of invariants we have employed one,

whose canonical form is 653^3" — l^q-jy. It is one of a System,

whose general form we shall now deduce.

Consider au invariant 0« of weight m. Then, after the trans-

formation | = |(ic),

0«=^e,
Avhence

and

(!')'
,xm «»»

rflocr©„ 1 rdlosO^1 ra^»s^„, -| r'

d'iogö^ 1 r^*iog©,„ dioge

dV

1 ra-iogc^ aiOgw„ -1

dlogO^
Between these two equations, eliminate —^ We find

where
d-los0_ /dloor6>_\2

X = 2m
dx' \ dx )
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But we have also

^ ~ ikyV^ 12 '^ 6 . 'J'

so tliat

n-\-l ^

is an invariant. The numerator of this expression, when reduced to

a fractional form, we denote by ©mi- It is equal to

(54) 0^.1 = 2m®„M' - (2m4- 1)(0„/)' - ^'-Pa^m,

and is called by Forsyth, the quadriderivative of @^. Its weiglit is

2 (w 4- 1). For m = 3 we get an invariant wbicb, in its canonical

form, coincides with

It is now clear tbat, if ®^, ®^, . . . 0,i and ©3.1 are given as

fundions of x, the coefficients of the semi- canonical form P^, P^, . . . P»
can he expressed in terms of them and of their derivatives, provided that

©3 + 0.^)

lipon this theorem a new proof raay be founded of the fact that

all invariants can be obtained from these fundamental ones by the

Jacobian process. We shall not insist upon this. We shall show,

however, that our System of fundamental invariants, together with

the Jacobian process, furnishes a complete System of invariants in a

more special sense. Not only can any rational invariant be expressed

as a function of these invariants, (this we have already shown), but

as a rational function.

Since the quantities Pg, P^, . . . Pn can be expressed rationally

in terms of ©3, ... ©« and ©3.1? and of the derivatives of these

quantities, any invariant which is a rational function of the sem-

invariants P]., Pk, etc. becomes a rational function of these n — 1

fundamental invariants and of their derivatives. The numerator and

denominator of this rational function must themselves be invariants.

We shall show that, except for a factor of the form ©^, every

invariant, integral, rational function of this form may be converted

into an integral rational function of the fundamental invariants, i. e.

of ©3 . . . ®n, ©3 1 and of the Jacobians of ©3 with the others.

In Order to prove this, it is clearly permissible to make use of

the canonical form, since a relation between invariants is not changed

by such a reduction. Let

1) This follows from the expressions for the linear part of the linear

invariants, together with the remark that the non-linear part of @m does not

contain Pm-
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be an inyariant, integral and rational, of weight to, containing no

higher derivatives of ©3 . . . 0m, ©s-i than the m*^, and let ^ represent

the agcrregate of those terms whose degree a in the m^^ derivatives

is the highest. We shall then have

(55) t = 2Ar,. . r„r.'&i'^''' »S"^
'" öj"r',

»3 + »"4 + • • • + ^n + »s'
= il,

where we have denoted the exponent of &z^.x by r^ because ©31 is

of weight 8. The other temi 1 oi (p will contain the derivatives

of the ?w*^ Order ouly to a degree lower than a, and the coefficients A
of ^ cau depend only upon derivatives of order lower than m.

The transformation ä' = |(x), y = X{x)y converts 0, into 0, ,

where

Sy = &r, ®y = -J-- ©i"*^ + terms of lower order >

while

Let Ä be the new value of Ä. Then, the general term of p
will become

r,- -r-rt 3 n 3 • 1

(3+ tii)r,+ t.(„+ m)r„+(8+m)r,'
(10'

plus terms of lower degree in the derivatives of highest order.

But, on the other hand, (56) shows that the general term of ^
will be

These two expressions must be identical, since the expression of ^
in terms of these quantities is obviously unique. Therefore A and A
are identical except for a power of |', i. e. the coefficients A must
be invariants.

As has been remarked, we may assume that (1) has been redueed

to its canonical form. Since, in that case,

Ö3", 0^^\ . . . &^^^ may be expressed rationally as functions of

03 Ij 03 1, • • • 03 1

and of 03 and &..'. In these expressions the denominators will be

mere powers of ©3. If we introdace these expressions into (p, it wiU
again assume the form 9 = ^ + ;f,

where
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^=:2;^@r)''\..@?^'""#;"', r, + ...+ r,, + r,' = {i, m> 1,

where the coefficients Ä will depend upon derivatives of order lower

than m but may contain as denominator a power of &^, and where

X is of degree lower than ^ in the derivatives of highest order. We
conclude as before that the coefficients Ä are invariants.

Consider the Jacobians

S] ,= 3 @3 ©; -v@r ®l, ^1 = 3®3©3 . 1 - 8@3 . 1@^,

S2„ = 3 ©gSi',, - (v + 4)@i„ ©s', t^ = 303^/ - 12^1 ©3',

(57)

{v = 4, b, . . . m)

all of which are invariants. Clearly

will be an invariant, whose degree in the highest derivatives is no

higher than fi
— 1. By continuing this process upon cp^, we shall

finally obtain for cp an expression of the form

^"=2—^f
— +2—^f

—

-++ F,

where

^4 + 1- ^'n + rg = li,

1^4.
-\ 1- ^n + A's' = i^*

— 1;

and where the coefficients A,B, . . . F are integral rational invariants

containing only derivatives of order lower than m. Each of these

may be reduced in like fashion until we get an expression for (p in

terms of the Jacobians

^m r } ^m— 3 , r ; • • • ^2^ v j *m} *m— 1 j • • • ^2 5

whose coefficients contain only the first derivatives oi ®^ ...&„, ®z.x.

In this case we cannot, as in the others, remove the term ©g'. But, if

(58) i:c{®^T...{®:j-{&i,j^'

is such an invariant expression, we know that it can be only a function

of the Jacobians S\v and t^. If therefore, by means of (57), we
express ®l, . . . @J, ©3.1 in terms of these Jacobians, the terms in ©3'

must in the aggregate disappear from (58), so that it assumes the form
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2JDSu •'• Sinti ,

wliere the coefficients D are functions of ög . . . 0„, ©3.1 only, and

moreover rational functions, since g: is a rational invariant.

We liaie shoicn, therefore, tliat tlie fundamental System of invariants,

ivhich ue liave determined, is coniplete in the more restrided sense that

every rational invariant is a rational fnnction of the fundamental

invariants. For n ^ 3 and for w = 4 this theorem was proved by

Halphen, using the notation of differential invariants, wliose relation

to the invariants which we are considering will appear later on.

We shall conclude this paragraph with a few remarks of a

historical nature. In 1862, Cocläe started a series of papers^) in

which he deduced, by finite transformations, a number of the results

which we have found. He found the seminvariants , essentially by

the method which we have adopted, as well as the semi-covariants,

without proving, however, the completeness of the System. He also

found one fnnction, invariant under transformations of the independent

variable alone. In 1879 Laguerre^) found the invariant ©3 of the

equation of the 3*^ order, and showed that its vanishing is the

condition for a homogeneous quadratic relation between its Solutions,

a result which we shall verify later. In a letter to Laguerre, Brioschi^),

in the same year, extended Laguerres investigation to equations of

the fonrth order. He notices that the form of the invariants is the

same for both cases, owing to the fact that he uses what we have

called the Laguerre- Forsyth canonical form, for which the linear

invariants ©„, are independent of the order n of the equation, as we
have seen in general. He also notices that if the invariant &^ vanishes

in the case n ^ 3, or if both ©3 aud &^ vanish in the case n = 4, the

Solutions of the equation are the second and third powers respectively

of the Solutions of an equation of the second order. He fouud later,

in 1890, that, if all of the linear invariants of an equation of the

w*^ order vanish, the general integi-al is a binary form of the n — V^

degree formed from the two Solutions of a linear differential equation

of the second order. He also found that if only the linear invariants

of odd weight vanish, the equation coincides with its Lagrange adjoint *)

These results we shall verify in the next paragraph.

In 1878 Halphen pubKshed his thesis on the differential invariants

of plane curves, and in 1880, his paper on the differential invariants

of Space curves}) These differential invariants are entirely different

1) CocMe, Mostly in the Phil. Mag 1862—75.

2) Lagiierre, Comi^tes Rendus, vol. 88 1879 pp. 116—119 and pp. 224—22T.

3) Brioschi, Societe Math, de France Bulletin, vol 7 <;i879; pp. 105—108.

4) Brioschi, Acta Mathematica, vol. 14 ;i890;i pp. 233— 248.

5) Halphen, Sur les invariants differentiels. These, Paris 1878. Sur lea

invariants differentiels des courbes gauches. Jonmal de l'Ecole Polyt. vol. 47 (1880).
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in form from the invariants of Laguerre and Brioschi, but can be

identified with tbem, for w = 3 and n = 4, as was shown by Halphen

himself. He also proved that bis System of invariants is complete in

tbe sense of our last tbeorem. Tbese papers, geometrical in natura,

Avill occupy US fully later on. In bis prize memoire of 1882, bowever,

Halphen formally entered the field wbicb we are now discussing. He
there considered tbe invariants of a linear differential equation, and

applied tbem to tbe problem of determining wbetber a given equation

may be reduced to one of certain types whose integrals are known.^)

In 1888, Forsyth^), by tbe metbod of infinitesimal transformations,

computed all of tbe invariants in tbeir canonical form, and some of

tbose of lower weigbt in tbeir general form, Bouton^), by tbe

application of Z^e's general tbeory to tbe calculation of tbese invariants,

gave in 1899, a clearer presentation of tbe subject. I bave preserved

many of Bouton's notations. Tbe reader vs^ill find tbere also, a detailed

appreciation of Coclde's work, as well as furtber bistorical remarks.

Finally, in 1900, Fano publisbed a paper^), of wbicb tbe tbeory of

invariants constitutes only a part, but wbicb explains well tbe relation

of tbis tbeory to otber brancbes of tbe tbeory of linear diiferential

equations, and wbicb also gives an excellent account of tbe bistory

of tbe subject.

§ 5. The Lagrange adjoint equation.

Write (1) in tbe form

(59) f(y) = a,i/-^ + a,i/—') + a,iß- '^) +.'.+ a„y == 0,

so tbat

(60) «0 = 1. «* = ©^^-

We sball sbow tbat tbere exist certain functions s; of x, sucb

tbat tbe product

will be tbe complete derivative of an expression linear in y, y',. . iß'^ ~ ^^.

Sucb a function z may be called an integrating factor of (59).

We notice first tbat Integration by parts gives

(]i = 0, l,...Jc-l).

1) Halphen, Memoires des Savants Etrangers, vol. 28, 2^. series (1882).

2) Forsyth, Phil. Trans, vol. 179 (1888) pp. 377— 489.

3) Bouton, Am. Journ. of Math. vol. 21 (1899) pp. 25— 84.

4) Fano, Math. Annalea. vol. 53 (1900) pp. 493— 590.
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If vre multiply both members of this equation by (—1)* and form

the sum for all values of h from to /. — 1, we shall find

A=0
whence j—

1

fzy^^)clx =V(- l)M*5j^*-*-i)+ (- 1)^ fd'')ydx.

We have from (59)

fzf(y) dx =^Jfß)an-iSdx,

whence

(61) fzfiy) dx=^^V V/iß-"-'^^-^^ + r^/^C^) ^^^>

wbere

(62) j(,)=2'(-l)'^^-
A=

Equation (61) shows that zf{y) is a complete derivative, if and

only if

(63) ^(-0 = 0.

For, it is clearly impossible, that the complete derivative oi any

linear function of y, ij, y", etc. should be of the form yg{z), if g(z)

is different from zero. The equation (63) is Jcnoicn as the Lagrange

adjoint of (59). It was considered for the first time by Lagrange.

We see, therefore, that every Solution of the Lagrange adjoint of a

linear differential equation furnishes an integrating fador for this equation.

If we write

(64) i,(y, z) -^''^i- l)"!/^^-'^-^^^^^^'

we notice that this expression is linear of the n — 1**' Order in ;? as

well as in y. It may be called the adjoint hilinear expression.

Equation (61) may now be written

(65) J[z f(y) - yg(z)] dx = ii; (y, z).

If any Solution z of the adjoint equation be known, we find as a first

integral (containing one arbitrary constant), of (59), the equation

if (y, z) = ernst.
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In every case, (65) shows that ^f{y) — yg{/) is an exact derivative,

for arhitrary functions y and z.

This property is characteristic of the Lagrange adjoint expression,

if we denote as such the left member of the Lagrange adjoint equation.

In other words, if, for all possible functions y and z, the expression

^f{y) -y^{^)

is an exact derivative, where cp{z) is a linear differential expression

of the n^^ Order in s, (p(ß) must necessarily be the Lagrange adjoint

of f(y), i. e.

^(^) = ^(4

Let US suppose, in fact, that

{^f{y) - y(p{^)] äx = % {y, z),ß
where ip^ [y, 0) is a differential expression in y and z. By subtraction

from (65) we lind

/y [(p{^) - ö'COl dx = t {y, 3) - % (y, ^),

i. e. the derivative of the right member would be a linear function

of the derivatives of 3 multiplied into y. But this is clearly im-

possible. We have, therefore,

^iß) = 9(/), % = i' + const,

as we proposed to show.

Suppose now that g{2) were given. Since its adjoint must be

such a function f(y) as satisfies (65), and is therefore uniquely

determined, we see at once that the relation betweeu f(y) and g^z)

is reciprocal. In other words, if of two expressions the second is the

Lagrange adjoint of the first, so is the first of the second.

If, therefore,

g{0) = \z^") -f &i^(«-i) + .
. + h„z,

we shall have also

corresponding to (59) and (62).

We proceed to show how the Solutions of the two equations

can be expressed in terms of each other. It is upon the form of

these expressions that the importance of the adjoint equation, from
a geometrical point of view, will be found to rest.

Let yx, y^) • • • yn be a System of linearly independent Solutions

of f{y) = 0, so that the determinant
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(66) A = y», Vi, • • • tf^i

'

'^

does not vauish identically. Such a System of Solutions is called a

fundamental System, because all otlier Solutions can be expressed in

terms of them, as homogeneous functions of the first degi-ee -witk

coustant coefficients.-^)

Consider tbe expression

It is an expression linear and homogeneous in y, y', . . .
y^"~^^', it

vanishes for y = yk if ^ =^ h ^^^ becomes equal to unity for y= yi.

If, therefore, we Substitute into it, for ij the most general Solution

y = Qyi + c^y^. + • • • + o„y„

of f{y) = 0, @i Avill assume the value

The equation

^ = 0'

wiU, therefore, be satisfied by the most general Solution of f(if) = 0.

But it is of the same order as /"(?/) = 0, and its left member can,

therefore, differ from f(y) only by a factor Si. We shaU have

Comparison of the coefficients of 'i^"\ in the two members of this

equation, gives

But since z,f(y) is an exact derivative, Zi must be a Solution of

the adjoint equation. If we give to / all of its values from 1 to w,

we find in this manner n Solutions z^, . . . z„, of the adjoint equation

which, as we shall see immediately, form a fundamental system. It

is customary to say that the System Zi is the adjoint of system ?/,•.

From (68) we find

(68a) ^l/f^. = (^, ^y'r'K-h {k=0,l,...n-2).
a= l a=l

1) For a proof of these -well-kno-wii fheorems we may refer to Forsyth's

Treatise on Differential Eqiiations, §§ 71 et sequ.
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Put, with Schlesinger^),
n

Tlien, these equations may be written

^00 ^^ ^10 "^ ' ^^ ^n— 2,0 = 0; S«— 1,0 = 1-

dSj
But

"IL -1.0

d^s'2-2,0

dx'

s?.,o + s^— 1,1,

= S;.,0 + 2S;. _ 1, 1 + S;. _ 2, 2,

d
-^;^ = S;.,o +

(I)
S,_i,i + (^)

S,_2,2 + • • • + So;..

Tlierefore,

sn = if X + A'<w-1.

If we put l = n — 1 in the above equations, we find

s„_i,o = 1, Sn-2,1 = — 1, Sn-3,2 = + 1, . . . s„_7,_],i. -= (- ly-,

so that

S;.yt = for X + Z; < w ~ 1,

S;.^. = (- ly for X + /^ = w - 1.

If, in these relations we put X = 0, we find

whence, if we write

(69) ^,
^i',

^2 ». • • • ^n

. . . Z„

we obtain

(70)

We find moreover

(71) z/^, = 1,

so that z/j is finite and different from zero if this is true of z/.

This proves that ^^ , . . . ^„ form a fundamental System as was stated

before. Equations (68) and (70) serve to express the Solutions of the two

equations in terms of each other.

1) Schlesinger, Handbuch der Theorie der linearen Differentialgleichungen ;

vol. 1, p. 63.
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K now a transformation of the form

he made, we see easily, that to it corresponds the transformation

for the adjüint equation. It follows at once, that ihe invariants of
the Lagrange adjoint equation are also irwariants of the original equation.

We proceed to determine the eiact relation between the inTariants

of the two equations

We find, from (62), the following equations expressing the coeffi-

cients &, of the Lagrange adjoint in terms of the coefficients a^ of

the original equation, Tiz.

6, = (- 1)-^\- ly
(^ ^ .) «f-+'^ C» = 1, 2, .

•
. n),

i= M—

i

"whence, in particular

6i
= —

öl , &2 = a^ — (n — 1) a^.

These latter equations show that the reduction to the Laguerre-Forsißh

canonical form is effected simultaneonshj for amj equation togdher tcith

üs Lagrange adjoint.

Let US assume this canonical form, and let us recur to our

customarv notation, by writing

„. = («)p., 6. = ^),..

Then we shall haye

C'^) A r = (- IV V( - 1?
^"*-'"^'^

= - r- IVp- + - •

i\^' ^ ' ^^ ^>' (t-n+ t):(n-it)! t!^ ^) V^^
i= «— i

where the terms not written depend upon j?'s of index lower than \.

We can find the canonical form of the linear inTariants of the

Lagrange adjoint equation, by merely substituting these values for

the coefficients r, in plac« of ^, in equation (48). The term of highest

index present in 0,„, is ^m- If "^e put 3, = /•, in Qrn, and then

express r,- in terms of |), by means of (^72), we shall get a linear

üiTariant 11,^. of weight m . The coefficient of pm in 2^ will differ

from that in 0„, by the factor (— 1)"». But the linear invariant of

weight m is uniquely determined up to a constant factor, i. e. the

most general linear invariant of weight m is Co,,,. We must, there-

fore, have
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i. e. the linear invariants of even weigJit are identical for a linear

diff'erential eqiiaiion and its Lagrange adjoint. The invariants of odd

weight for the two equations, differ onhj in sign.

If an equation coincides with its adjoint^ the invariants of odd

weight must vanish. From equations (48) we see conversely, that if

they vanish, the equation coincides with its adjoint. For, the invariants

of even weight being arbitrary functions of x, this equation for

(m ^ ?)y A, . . . n) enables us to compute successively and in a unique

fashion q^ = 0, q^, q-^i • • • qn- We see therefore that the theorem of

Brioschi, mentioned in the last paragraph, is true, A linear differential

equation coincides with its Lagrange adjoint, if and only if its invariants

of odd tveight vanish.

If the invariants of even order also vanish, we thus find that

the canonical form of our differential equation becomes

^ = 0.
dx"

But; in Order to reduce (1) to its canonical form, we made the

transformation

x = i{x), y = l{x)y,

where i,{oc) was any Solution of the equations

and where
w—

1

We may express this differently. Put

so that the Riccati equation for rj becomes a linear differential equation

of the second order,

for ^. Let ^^ be any Solution of this equation. Then, we may take

so that the reduction of (1) to its canonical form may also be

accomplished by taking any Solution ^^ of (73) and putting

(74) y = ir'y, ^=/^-
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Bat, the expression for x niay be written

(74a) ^ = r
where ^ is another Solution of (73) such that ^ is not a constant.

In fact, if ^1 and ^j are two Solutions of (73) we find at once

whence

^1 dx^ ^ dx* ~ '

K we choose the constant equal to unity, and divide by t^^^ Integration

^^^"
.., ^ rd_x

Moreover this quotient is not a constant, since -^ri. is not zero.

If the invariant of (1) are all zero, the canonical form of (1) is

^-12 = 0,
dx"

'

whose general Solution is

7/ = ÜQ -f a^x + aj:- -\ h a„_il''-^

But this shovrs that Hie general Solution of ihe original equatioti is

y = a^t^-^ + a.tr'ii + • "

'
"^ ««-ig,"-S

i. e. a hinary form of tJie n — 1^ order formed from Üie solttiions of

a linear differential equation of the second order. This is the theorem

of BrioscJii quoted at the end of the last paragraph.

§ 6. Geometrical Interpretation.

Among the Ancieuts, Mathematics was divided into two distinct

parts, geometry and arithmetic. Not until the time of Descartes and

Fennat were the two streams which had run along separate Channels,

united into one. It was theu recognized, that geometrical problems

could be couverted into problems of algebra, while on the other haud

a great class of algebraic problems was capable of geometric inter-

pretation. The transformation of an algebraic into a geometric problem,

and vice -versa, was accomplished by the introduction of an element,

foreign to the problem itself, viz. the system of coordinates. The
points of Space were put into one to one correspondence with a

System of three numbers, their coordinates. To a surface was found

to correspond an equation between these three numbers, etc. . . . From
the time of Descartes on, the advances of geometry and analysis have

been closely connected. Every fundamental notion in one field has
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found its important interpretation in the other. Tangent and area

of a curve were closely connected with the ideas of derivative and

integral of a function, etc. . . Examples of this are sufficiently familiär.

But, as we have noticed already, in any problem of geometry

the System of coordinates is really a foreign and arbitrary element.

The geometrical relations which we wish to investigate, have nothing

to do with this foreign element, which nevertheless makes its appearance

in the corresponding equations. If we wish to present a geometrical

theory, in an analytical form" which shall be perfectly satisfactory, it

therefore becomes necessary to write the equations in such a way as

to make it evident that they are independent of the particular system

of coordinates chosen.

We do this by expressing our equations in an invariant form.

No investigation of analytical geometry can, tJierefore, he considered

satisfactory, unless U Jias heen put into invariant form.

But why should this valuable aid of a geometrical Image be

confined to the case of a system of one, two, or three variables? In

his „Alisdehnungslehre" of 1844, Grassmann introduced the idea of

geometry in n dimensional space, a point of such a space being

determined by n coordinates. On the other band, the notion of duality

in the ordinary three dimensional geometry led to the consideration

of other configurations besides points as fundamental elements of space,

The principle of duality had shown that if the plane be adopted as

element, instead of the point, a new theorem could easily be deduced

from any theorem of point geometry. But this new geometry which

took planes, as its elements, was three -dimensional as well as the

usual point geometry. In 1846 however, Plücler took a long step

in advance, by taking as fundamental element of space the straight

line. Since a straight line is determined by four coordinates, this

line-geometry of Plückers, of which we shall have to give some account

later, is four -dimensional. It now became clear at once, that, by

choosing the element of space in an appropriate fashion, a geometry

of any number of dimensions could be constructed in ordinary space,

or even in the plane. If, therefore, the abstract notion of w- dimensional

space should seem to some not to be of a character to assist our

imagination, we must remember that an adequate image of this space

may be constructed in the ordinary space of experience.

We now proceed to explain a few of the notions employed in

this theory of higher spaces. Just, as in plane and solid geometry

we m'dj introducehotnogeneous coordinates. We shall say that n quantities

(a^i, . . . cc„) are the homogeneous coordinates of a point P in a space

or manifold -ZH"„_i of n—1 dimensions, if the points of this space

can be put into one to one correspondence with the n—1 ratios

/y» • /y* • . . . • -7^
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Let (a^^), . . . a^^'^) and {pif^^^, . . . sdJP') be the coordinates of two points

of Mn—i. Then, the quantities

will be the coordinates of a single infinity of points of J/„_i, which

we shall denote by Jl/^. We may speak of this assemblage of points

as a straight line. The ratio of A^ : iU acquires all Talues as the

point (xk) mores along the line. Clearly such a line may also be defined

by «— 2 independent homogeneous linear equations between i\y . . . .r„.

Let {a^^\ . . . a:)'') be a third point, which is not on the line M^.

Then, the quantities

will be the coordinates of a double infinity of points of M„^i, which

we shall denote by il/,, and whose totality may be called a plane.

A plane may also be defined by w — 3 independent homogeneous

linear equations between 2\, . . . Xn-

In general, ))i points (ni ^ n) determine in this way a manifold

of w — 1 dimensions Mm-i, provided that they do not all lie in a

manifold of fewer than jn — 1 dimensions. Such a plane manifold

Mm—i, of m — 1 dimensions, may also be defined by u — m independent,

homogeneous, linear equations between a\, . . . x„.

If we wish to change the fundamental element of our abstract

geometry by taking as its fundamental conception not the point, but

the manifold J/„,_i, we must first of all leam how to determine

-3^m-i by coordinates. This we may do, with complete generality as

follows. Let US consider m points of Mm—i which are not included

in any plane manifold of fewer dimensions, and let the matrix of

their coordinates be:

41), 4^), ...ae>,

(SR)
1 > 2 » »

'

4«»), 4«), . . . 4"*).

From this matrix can be formed

^^ njti- 1) ... (n - irt+ 1)

ml

different determinants of the m'^^ order. TTe define, with Grassmann,
as homogeneous coordinates of Mm—i, ^ quantities proportional to

these determinants. It is not difficult to see that, if we had taken

m other points of Jf^— 1, we would have obtained the sarae coordinates.

For, if ^^'), . . , i/^\ {i = 1, 2, . . . m) are the coordinates of these other

m points, we must have

WiLCZTHSKi, projective differeiitial Geometry. 4
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^? c. 4^) + c.^x^P 4 \-c. Ä
iX k ' t2 Ä ' ' im k '

since they are also points of Mm—\. The determinants of the jy's

would therefore differ from the corresponding determinants of the x's,

only by the factor, common to all

|ca-!, {i,h = l,2, . . .m).

This factor, moreover, is not zero. For, if it were, the m new points

would be included in a plane manifold of less than m—1 dimensions.

We are justified, therefore, in speaking of these N quantities as

the homogeneous coordinates of M,n—t. For, to every Mm—i corresponds

one and only one set of their ratios^), i. e. the configuration M^—i
and its coordinates have been put into one -to- one correspondence.

It should not be forgotten, however, that these coordinates are not,

in general, independent of each other. In fact, the determinants of

the matrix (W) satisfy certain relations, which we do not, however,

need to develop for our present purpose. A single example, of special

importance to us, may suffice. Let (x^, . . . x^ and {y^, . . . y^ be two

points of ordinary space. In accordance with our general definition,

the determinants of the second order, in the matrix,

/y» /y» vY* /y*

1 J 2 y S J 4

Vx, y^y y3, Vi

will be proportional to the homogeneous coordinates of the line

joining the two points. In this case N= 6. Put

C0i.k = Xiijk — XkVi,

and let A be a proportionality factor. Then we may take

aC}|[2; AG}13, AtDj^, Xcögg, Ak>42> ^%4

as the homogeneous coordinates of the line. But, the determinant

/y* /y *7^ /v^

•^17 «^2; "^3» "^4

Vx) Vif y%> ^4

f* /Y* /y^ /y«

^IJ "^2; "^3? '*'4

yx, y^y y^y y^

is obviously zero. Upon developing it we find

Ol2«»34 + 013^542 + «»14 «»23 = ^J

a homogeneous quadratic relation between the six homogeneous line-

coordinates.

1) And, vice -versa, as may be easily shown.
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We may now apply these notions to our linear differential

equation (1). The general theory of sucli equations establishes the

following theorem.

Let Pi, Pi, Pn be fanctions of jr, regulär in the vicinity of

.r = a . i. e. developable in series proceeding according to positive

integral powers of x — a. Then there exists a System of n regulär

functions y^, ?/,, . . . y„, between which there is no relation of the form

Ci^i + ^!/2 -^ c„y„ =

with constant coefficients Ck, and each of which satisfies the differential

equation. The most general Solution of the differential equation,

regulär in the vicinity of ./; = a, can then be expressed in terms of

this fundamental system, in the form

y = ^^xVx + ^-!/ä H 1- c»yn,

•where the coefficients c* are arbitrary constants.

If the equation (1) be integrated we shall therefore have y^, . . .y^

expressed as functions of x. We may interpret y^, . . . yn as the

homogeneous coordinates of a point Pj, in a space Mn—\ of n — 1

dimensions. As x changes, P„ moves along a certain curve, Cy, the

integral curve of (1\ Moreover, this curve is not contained in any

plane manifold of less than n — 1 dimensions, since y^, . . . yn satisfy

no homogeneous linear equations with constant coefficients. Cy is

therefore a curve of n — 2j)7e curiature.

But the curve Cy is not det«rmined uniquely by the differential

equation. If we put

(75) !/i = Ciii/iH \-Ck„yn, (A- = 1, 2, . . . «),

where the determinant

is different from zero, while the constants Cu ,• are arbitrary, y^, • • . y«

will also form a fundamental System of Solutions of (1). We may
regard (75) as a transformation of the curve Cy into another Cg.

Moreover such transformations shall be called projective transforma-

tions of w — 1 dimensional space. They can be defined geometrically,

in a manner altogether analogous to the definition of projective trans-

formations in ordinary space.

We may say, therefore, tliat the differential equation defines a class

of projectively equivalent curues ofn—1 dimensiotial space.

If, on the other band, n linearly independent functions y^, . • yn

of X are given, we can always find an equation of form (1) for which

they form a fundamental system. In fact, from the equations

4*
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y':^ + i^^p.y'r'' + • • •

+

kv^ - o, {h = i, 2, . .
.
n),

which express the fact that y^, . . y,i are Solutions of (1)^ Pi,p^, . . .pn

can be easily computed. For, the determinant

A

is not identically zero, if the System of n functions y-^, . . . yn is linearly

independent, i. e. if there is no relation of the form

with constant, non-evanescent coefficients.^) We shall find

{Dp"
= ' {k = l,2,...n),

where ^^ denotes the determinant which is obtained from z/, by

substituting for the quautities y^^~^\ . . . y^^~^\ in it the quantities

yr\ • • • *^-

These expressions show explicitly, that the coefficients of the

differential equation (1) are not changed by any projective trans-

formation (75) of the space Mn~i. In other words, the coefficients

Pi, . ' • Pn Jiave the same significance for any curve obtained from Cy hy

projective transformation , as for Cy itself

But, if we have y^^, . . . y^ expressed as functions of x, these

expressions still contains arbitrary elements, elenients which are, so

to speak, accidental and do not belong to the curve itself. In the

first place, only the ratios y^ : y^ : • : y» are of importance, since the

coordinates are homogeneous. A transformation of the form

y = l(x)y,

will therefore not change the curve Cy, since it leaves these ratios

unaifected. Further, in place of the parameter x we may take any

other _ ., .

X = f ix).

If, therefore, we form combinations oi p^, . . p„ which are not changed

by such transformations, they will be expressions which have a

significance for the curve itself, independent of the special method of

representation, a significance moreover, which is not disturbed by

any projective transformation. In other words:

1) We have already quoted this theorem. Cf. Forsyth, Treatise on Differential

Equations, § 73.
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The invariants of a linear honiogoieous differential eqiiatmi

characterize tlie projedive properties of its integral ciirve.

In this connection. the theorem that the coefficients of the semi-

canonical form can be expressed in terms of the linear invariants

and of their derivatives becomes of fundamental importance. Let

6>3, @J^, &n be given as functions of x. Let, at least one of these

invariants, be different from zero, and let Gm be the first which does

not vanish. Then, by (54), Pg can be expressed uniquely in terms

of @m and 0m,i- From the expressions of the other invariants, whether

they be zero or not, Pg, P4, etc. . . . P„ can be expressed in terms of

©3, . . . 0„ and &rn.i- The semi-canonical form is therefore uniquely

determined, i. e. these invariants determine completely a class of

projectively equivalent curves. If, on the other band, all of the linear

invariants 0,„ are zero, they also determine a class of projectively

equivalent curves. For, we have seen in the last paragi-aph that the

differential equation can then be transformed into

^^ = 0,
dx* '

whose Solutions

Pi = 1> 1/3 = a:, . . . y„ = x"-^

form a fundamental System. This special curve, the so-called rational

normal curve of the n — l*^ order is of special importance in the

geometry of m — 1 dimensional space.

We have found the following fundamental theorem.

Let the linear invariants 0^, . . . &mhe given as arhitrary functions

of X. Let &m be iJie first of these tvhicJi does not vanish identicddy,

and let the corresponding quadri-derivative @m,i he also given as an

arhitrary function of x. These n — 1 functions determine a curve of

w — 1 dimensional space uniquely except for projedive transformations.

This theorem corresponds precisely to the fundamental theorem

of the metrical theory of surfaces in ordinary space, which asserts

that a surface is determined, except for its position in space, by the

coefficients of its fundamental quadratic forms. In that case, however,

the formulation of the theorem is far less simple, because the coeffi-

cients of these quadratic forms are not iudependent of each other,

but must satisfy certain relations.

Let the functions y^, . . . y„ be regulär for x = a, so that for

sufficiently small values of x = a, we may express them in the form

Vk = y*o + y'kQ {x - a) + y y'to {x — a)^ +,
where yto, yloj yl'o, etc. denote the values of yt, yi\ y"y etc. for x= a.

Put X— a=h. Join the point P which corresponds to x = a, to

the point Q, which corresponds to x = a-^h, by a straight line.
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In accordance with our definition of a straight line, tlie coordinates

of any point on this line may be written in the form

hykd + hVk-

Therefore, the point wliose coordinates are

Vk-Vka

is a point of this line. The limiting position of the line, as h approaches

zero, is called the tangent of C,j at Py. We see, therefore, that the

quantities

lim ^'

, = {yk)x=a, (Ji = 1, 2, . . . n)

represent the coordinates of a point on the tangent. This point will,

moreover, in general, be different from the point Py itself. For,

eise, we would have for all values of x

Vk = lyk, {k = 1, 2, . . . n),

i. e. Pi, . . yn would all satisfy the same linear differential equation

of the iirst order. They could, therefore, differ from each other only

by constant factors, i. e they could not form a fundamental System

of (1).

In the same way we may define the osculating plane, and show
that three of its points, not in general collinear, are

yk] yk] yk"; Qc = l,2,...n).

In general we may take m points upon the curve; Py, and

m — 1 others. They determine a plane manifold Mm—i of m — 1

dimensions. We allow all of these points to approach Py as a limit.

The resulting limiting plane manifold Mm—i shall be spoken of as

osculating the curve Cy at Py. The m points whose coordinates are

given by

yk-, yk ; ^/; . . . i/f-^^ (^=l,2,...n).

are in general m distinct points of M^—i, which are not included in

a plane manifold of less than m — 1 dimensions. The coordinates of

any point of Mm—i may then be written in the form

Xk = hyu + Xxy^ + • • • + ln-iy^r~^\ Qc = 1, 2, . . . n).

Let US consider, in particular, the osculating plane manifold of

n — 2 dimensions, -M„— 2- In accordance with our general definition,

its coordinates are n in number, and may be taken proportional to

the minors of y^^~'^\ y^2~^\ - - •yi~^^ i-^ *^ß determinant z/. But
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according to (68), the Solutions of the Lagrange adjoint of (1) are

also proportional to these same minors of z/. We may, therefore,

say that the Solutions of (1) and of its Lagrange adjoint correspond

to each other by the principle of duality. That this is true for w= 3

and w = 4 is evident. That it is true in general will become clear

if we formulate the principle of duality for space of w — 1 dimensions.

We have seen that n — 1 points detemiine an Mn—i. But since

Mn—i can also be defined as the locus of points which satisfy one

linear, homogeneous equation between x^, . . . x„, it is clear that n — 1

plane manifolds M„— i will in general determine a point as their one

common element, its coordinates being the one Solution of n — 1

homogeneous linear equatious. Similarly, n — /r points determine an

Mn—i—i, and this can also be determined by /.• equations, i. e. as the

locus of points common to Ic manifolds J/„_o. Therefore, in the

same way n — Ic manifolds -3X)_2 have in common a mauifold J/it— i-

Consider any theorem in the geometry of -3/,i_i which is concemed

only with intersections of plane manifolds. We shall be able to

deduce from it another theorem, by putting eyerywhere for the word

point y the word plane manifold of n — 2 dimensions , for the word

]^ane manifold of Je — 1 dimensions, the word 7;7a«e manifold of

« — Ä: — 1 dimensions.

If M is even, there is a seif- dual plane manifold Mn. Thus in

3

three dimensional geometry, straight lines are the seif- dual elements.

We have assumed that y^, . . . y^ were point coordinates. The

curve C,i has been defined as the locus of a moving point. We have

seen, further, that the coordinates of the osculating M„— ^ may be

identified with z^, . . . Zn the Solutions of the Lagrange adjoint equation.

We may therefore regard this latter equation as having the same

integral curve as (1), the curve however not being regarded as the

locus of a point but as the envelope of its osculating plane manifolds

of « — 2 dimensions. We may also, however, Interpret z^, . . . z„ as

point coordinates. Then. the integral curve C\ is in general different

from Cy. Its points will satisfy the same equations which are satisfied

by the osculating plane manifolds of m — 2 dimensions of Cy. The
curves Cy and C; are therefore dualistic transformations of each

other.

We have seen in the last paragraph how the invariants of the

two equations were related to each other. Our fundamental theorem

may therefore be completed as follows:

If tJie linear invariants of even weiglit Jiave the same values, and

if tliose of odd iveight liave opposite values for two curves of the space

Mn—x, Üiese curves are dualistic to each other.

If {he linecir invariants of odd weight are zero, Hie curve is self-dual.
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The dualistic character of tlie correspondence of the two curves

Cy and 0; may also be seen by setting up the theory of the polars

with respect to the quadric

X^^ + X./ -\ 1- Xn^ = 0.

The relations (68a) show that 0^, . . . Zn is the pole of the Mn—2
osculating Cy at Py with respect to this quadric.

§ 7. The relation of the invariants of a linear differential

equation to Halphen's differential invariants.

We have seen that Pi,-.-2^n ^^^ ^^ expressed in terms of

y^, . . .ijn, and that these expressions are unaffected by projective

transformations. The invariants, for the sake of simplicity let us

consider absolute invariants, can only be functions of the ratios

Vi' Vi
''"''• Vn since they are not changed by any transformation of

the form y = X(x)y. They are also left unchanged by any trans-

formation of the independent variable. We may therefore find a

special form for the expression of these invariants, by introducing

the quotients

xr Vi V y» V _ ^'^

.

and taking Y^ as independent variable. The invariants will then

become such functions of Y^, Y^, . . . Y„—i, and of the derivatives of

these quantities with respect to Y^, as are left unchanged by any

projective transformation. These functions are Halphen's differential

invariants. Halphen has worked out their theory for w = 3 and for

n = 4, and it is upon this basis that he has constructed his theory

of plane and space curves. We must remember however that he did

not obtain these invariants in this way. His method, applied to the

general case would be as follows. Let Y^, . . . Yn—\ be the (un-

homogeneous) coordinates of a point in the space Mn—\- Let

^^ = UiJ^), (Ä; = 2,3,...»^-l)

be the equations of a curve in this space. Then it becomes HalpJien's

Problem to find functions of Y^, Y^, . . . Yn, -vvf? ^aFT' ^tc. which

remain invariant for all transformations of the form

^'= c,+c.r.+...+ c,_.r.ir' (*=1'2,...»-1),

where the coefficients Ck and Ci^ are constants.

This unsymmetrical and unhomogeneous formulation oftheproblem

is manifestly a disadvantage. It is easy enough to obtain the un-
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homogeneous form when the homogeneons is known, but the inverse

process is far more difficult. We shall, therefore, make little ose

of HaJphen's differential invariants, but sball deduce Halphen's theorems

oa plane and space curves directly from the differential equation.

Doubtlessly, Halphen would also have done tliis, if he had noticed

this connection at the time. In bis later papers, in which he makes

use of the differential equation and its invariants , bis point of view

is uo longer geometrical, except in a secondarv way. But even then

the form, into which we sball put this theorj in the following chapters,

could scarcely have occurred to Halphen. For, we sball find that the

geometrical theory of the semi-covariants is essential for this purpose,

and^ at least for n = 4, this theory requires as prerequisite a general

projective theory of ruled surfaces. But Halphen, never mentions

these semi-covariants, and the general theory of mied surfaces is of

more recent date.

Examples.

Ex, 1. Compute the expression Äm,m—3 defined by equation (15).

Ex. 2. Show that in general

-^mi = lim—- [(p(-^ + p) ~~ ffi^W- (Scblömilcb.)
f,= do

Ex. 3. Making use of the result of Ex. 1, find the general

expression for Pg.

Ex. 4. Denote the Schwarzian derivative by {|, a;}. Prove that

it vanishes if | =—jj^> a,b, c, d being constants. Prove the following

formulae:

i«'^i= (fD'ni.!'i-te!')]i

[i, x| = (^)'(l, y) - {l^)V, «I + i^)%J, < (Cayley.)

Ex. 5. Compute the invariants and covariants in their canonical

form for n = 3 and for n = 4.

Ex. 6. Compute the invariants and covariants of the equation

!/^'^ + ^y + ^!/ = 0.

Ex. 7. Find the adjoints of the general equations of the third

and fourth order.

Ex. 8. Reduce the following equations to their semi- canonical

form, and then solve
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'^-^ -^^dx^ dx •^' dx^ x'^-1 dx ^ ^\{x--l){%x-\-b)] ~^^

, 9 A\d^y ,
dy 9 d^y

,
^ dy

,
a^ ^

^ ^ dx^ dx "^
' dx- X dx x*"^ '

g+ tan^
II -f ^cos^^ = 0; (1 + r.2) g^, + x ^1 + 2^ == 0. (Forsyth.)

Ex. 9 If s is the quotient of any two Solutions of

d

d

then s satisfies the equation

dx^ ^ '

[s, x} = 21. (Kummer, Schwarz.)

differential equations of the thi

are

1, X, x^] x + yX, x — Yx, x^x sin lex, cos lex, x.

Ex. 10. Find the linear differential equations of the third order

whose fundamental Solutions are

CHAPTEE m.

PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF PLANE CÜRVES.

§ 1. The invariants and covariants for n = 3.

The geometrical interpretation developed in outline, in Chapter II,

shows that the general projective theory of plane curves may he

attached to the discussion of the linear differential equation of the

third Order

(1) iß) + 3p,y" + Zp,iJ + j>3^ = 0.

The two seminvariants [Chapter II, (9)] are

(2) P^=p^- p^^ - p^^ Pg = 2^3 - ^p^p.^ + 2p^^ - pi".

For the semi- covariants it seems desirable to change the notation.

We shall denote them hy s and q, so that

(3) ^ = y +Piy, 9 = y" + ^p^y' + p^y-

We have deduced, in the general case, the canonical form of

the invariants. For our more detailed discussion of the case n = 3

we shall need also their uncanonical form. Moreover it will be

necessary to have at hand explicitly the formulae, which express the

effect upon the coefficients of (1) of the transformation

1) Of course the equation (1) may be interpreted dualistically as the equation

of a cone.
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(4) ^-=m
of the independent variable. We find, either directly, or by specializing

the general equations (21),

(5) Pi = Y (ih + vi Pi = (1^ [ih + VPi + jl^+2 ^^]' ^3= (ly Ä»

where

(6) r = f|'etc, n = Y' ^ = ^'-1^'-

Consequently, we fiüd

so that — and — are transformed cogrediently with p^ and p^ .

dpg. _ d'pj. _
If we denote -j= by Pk, -r=j- by p* , etc., we find

Pi = (^ [z^i' - nPi + ." - 1'?"]'

^i" = 7^ [pi" - HPi - (."- i ^')ä + ."' - 3^." + 1 ^"'J»

whence

(8)

The former of these equations follows at once, if we put w = 3 in

equation (27) of Chapter IL We find further

^/ = (^ [j^; - 2i?P2 - 1 /^' + ^ /*'?}

so tbat

if

(9) ®3 = Pa-|P2'.

©3 is the one linear invariant which exists in this case. For the

canonical form it reduces, of course, to Pg. The quadri- derivative

031 of ©3 we shaU denote in this case by @g, since there is no

danger of confusion with any other invariant of weight 8. We have,

according to equation (54) of Chapter II,

(10) ©8 = 603 ©3" - 7 {ß^f - 21P,0,



©12 = 303 0/-
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if we put

X = j yög dx,

03 will be equal to xinity. We may then choose X(x) so as to have

p^ = 0. We shall speak of the canonical form which is characterized

by the conditions ^ ., r.

as the Halplien canonical form. Equation (1) may always be reduced

to the Halplien canonical form if 0^ does not vanish identically.

If ©g = 0, the Laguerre-ForsyÜi canonical form becomes

so that Cy is a conic. If ög =|= 0, let Q.^ and Q^ be given as functions

of X. We can solve (10) and (9) for P^ and Pg. We find very

easily therefore, the special case of our general fundamental theorem.

The invariants 0^ and &^ determine a plane cune except for projective

trayisformaüons. If for all pairs of corresponding points of tivo curves

C„ and Cy, — _
©, = -©3, ©8 = 0,,

fhe two curves are dualistic lo each other.

Let US caU a curve identically seif- dual, if a dualistic trans-

formation exists which converts it into itself point for point, so that

by this transformation, every point of the curve is converted into

the tangent at that point, and every tangent into its point of contact.

Then we can say, that the onhj identically self-dual plane curves are

the conics. For, ©3 must vanish for such curves.

§ 2. The equations of the osculating conic and cubic.

Put y = y^, y^, y^ in the expressions (4). We find in this way
two other points P. and P„, which describe two curves C- and C^,

semi-covariantly connected with C„. P- is clearly a point on the

tangent to C„ at Py, while Po is some other point of the plane. If

we assume that P„ is not a point of inflection, the three points

Py, Pj, Pö will not be collinear. We may, therefore, take these

points as vertices of the triangle of reference. Moreover, we may
choose the unit point of our System of homogeneous coordinates in

such a way that an expression of the form

x^y + x^z -\- x^Q

shall represent the point whose coordinates are precisely x^, x^, x^.

The geometrical significance of this triangle of reference, which we
have only defined analytically, will appear later, as a consequence of

the developments which we proceed to make.

Let the difi'erential equation be written in the Laguerre-ForsytJir

canonical form,
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so that Pi= P'i
= 0, i>3

= J*3. Let x = a be an ordinary point for

the function P3 of x, so that the members of a fundamental System

may be expressed as series proceeding according to positive integral

powers of x — a, convergent for values of \x — a\ sufficiently small.

For greater convenience in writing we shall put a = 0. In fact we
may, by the transformation _

"" "^ X — a = x

always reduce the developments to this form. We proceed, therefore,

to express the Solution Y of our equation as a power series in x,

and we shall actually calculate the coefficients up to the ninth order.

We shall find

Y=y + y'x-\- -^fx^^ V^y^^^x^ -\—

;

an expression which may be written in the form

where y^, y^, y^ are themselves such power-series, which will represent

the curve Gy up to terms of the 9*^ order in the vicinity of the point

P„, referred to the System of coordinates which has just been defined.

Since Pi= p^ = 0, we find by successive differentiation:

y' =,, y"==Q, yi^) = -F,y, y^') = - P,' y - P,b
,

,f) = -P^"y_2P,'^-P,Q,
^(6) = _ (P(3) _ Pl)y - SPg"^ _ SPg'p,

,/7) = _ (p(4) _ bP,P,')v - (4Pf - Pl)0 - 6P3>,
^ ^ ,/8) = _ [P(5) - IIP3 P3" - 5{Pmv + (- 5PW + 1P,P,').^

-(10Pf)-P|)9,
2/(9) = _ [P(6) _ 21P3Pf - 21P,'P," + Pl]y

+ [- 6Pf+ I8P3P3" + 12(P3")^].^ - (15Pi*)- QPsP,')9.

If; therefore^ we put Y into the form indicated above, we shall have

:

p p ' p " p(3) p2 p(4) _ KJ> 13 '

., 1 __ :^ /V.3 £3_ ^4 -^8 ^5 -^3 -^3 ^6 -^3 "-^8-^8 7
if^ — -^ 3!**' 4!'^ 51-^ 6! -^

7!
-^

-3^{P(^)-llP3P3"-5(P3'}na;«

- ^ {P'i^ - SlPaPf - 21P3'P3" + PI) ^^ + • • V

(16)
i/2 -^ ^j"*^

5! 6! 7!

-^(5P(^)-7P3P3>«

- ^{6Pf - I8P3P3" - 12{P.:y]x' + .

1 , P„ , 3P' « 6P'' , 10Pp)-P.— ,
/y»*J _^_ " /yiJ £_ /ytO *> /y» *

2

3 ""-^3

2 5! 6! 7! 8!

^^^3 ~^fi ^8^ ^9 1

9! ""^ "1
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We shall find therefore:

(17) n,'
-

2J/.J/,
= i P,a» + i P,':,«+ jL p;r^,

This equation gives an important result. Consider the conic

To find its intersections witli the curve C , we Substitute into its left

member Xj^^ijk. Equation (17) gives the result of this Substitution,

and shows that the development of

coincides with that of

up to and including terms of the 4*^ order. In other words, this

conic has at P„ a contact of the 4"^ order with C„, or it has five

consecutive points in common with it. It is, therefore, the oscidating

cmiic.

Pat

-ßiO/) = H!f,'-^yi!h){Pz!h - 3P3.V,) + l2P3^//3^

(18) P.M = Hy,' - 2y,y,) (21P,y, - P,"y,) - 42P,'i/,}i,'

-UP,P.Ji/,'.
We shall find

ß,0/)=I^[7(P3T-6P3P3"]^

-f^ 120P,'P," - I5PWP3 + 63P3^] x^-^...,

(19)
1

480

1

2016+ ^[Ti^Pi^)~12(P3'7-882P,^P3']a:« +
so that finallv

7(15P3Pf-20P3'P3"-567P33)ß,(y)+ 20[6P3P3"-7(P37]ß,(y)

(20)
= 2ö:lr24 t^l (10^3^1^^ - 20P3'P3" - 567P33) (20P3'P3"

- 15P3P(ä) + 63P3')

+ 100 {6P3P3" - 7 (P,')2} {7P3PW - 12(P3'7 - 882P32P3'}] + .
•

.
•

^ A plane cubic is determined by nine points. We shall speak of the

cubic which has, at Py, nine consecutive points in common with Cy,

i. e. which has with Cy a contact of the eighth order as the oscidating
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cuhic. As, in the case of the conic, we find its equation at once

from (20). Uniting the two results, we may recapitulate as follows:

Beferred to the System of coordinates defined htj the semi-covariants,

when the diff'erential equation is written in the Laguerre-Forsijth canonical

form, the equations of the osculating conic and cubic are respectively

(21) 7(15P3Pf) - 20Ps'P^" - bQlP^^)Sl,{x) •

§ 3. Geometrieal Interpretation of the semi-covariants.

We have already noticed that P- is a point of the tangent

constructed to Cy at Py. Moreover (7) shows that a change of the

independent variable has the effect of displacing P^ along the tangent.

We may even choose the independent variable so, as to make P.-

coincide with any point of the tangent. If we mark upon every

tangent of Cy a point, the function 7j(x) of equation (7) may be so

chosen as to make the curve Cz coineide with the locus of these

points. Unless, therefore, the independent variable be chosen in some
special way, the curve C^ has no specific relation to Cy. It may
serve merely as a geometrieal iraage of the independent variable x.

This image does not necessarily change if the independent variable

be transformed. For, as (7) shows, since the coordinates employed

are homogeneous, two values of i,{x) which give rise to the same

value of 7](x) transform C, into the same curve C^. In other words,

a linear transformation

X = ax -\- h

of the independent variable, where a and b are constants, has no

geometrieal significance.

We may, therefore, look upon the curve d as defining the

independent variable of the differential equation, except for such an

inessential linear transformation. The curve C^ will then be determined

uniquely. It remains, therefore, to find the relation betAveen the

points P, and P^.

Let US assume now that P^ = 0, so that the differential equation

is in its canonical form. Let us make all transformations of the

independent variable, which do not disturb this condition. As (8)

shows we must have /i = 0, or

so that the locus of all points P-, as given by (7), becomes

or
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1 , -,

where t] may haye any numerical value. The eliminatiou of i] gives

as the equation of this locus. In other words: if Pj = 0, tJie poirU

Po is lipon ihe osculating conic. If all of the transforinations are nmde,

icMch do not disturh the condition Po = 0, P« assiimes successively aJl

positions upon the oscidating conic.

We are now in a position to determine the equation of the

osculating conic, referred to the triangle of reference PyP^P^, even

if Pg is not equal to zero. For, if Pj 4= 0, P, will vanish, if r} is

any Solution of the Riccaii equation

The points Pd which correspond to all of these Solutions, are by cur

previous result, the points of the osculating conic. We find

so that

2^1=2(^2 + ^^)^ ^i = Vy 2-3=1,

are the parametric equations of the conic. Eliminating rj, vre find

(22) x,^ - 2x^x^ + P,Xs- = 0,

the equation of the oscidating conic, referred to iJie triangle of reference

PyP.Po, ichen this triangle is not specialized.

The polar of any point (x^, x^', x^') with respect to this conic is

X^ Xi ~\- X^ X^ -\- \-L2 "^3 '^'1 / '^'s
^ ^7

so that the polar of P,, or (0, 1, 0), is x^ = 0, i. e.: tJie line P,jPq is

the polar of P, icith respect to the osculating conic.

The line PyP^, which has now a known geometrical significance,

intersects the osculating conic in P,j and in another point P«, whose
coordinates are given by the expression

(23) cc = P,!I + 2q.

As ./; changes and Py moves along the curve Cy, the line PyPo
will envelop a certain curve C-i. We proceed to determine the

point P:f at which PyPo touches C^. In order to do this, we allow x
to increase by dx, where dx is an infinitesimal. The line PyPo will

assume the position Py^^'s^PQ+^dx- As dx approaches zero, the

intersection of this latter line with PyPo wiU approach a certain

limiting position. This limit will be the poiut P^.

"WiLCZTXSKI, projective differential Geometry. 5
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We find, by differentiatiou

whence
y -\- y' dx = y{l —p-^dx) + s dx,

qJ^q'8x = (Pg' - I'.i)y8x - 2P^z dx ^- q{1 -p^dx).

The line joining these points intersects PyP^ in the point

2P,{y-\-y'dx) + Q + Q'dx = {l-p,dx)i2P,y + Q) + {P,'-P,)ydx,

whose limit is

(25) ß = 2P,y + Q.

The cross-ratio of the four points Py, Pa, Pq, Pß is given by

(P.,P,,P^,P,) = 4.

The point P^ is completely determined by these considerations.

lipon the polar of P^, with respect to the osciäating conic, we mark the

points Py and Pa in which it meets the conic, as well as the point Pß
at lühich it touches its envelope. The point P^ is then determined by

ttie condition that the cross-ratio of the four points shall he equal to 4.

This construction becomes indeterminate if Pg = 0. In that case

however, P^ and Pß coincide with P« the second intersection of

PyPq with the osculating conic. In this case, therefore, PyPq is a

tangent of the curve described by P^j . This gives us the interpretation

of the condition P^ = 0, which is characteristic of the Laguerre-

Forsyth canonical form.

The most generdl curve Cq depends upon an arbiträry function ri{x).

If this function is chosen in a defmite manner the curve Cj is deter-

mined uniguely, and therefore, by the above construction also the curve Cq.

Among these curves Cq there exists a Single infnity such that their

tangents at Pq pass through the corresponding point Py of Cy. These

are the special curves Cq which are obtained by reducing the differential

equation to the Laguerre-Forsyth canonical form. Moreover, if ive

construd all of the points Pq, one on each of these cx)^ curves, which

are thus related to a definite point Py of Gy, their locus is the conic

which osculates Cy at Py. Finally, any four of the curves Cj, which

correspond to four of these special curves Cq, intersect all of the tangents

of Cy in point-rows of the same anharmonic ratio.

The last remark results from the fact that the equation

which determines these oo^ curves, is of the Biccati form. The anharmonic-

ratio of any four Solutions of such an equation is always constant.^)

1) See for example Forsyth, Atreatise on differential equations, p. 190. 3* edition.
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§ 4. The eight-pointic cubics, the Halphen point,

coincidence points.

Let US again assume that (1) has been written in the Lagnerre-

Forsyth canonical form, so that p^ = p^ = 0, p^ = P^. We have seen

in § 2; equations (19), that each of the cubic curves

Sl,{x) = 6(x,'-2x,x,) iP,'x, - 3P,x,) + 12P,'x,' = 0,

^"^^^
Sl,{x) = 5(^,^ - 2x,x,) {2iP,x, - P,"x,) - 42P,'x^x,'

-UP,P,'x,' = 0,

has eight consecutive points in common with Cy at Py, or has with

C, at P,j a contact of the seventh order. The same is therefore true

of each of the co^ cubics

(27) aSi,{x) + ß<l,{x) = 0,

where a and ß are constants. We shall speak of these cubics as the

eight-pointic cubics of P„. Among these there is, of course, a nine-

pointic cubic, i. e. the osculating cubic of C„ at P„. We have seen,

[cf. equation (21)J, that its equation is obtained by putting in (27),

(28) a= l{16P,Pi^)-20P,'P,"-bßlP/), ß==20[6P,P,"-l{P,'y-].

But, the eight-pointic cubics have a ninth point in common,
Avhich we shall call the Halphen point of Py. We proceed to find

its expression.

We find from Si^ = 0,

This gives farther

^1 10iP,'x,-SP,x,)x,

D{X^ -ZX^X^)=
P,'X3-3P3X,

'

'' ^3-^3-
10(P,'a:,-3P,a:,)^,

whence, substituting in ßg = 0,

\mp,F^p^' - 1512P3' - io{Pm^z'

+ [- 180P3^P3" + 210P3(P3')^Ja;2V = 0-

The Solution x^ = gives x^ = 0, i. e. the point P,,. The other

Solution gives

a^ = CD (5@3' ©3 -756 ©3^), x.,=^ a 100,0^,

where co is a proportionality factor, and where we have written

P3 = 03, 6P3P3"-7(P37=0„

since ©3 and 0^ reduce to these respective quantities under our

assumption Pg = 0. We have moreover assumed P3 =j= 0, i. e. that

5*
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Cy is not a conic, in which case these considerations would be without

value. Substituting into tbe expression for x.^, we find

^ _^ 7(503'©, -7560./)H 2503«
Xi = CO

210 03 0g

If then we put o = 210@3@8, ^^ ^^^) f^r the Halphen point of Py,

tbe expression

= [7 (5 @3' ©8 - 756 @3^)2 + 25 ©«»J^

+ 210@3@8(5@3'@8- 75603^)^+ 15-21O@320/^,

under the assumption Pg = ö.

But tbere must be a covariant, wbich for Pg = reduces to 6.

We find tbat 6 itself is not a covariant. The most general trans-

formation of the independent variable converts 6 into

^ = ^(ö + 1050@32@3V^).

But we have also

SO that

is a covariant. We have found therefore the foUowing covariant

expression for the Halphen point which helongs to P,/.

(29) 7^ = [7 (5@3'@8- 75603^)2 + 2508^ + i575@^2@^2pj^

4- 210 ©3 @8 (50s' ©8- -^56 ©3^)^ + 3150 ©3^©/^.

This expression shows that the Halphen point coincides with Py,

if and only if ©^ = 0. Halphen has called such points of a curve

which coincide with their Halphen point coincidence points. We shall

investigate, in the next paragraph, those curves all of whose points

are coincidence points.

Here we will notice only that, according to (27) and (28), the

osculating cubic in a coincidence point becomes

Si,{x) = 0,

and that this cubic has a double point at Py. We have therefore

the remarkable result due to Halphen:

In a point of coincidence, the osculating cubic has a double point.

In such a point there does not exist, as in other points of the curve, a
cubic one of whose hranches has a contact of the eighth order with it

In the general case, if ©8=^0, the cubic ^^{x) = is also of

special interest. It is the only one of the eight-pointic cubics which
has a double point at Py. We shall call it the eight-pointic nodal
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cubic. The two tangents of Sl^ = at its double point, are the line

PyP:, i. e. a-g = 0; and

(30) dP^x,-\P3'x^ = 0.

They are always distinct if Pg 4= 0, i. e. the eight-pointic nodal cubic

can have a cusp only at such points of the curve Cy whose osculating

conic hyperosculates the curre, in which case the cubic degenerates.

If

^

B = 50^' 0^ - 1660^^ = 0,

PyP^ passes through the Halphen point. But we have, in general,

B = j^,[B-15r]0,0,l

Therefore, if we make a transformation | = |(^'), for which

_ B
'^-159,9/

PyPö will pass through the Halphen point. The triangle P„PtP,^ is

determined uniquely by this condition. We have therefore a complete

System of geometricalhj interpreted covarianfs , in ij. 1 and q, provided

that 0g =f= 0, if in the general expressions for 2 and ö the aboTe ralue

of rj be substituted.

The tangent P,jP; intersects the osculating cubic again in a

point, which is easily found to be

(31) y = (567 ©3^ - I 0,')y - 2O0,z.

By its means we obtain again a set of geometrically interpreted

covariants. The tangent to the cubic at P intersects the cubic again

in a point Pd, and that at PcS in a point P^. The latter must coincide

with the Halphen point, according to the known theory of cubic

curves.') The conditions that the loci of Pf,, P-., Po shaU be straight

lines, conics, or special curves of any kind may serve to characterize

special classes of curves Cy

§ 5. The curves, all of whose points are coincidence points.

If all of the points of Cy are coincidence points, 0^ vanishes

identicaUy. We shaU assume that our differential equation has been

reduced to the Halphen canonical form, so that we have the conditions

p, = 0, 0, = 1, 0, = O,

whence
P,=0, P3=l.

1) P„ is the so-called tanorential of P . For these theorems cf. Salmon's

Higher plane curves, Chapter V.
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The differential equation becomes very simple, viz.:

Let ö be a third root of unity:

Theii we have the foUowing fundamental System of Solutions

whence
^i = e~", 2/2

= e—^, y^ = e-'"-'^,
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Since ^ye have P3 = 1, the osculating cubic, which is at the

same time the eight-pointic nodal cubic, becomes

F= D (jy — 2xj^a:^) x^ — 4^3' = 0^

where the triangle of reference is equilateral. Since this triangle,

remaining always equilateral, changes its magnitude as P„ describes

the logarithmic spiral, while the equation of the cubic does not

change its from, the cuhic alicays remains similur to itself. We can

make this clearer by introducing rectangular coordinates, | and iy,

We shall have

so that the equation of the cubic becomes

i^ - 3^rj^ - 10(r + i?3) - 9^(3^1^ - 7j^) = 0,

which shows that the eight-pointic nodal cubic is not a real curve.

Its only real points are

1= 0,1^= 0; 1= 10,7^ = 0; | = -5,7i = + >/75; |= _5, i?= ->/75,

or in homogeneous coordinates, Xi,Q!^,x^,

(1,0,0); (1,10,10); (l, - 5 + ö/y^, - 5 -Öi/S);

(1, - 5 - 54/3, - 5 + 5i)/3).

The rectangular coordinates of a point of the spiral corresponding

to the angle (p -}- )., are

I'
= e'l ^

(I cos yl — ?| sin /.), t]' = er^ (£ sin A + 7; cos X),

and we obtain the rectangular equation of its eight-pointic nodal

cubic by substituting

in jp= 0. We have proved our stat^ment and have moreover found

the ratio of magnification. It is equal to e
'

'.

The cubic ß, = becomes in our case, after division by 21,

bx^x^^ — lOx^^x.^ — 2x^xf = 0.

It is an equi-anharmonic cubic, i. e. the double-ratio of the four

tangents, which can be drawn to it from any one of its points, is

equi-anharmonic. This follows at once if the invariants of this ternary

cubic be computed.^) We find S = 0, which proves our assertion.

This cubic contains the three vertices of the triangle PyP:Po, and

we find that its tangents at Py, P,, Po are respectively PyP:, PzPo

1) ScHmon, Higher plane airtes, 3d edition, p. 191 and p. 200.
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and P^Py, i. e. the triangle is at the same time inscribed in, and

circumscribed about the cubic.

We thus find Halphen's further theorem:

Given a logarithmic spiral of 30 degrees. If we construd an equi-

lateral triangle which Jias the pole of the spiral as center, and any point

of the spiral as one vertex, this triangle is at the same time inscribed

in and circumscribed about an egui-anharmonic cubic which has a contact

of the seventh order with the spiral at the point considered.

Of course there are two-otiier cubics of tbis kind corresponding

to the other two vertices of tbe triangle.

We must add bowever, that these cubics are imaginary, as well

as tbe eight- point nodal cubic.

The relation of the eight-point cubics to each other and to the

curve C,j in a coincidence point may possibly give rise to a misunder-

standing. It looks as though each of the eight-point cubics would

then be a nine-point cubic, since the nine points of intersection of

any two of them coincide with Py. This paradox is easily explained

if we remember that the only cubic, having nine -points of intersection

with Cy coincident at Py, is the eight-point nodal cubic. Each of

the other eight-point cubics intersects one of its branches in eight

coincident points and the other brauch in the remaining ninth point

which also coincides with Py. These cubics have with each other a

contact of the eighth order, but only that one which has a double

point at Py has nine coincident points of intersection with Cy at Py,

and may therefore (improperly) be said to have contact of the eighth

Order with Cy.

§ 6. Curves of the third order.

If we assume Pi=P2= 0, equations (20) shows that the osculating

cubic hyperosculates the curve Cy at P,,, i. e. has more than nine

consecutive points in common with it, if

(33) 21 (lÖPgPf - SOPg'Pg" - ÖÖTPg^) (20P3'P3"- 1ÖPgPf+ 63P33)

+ 100{6P3P3" - 7(P37}{7P3Pf - 12(P3")^

-882P32P3'} = 0.

In Order that Cy may itself be a cubic, it is clearly necessary

and sufficient that this condition be fulfiUed at all points, i. e. for

all values oi x.

The left member of (33) must be the special form assumed by

a certain invariant @jg under the assumption P^ = ^} Pi = 0. We
wish to find the general expression of this invariant.

Since P^*) is the highest derivative of Pg which occurs in (33),

the left member must be expressible in terms of ©g, ©g, &i2, ®i6j ®2r
We find for Pg = 0,
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(34) ®x6 = 18P3^P(^) - 108P3^P3'Pf )
- 12P,\P^y-

+ 384P3(P37P3" - 22A{P^Y,

9©
®-

2(9, [2P3P(*) + 4P3'Pf) - 8(P3")^] - {&^)\

whence

(35)
7e,e + 32e,' _ 126P3P^^ - 756P;PW + 648(P,")'.

On the other hand^ we find

4©^^ = - 21 • 25(08')' - 84 • 567 • 63 ©a« + 900 • AQ&^^S^

+ 4OO03[7P3PW-12(P3")'J
or

t^^ = 401, + 84 • 567 • 63 ©3^ - 900 • 49 03- Q^,

= - 21 • 25(0,7 + 4000, [7P3PW - 12(P3T],

175 e^ 50 76>,e+32e,^ ^ _^
whence

"18 ~ "^ 07 ~ 9" ©;
or

(36) 2- • 3-032 0,, + 2- • 33 • 7^03^ - 22
.
3* • 5- -720340,2 - 3 • 5^ • 703 02,

-2.5^0,(70,e + 250,2) = O,

which; on account of the syzygy (12), may also be written

(37) 22
. 320320,g + 22

. 3^ • 7303» - 22
. 34 • 52 . 7-03*0,2 + 3 • 5- • 70,^

- 2^ . 52 . 70, 0,6 - 2^' • 520,3 _ 0.

The condition for a cubic is 0,, = 0, where 0,, is given hy (36)

or (37).

K the absolute invariant -~ is a constant, the differential equation

may be transformed into one with constant coefficients. The curve

is then what Halphen calls an anhannönic curve (cf. § 8). It may
be, at the same time, a cubic. In fact in this case 0,2 must vanish,

and hence also 0,^ and 0,,. The condition 0,, = reduces there-

fore to

(38) 2* -52 0,3 -39 -73 03^ = 0.

The cubic is then a cuspidal cubic; as may be seen by setting up the

corresponding differential equation. We may also verify this directly

as foUows. Put the equations of the cubic into the form

_3_

yi = ^^, y^ = x, !/3 = i-
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The differential equation, of which these functions form a fundamental

System, is found to be

On Computing tlie invariants we find

whence we again conclude (38). Therefore (38) is tlie condition for

a cuspidal cubic.

It will be advisable to set up also tbe condition for a nodal

cubic. Take the cubic in the form

Vi = 1; y2 = ^> !/3 = - ^^ + (1 - ^)"S

whence we deduce the differential equation

^ (l-a;)[l-(l-a;)3]^ '

for which

It is convenient to write t = {l—x)~'^, so that

_ t^

On Computing the invariants we find

60* -7 • 30e«*

®3=l^(l_iS),' ^»8= (fZTSjs -' «^12- (i_^3)8

whence

1 _^ _ 6^'^'' t\'i--^t^+ t''Y _ 012 _ 6^-73 / l - ^»y
©T»
~ 1ö^ (T+i")» ' ^ ~ ©3'' ~ 10 \i + tv

'

If we put

(39) X =—-^— 71, [1
= ^— §,

so as to have the same notation as Hdlphen, we find

where s = t^. If we eliminate s we find

(40) (28.32,^ + |2-2-33|-35)2 + 2*'-3-P = 0,

as the condition for a nodal cubic.

In general a ternary cubic has an absolute invariant. We wish

to find the condition for a cubic curve whose invariant has a given

value. Clearly it must be possible to obtain this condition from

©18 = by integration.

Let US, then, assume ®^^ = 0, and introduce absolute invariants

by putting

z{i+ s-\-zy 5. 0/1- A*
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whence

If we divide (37) by &^^ and introduce these quantities, the condition

@jg = becomes

[21(5V'-2--3--5^-7^ + 22.3«-7^}-2'^-5=^;.];.'-23.5^-7;..a.u' = 0.

So as to have the same notation as Halphen, put again

2* -3« -7* 2-3*-7
j.

i = —r^n, /*
= 5— §,

SO that

4J-; »? = 2*. 3« -7» ©^

'

Then, the above equation becomes

(42) ^V^' = l [(^ + 3) (I + 27) - 2^
. 31?] V-

Put farther

|(| + 3)(| + 27) = ^, 3^-2^»? = e,

80 that (42) becomes

(43) m' + {t-A)t' = 0.

Halphen has shown that the general integral of this equation is

(44) Pt' = cQ',

where c is au arbitrary constant, and where

26p = (23§ + 12 - 2 3'| - 35)8 + 2« • H\
(^) 2«^ = 2^' + 2Hi + 3^) (I - 32 • 5) g + (I + 3»)*.

The equations P = 0, Q = give special Solutions of (41). The case

P = corresponds to the case of a nodal cubic, as we may verify

at once.

We proceed to explain Halphen's integration of equation (43)

The geometrical significanee of this equation makes it certain that

its general integi-al is algebraic. Let

P = g" + M,^"-' + M,t"-' + • • • + 3/„_ig + M„ = 0,

where Mk is a rational function of |^ be an integral of this equation.

Interpret, for a moment, | and ^ as cartesian coordinates of a point

in a plane. Equation (43) determines the ratio of t' to ^ for every

value of i and ^, i. e. it determines the direction of the tangent of

any integral curve at any point of the plane. If P= is an integral

curve, the direction of its tangent at any one of its points must

therefore coincide with that found from (43). But the direction of
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the tangent of tliis curve^ at one of its points, will be found from
the equations

P=0 "-^' 4- —t' =
The expression o^ ox,^tf _r_ ^_f_f-l

whicli, on account of (43), is proportional to

must therefore vanish as a consequence of P= 0. Since tliis expression

is again an integral rational function of t, of the n^^ degree, with

coefficients rational in |, we must have

where A is a function of |. In this equation ^ and t, are regarded

as independent variables. Denote by M^, M^, . . . the derivatives

of M^, M^, . . . with respect to |. We find

M; = \l^{n- 1)1] M, + AMI,
M^ = [A + (^ - 2)1] Jf, + AMI,

Mr! = (A + I) Mn-1 + AMl^t,

=XMn + AMJ.

Suppose that Mn is a fraction -^; where a and ß are integral rational

functions of |. The last equation will then give

p a

i. e. the factors of the denominator of X will be simple. But, in that

case, the first equation of our System would make M^ a transcendental

function of |, contrary to our hypothesis. Therefore, Jf„ and X must
be integral rational functions of |. Moreover, the expression

n

shows, that X must be of the first degree, since A is quadratic. We
see at once that M^ must be of the second, M^ of the 4*^, . . . ilf„ of

the 2w*^ degree.

We know one Solution of (43) corresponding to n = 2. It is

the equation (40) which gives the condition for a nodal cubic. If

we introduce t, instead of r^, this Solution may be written

26p = (2^^ + |2_ 2. 33|_ 35)2 _|_ 26. 3|3_o.
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The corresponding function A is foiind to be

We may find another particular integral, also corresponding to n = 2,

by trial. It is

2«^ = 2'^e' + 2^(1 + 3^) (1-3^-5)^4- (1 + 3»)*,

for which

;. = -1(1 + 3).

We have, therefore

ieg+(^-0|f = |(| + 9)P,

ie|| + (^-e)|f = |(i+3)(?,

which equations may be written

Bat precisely the same equation will be satisfied by

where c is an arbitrary constant. Therefore, the general integral of

(43) is

which is the resnlt we wished to prove.

We have noticed already that P = corresponds to the case of

a nodal cubic. The significance of ^ = will appear very soon.

Another special Solution is of importance. For a certain value of c,

Pt^ — cQ^ will be a perfect Square. In fact

ö' + 2'-3^e'P = i^',

where

(46) 2^R = 29g3 + 26
. 3 [(I - r-f + 2* • 3*] V'

+ 2»
. 3(1 + 3^)3 (I - 3^ • 5)e + (I + 3»)^

The general Solution of (43) may therefore be written

where h is the arbitrary constant.

We may on the other band cousider the algebraic equation of

the cubic. which we have deduced explicitly under the assumption of

the special choice of coordinates involved in the reduction of the

fedifferential equation to the Laguerre-ForsyÜi form. A temary cubic
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has two relative invariants S and T of degrees 4 and 6 respectively

in the coefficients of the cubic. The absolute invariant is

^-?
^3 "'7

and the discriminant is T^ -{- 648^.'^) If we observe the explicit

equation of the cubic we notice that the highest derivative of Pg

which occurs in it is P^^\ which can enter into S and T only by

means of the invariant ©jg. Therefore, the highest powers of @^^

which can occur in S or T are respectively the fourth and the sixth.

But, of the two quantities | and t], only | contains ö^g, and moreover^

linearly. Therefore in terms of | and rj S must contain no higher

power of I than the fourth, and T no higher than the sixth. But

Q and R contain precisely these powers of |, so that except for

numerical factors Q and R must be proportional to S and T respectively.

Finally, since we obtain a nodal cubic if

T-' 4- 64/S'3 = 0,

and also if P = 0, the case /c = — 64 must correspond to /i = — 1.

Since h and Ic can differ only by a numerical factor we find

/c = 64/^.

If we apply the known results of the theory of invariants of a ternary

cubic, we find therefore the foUowing result.

Let T and S he tlie fundamental invariants of a ternary cubic. Pul

Then ihe condition, that tJie differential equation (1) sJiall represent a

cubic curve with the absolute invariant h, is

(47) R^^ + hQ' = 0,

which may also he written

23.35.^3p + (/* + l)g3_o.

In particular P = 0, ^ = 0, P = are the conditions for a nodal, an

equi-anhartnonic, an harmonic cubic respectively.

It will be noticed that an extensive theory may be developed for

the general curve Cy, based upon the theory of the covariants of

the osculating cubic. Moreover, since we have shown how to compute

the invariants S and T, there remain no serious difficulties to over-

come. As x changes, each of the points of inflection of the osculating

cubic describes a curve, its Hessian and other covariants envelope

curves, etc. . . . Special properties of these various covariant curves

will serve to characterize special classes of plane curves C,j. There

1) Salmon's Higher Plane Curves, Chapter V, Section V.
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are further the simultaneous covariants of osculating conic and cubic,

all of which promise interesting results. We mav also regard the

determination of the osculating cubic as an approximate Integration

of the differential equation.

We have seen in § 1 that the invariants of the Lagrange adjoint

equation differ from those of (1) only by having — ö. in place of Q.^y

and therefore — 0^, and — ©^i üi place of Q^^ and O^^. But the

integral curves of a linear differential equation and its Lagrange

adjoint are dualistic to each other. It is a very easy matter, there-

fore, to find from the equations of this paragraph, the conditions for

curves of the third class. We may also by considering the adjoint

equation, determiae the osculating curves of the third class for an

arbitrary curve, etc. . . .

The curves of the third order without a double point, being of

deficiency unity, may be studied by means of elliptic functions.^) We
shall follow HaJpJien in giving a brief treatment of the curves from

this point of view, culminating in the determination of the number
of coincidence points upon a cubic curve. This theory rests upon the

following theorem:

Let the coordinat^s x and y of a point of a plane curve be

given as uniform doubly periodic functions of an argument t, the

periods of these two functions and their poles being identical. The
locus of the point {:c, y) wül be an algebraic curve, whose degree is

equal to the number of poles of the doubly-periodic functions in a

period - parallelogTam.

To prove this theorem we make use of a method of representation.

for the elliptic functions due to Hermite. Put

making use of the ordinary notation for the Jacobian functions.

Then we shall have

x = u ^ a Z(t - a) + b Z(t- ß) + c Z{t- y) + -

y = u' + a' Z{t - a) -}- h'Z{t- ß) + (^Z(t-y) -h "

where a, ß, y, . . . are the poles of the two elliptic functions. The
constants a,h, . . . a', h', . . ., which are the residuals of these functions

at their poles, satisfy the conditions

1' Clebsch firat indicated the importance of elliptic fonctioiis for the theory

of curves of deficiency unity.
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a + & + c + --- = a' + &' + c'+--- = 0.

The periods of tlie elliptic functions will he 2K and 2iK'.

In Order to find the intersections of the curve, represented in

this way^ with an arbitrary straight line

we need only find the values of the argument t for which the elliptic

function Äx + By + C vanishes. But this function has the same

periods ^K and 2iK', and the same poles a, ß, y, . . . as x and y. In

a period-parallelograra a doubly periodic function has a many zeros

as poles; the values of the argument which differ from each other

by mere multiples of the periods correspond to the same point of

the curve. Hence the function Äx + By + C vanishes for as many
non-congruent values of t as x and y have poles in a period-

parallelogram , whence follows the theorem which we were to prove.

Make an arbitrary projective transformation

^_ Ä^x + A^'y-^B^ y^ Ä^x+ A^'y + B^

Ax-\-A'y-\-B
' Ax + A'y-\-B

'

X and Y will be two doubly periodic functions of t with the periods

2K and 2iK'. The poles of these functions will be different from

ci, ß, y, . . . but equal to them in numben X and Y may, therefore,

be represented by elliptic functions in the same way as before, making

use of the same Z function, only the constants u, a,h, . . . a, ß, . . .

being changed. Therefore, this representation hy elliptic functions has

a projective character. Moreover the quantity q, or the ratio of the

periods, is an absolute invariant.

Let there be only three poles a, ß, y, so that the curve is a

cubic. Of the thirteen constants, which appear to enter the equations,

only nine are independent. On the other hand, a plane cubic is

determined by nine conditions. We shall prove that any non-singular

cubic may be represented in this way. In Order to do this, it becomes

necessary to study the curve somewhat more in detail.

According to a well-known theorem, due to Liouville, the sum
of the zeros of a doubly periodic function in a period-parallelogram

can differ from the sum of its poles only by multiples of the periods.

We find at once the foUowing theorem:

The three values of t, tvhich correspond to the intersections of the

cubic with a straight line, have a sum which can differ from a-\- ß -\- y
only by multiples of the periods.

This gives rise to the following coroUaries:

The nine values of the argument t

a-\-ß-\-y
,

2pK-\-2p'iK'
^ + g .

where p and p^ are integers, correspond to the points of inflection.
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Through an arbitranj point of tJie ciirve, four straigld lines may
he draton tvliich shall he tangent to it in other poinis. If t is ihe

argument corresponding io the first point, the arguments of the four

points of contact are

^-±l±l^+pK + p'iK'.

But these properties of the curve prove it to be of the sixtli

class, i. e. a non-singular cubic. To prove, on the other hand, that

every cubic of the sixth class may be represented in this way, we
consider a special case. Write

x = Z(t)- Z(t-\-E),

y =^ + Zii + iK')-Z{t + K).

We proceed to eliminate t. We have

making use of the ordinary notation for the Jacobian & fonctions.

We find, therefore

^= ~{logsnt-logmt) = j^.
d ,, .x snt dnt

whence
xy(x— y) = x-Jc^y,

where Ic is the modolus of the elliptic fonctions, which is connected

with q by the equation

The equation, made homogeneous, becomes

xy{x-y) = z^{x — k^y).

But any non-singular cubic may be reduced to this form if the

Vertex a: = 0, ?/ = of the triangle of reference be taken as a point

of inflection, while the other two coincide with the points of contact

of two of the tangents which may be dra^m through this point.

Such a triangle exists, if and only if the cubic is of the sixth class.

We have shown, therefore, that every cubic of üie sixOi dass may he

represenied hy elliptic fundions in the uay indicafed.

Consider, now, a function of the third degree in x and y. It is

a doubly periodic function of t, whose poles a, ß, y are triple. We
see, therefore, that tlxe arguments icliicli correspond to the intersedions

of the cubic with another cuhic differ from 3 (« + /3 + y) only hy multiples

of Hie periods.

"WHiCZYSSKi , projective differential Geometry. g
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Further: if we construct in a point, whose argument is t, the pencil

of all cubics liaving with the given cubic contad of the seventh order in

the given point, these cuhics have a fwther point in common, whose

argument is

Ät every point of the cubic, whose argument is of the form

—ir— + 9 '

there exists a pencil of cuhics having contact of the eighth order with

the given cubic at this point. These points are the coincidence points

of the cubic.

Of these 81 points, however, only 12 are truly coincidence points.

For the 9 points of inflection are included among them. The existence

of 72 coincidence points on a non-singular cubic has also been

demonstrated by Halphen in another way.-^)

The results found so far, enable us to verify the further theorem:

On a cubic the coincidence points may be grouped in triangles which are at

the same time inscribed in, and circumscribed about the curve. For, if we
compute the argument of the point where a tangent at a point of

coincidence again intersects the cubic, we find that this point is again

a coincidence point.

§ 7. Canonioal development for the equation of a plane curve

in non-homogeneous coordinates.

If P2 = 0, the equation of the osculating conic is

or if we introduce non-homogeneous coordinates,

'i 2 ^ '

where

|==J,
-^ = ^. •

Since Gy has contact of the 4*^ order with this conic, we must

have similarly for Cy a development of the form

where

n = \i' + a,V + a,l' + a,l' ^•,

^1 ' 2/1

1) Ralphen, Journal de Mathematiques ,
3e serie, t. II, p. 376.
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We can easily find this development. We have from (16) and (17)

? -^^— y^*
— 10-^3-^ +60-^3^ +420^3 ./^ +• ^

if we write only the terms up to and including the seventh order.

We have further

so that up to the order of terms here retained.

We find therefore

(48) ^=^|^_^P3^5__A_p'^|G__Lp"3|:+....

But we can simplify this development considerably. The form

of the series

»/={!- + «5!' + «6l' + «7l'+--'

will not be changed if we make the most general projective trans-

formation which converts the osculating conic, as well as the point

Fy and the tangent PyJPs into themselves. This merely amounts to

takiüg as triangle of reference the most general triangle of which P„
shall be a Vertex and FyF^ a side and which shall be self-conjugate

with respect to the osculating conic. This projective transfomiation is

1 4- y2a| 4- a-r, v 1 + ylc| + ß*7] v'

where

A^iSl + V^ß/Si?, \i = ^-% v = l-\-y2al-\-a^ri.

K we Substitute the development (48) for tj, we find

A = p + y2ttß (a,^^ + a,r + «,!•+•• ),

}i = 6 + ß' {a^V + a,l' -h (hV -\--),

where

Q = ßh^W2aß^^

ö=^^^r,

and, of course,
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We find therefore

whence

(49) '-^;^ = - 2/32 {a, i' + K - 2 y2a, a) ^

+ (»7 - 2 j/2aa6 + 5aV) 1^ +• • •]•

Further we have

where (|^) denotes an aggregate of terms of at least the k'th Order.

Consequently

X = /5|[l-iy2«|+^a2r +•••],

so that we shall have, exact to terms of the seventh order,

X6 = /36(|«-3l/2a|^),

whence

|» = ^,(X= + 3t/2^-X'),

Substituting in (49) we find

r= 2
^' + ^ X^ + ^^ (I

y2a, a + «e)
^'

}-^^(a, + y2a,a-v\a,a^)X' + --'-

But we have the two constants a and ß at our disposal. Let us

choose them so that

We thus -find the canonical form

(50) r={x2 + x^ + ^z^+...

for the development. Since we have
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1 J)
1 T) t

1 -ptl

^5 = ~ 5n ^3> ^'6 — ~ T^^3 ) ^4 — ~ ^IS ^ 3>20 3' ^6 120 *' * 840

the value of A- will be:

_ (- 20)1 ©8
(51) A,

100800 «

All of Üie coeffidents will be absolute invariants.

It is clear that such a development always exists, except for sucli

points of the curve C.j whose osculating conic hvperosculates it. It

only remains to determine the geometrical significance of this cano-

nical form. Since we have

the line X = is, in our original System of coordinates

0x^^X9 — x^3 x^ = 0,

which is nothing more or less than the polar of the point (P^', dP^,0)

with respect to the osculating conic. But the corariant expression

for this point is

Therefore, if the differential equation be reduced to the Halphen

canonical form (©3 = 1), the corresponding point P. tcül be the secmid

Vertex of that triangle of reference for ichich the development becomes

canonical. In general, the second vertex of the canonical triangle is

given bij the covariant C^.

The transformation of coordinates, which we have just made,

may be written in homogeneous form

Xi = Xi + Y2ax^ + a^x^j

x^ = ßx^ + y2aßx^,

^3 = ß^^z-

If we apply this transformation to the equation Sl^ix) = of the eight-

pointic nodal cubic, we find after dividing by a numerical factor

F=li^^+ 16 ^3' - 2^i^^3 = 0.

The Hessian of F, again omitting a numerical factor, is

H=- Säfj^ _ 48^3^ - 2^1 ^,^3 = 0.

For the three points of inflection of i^ = 0, we find therefore

^1 = 0, x^:x^ = - yiQ or - a YlQ or - o« -^iß/)

where ra is a cube root of unitv.

1) The Hessian of a plane curve intersects it in its double points and
jinta of inflection. cf. Salmons Higher Plane curves.
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We have the following result.

In Order to öbtain tlie canonical form (50) of tlie developtnent , tJie

triangle of reference must he chosen as follows. One Vertex is a point

on tlie curve and one side of the triangle is the tangent at tJiis point.

The second side is the line upon which are situated the three points of

inflection of the eight-pointic nodal cuhic. The third side is the polar

of the intersedion of the other two with resped to the osculating conic.

The numerical fadors, which still remain arhitrary in a projedive System

of coordinates after the triangle of reference has heen chosen, must he

determined in such a way that the coordinates of one of tlie three points

of inflection of the eight-pointic nodal cuhic shall he (0, — yl6, 1),

and that the coordinates of the tangent to the cuhic at this point shall

he (2|^, 3fl62^ 48).

Since this can be done in three ways, it is clear why the cube

root enters into the expression of the coefficients of the canonical

development.

The vertices of this triangle give a fundamental System of covariants,

which is valid whenever ©g =|= 0.

The canonical development is identical for two differential equa-

tions whose absolute invariants are identical. We see, therefore, that

the condition, that two differential equations have equal absolute in-

variants, is not only necessary hut also sufficient for their equivalence.

§ 8. Anharmonic curves.

A curve is said to be anharmonic, if the absolute invariant

@g^ : @3^ is a constant. Let us reduce the differential equation of the

curve to the Halphen canonical form, which may always be done

unless the curve is a conic. Then we shall have

Pi = 0, &s = l, ®^ = c,

where c is a constant, so that

i's
""^ -^2 "^

27 ^' Pa ^^ '^3 "^ •*••

The differential equation becomes

(52) y^'^-^cy'-^y = 0,

an equation with constant coefficients.

It is evident, on the other band that, for any linear differential

equation with constant coefficients, 0^^:®^^ will be a constant. If

such an equation be reduced to its semi- canonical form, the coefficients

will still be constants. Let
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(53) y^')-\-3P,y'-^P,y =
be such an equation in its semi - canonical form, so that P, and P^

are constants. Let r^, r,, r.^ be tbe roots, supposed distinct, of the

cubic equation

(54) r^ + SP,r + P, = 0,

so that

(55) r^ + r, -\- r^ = 0, r^r^ + r^r^ + Tj^r^ = o P^, -r^r^r^ = P^.

Then the functions

(56) y,=e'\{Jc=l,2, 3)

form a fundamental System of Solutions of (53). The homogeneous

equation of the integral curve of (53) may therefore be written

(57 a) y/'-''y:'-'''= y;'-''\

or in non-homogeneous form

(57b) Y= X\
if we put

Tlie curve y therefore, adtniis a one-parameter group of projective

trajisfonnations inio itself, viz.:

(59a) X = aX Y=aY,
where a is an arbitrary constant, or in homogeneous form

(59b) Vi^yi, h = ayi, i/3 = »'^3-

This group clearly enables us to convert any point of the curve into

any other, excepting those vertices of the triangle of reference which

are points of the curre. This property of anharmonic curves, that

they are projectively equivalent to themselves, is characteristic of

them.^)

We can deduce from this theorem a corollary which justifies

the name which we have given to these curves. Consider any point

P of the curve, not a vert^x of the fundamental triangle, together

with its tangent. The latter intersects the sides of the triangle in

three points P^, P^, P^. The anliarmonic ratio of these four points,

the point of contact and tJie intersedions with the sides of the triangle,

is the same for aU tangeiüs of the curve. In faet, a projective trans-

formation of the form (59) converts P and its tangent into any other

point Q of the curve and its tangent. The points P^, P^, Pg are

1) cf. Lie- Scheffers, Continuierliche Gruppen, p 68 et sequ. where other

properties of these curves are also investigated. The above property is due to

Klein and lAe.
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converted into the three points Q^, Q^, Q^ where the latter tangent

intersects the sides of the fundamental triangle, this triangle being

invariant under the transformation. But a projective transformation

never changes the anharmonic ratio of four coUinear points, whence
our conclusion. The same result may, of course, be obtained by cal-

culating this anharmonic ratio. It comes out to be equal to X^ if

the four points are arranged in the proper order. X is clearly an

absolute invariant of the curve, and it must be possible to express it

8

in terms of the absolute invariant 7:^-
(h) o

From (55) and (58) we find

-P2 =
3 [»'2 ^3 - (^2 + ^3)']. P3 = ^2 >*3 (»'2 + ^3)>

p_ ,.2^'-^ + l p_ .il-2X)(l + l)

2 ^2
(^x _ 2)2 ' ^3 — ^2 (i_ 2)2 •

whence

On the other hand, we shall have,

whence

(60) #4=3» (''-^+^r
©38 " (^ - 2)2 (1 - 2^)2 (;i + 1)2'

the equation connecting the invariant ©g^ : ©g^ with the invariant 2.

For 2 = 3 we find again, as we should, the condition (38) for a

cuspidal cubic.

This equation might have been derived in another way, which
makes its significance more apparent. If the numerical value of the

invariant ©g^-^s^ ^ß given, the curve C^ must be determined except

for projective transformations. We would obtain at once, therefore,

either equation (57 a) or one of those obtained from it by the permu-
tation of the indices 1, 2, 3. Corresponding to one value of @g^ : &^^

we would find, therefore, six values of /., corresponding to these

permutations, which turn out moreover to be expressible in the same
way as the six values of the double -ratio of four points. In fact we
have Seen that l really is a double -ratio, To one value of A, however,
would correspond only one value of ©g^ : ©g^ The left member of (60)
must therefore be equal to a rational function of k of the sixth

degree, which is not changed by any Substitution which consists in

replacing 2 by any of the functions:

gl-,, 1 X X-l
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This determines the right meniber of (60) except for a constant

factor. This factor mav be determined by consideriug the special case

;. = 3.

If (60) is rerified, the geueral Solution of (1) is of the form

where X and Y are expressions of the form

^^ «1 Vi + «* y^ + «8 y,.
^ Y= hliAliJiA^^y».

,

«1 2/i + c, yj + Ca 2/,

'

qj/i+Cjy, +c,yg

apparently containing eight arbitrary constants, the ratios of the nine

coefficients. But there are really only seven arbitrary constants,

owing to the fact which we have already noted, that there exists a

one- Parameter group of projective transformations which converts the

curve into itself. In accordance with this, if we express (60) by

means of HalpJim's differential invariants, it becomes a differential

equation of the 7'^ order between X and Y.

We have assumed so far that 7\, r.^ and r.^ are distinet. If two

of these quantities coineide, we find that ). assumes one of the values

0, 1 or (x>. Equation (60) retains its significance, and we may deter-

mine the character of the integral curve as foUows. If / has a

finite value, a special Solution may be taken of the form

Then, since

lim(l+fy = e^,

we see that corresponding to ?. = oo, a special integral curve of (1)

may be written in the form

Y= e^, or X = log Y.

Since all integral curves of (1) are projectively equivalent, we have

the foUowing result. The anliarmonic cio'ves corresponding to the case

that two of the roots of the characferistic ciihic equation (54) coincide,

are obtaiyied iy putting X equal to 0, 1 or oc. Their gene^'al form is

z = iogr,
where

CiVi + CiVi + Csys' CiVi-^f^iVi-Vc^Vf^

The one- Parameter projective group of these curves assumes the form

X = X-floga, Y=aY.
If all three roots of the cubic (54) are equal, they must be zero,

whence we find P^ = P.^ = 0, and therefore ©3 = 0. In this case

the integral curve is a conic. The corresponding values of ?. are
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Seen to be A = 2, -r^ or — 1, tlie harmonic values of a double ratio. We

may therefore describe a conic as an liarmonic anbarmonic curve.

In tbe metrical tbeory of plane curves, tbe osculating circle

serves to characterize tbe infinitesimal properties of a curve in tbe

vicinity of a given point. Tbe osculating anliarmoiiic curve may serve

a similar purpose in tbe projective tbeory. We bave seen, in § 1, tbat

any curve, wbicb is not a conic, may bave its equation written in

tbe form

so tbat no curve, except conics and straigbt lines, bave any projec-

tive infinitesimal properties expressed by derivatives of Y of lower

Order tban 7. In tbe language of Halphen's differential invariants, we
would say tbat tbere exists no absolute differential invariant of Order

lower tban seven. We may, bowever, construct an anharmonic curve

wbose absolute invariant sball coincide witb tbat of tbe given curve

at tbe given point. Tben its development in tbe canonical form will

coincide witb tbe above, up to and including tbe terms of tbe seventb

Order. It bas contact of tbe seventb order witb Cy at Py. Tbere-

fore, tbe osculating anbarmonic gives an adequate representation of

tbe differential invariant of lowest order. Its determination may be

regarded as an approximate integration of tbe differential equation (1).

§ 9. Discussion of the special case ®^ = 0.

Tbe general tbeorems in regard to semi-covariants specialize into

well-known properties of conic sections when &^ = 0. Take tbe

equation in its canonical form

'/'= 0,

so tbat we may put
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If we put for ij the general Solution of ihe differential equation

ij = a -\- 2hx + ex'-,

and thence
= 2b -\- 2cx,- Q = 2c,

we find

a = 4 (&2 _ ac),

the discriminant of the quadratic. Therefore, the three values of Q
which correspond to the Substitution of y = yk {k = 1, 2, 3) are the

discriminants of the quadratic equations which determine the inter-

section of the conic with the three sides of the triangle composed of

two tangents and the polar of their intersection.

Examples.

Ex. 1. Assuming that the differential equation of Cy is written

in its semi-canonical form, find the differential equations for d
and Cq.

Ex. 2. Find and discuss the conditions that d, Co, Ca may be

straight lines or conics.

Ex. 3. Prove that the third tangential of P,j coincides with the

Ealphen point of Py (cf. end of § 3). Find the conditions that the

loci of the points P/,, Py, Pj there mentioned may be straight lines

or conics.

Ex. 4, Find the conditions for a curve of the third class, dis-

eussing the various special cases.

CHAPTEK IV.

INVARIANTS AXD COVARIANTS OF SYSTEMS OF LINEAR

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.

§ 1. rinite transformations of the dependent variables.

Consider the System of linear homogeneous differential equations

m— 1 n

l=Q i= l

where

and where the quantities pm are functions of x. It has been shown,
in Chapter I, that the most general point transformation, which con-

verts this System into another of the same kind, is given by the

equations
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Vk-^'^kM^j ^-f{l\
;. = i

where «a^ and f are arbitrary functions of |, and where the deter-

minant , /<-m /, ^ -, « \

\auXl)\ {fc,X = l,2, . . .n)

does not vanish identically.

A function of the coefficients of (1) and of their derivatives,

which lias the same value for (1) as for any System obtained from

it by such a transformation, shall be called an absolute invariant.

If it contains also the functions y^, yk, etc. it is called a covariant.

As in the case of a single linear differential equation, we decom-
pose the transformation into two others; one, affecting only the

dependent variables, and one transforming the independent variable.

We proceed to determine first those functions which remain invariant

when the dependent variables alone are transformed. We shall speak

of them as seminvariants and semi-covariants. The invariants and
covariants will be functions of the seminvariants and semi-covariants.

We proceed, therefore, to transform (1) by putting

n

(2) y,=2^,d^H., ih = h2,...n).
;.= i

Then

2= 1 ^= ^
where I

j
denotes the coeflicient of x" in the expansion of (1 + x)\

Equations (1) become

n n m

(4) 2'«,;..r+2i;(:)«a''t
1=1 ;.=i = 1

+

m — (i)

I "- - '/

9

m—1 nVW V/''^^^ ^ Q^,JZ<-°'=^>ii = ^' 2. -)
Z=0 h= \ /<= ! (7=

The coefficient of iq ' in the double sum is

\m — v) '." '

in the quadruple sum, the coefficient of ty^ is

Ä=i

-ff
*''~^

\r) d'^-^-'A
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or
n m— 1— f

t=l r=0

Thus, equations (4) may be -written

n n m— 1

(5) ^^jT+^-E^lL'-y::-"
/.— l 11= 1 1=0

um— 1— V

+2 2 (TK.,.+X';]=o,(i=i,2,...«).
i=l r=0

Put

(6) ^ = K\ (^^ = 1,2,...«),

and denote by An the minor of an in this determinant. Then we

shall find

n m—In
(7) ^,r+2'i;''"'2^4(,;-J<

(m - r)

H=l i =0 I =

1

>i m— 1— »

+2 I C + >.-... + .<]= 0,a = 1,2,...»).

i=l r=0

K the System be written in the form

m— 1 w

(8) vT + ^t'^^X'^^'
,=0 ,u= l

we shall, therefore, have

)i n m— 1 — V

i= l i= l r =

(X, II = 1, 2, . . . n-j V = 0, 1, . . . 7)1 — 1).

Thus, if (1) be transformed into (8) by means of the trans-

formation (2), the equations (9) fornish the expressions for the new
coefficieuts in terms of the old.

Equations (9) represent an infinite continuous group, isomor-

phic with the group represented by equations (2). For, they ob-

yiouslv have the group property, and to every transformation of the

group (2) corresponds one of the group (9). Both groups can be

defined by dififerential equations, so that Lie's theory of infinite

groups may be applied.
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§ 2. Infinitesimal transformations of the dependent variables.

The variables y^, y^r • • • V-n "^iH undergo the most general infinitesi-

mal transformation of the form (2), if we put

(10) au = 1 + (pii {x) dt, aa(Ä;) = gpa- (x) dt, (i^l; i,k=l,2 . . . n),

where dt is an infinitesimal, and the ^a's are arbitrary functions

of X. We wish to find the corresponding infinitesimal transformations

of the coefficients p/j^i.

Neglecting infinitesimals of order higher than the first, we find

1 + <Pn^^} 9l2^^; • • • Vindt

Cp2idt, 1 -f 9^22^^; • • • 9'2«^^
(11) Z/=:

and

(12)

Cpnldt, (p„%dt, . . . 1 + (fnndt

= 1 + (9^11 + 9^22 H + ^nn)dt.

Ali = 1 + {ffx\ + 9'22 + • • • + ^)nn - Cpii)dt,

Aki = — (pikdt, {i^li).

These latter formulae may be deduced from the equations

n n

which define the minors of the determinant zl.

Substituting these values into (9), we have

n m— 1— V

+ [1 + i^n + 9^22 + • • • cp„n)dt][{j^_Jg>^;^r'^i

n m— 1— V

or, omitting terms of higher than the first order in dt,

^ji =p _y'^.p öt+( ''^ )w^!''-''^dt

i= l

n m— 1— i'

fc==l t— O

Dividing by z/ = 1 + {cp^^ -j- . . . -|- qp„„) 8t, and denoting the in-

finitesimal difference it/.^^v ~ Px^tv by dj);t/(v, we find
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(13) -^=2, »^^i-^i*. - '^^ *^*..)

-2 2 ('r)<>..-+'+L->r".

iL u = 1, 2, . . . «; r = 0, 1. 2, . . . iw — 1).

These are the reqnired infinitesimal transformations of ^it.«-

Those of Pi'f,Tj Pi'ßr, etc., mar be obtained from (13) by diffeien-

tiation.

§ 3. Calcolation of the semmvariants for m = « = 2.

We prooeed to the special case »i ^ w ^ 2 to which we shall

confine onrsdTes. We mav write our System of differential equations

in the form

(14)
^ ' ^^^' ^^^ + 3uy + 2««= 0,

where we hare wiitten v and z in place of y^ and y, as this notation

will be more conTenient later. We stall have to pnt in our general

formnlae

:

Eqnations (13) will therefore become

^=^ («F*.!»« - 9itPiJ + '^9\u>

(16) ^=2* (9^»-^^* - ''^^^i- + ^i-^^^ - ^1.^^-^+ "^9f

'

t=i i=i

If /* is a semiaTariant depending onlj apon the argameats pimj

Pifif Qih the expiession

ö/'= "Vf^-^a». +^d»: +-^ag-V
^^

whidi represents the increment which the infinitesimal transformation

gires to /", mnst vanish for all ralnes of the arbitrary fanetions

9^r*. ffrtj ^r/- EqiuÄng to sero the coef&dents of these twelve

arbitrary fanetions in 9fj gires a System of partial differenrial equa-

tions for f. The general theory teaches ns that it is a complete

System, and that any Solution of it is a seminrariant.
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For abbreviation let us put always

(1^) ^=^^-''' MT'^''' '^r^'''
'^''

Then we have, for tbe seminvariants depending only upon p^n, i?;.,«

and qi^i, the foUowing complete System of partial differential equations:

(18) 2P^^ +^ (p,Pi - p^.Pl, + p,^ Q.J = 0,

2 = 1

(r,s== 1,2).

This contains twelve equations with twelve independent variables. But

we stall see that only ten of the equations are independent, so that

tbere are two seminvariants containing only the variables p?.ii<,p'ii/u, Q.)./.!-

The first four equations of (18) teil us that pJ-äand^^-jCan occur only

in the combinations
, ^

Prs — 2qrs-

We shall write out the next four equations explicitly. They are:

2Pi2 + {pn —P22) P12 + Pn (P22 — Pii) +i>ii Q12 + P21 Q22 = 0,

(19)
^"^'^ +-^^21-^21 -P12PL +PnQn +^^21^21 = 0,

2 P22 + i)i2 PJs - P2i Pi + P12 Q12 + i>22 ^22 = 0;

2 P21 + (P22 -Pn)K + Ä2 (^11 - ^22) + P,, Qn + P22 Qn=0.
They show that prs, pls, ^rs can occur only in the four combi-

nations: „ , . ,21

(20)
^^' ^ ^-^'^ ~ ^^'^ "^ ^^^ ^^" "^ -^^^^^

W21 = 2p'^^ - 4^21 + i?2i Oll + i'22).

^22 = 2^22 — 4^22 +1^12 +i^l22'2i;

i. e. the seminvariants here considered must be functions of m^, %2> «2i> '^*22-

Finally we shall write out the last four equations of (18). They are:

Ui ^ (i^ii - i?22)-Pl2 + i>21 (^22 - Pn) + (Kl - P'22)P'l2

+ i';i(^22 - PL) + fei - ^22) Qx2 + ^21(^22 - Qn) = 0;

C^3 ^ P12 -P12 - 2>21Al + ^12 ^^2 - i>21 ^21 + 2l2 ^12 " ^21 ^21 = 0,

^i = O22 - Pn) P21 + i'ia (-Pn " ^22) +Ä - P'n) P'n

+ P\2{Pn-P22)-^(Q22-Qn)Q2i + ^i2(Qn-Q22) = 0,

with the obvious relation

{22) U,+ U,== 0.
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We find

^i Ka) = «*11 - «227 C^2(«12) = - «12> ^3(«12) = + Wl2, ^^4(^12) = 0,

C^l 0*21) = 0, C^ä (l«2i)= + «21, üi («21) = - «21, C/4(«2l) =«22- «11»

C^l (W22) = + «*21? C^rM2ä)= 0, C73(?(2,) = 0, C'UO'22) = - "l2-

With the introduction of these variables (21) becomes

uj'= - «21 g^ + («a - «22) äi{, + '^1 £rr^'

(23) r,/-= + «12^ - («11 - «22)ä^ - ",2 ä^= ^^

C^./^=-^i2ä;i;; + «2iä^=0,
where the relation

(23a) »,2 C^i/" + «21 ÜJ + (wii - ^(52) ^^2/"=

is fulfilled, so that (23) will bave two Solutions. There will be, there-

fore, two seminTariants depending upon the variables pr,, p'r$ and

qr,, viz.:

(24) /=
?/ll + «22, J = «11 «22 ~ %2«21-

Let US proceed to obtain next those serainvariants which con-

tain also the quantities pU and g^-- Thej must satisfy the following

System of partial differential equations:

(a) 2F;, + Q'r. = 0,

2

(b) 2P;., + Qr>+^{PXrPL -P.xn. +PZrQ^i,) = 0,

(25)

(C) 2P,, +2 (p,rP,. - P.xP'r, - 2p:,F;,

+ qXrQ'i.t — q,kQ'r>. + P).rQ;.,) = 0,

(d) y'ijPXrPxs - P.xPr, + p',rFx. - p'^XPr. + plr^L

- p'lxFrX -f q>.r Qx, - q,x Qrx -^q'xrQ'xs- q'sx Q'rO = 0,

(r, s=l, 2).

There are in this System 20 independent variables, and 16 equa-

tions. Only 15 of these equations are independent, there being a

relation between the equations (d) which reduces to U., + 1^ =
when f contains only prt, p'n and gr,. In fact the left members of (d)

for r = 1, s = 2 and for r = 2, s = 1 differ only by the factor — 1.

We shall see that these 15 equations are actually independent; the

other relation which was found in the previous case does not main-

WiLCZYNSKi, projective differential Geometry. 7
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tain itself. There must, therefore, be five seminvariants of the kind

considered. Of these we know four, namely I, J, -j-f -r-i which are

obviously independent. It reraains to find the fifth.

Put

Uik = -j^> etc.

Then, since according to (20) we have

2

(26) Uik = 2p'ik — 4:qik + ^PijPjk,

therefore
2

(27) u'ik = 2pik - 4:q'ik +^ (jßijP)k + PijPjk).

It is easy to show from equations (25) (a) and (b) that our

seminvariants are functions of the twelve arguments

(28) Pik, Uik, u'ik.

Denote the left members of (25) (c) by Sl^, • • • Sl^, so that

£l, = 2P,,-{--'-, i^2 = 2Pl2 4-•••, ß3 = 2P2i+---, ii,==2P22+---

Then we find:

(29) ^i(Uik) = Sl^iua) = Sl^iUik) = Sl^iutk) = 0;

further

£l,(p,,) = 2, Sl,(p,,) = 0, iJ30u) = 0, ß40ii) = 0,

^
ßi(P2i) = 0, ^2(i>2i") = 0, ßs(i^2i) = 2, Sljp,,) = 0,

Si,(p,,)-=0, Sl,(j[>,,) = 0, Sl,(p,,) = 0, Sl,<j>,,)==2;

and finally:

'ßlKi) = + **2i; "^2(^1) = 0,

^3 (^21) = - Kl - ^22)» -^4Kl) = - ^2V

'^aK2) = -%2; ß4«2) = 0.

From these equations it is easily seen that the eight independent

functions of the arguments (28), which verify the equations ß;. = 0,

are the quantities Uik and Vik, where
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.^^. ^U = 2 U[, + Ou - i>22) "l2 - Pli («11 - ^s);

«21 = 2«;^ - (i?ii
- i)„) «21 + Pn 0<u - «22).

Vjj = 2«;, - iJi2 «21 + i)21 "12 •

Denoting by X^, . . X^ the left members of (25) (d) we find:

^3 (^^ll) =+ %» ^4(«'n) = 0.

-^li*"!«)
^^

*''l2 -^2(^12} "^ ^'11 ^'227

,33N ^3 («'12) = 0, ^4(«'u) = + ^12,

^l(lil) = + ^-21 ^2(%) = 0,

^3(^21) = — l^'n — ^'22)7 -^4(i'2i) = — l'2i;

^l(^'22) "^ ^f -^(^'22) ^^ ~i" *^'2l>

^3(%) = — "^'12 ^4(^^22) = 0,

the equations for X^ («.t) being of precisely tlie same form. We
have of course

Xi + X, = 0,

the one relation between the sixteen partial differential equations.

If the variables «a- and i,^ are introduced as independent variables,

our System of equations Xi,f=0 becomes therefore:

V ^ c/' df df , cf f.

4- (mu- "22)^^=0.

-("n- "22)^=0,

which three equations are obviously independent; in the case that f
is independent of fn . . . v^^ we find, of course, the same relation

between the left members (23a) as before, only the notation being

changed.

By integrating this System, or more simply from (33), we
see that

v„ + v,2 and v^^v^ — v^^v^^

are Solutions of the equations X^ = 0. But

(34) V,, + V,, = 2i',

while

7*
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(35) •^=%% —
'^12%

is obviously a new seminvariant, independent of I, J, I', J'.

We might now write down the differential equations satisfied by

tlie seminvariants involving, besides the quantities already considered,

also p^^^ and q[!^. We should find a System of twenty such equations

with one relation between them, and twenty-eight independent variables.

Hence tbere must be 28 — 19 = 9 such seminvariants, But we know
eight of these, viz.:

(36) i,IW'; J, J',J"'.K, K';

these are independent, for it is easily seen that from the existence

of a relation between them would follow the existence of a relation

between I, I', J, J', K. But these quantities are independent.

We may obtain the ninth seminvariant without writing down
and integrating the last mentioned System of twenty equations. The
process which we shall employ is much more instructive, and has

the further merit that it is capable of generalization to cases other

than that here considered of m = n = 2.

We have remarked in connection with (33) that the expressions

•X;. (ua) and X;i (va) are of precisely the same form. We may express

this by saying that the quantities uu, and Vik are cogredient.

To make this more evident we may compute dui^ and dvij.. We
find from (16) and (20)

"ST^^ 9^21%2 ~ 9'l2**21>

du

-Sf ^ *^9'22 - ^'ll) Wi2 + 9^12 (**U - ^22);

(37) .

-qY= (9^11 - 922) ^21 + ^21 (%2 - Unh

~|p=-- 9^21^12 + 9^12 «217

and from (16), (32) and (37),

-^= 9^21 «^12- 9^12%7

-^ == (9^22 - 9ii) ^12 + 9^12 (^11 - «^22);

-St^ ^^11 ~ ^22) ^21 + 921 (^22 - ^ll\

-^ = - 9'21^i2 + 9^12%-

Now certain combinations of the Ui^s and pik^, namely v^^ -f ^^2

and f11^22 ~ ^12^21 ^^6 seminvariants. Since the w^'s are cogredient

with the UikS, the same combinations with Vik in place of Ma will

also be seminvariants.
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Let US, therefore, put

u'n = 2 t''i5 + Oll - Pii) Vii - Pii (Vu - r^a),

t<;, = 2r;, - (pii -1)22) v,! +i?2i Kl - ^22)'21 * '^ 21

«'22 = ^t^j — i)is% + P21^12;

SO that (he quantities ivn are formed from v,i and pa in ihe same

way as the quantities v,* «^'^ formed from Uu and pik. Of course «;,*

are cogredient with M,i and Vn,, so that iv^^ + «(^22 ^^^ ^^11^22 —w^^w^x
are seminvariants. But

M'-u + «^22 = '^(y\i + ^'22) = 4^"»
wnile

(40) L = t<7iiM22 — «<''l2W'21

is a neiv seminvariant. That it is independent of the other eight

seminvariants (36) maj be verified bv considering the special case

Pik = 0.

Our object, to find all of the seminvariants, is now accomplished.

They are I, J, K, L and the derivatives of these quantities. For,

suppose we wish to find the seminvariants involving the variables con-

sidered so far, and j?(^' and q^?'^ besides. They are determined by a

complete System of 24 — 1 = 23 independent equations with 36 in-

dependent variables. Therefore, there exist 36 — 23 = 13 such sem-

invariants. But as these we may take the nine which we have

already found, together with I^^\ J^^\ K", L'. These are certainly

independent. Proceeding in this way, each step introduces eight new
independent variables and four new equations. Each step, therefore,

gives rise to four new seminvariants. But these four may clearly be

obtained by performing an additional differentiation upon 7, J, K, L.

ThuSf aU seminvariants, of ihe System of two linear homogeneous

differential equations of the second order, are fundions of the quantities

I, J, K, L and of their derivatives.

It is interesting to note what would be the result of continuing

our above process for obtaining seminvariants. Suppose we had
formed

^11 = 2<, +i)i2?^'2i -Pn^'i2, etc.

Theu would

<ii - ^22 = 9i («11 - «22) + 9i (hl - ^22) + ^3 Kl -
^(^ii),

ki = 5'iWi2 + 9i^ii + 93V?n7

hl = 9i^hi + 9i i*2i + 9^^ix>

where g^, g,, g^ are seminvariants.

For g^, g^, g^ are the quotients of determinants of the third order

formed out of the matrix
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*11 ^22>
— Uat IV,

127

«<^22

"21 "'21? '^21? "^21

and on account of the cogredience of the four sets of quantities, such

quotients are seminvariants. More than that, it may be verified at

once that these determinants are themselves seminvariants. One of

these is of special importance, viz.:

"22?

(41) ^ =\v.

\w. w. W-, w^'11 "^22?

We shall find later that z/ is also an invariant. Its expression in

terms of I, J, K, L and of the derivatives of these quantities is not

rational and will be given farther on. This remark suffices to

show that the System of seminvariants, consisting of I, J, K, L
and of their derivatives, is not complete in the sense that any rational

seminvariant can be expressed as a rational function of them.

Whether the System , obtained by adjoining z/ and its derivatives,

is complete in this sense or not is a question which we shall

leave open.

We shall frequently have occasion to make use of the finite

transformations of pa, qn, Ua, etc. These equations for pa and qu,

may be obtained at once from (9) by putting m = n = 2, or eise

directly. We prefer to take the transformation (2) in the form

y "= ay -{- ß'z, z = yy -\- S'z, ad — ßy = zl

so as to avoid the double indices. The coefficients, inr^- and Ttn, of

the new System will then be given by the foUowing equations:

z/;rii = 2{c^d - y'ß) + Pn^cS -\- p^^yd - p^^aß -p^^yß,

^^,, = 2{ß'd - ö^ß) +p,,ßd + p,,d' -p,J' -P,,ßs,

z/7t2i = - 2(o;V - y'a) - p^^ay - Px^^y^ + Pn^^^ + p^^ay,

.dji.^^ = - 2(^V - ^'«) -Piißr -Py^.y^ 4-i>2ia/3 +i)22a<y,

(42)

and

Z^Xji

Z/Xi

(43)

«"^ - fß +i>ii«'^ +i>i2y'^ -p,i<^'ß - p^^y'ß

+ ^11«^ + ^12?^ - ^21 «/3 - i22ßr,

ß'd - ö"ß +p,,ß'S +p,,d'd -p,Jß -p,,d'ß

-\- q,,ßd + q,,ö' - q,,ß' - q,,ß$,

^^.1 = - (a'V - r"oO - Pu «V - Pi^y'r + i'21«'« + ^^22/«

— q^^ay — q^^ + q^^cc^ + q^^ay,

Z/X32 = - {ß"y - d"a) - p,^ß'y - p,, d'y + p,, ß'a + p,^ 8'a

- Qnßy - a^r^ + ^2i«/3 + fe«^^-
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The equations for n-^- are obtained from (42) by differentiation. Denote

by Uif, the values of «,* for the new System of differential equations.

We shall find

^«11 = adUli + y^"i2 ' f^ß^hi ~ ßy^hii

(44)
^«12 = ß^^hl + ^*"l2 ~ ß^^hl ~ /3^"227

^"22 = — ßy^hi — Y^^h-2 + ^ß^hi + «^«23-

This may be deduced from (42) and (43) without computation. For

the equations (37) for the infinitesimal transforraations show that üa
must be a linear homogeneous function of iin . . . u^^, so that the

terms in (42) and (43) which contain the derivatives of a, ß, 7, 8

must eliminate each other. Omitting these terms the quantities Uit

must be cogredient with 5a> whence follows (44). The equations for

«7,4 and Wik are, of course, of the same form as (44).

§ 4. Effect of a transformation of the independent variable upon

the seminvariants.

The invariants of the System of linear differential equations must

obviously be functions of the seminvariants^ viz. such functions of

the seminvariants as are left unchanged by an arbitrary transformation

of the independent variable x. In order to determine them it becomes

necessary to find the effect of such a transformation upon the sem-

invariants.

Let

(45^
^' "^ -^" ^' "^ ^'-

^

'

"^ *i^ ^ "^ ^^2 ^ = 0,

^' + PixV +1>22^ + ^ny + 322^" = ö

be the given System, as before. Introduce a new independent variable

Then (45) becomes

d^y dy dz ^

d*z
^

dy
,

dz
, , ,^

where

^11 = 17 (Pn + n)> ^12 = fPn, ^21 = fP2V ^2-2 = £7 i'i>22 + »/)»

(46)
1

the quantity ij being, as in previous chapters, defined by the equation:

(47) ,==^"
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We proceed to investigate the eflfect of this transformation upon m,^,

Vik and Wik. For the purpose of merely Computing the invariants

we might confine ourselves to the case of infinitesimal transformations.

But, as we shall need to know the result of the general transfor-

mation for other purposes later on, we shall deduce the corresponding

equations immediately.

We find, from (46),

rä^ = (Fp 1^^" ~ "^^'^ + "?' ~ "^'J' %" = W? ^^''' ~ ''^''^'

-Jl = (ly^
(P21 - nP^ih -jf

=
(ly Li'22 - ^^22 + ^ - ri%

whence

(49)
^^^ '^^

where
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The most general infinitesimal transformation will be obtained

by putting

(55) |(a;) = x -\- (p{x)dt, 8x = (p{x)dt,

where <p{x) is an arbitrary function and dt an infinitesimal. We
sball then have

^' = l-\-(p'{x)dt, ^] = (p" (x) dt, a = g)(3) (^) st, /i' = tp'^ (x) ö t, etc. . .
.

,

whence, substituting in (46), we find

^Pn = (- (p'Pn + <P") ^*, ^Pv2 = - (p'PiJi,

(56) dp,^ = — (p'p.^df, dp^^^ = (— (p'p^, -f (p")dt,

dqa = -2(p'qnSt, (i, Ä; = 1, 2).

Similarly we find from (49),

^ ^ du.i = - 2(p'u^Jt, du^^ = (29jW - 2(ptt^^)dt,

whence

(58)

Further

57=(49jW-29;'/)d^,

ÖJ=^{2(p^^^I-4(p'J)dt.

(59)

di"ii = (49)'» - 4gj"«iii - 39)'i;i,)*^

dt7i2 = (— 4 9''?% — Bqp'yj,)^^,

dv^i = (— 49?"t<2i — 3q)'v^i)df,

dv,, = (4^W - 4:(p"u,, - 39)' 1-3,) ^^
whence

(60) öK = {S(p^*)r - 8(p"J' - 6(p'K) dt,

where the equation

(61) ^nV^i + «22^*11 ~ **i2^2i — "21 ^'12 = 2J'

has been used, the truth of which may be easily verified.

We find from (54),

dw7ii = (8^(5) - S^Omh - 10<p"i\^ - 4<p'tc\j)St,

- ^ aM;^! = (- 8g;(3),t^^ _ 10 9:" r,, - 49)'m;2J^^,

dM;22 = (8(jpW - 89?(3)wg, _ 10 (p"r,,_ - 49)'M;22)d^

and notice the two equations similar to (61),

(63^
«^11 «^22 + yggM'n - VizM'ji — IViM'i, = 2K',

«t'llMäjg + M^ggWii — u'i^u^i — w^^u^^ = 2 (2J" — Z).

We shall then find:

(64) ÖL = [32 9^(5) /tf _ j6^(3) ^2/" _ ^ - 20(p"E' - Stp'L] dt.
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If f is any function of x and if f{^) denotes the result of sub-

stituting for x its value in terms of |, we have

dh, dx ' dx

If the transformation is infinitesimal

l = x-^^{x)8t, f=^f+df,
so that

''
-[11+^Mb -'"''*]'

dt

or denoting
|f-|^

by ^
(|^),

we find

By applying this formula we may easily find the infinitesimal

transformation of the derivatives of I, J, K and L. We find

(66) 8r = (4^)^ - 2(pn- d(p'I')dt,

81" = (49)(5) _ 29pWj_ 5^"/' _ 4(p'r)8t.

Further, we shall have;

8J={2(p"^U-4(p'J)8t,

8J' = {2cpWI + 2(p('U' - 4(p"J - bip'J') 8t,

(67) 8J" = [2g)(5)j^_ 4^(4) j' _|_ ^(3) (2/" _ 4J) - 9(p"J'-6(p'J"]8t,

8K^ {Scpi^W - 8(p"J' - Gcp'K)8t,

8K' = [8^(5)7' + 89(^)7" - 8
^(•^)/'- (p''(8J"-{'QK) - l(p'K']8t

These equations will he applied in the next paragraph.

§ 5. Calculation of some of the invariants. Their general properties.

Before proceeding to the calculation of the invariants and covariauts,

it becoraes necessary to deduce certain genergil theorems corresponding

to the general theorems of Chapter IL

In the first place we may confine ourselves to covariants con-

taining no higher derivatives of y and 2 than the first. For, by means

of the fundamental dififerential equations all higher derivatives may be

expressed in terms of p, ,z, y^ and 3'.

The function

G (y, s, y\ 0'; pik,p'ik, . . .; qik, qik, •);

which we shall assume to be an integral rational function of all of

its arguments, not resolvable into rational factors, shall be called an
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integral, rational, irreducible covariant if, for all transformations of

the group G, the equation

=
lias as its consequence the equation

where F denotes the same function of the transformed quantities

rj, ^,. . ., Tiit, . . ., Xik . . .,

as does C of the original variables. The transformations of the group G
are the transformations;

t = ^{x), Tj = a(x)y + ß{x)z, ^ = 7(% + d(a:)-?, ad - ßy ^0.

Let US make the transformation

i = X, t; = Cy, ^ = Cz, C = constant,

^vhich belongs to the group G. We shall have (always denoting the

transformed quantities by Greek letters),

^(/) = C^^), ^x)^C2^'), na = Pik, x,, = ga.

Therefore, any covariant must he homogeneous in y, z, i/, ^. If it

is an ahsolute covariant it must he homogeneous of degree zero.

Again, denoting by C a constant, make the transformation

I = Cx, )] = «/, g = z,

which is also included in the group G. This gives

tj = L y , i = ü -i , jr.i = o Pik, Xik = L qnf

Let US associate with every quantity an index indicating the power

of C~ by which this special transformation multiplies it, and let us

speak of this index as its weight. Then the weights of y^'-^ and z'-^-'^

are X, those of p.j_ and q.^^ are 1 and 2 respectively, those of p.^ and

g.j are X -\- \ and /u. + 2 respectively. Further, the weight of a pro-

duct is clearly the sum of the weights of its factors. We see, there-

fore, that the weights of all of the terms of a covariant must be

the same. The covariant must be, as we shall say, isoharic. We have

obtained the following result.

A covariant must he an isoharic function of tlie arguments upon

which it depends, and of weight zero if it is an ahsolute covariant.

Let C}.^w be an integral, rational, irreducible covariant, homo-

geneous of degree X in //, z, y , z' and isobaric of weight w. Let us

consider the effect upon C)_,c of a transformation of the dependent

variables alone.
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If the transformation is

(68) y = arj-^ßt, z = yr] -\- d^,

the corresponding transformation of the coefficients puc and q^ is

given by equations (42) and (43). But in these latter equations we
have the new coefficients expressed in terms of the old, while (68)

expresses the old variables in terms of the new, We must, there-

fore, solve (68) which gives

(69) Jt] = dy - ßz, J^=^-yy -\-a2, ^ = ad - ßy ^ 0.

Let rx,w denote what 0;.,«; becomes when y, 0, pif^, etc., are re-

placed by rj, ^, Ttik, etc. Since Cx,w is a covariant, the equation

f^ i„
= must be a consequence of C^, ,„ = 0. But the equations

(42), (43), (69) and those deducible from these by dijfferentiation, show

clearly that, in place of every term of weight w in C, we shall have

in JT a coUection of terms of weight tv plus terms of lower weight.

But these latter terms must annihilate each other if Cx,w is an irre-

ducible covariant, i. e. their sum must be identically zero. For, they

cannot vanish as a consequence of Cx,to = 0, since their aggregate is

rational and of lower weight than w, while O;.,,«, being irreducible,

cannot be factored into rational factors of lower weight. But it is

clear from equations (42), (43) and (69) that the terms of weight w
in rx,w, vhen expressed in terms of y, e, pn,, etc., will contain only

the quantities a, ß, y, 8 themselves and not their derivatives. There

must, therefore, be an equation of the form

!;.,(„ = /(«, ß, y, d) Cx,w,

where f contains no other arguments than those indicated.

Equations (48), (43) and (69) show further that jca- and Xik are

homogeneous functions of degree zero, and that ^ and ^, as well as

fj' and g' are homogeneous functions of degree — 1 of the quantities

«, ß, y, d. Therefore T^,«; and consequently f{cc, ß, y, S) must be a

homogeneous function of its arguments of degree — A. Further, the

same equations show that /"(«, ß, y, d) can be written in the form

where y (er, ß, y, d) is an integral rational function of its arguments,

homogeneous of degree — X -^ 2}i, since the degree of f [a, ß, y, d)

is — X and that of ^ is 2.

We have, therefore,

But we may regard the System of differential equations in t] and ^

as the original System, and that in y and ,0 as the transformed System.

We may therefore write equally well
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7i\ r y ("> ^» y» ^) 7-.

.^'^

where ä^ |3, j', d are the minors of a, ß, y, d respectivelj in

jj = aö ~ ßy,

each divided by z/, and where

/l = a8 — ßy.
We shall have

a=y ß='j' y=^' ^-y ^=^-

From (70) and (71) we deduce, tlierefore, by multiplication

or since qp is homogeneous of degree 2.a — X,

^'C«, /3, y, ^) ^> ip, -y, - ß, a) = ^'""',

where, be it remembered, cp is an integral rational fonction of its

arguments. But tbis equation is possible only if (p («, ß, y, d) is a

power of z/, siace z/ cannot be factored into two integral rational

factors. Since, moreover, /' (a, ß, y, d) must be of degree — l, it

_A
must be equal to z/ - except for a numerical factor Ic. Bat k must

be equal to unity, since the identical transformation

must give F = C. AVe have, therefore,

For our proof it was conrenient to take the transformation in

the form solved for ij and z. If we write, instead, the transformation

in the form
, a ^ , x

ri = tty-\- ßz, t, = yij + öz,

we know now that a rational covariant 0;.,,r, of weight w and of

degree X, is transformed in accordance with the equation

r;.,. = (aö-/3y)»C2,„.

Moreover, as the right member must obviously be rational in

u, ß, y, 8, we get this theorem:

There are no rational covariants of odd degree for a hinary System

of Ihiear homogeneous differential equations.

It is obvious how this theorem will generalize for m-ary

Systems. Moreover, since we have not made any transformation of

the independent variable in proving this theorem, it is also true of

all semicovariants which are isobaric.
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Let US now make a transformation of the independent variable

1 = 1(4
The formulae of § 4 show that every term of weight w in Fx^w is

equal to a corresponding term of Cz,w multiplied by

plus terms of lower weight. But the aggregate of these latter terms

must vanish identically, since it camiot vanish iu consequence of

Cx^^ = which is an irredubible equation, isobaric of weight w. There-

fore we shall have

Combining our results we have the foUowing theorem.

If Cx,w is an integral, rational, irreducible covariant of degree X

and of weight w, it is transformed hy the transformation

I = |(a;), 7j = a(x)y + ß{x)s, ^ = y{x)y + d(x)z,

in accordance with the equation
x

Moreover its degree X is necessarily even.

For invariants X = 0. From two invariants an absolute invariant

can always he formed. Similarly, from three covariants an absolute

covariant may be obtained.

Finally we may show, just as in Chapter 11, that an absolute

rational invariant is the quotient of two relative integral rational in-

variants of the same weight.

Let @y be an integral rational invariant of weight v. Then,

according to (72), the transformations considered will convert it into

&v, where

(73) 0, = -^ ®r,

or for infinitesimal transformations into 0^ + ^®v, where

(74) ^®r='-V^)\x)®y8t

We may now proceed to calculate some of the invariants. It

is clear that there are no integral rational invariants of weight 1, 2, 3.

An invariant of weight 4 must satisfy the equation

d@^ = -^(f'®^^t.

We have already found it [cf. equation (52)], viz.:

(75) ©4 = 7^- 4 J.
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An invariant of weight 5 must be of the form

and satisfv the equation

d&.^ = -b(p'9Jt

On applying equations (66) and (67) we find a=b = c = 0, i. e. there

is no such invariant.

An invariant of weight 6 must verify the equation

^= -6^8,.

The most general expression, integral and rational in the seminvariants,

aud of weight 6, is

&, = aP + hIJ+cK-{- f?i^) + eJ" + fll" + gTK

We find from (66) and (67);

^= 3aP (49jW_ 2^'/) + 6/{2<pW/- 4(p'J) + 6J'(4<pW -29)'i)

4- d(4(p"') - 2(p'^^U - 9g:(*)7' - 129^^7" - 10^)"JW - 6g?'JW)

+ e(2g?Wj+ 4g;(4)2t ^ 2(p^^U" - 4g>^^^J- 9(p"J' - 6(p'J")

+ fl{4<p^^) - 2(p^^)I-b(p''I' - 4:<p'r) + fr (49j(3) - 2(p'I)

-f 2gl' (4(pW - 2(p"I-S(p'r).

This must be equal to — Q(p' Se ^^^ ^ values of cp, cp', . . ., I, /', . . .,

J, J', . . . K. We find, therefore, the equations:

d = 0, e-\-2f = 0, 2c + e + 2g = 0, 6a + b-f=0,
J _ e = 0, 8c + 9e = 0, öf-^4g = 0,

whenee

a = — -e, 6 = e, c = --e, d = 0, f = —-e, g=--^e.

Putting e = — 8, we find

(76) 0, = 2IJ- - 4J"j + 5(Z - /'-') + 4.(K - 2 J" + 11").

There is no invariant of weight 7, and there are two indepen-

dent invariants of weight 8, one of which is Q^, while the other is

©3 = 143(Z - 4/"-*) - 54(78 + 4/)©^ - 20r'6>, + 25r0;
^^'^ -2O6i0/-2O0i*)-9O2I(^-r2)-22O(Z"-2r7(»)-27"2j.

We may easily find an invariant of weight 10, without going

through this general process We have

^^^^= 49?" (77' - 2J') - 6g)' {K - T^),

^£IL^zl^^_ 2g>"(r- - 4J) - b<p'{ir - 2J'),
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whence eliminating (p", we find

where

(78) ©10 = (^' - 4 J") {K - I") + {Jr - 2JJ.

From two invariants of weight /i and X we can, as in Chapter 11^

equation (24), always form a new invariant of weight X-\- ^-\-\, viz.:

the Jacobian of 0^< and 0;.. We thus obtain the foUowing further

invariants

:

@,, = 3 ©e @; - 2 &, 0,', &,, = 4 ©8 ©e' - 3 &, ©«',

(79) ©13 = 2 @8 @; - 0, ©«', ©,, = 5 @,o &,' - 3 @e @,o',

®i5 = 5 ®io 0/ - 2 @, 0,o', @i9 = 5 0,0 ©s' - 4 @« @,o',

from which still others may be derived by a continuation of the

process.

We may also, as in Chapter II, deduee from every invariant of

weight tn another, its quadriderivative, of weight 2m -\- 2. But its

expression will be slightly different from the expression (54) of that

chapter. If we put again for a moment

_ ^ d^ log @m (d log @m \^

we shall have, as before,

Z =-(|Tp[z + w^^ - 2^2^) =-^,(jj - 2wV)-

We have further, from (51)

? = "^2 (^ + 4/i),

so that

2% + mU
is an invariant. The numerator of this expression

(80) ®m, 1 = 2m @„/' ©^ - (2m + 1) (©«7 + \mn®J
is the required quadriderivative of 0^.

Of all of the invariants found so far

®4; @6, 6),o, ©15, ©4.1

are the only ones which involve no higher derivatives of ^,i than the

third, and no higher derivatives of q_ik than the second. In other

words these are the only invariants found so far which depend only

upon the seminvariants

(81) I, r, 1"; J, J\ J"; K, Ä'; L.

But only four of these invariants are independent. In fact we find

(82) ©4.i + 36©io-4©,©6 = 0.
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In Order to obtain all of the absolute inyariants depending only upon

the seminvariants (81) we write down the System of partial differen-

tial equations which they must satisfy.

In Order to find tliese equations we assume that /* is any function

of the nine arguments (81) and form df. We shall find

5

and the required System of equations is obtained by equating Ytf to

zero for Ä" = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

We find in this way the foUowing System of equations:

Y.f=-2I^,-br^jr,-iJgj,-9J'^jr,~SJ'g^

-iSJ" + 6K)S^,-20K'^= 0,

_ 8 J' ^, - 16 (2J"-iC) 1^=0,

Y,f=i^ + 2iSf. + sr^+32r§f.=o.

These five equations are independent and, therefore, have 9 — 5 = 4
independent Solutions, i. e. there must be four independent absolute

invariants, or fire independent relative invariants involving the sem-
invariants (81). Of these we have found four, viz.: G^ 0g, ©jq, &^..

The fifth invariant may be found by integrating (^83). It may be
taten to be

(S4.)0,^=&,,{L-u"')+4.{K-r'){ii"-2j"+Ky-&^{K'-2i'r'y
- 2 ©; {K' - 21'!") {ir - 2J" + K).

We may verify directly that the seminvariant z/ [equation (41)]
is an invariant by means of equations (49 \ (53) and (54\ It clearly

depends only upon the seminvariants (81) and must therefore be
expressible in terms of 0^, ©g, @^q, @^^ and &i^. Its weight is 9 and
we shall henceforth write

(85) z/ = 0,.

We shall find its expression in terms of ©4, . . . ©jg in the next
Paragraph.

Wllczykski, projectire differential Geometrj-. g
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§ 6. Canonical forms of a System of two linear differential

equations of the second order.

Our System of equations (45) can always be transformed into

another which contains no first derivatives, by a transformation of

the form
,

_,
, ^, «. /, i rv

y = uri -\- PI, s = yrj + ö^, ad — ßy =f^ 0,

where a, ß, y, 8 are appropriately chosen functions of x. In fact

upon making tliis transformation, we find

«V + ß^' + (2«' +^1« +^i2r)V + (2/3' +Pnß+Pn^)^
+ («" + i>n «' +^12/ + ^11« + ^nY)n

.gg. + (^" + PlJ + Ä2^' + 2u/5 + ^12«^) t = 0,

^ ^ yV' + ^r' + (2y'+i>2i«+i>22r)V + (2tf'+2?2i^+i>22^)r

+ (y" +Pn<^ +P22y' + q^t^ + qnT V

+ (^" +P2J' +i>22^' + 321^ + q,2^)t = 0.

If, tberefore, we take for (a, j') and (ß, d) two pairs of Solutions

of the sj'stem of equations

(87)
1

the terms containing rj' and t,' in (86) will vanish. Moreover, since

ad — ßy must not be zero, {a, y) and {ß, 8) must be two independent

Systems of Solutions of {87\ and two such Systems always exist.

If one makes use of (87) and the equations obtained from (87)

by differentiation, (86) becomes

arl' -f /3 g" = - («Mj! + yw^g) ij 4- - {ßu^^ + ^^12) ^,

(88)

yrl' + 8^' =^(«^21 + ^^22) n + 4 (/3**2i + ^^22)^;

where the quantities Un are the same as those which have been pre-

viously denoted in this way [cf. equations (20)].

Thus every binary System of homogeneous linear differential equa-

tions of the second order may be converted into another, involving

no first derivatives, i. e. into one for which pik = 0. We shall say

that it has been reduced to the semi-canonical form.

Suppose that the System is given in its semi -canonical form

y + aiiV + qn^ = 0,

^" + q^xV + 3*22^ = 0.

The transformation

I = I (^), ij^ari-\- ß^, z = yri-{- 8^,

converts it into
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« (ITg + ß (IT ^!+ («1" + 2«'r) ll + (ßl" + 2^'!')
^^

y (IT ^. + ^ (IT0+ (yl" + 2/1')^ + (dl" + 2<5'r)g
+ (y" + fei« + fesy) ^ + (*" + anß + fed) e = 0.

This is again in the semi-canonical form if

i. e. if , ,
a a c j. d

>/r v^r y/r y^r

where «, &, c, d are constants, whose determinant ad — &c does not

vanish. We see, therefore, that the equations

(90) | = |(a:), r, = {ay-\-hz)V^, t = {cy + dz)Yi'

give iJie most general fransformations tchich leave the semi-canonical

form invariant, | {x) heing an arbitrary function and a, b, c, d arbi-

trary constants.

Let US put in particular

a = ^ = l, h = c = 0,

^'
1

Kr
'^

Then (89) becomes

«(IT^, + («" + ?u«) »/ + gi2«e = 0,

«(IT^?+ fei«^/ + («" + fe.«)e = 0,

or ^s ^,^

Now a can be determined in such a way as to make

Qu + Qu = 0-

For this purpose it is only necessary to take for a a Solution of

the linear differential equation

(91) 2a" -]-(q,, + q,,)a = 0.

If we put again ^„

we find for v/ the Riccati equation

(92) .u = '/'"¥ '^'* ^ ^" + 222^

whose left member in terms of | is the Schwarzian derivative of |

with respect to x [cf. equation (50)].
*
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We have proved the following theorem:

Every System of two linear homogencous differential equations of

the second order can he transformed into a System of the form

-j^ + Qnn^ + ?«2^2 = {i^l, 2),

lüliere

Qn + Qi2 = 0.

In Order to effect fhis reduction, it is necessary io integrale a

System of two homogeneous linear differential equations of the first order

(87), an equation of the Biccati type (92) and finally to effect the

quadrature

^«=/^-
This canonical form of the System corresponds to the Laguere-Forsyth

canonical form of a single linear differential equation.

If i,(x) is any Solution of (92), its most general Solution is —tt"^-

We see, therefore, that the most general Iransformations , which leave

the canonical form invariant, are

(qo^ fc_^+i, ^-^-h^, e-~^—

,

where a, ß, y, 8, a, h, c, d are arhitrary constants. These transformations

form a seven-parameter group.

There is another canonical form which is of special importance.

Equations (44) show that the coefficients a, ß, y, d of the trans-

formation

y = ai] + ß^, B == yrj + d^

may be chosen so as to make u^^ = w^i = 0. It suffices to determine

the ratios ß : S and a:y as the two roots of the quadratic equation

— MgiA^ + (Wji — U22) A + ^12 = 0.

Since ad — ßy must not be zero, the roots of this quadratic must

be distinct, i. e.

(?*11 — 2*22)^ + 4^12^21 = @4 4= 0.

By merely solving a quadratic equation we may therefore reduce our

System to another for which %j = and u^^ = 0, provided that &^ is

different from zero.

Suppose that the system has been reduced to this form. A trans-

formation of the form

according to (44) and (49) will not disturb the conditions u-^^ = Wgi = 0,

the functions a, 8 and | being arhitrary. According to (86) the trans-

formed System will be
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If we choose u and d so that

2«' +1)11« + «1^=0,

the coefficient of ^-^ in the first, and of ^^ in the second equation
dg ^ dg

will be zero. We may therefore reduce our svstem, for which

?/i2
= ''21 = ^y further to a System for which also p^^ = p^^ = 0, by the

Substitution

where | (a;) is an arbitrary function, and wbere a and b are arbitrary

constants.

The arbitrary function t(x), finally, may be used to reduce the

invariant 0^ to unity. In fact, we have

We shall, therefore, find ©^ = 1, if we put

+ const.= ß/&,dx

Since, moreover, in this case ii^^ = u^^ =0, 0^ = («n — UnY, "^e niay

more specifically reduce u^^ — it^ to unity, by putting

1=1 y^(^l
— i<2,f?ic + const.

We may also, if we prefer, reduce any of the other invariants ©g, Q^q etc.

to unity. Or, we may reduce the seminvariants I or J to zero by

making use of equations (51).

Let US assume that the System of differential equations has been

written so as to make u^.^ = u^i = 0, p^^ = Pt2 = 0, h^^ — n^^ = 1.

We shall make use of this special form to express z/ = ög in t«rms

of the seminvariants I, J, K, L. We find from (41),
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But we shall have, in this case,

%1 = ^Kv ^12 = - Ä2> *'21 = + P-2V ^22 = 2^2,

^(^n = ^Ki + ^Px2P2v «^12 =-%, 1^21= + 2p'^^, ««^22= 4<2-2i)i2i),i,

whence

Further we have

2 = Mil + ^22 J «^= «*li «22 ,
K=V^^ ^22 + Pi 2P2V

®4=1; ^-I'^=PnP2i, ®io =PnPn,
L - U"' = - 4piy^^ + 4K2Ä,

whence, according to (84)

®iB = -iPi2P'n-PnP[2)^
so that

(94) z/2 + 4018 = 0,

This equation must hold between ^ and ©^g whatever may he the

form in which the differential equations are written. For, a relation

between invariants is not changed by any transformation of the kind

which we have made. It is true however that in such a relation

@4 would seem to disappear, since this invariant has been made equal

to unity. There might, theref'ore, be a factor of the form ®/ in one

of the terms of the above equation. But this is impossible in the

present case because ^^ and ©jg are both of weight 18, Such a

factor would disturb the condition that the left member of the

equation be isobaric.

§ 7. The oomplete System of invariants.

Suppose that the invariants &^, &q, 0^.^ and 0^^ are given as

functions of x. We shall show that the correspondiug System of

differential equations is determined by these four functions, so far as

it is possible to determine such a System by means of invariants.

For, it is clear that, one such System being given, any other, which

can be obtained from it by a transformation of the form

will have the same invariants.

Let

/ggN y" + PnV' + Pi2^' + Qny + ^12^ = 0,

^" + PsiV' + P22^' + Q2iy + fe^ =
be such a System of equations, whose invariants &^, ©g, ©^.^ and ©^^

are arbitrarily prescribed functions of x, and let us assume that &^
is not identically zero. We may then, as we have seen in § 6,
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transform it into another System of the same form, for wkich

ttjj= Uji ==
Pii = Pii = 0, and we shall assume that this transformation

has already been made, so that we shall have

(96) ?<i2
=

?<2i
= Pn = -P22 = 0.

We find consequently;

i'n = 2 «u, 1-12 = -Piii^ii - "ss), ^^21 = +PiiKl - ^hi)7 ^'22= ^»'n>

(97) iTii = 2 v\, + 2p^,p,i (»„ - Wi,), M?i2 = 2t?;2 - 2pi^iii[, - u'^^\

^ii = 2 r;^ + 2^21 («;, - «4), M^j2 = 2 1^, - 2i>i,i)2t («11 - u^j),

whence

®4 = («11 - '-'nY^

(98)
®^^ ^ ^®^®^" ~ ^^®*'^' "^ ^^"" "^ ""'^^^'^

öio = - ("11 - Wi2)'i"i2^8i = («11 - ^HiYPliPnf

©9 = 2 (Mii - «2,)' (p;,P21 - 1^21^12)-

From these eqnations we find

"11 — '<22 = ^ V^i} « = ± 1?

(99) «n + ^22 = 8^ [0. 1
- 8 ©4 ©4" + 9 ^0,7],

PlsPil = «H» l>i2i'21 — 1^21^12
= ^•
2.ÖJ

The last two equations give

whence by Integration

(100) Pii = C*e^'f^^'i'^'",
Pii

where C is an arbitrary constant.

We find farther, from (99) and (100),

Ä = c^|f.e^*-^''^^n

whence

where e = + \. Since w^g = «j^ =i>ii =i'22 == ^j ^^ have further

— i ' _i ••

2« ~~
2 ^12' 3^21 ~~

2 ^31

and

Wu = - -i^ii + i}i2i)2i, M,, = - ^g,, + i>i2P2U

80 that we may also compute q^^ and q^, from (99).
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We find, therefore, for the coefficients of (95) the foUowing
expressions

(101) 1 *
CO,

which contain one arbitrary constant C and two ambiguous signs

s and s'. But we may get rid of these. In the first place let us

transform this System by putting

y = In, z == lt„

wbere li and l are constants. The coefficients p^^, g^^, p22> S'22
^^ '^'^

new System will be the same as those of the old, while ^.„j ^12 ^^id

l Je

P2i7 9'2i ''^ill 1^6 multiplied by j and y respectively. If, therefore,

we put

the coefficients of the new System will be given by (101) with s' = 1

and 0=1. There still remain in (101), the two possibilities:

£ = ± 1. Denote the values of the quantities (101) for g = + 1 by

Pik, qik, and those for « = — 1 by pa, qik- Then

Pn = Pii = 0, P22 = P22 = 0, ^12 = i)2i, ^21 = i>i2 >

ö'ii
^^ 9^22 9'22 "^

Q'ii Q'12 ^^
9'2i? 9^21 "^

Q.n-

But it is evident that two Systems of differential equations, whose coef-

ficents are connected in this way, may be transformed into each other

by putting

Equations (101) are valid only if ©jq = 0. The following theorem

is therefore true.

If the invariants ©4, 04-i, ©9 and 0^^ are given as arbitrary

functions of x, &^ and &^q however not heing equal to zero, the system

of differential equations whose coefficients are

Pn == 0, i)22 = 0, q^ = ^p\2, Q21 = ^^21»

(102)
^^ '

'''
^^

64gu ==07. [16^10 - ®4i + 80404" - 9(0,T] - 81/04,

64fe =^"-,[16 0,0 - 04-1 + 8040/' - 9(04')2J + 8/04,
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is one, whose invariants &^, ©^i, ©g and &^q coincide ivith these

arhitrarihj givm functions of x. Moreover, tJie most general System of

differential equations, iclikli has the same propertij, can he obtained, from

this uniquelij cUtermined special one, by a iransformation of ihe form

y = ari-\- ß%, z = yr^ + d^, ad - ßy =^ 0,

tvhere a, ß, y, $ are arhitrary functions of x.

We shall have occasion, later, to complete this theorem, which

is of fundamental importance. For the present we shall merely make

use of it to prove that the invariants &^ ©^.j, 6^9, 0^q, together with

those formed from them hy repetitions of the Jacohian process, constitide

a functionaUy complete sei of invariants. Let I be any invariant.

Then the above theorem shows that I can be expressed in terms of

<y^ ^4i> ^9> ^10 ^^d ^^ ^^® derivatives of these quantities. For, the

System of differential equations can be transformed into one whose

coefficients are given by (102), and the invariant I may be computed

in terms of these. We have

d&r = -v(p'&ydt,

m d &,' = - (v + 1) y' &r'dt - v<p" e^dt,

as the infinitesimal transformations of &y and ©,'. An absolute in-

variant depending upon ö^ . . . W^^, @^' . . . ö^^' must therefore satisfy

the equations:

(103) +io0,'^ + ii0;.,^+ii0;„^^=o,

There must be 8 — 2=6 such absolut« invariants. Xow, we know
that 0^, 0^.^, ©9, ©10 and the three Jacobians of Q^ with the other

three are seven independent relative invariants, which give rise to six

absolute invariants. Therefore, in this case, the Jacohian process

gives all of the invariants. If the invariant contains also the second

derivatives of &^, . . . 0^q, we shall have to integrate a complete System

containing one more equation and four more independent variables

than (103). There will, consequently, be three more independent

invariants (absolute or relative). But these can be obtained from the

former three by combining them once more with &^ by means of

the Jacohian process. If we continue in this way, we see that the

uumber of invariants, containing the derivatives of 0^, . . . 0^^ up to

the n"' Order, is precisely greater by three than the number of in-

variants containing the derivatives up to the n — l''* order. The
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three new invariants are obtained by combining @^ with ©g, ©4.1, ©lo

n times by means of the Jacdbian process.

We leave open the question whether all rational invariants can

be expressed as rational functions of these fundamental invariants.

We shall indicate in a different connection, however, how a System of

invariants complete in this higher sense may be constructed.

§ 8. The covariants.

We have seen in § 6, that the transformation

y = ccTj -\- ßt, ^ = yi? + ^S

may be chosen in such a way as to make ü^^ ^^^ ^21 vanish for the

transformed System of differential equations. For this purpose it was

necessary and sufficient to take ^ and — as the two roots of the

quadratic

(104) — M21^^+ Kl — «*22) ^ + ^12 =0.

We have, on the other hand,

dr] = dy — ßs, A% = — yy -\- az, J = ad — ßy,
so that

(105) z/^T^e = (öy - ßz) (- yy + az)

is an expression whose linear factors are uniquely determined by the

conditions that ü^^ and Wgi shall vanish. Except for a factor, in-

dependent of y and z, this expression must therefore be a semi-

covariant. We proceed to calculate it. We find from (104)

whence

We may verify directly that

(106) C = ^12^2 _ ^^^yi
_J_ (^^^ _ ^^^^^ y^

is a semi-covariant, in accordance vrith our prevision.

Since, for transformations of the dependent variables alone, Vik

and iVi/. are cogredient with Un;, the following expressions

^Q^x ^ = ^12^' - ^21?/' + (^11 - ^22)2/^,

F = ^12^2 _ ^^^y2 ^ ^^^^ _ ^^^^ y^^

tvill he semi- covariants. The weights of C, E, F are 2, 3 und 4

respectively.

If then we make the transformation *

«/ = «?; + ß^, z = yr] -h ä^, ^ = cc8 — ßy,

and denote the transformed functions by dashes, we shall have
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C=JC, E^ /IE, F = JF,

so that the determinants

{C'E) = C'E - CE' (E'F) = E'F - EF',
(^^^) (F'C)=F'C-FC'
are also semi-covarianis, obviously of degree four.

We have further

C 'C , A

aud frora (42)

whence

Pn+Pn-Pn ^P^-^^'

^-C+Pii +1*22 = ^^ + Pn+P22,

so that

(109) G = 2C' + (p,^-{-p,,)C

is a new senn'-covariant. Similarly we find two ofher semi-covariants

(110) H = 2E' + ip,,-\-p,,)E, 3I==2F' + ip,,-hp,,)F.

We have noticed already that we need to consider only those

semi-covariants and covariants which involve no higher derivatives of

7/ and z than the first. For, if such a function contains higher deri-

vatives, we may express them in terms of ?/, z, >/, z' by means of

the fundamental differential equations and those deduced therefrom by

differentiation.

So as to proceed in an orderly manner, let us first determine

all independent semi-covariants containing besides y, z, t/j £, merely

the quantities ^,j, p'^ and g,i- ^e have already found one such,

namely C. We can find another by forming G — E. If we make
use of the equations (32) for Vn, we shall find

N=G-E= {2;)., «12 +i)i2 («11 - «22)} z^- {2i),i H,i -P2i(wu -«22)}^»

(111) + {2p,^ «12 - 2l)i2M2i + (Pn +P22) («11 - W22)}!/-^

4- 4 «12 zz' - 4 «21 yy + 2 («11 - M22) (y^' + 1/4
a semi-covariant of degree 2 and of ueight 3 involving otüy Üie variables

mentioned.

The System of partial differential equations, whose Solutions are

the semin variants and absolute semi- covariants involving these variables

Pj z^ y, ^ pn, p'n, qa, is obtained from (18) by adding to the left

members the t^rms depending upon the partial derivatives of f with

respect to //, z, ij, /. These twelve equations are seen to be indepen-

dent when these additional terms are written down, although Avithout

these terms only teu of them are independent. There are
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sixteen independent variables, and consequentlj four Solutions, i. e. four

seminvariants and absolute semi - covariants. Of these we know tlie

seminvariants / and J. The otber two Solutions must be absolute

semi - covariants. We have fouud two relative semi- covariants, G and

N. There must be just one more, which might be found by inte-

grating tbe System of partial differential equations just mentioned.

It is more instructive to proceed as foUows. Put

Then it may be verified, eitber by infinitesimal, or by finite trans-

formations, tbat q and 6 are cogredient with y and 3. In other words

if y and z are transformed by tbe equations

y = ay + ßl, s = yy -\- d?., ad - ßy =^ 0,

Q and 6 will be transformed by tbe same equations

Q = UQ -\- ßd, 6 = YQ -i- da.

Therefore,

(113) 'F = SQ-yö=^ 2(ifz - yz') -f p^^z^ - 2hi ?/ + (Pn - P22) V^,

is a semi-covariant of degree 2 and of weight 1. Moreover it is clear

tbat /, J, C, P and N are independent of eacb other, so that all

semi -covariants involving only y, z, y\ z\ pik, p\k, Q.ik have been found.

Equations (112) enable us to write N more simply. We find

(114) N=2 (u^^zö - u,iyQ) + (%i - W22) {^9 + V^)-

In Order to find the seminvariants and semi -covariants involving

^'i and (lij,
besides the former variables, we may set up the System

of partial differential equations satisfied by them. It is the System

(25) with the terms in y, z, y , z^ added. This System contains 24

independent variables and 16 independent equations. Therefore, there

must be eight such seminvariants and absolute semi -covariants. But

we know them already. They are

T V T V K. ^ ^ ^'
X, ± , d, d , JV^ ^? ^> ^,

for these are independent, as may be verified without any difficulty.

In the same way we notice that there must be 12 seminvariants

and absolute semi -covariants involving the further variables pf^ and

q'ä. They are the above with the addition of I", J", K' and L. -^, which

obviously also belongs to this same class of semi -covariants, must

therefore be expressible in terms of these twelve quantities.

No new semi- covariants will appear if we continue our search,

and all of the new seminvariants are, as we know, derivatives

of I, J, K, L.
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Put
C E X
P = r^ p = ^' p ^ ^'

so that y, £ and v are three independent absolute semi-covariants.

Then any absolute coTariant must be a fanction of the seminvariants

/, ./, K, L, of tbeir derivatives and of ;', s, v. The System of partial

dilferential equations vrhich tliey satisfy will be the same as the

System satisfied by the invariants, except for additional terms invol-

ving derivatives with respect to the three further variables 7, s, v.

This new system, containing as many independent equations as the

cid, but three more variables will have three more Solutions. There

are, therefore, three independent absolute, or four independent relative

covariants. These may be found without trouble. We verify easily

that C is one. We find further, on making the transformation

that Q and 6 are converted in ö and "B, where

(115) 9=\{.Q + rty), ö='^{6 + riz), »/=y>

whence we see at once that the semi-covariant P is also a covariant.

We find further

so that E -\- 2]S is, a further covariant. Finally we have

whence

so that

is a covariant. These four are clearly independent. We have found

the foUowing four covarianis

(116) C^ = P, C, = C, Cs = E+ 2X, C, = &^E - 0^0,

all of ichich are quadratic, and urhere the index indicates the tieight.

All others can he expressed in terms of these and of invariants.

As the three fundamental absolute covariants we may take

O^Cl ®4^i ®4^s
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Examples.

Ex. 1. Show that the System of differential equations

lias no invariants under the transformations

I = f{^\ y = ccy-\-ßz, = yy + dz,

where a, ß, y, d, f are arbitrary functions of x.

Ex. 2. Find the invariants and covariants of the above System

for the transformations

y=^ay, z =^ ßz, i-=f{x),

where a, ß, f are arbitrary functions of x.

Ex. 3. Find the relations between the invariants (79).

Ex. 4. Show that, if z/ = 0, and if the other invariants are

constants, the System may be redueed to one with constant coefficients.

Ex. 5. Find the relation between

/, r, 1"; J, J', J"- K, K'; L; P, C, N, E, F;

making use of the eanonieal form for which u^^ = u^-^ = 0.

CHAPTER V.

FOUNDATIONS OF THE THEORY OF RULED SURFACES.

§ 1. Definition of the general Solutions, and of a fundamental

System of Solutions of a simultaneous System of two linear homo-
geneous differential equations of the second order.

For the sake of brevity we shall speak, hereafter, of the System

of differential equations

y" +Pny' + Pi2^' + 2ii^ + 3i2^ = 0,

+ 1^21^ + P22^' + üny + fe'^ = ö
as System (A).

According to the fundamental theorem of the theory of differential

equations, the System (A) defines two functions y and z of x, which

are analytic in the vicinity oi x == Xq if the coefficients are analytic

in that vicinity, and which can be made to satisfy the further con-

ditions that y, z, y' and z' shall assume arbitrarily prescribed values

for X = Xq.

Such a System of Solutions, corresponding to these four arbitrarily

prescribed values of y, z, y', z' for x = Xq, is said to constitute a

System of general Solutions of system (A).

w
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Now let (tji, zi) for (? = 1, 2, 3, 4), be any four Systems of

Solutions of (A), so that

(1)

(2)

-?." + Pny' + Pii^i + <lnyi + 322^.- = 0,

0"= 1,2, 3, 4).

Then, denoting by c^, c^, Cg, c^ four arbitrary constants,

y

will also form a simultaneous System of Solutions. Moreover from

(2) and

(3) if =^^iyi^ ^ =^CiZi,

the constants Cj, . . . C4 can be determined in sucli a way as to give

arbitrary constant values to y, z, y , z', for x = Xq, provided that the

determinant

(4) D =
y/
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y^ and %, . . . ^4 must not satisfy two conditionsIn particular y^,

of the form

(7) 2 CiVi 0, C/^,: = 0,

wliere c^, . . . c^ are constants, the same in both equations.

Suppose now that fonr pairs of functions (yi, z^, wliich verify

no relations of the form (5) or (6), are given. Then we may always

determine a System of differential equations of the form (A), of which

these functions form a simultaneous fundamental System. The coef-

ficients of this System may be obtained from the eight equations (1)

by solving for pa and qij,. If we write

(8) I){ak, h, Ck, d^ =

a^
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Thus, if we consider instead of a pair of general Solutions of (A),

four pairs of Solutions which form a fundamental System, these are

transformed cogrediently with each other and with the pair of general

Solutions.

§2. Geometrical interpretation. The integrating mied surfaceof{A).

Let US Interpret (y^, . . . y^ and (^j, • • • ^4) as the homogeneous

coordinates of two points Py and P- of space. If (A) is integrated,

we shall have these quantities expressed as functions of x:

Vk = fk {x), Zk = gk {x) Qi = 1, 2, 3, 4).

As X changes, Py and P, wiU describe two curves Cy and 0,; the

points of these curves, moreover, are put into a definite correspon-

dence with one another, those being corresponding points which

belong to the same value of x.

But there is a restriction on the point-correspondence between

these curves, owing to the condition that (y,-, ^,) are to be members

of a fundamental system, so that equations (5) must not be verified,

Let US write (5) as follows

^k + iiyk = - {vZk + Q^k) (Je = 1, 2, 3, 4).

We have seen in Chapter II, § 6 that the quantities

Xy^ + iiy^ {k^\, 2, 3, 4)

represent the homogeneous coordinates of a point on the tangent of

the curve Cy at Py. Similarly vz^ + QZk are the coordinates of a

point on the tangent constructed to C^ at P^. But, if the above

equations hold, these two points coincide, i. e. the two tangents

intersect for all values of x.

In Order, tlien, Üiat the ciirves Cy and Cz may he the integral

curves of a System of form (A), it is necessary and sufficient that the

tangents of these ttvo curves, constructed at corresponding points, shall

not intersect.

In particular, the two curves may be plane curves but they must

be in different planes.

What is the geometrical significance of the transformations (12)

or (13)? Let us mark on the two curves Cy and C^ the points Py
and P2 corresponding to the same value of x, and let us join them

by a straight line Ly,. Then, it is clear that the transformations (13)

convert the points Py and P~ of the line Ly^ into two other points

P,j and Pj of the same line. Consider the ruled surface S, which is

the locus of the lines Xyj as x passes through all of its values.

Since a, ß, y, d are arbitrary functions of a;, this transformation

enables us to convert the curves Cy and C; into any other two curves

C^ and Q upon this ruled surface. The correspondence of the points

WiLCZYNSKl, projective differential Geometry. 9
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Fri and Fi; remains such that the line joining corresponding points

is a generator of the ruled surface S.

A transformation of the form

where f{x) is an arbitrary function, changes the parametric represen-

tation of the curves in the most general way, without changing

either the curves themselves or their point to point correspondence.

Thus, tJiere helongs to every System of two linear homogeneous

differential equations of the second order a ruled surface, wJiich we

sJiall call the integrating ruled surface, wJiose generators are the lines

joining corresponding points of the two integral curves. This ruled

surface is the same for all such Systems which can he transformed into

each other hy a transformation of the form

where a, ß, y, d, f are arhitrary functions of x.

There is one important restriction however; if («/», 0i) constitute

a fundamental System D must not vanish, i. e. corresponding tangents

of the two curves Cy and C^ must not be coplanar. Suppose that

they were, so that four functions X, ^i, v, q might be found which

satisfy the equations (5). These equations may be written

^ {l^Vk + Q^k) = (/^' - A) yk + (^' -v)Zk.

But iiyk + Q^k are the coordinates Uk of a point P„ of Ly^. The

right member gives a second point P«, upon Ly^, whose coordinates

are Vk. ks x changes P^ describes a curve Gu, whose tangents, as the

above equation shows, are the lines Ly^. In this case, therefore, the

ruled surface is a developable, since its generators are the tangents

of a certain space curve. If, in particular, P^ coincides with P„ we
shall have

, , ,

/A — X = tO^, Q — V = COQ,

where oa is a proportionality factor, i. e.

li' Q — (iq' — {Xq — [iv) = 0.

In this case, as x changes, the point Pu remains fixed, i. e, the curve

Cu degenerates into a point, and the developable into a cone. We
have found the foUowing result.

The integrating ruled surface of a System of form (A) cannot he

a developable. This is the meaning of the condition D =^0.
Incidentally we have found a further result, which will be

useful later. If four pairs of functions (yk, 0k) satisfy a System of

equations of the form
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(14) Xijk + iiyk + vz, + QZ^ = 0, Qi = 1, 2, 3, 4),

mid if ijk and Zj, are interpreted as tlie homogeneous coordinates of two

poinfs Py and P,, the line, joining cotrespotiding points of the two

curves, generaies a developahle; the quantities

(15) u, = iiyu + QZ, (k=l, 2, 3, 4)

are the coordinates of a point Pu of its cuspidul edge, the developahle

heing the locus of the tangents of the curve Cu descrihed by Pu. If

(16) ii'q- u q' -{Iq- iiv) = 0,

Cu degenerafes into a point, and the devdopdble into a cone whose

Vertex is Cu.

While we shall assume that D is not zero for all values of Xy

it may happen that for some particular yalue x = a,

D = 0.

In the vicinity of a generator of this kind, the ruled surface resembles

a developahle, in so far as all of its tangents along such a generator

are coplanar. We may say that^ in this case, two consecutive gene-

rators of the ruled surface intersect, and speak of the generator as

a torsal generator. More accurately the state of affairs may be

descrihed as follows. If we consider the generators g and g' corre-

sponding to values of x which differ from each other by an in-

finitesimal zlx, the shortest distance between g and g' will be, in

general, an infinitesimal of the order zix. If it is of a higher order,

we may say briefly that the two consecutive generators intersect.

Their point of intersection is called a pinch point of the surface.

Both of these names are due to Cayley}) The equation D = 0, there-

fore, characterizes those values of x to which correspond torsal gene-

rators of the ruled surface.

But this must be taken with a proviso. Since y, . . . y^ are the

homogeneous coordinates of a point, it is not admissible that they

should vanish or become infinite simultaneously. For, then the point

would be indeterminate. We may therefore express our result as

foUows.

If for a certain valiie of a; = a, neither y^, • • • Vi nor z^, . . . z^

become simultaneously zero or infinite, uhile the determinant D vanishes,

Üie corresponding generator of tJie ruled surface is a torsal generator.

After these remarks it becomes a simple matter to understand

an apparent paradox which presents itself in this connection. We
have Seen in § 1 that

(17) 2)= Ce-/^^"+^")'*^

1) CayUy's principal papers on mied surfaces are in the Cambridge and
Dublin Math. Jour. vol. 7 (1852), Phil. Trans. .;i863 and 1864), Messenger of
Math. 2d. Series, vol. 12 (1882).
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But we have also seen in the preceding chapter, that the trans-

formation

will convert System (A) into another of the same form for which

p^^ =i>22 == ö- This transformation would therefore reduce D to a

mere constant. But, if Z) is a constant it cannot vanish for any

value of x^ unless it is zero identically. The torsal generators seem

to be lost in this process, and this constitutes the paradox just

mentioned. In the light of our previous theorem this becomes quite

clear. If neither y^, . . . y^ nor ^i, . . . ^.^ are simultaneously zero or

infinite for x = a, while D = 0, the exponent in (17) must be infinite.

Therefore, one or both of the exponents in (18) will be infinite, and

either ri^, . . r^^ or %'^, . . . t,^ or both sets of coordinates will be

indeterminate for x = a. Strictly speaking, therefore, a transformation

of the form (18) is legitimate only for such a portion of a ruled

surface as contains no torsal generator.

We return to the consideration of the ruled surface S. This

surface has been defined, starting from a particular simultaneous fun-

damental System of Solutions. Since the members of any other

fundamental System (^x-, i^) can clearly be expressed in the form

4 4

yk =^ Ckiy,-, h =2 Cki0i, Qi = 1, 2, 3, 4)

any surface obtained from S hj a projective transformation may be

regarded as integrating ruled surface of (A) as well as S.

By means of equations (13) we associated, with each fundamental

System of the original System of equations (A), a fundamental System

of the transformed System of equations. It is only for such associated

fundamental Systems of the two sets of equations that it is true that

they give rise to the same ruled surface. In general the two inte-

grating ruled surfaces will be merely projective transformations of

each other. Let us speak of two Systems of diflferential equations as

equivalent, if they can be transformed into each other by a trans-

formation of the form (12). We may then state our theorem more

precisely as follows:

If two Systems of differential equations of form (A) are equivalent,

their integrating ruled surfaces are projective transformations of each

other. Moreover if the fundamental Systems of Solutions he properly

selected, the ruled surfaces coincide.

Conversely, if the ruled surfaces of two such Systems coincide, the

Systems are equivalent.

If the ruled surface is not of the second order, this converse is

clear at once. For, the arbitrary functions cc, ß, y, d in the trans-
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formation can be chosen so as to couvert any pair of curves on the

surface, which are not generating straight lines, into any other pair.

Thus the pair of curves corresponding to the first svstem may be

converted into the pair corresponding to the second. The independent

variables of the two Systems of equations will also be expressible in

terms of each other, since to every generator of the surface corre-

sponds a value of | as well as a value of x. The equivalence of the

two Systems of equations is therefore ensured, if the ruled surface

is not of the second order. In case of a surface of the second order,

this conclusion appears doubtful because such a surface contains two

distinct sets of generators, and it may happen that the lines joining

corresponding points of Cy and C^ are the generators of one set,

while those joining Q and C: are the generators of the second set.

In that case the relation between x and | cannot be established as

before. Since, however, it is always possible to transform the gene-

rators of one set into those of the other, by a projective trans-

formation, the theorem is true also if >S is a quadric.

Let any non-developable ruled surface 5 be given. There corre-

sponds to it a class of mutually equivalent Systems of linear differential

equations. In fact it is easy to indicate how a representative of this

class may be found. Trace any two curves, which are not generating

straight lines, upon the surface. Express the coordinates of their

points as functions of a parameter a;, in such a way that to the same

value of ;/; correspond points of the two curves which are situated

upon the same generator. The System of differential equations whose

coefficients may now be found from (9), will have S as integrating

ruled surface, and is a representative of the class defined by the

surface S.

Therefore, any non-develojJobJe ruled surface may he defined hy a

System of form (A). The general theory of such Systems of differential

equations is, therefore, equivalent to the general theory of ruled

surfaces.

Any equation or System of equations hetueen pa, qn, p'n cfc., which

remains invariant for all transformations of the form (12), eocpresses a

projective property of the integrating ruled surface.

For, such equations remain unchanged whatever may be the two

curves Cy and C- upon S which are taken as fundamental curves,

and whatever may be the independent variable x. They express,

therefore, properties of the surface itself, independent of any special

method of representation. These properties are projective, because

the coefficients of (A) are left invariant by any projective trans-

formation. Conversely, any projective property of a ruled surface

can be expressed by an invariant equation, or System of equations.
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§ 3. Dualistic Interpretation. The adjoint System of (A).

Instead of interpreting (y^, . . . y^ and (^j, • • • ^4) as coordinates

of two points, we may consider them as being the coordinates of

two planes py and p^. As x changes, these planes envelop two
developables Dy and D^. Corresponding planes intersect along a

straight line Ly^ wbose locus forms a ruled surface S, which is left

invariant by all of the transformations bere considered.

We may combine tbe two interpretations. At corresponding

points Py and P^ of tbe two fundamental curves Cy and C^, let us

construct tbe planes py and p^ wbicb are tangent to tbe ruled sur-

face S. Tbese will intersect along tbe straigbt line Ly^ wbicb joins

Py and P-. Tbe four pairs of coordinates, determining tbese planes

Py and p^, will form a simultaneous fundamental system of Solutions

for a new System of difPerential equations, wbicb we sball now deduce

and wbicb sball be designated as tbe adjoint of (A). Tbese two
Systems of differential equations, (A) and its adjoint, will correspond

to eacb otber by tbe principle of duality. It is in tbis way tbat we
generalize tbe Lagrange adjoint of a single linear differential equation.

Let

D =

so tbat

y^'
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(21) iju = a{x)yu + ß ix) \, z^ = y ix) yt + d(x)2t (Je = 1, 2, 3, 4),

ffie devdopahle surfaces formed by tke planes tangent to the swrface S
cUong Cy and C, are transfornied by the equations

(22) «i = J \a{x) üi + /3 (x) üj, Vi = z/ [y (x) m* + d {x) y

J

(Ä = 1, 2, 3, 4),

ichere

(22 a) J = a8-ßy,

i. e., except for the factor A, hy cogredient traiisformatmis.

Proof. We liaye, the summation everywhere being for J: = 1, 2, 3, 4,

^»i*V = -!>, 2ukyk = 0, Eu^zt = 0, Zu.yu = 0,

Moreover it is clear that these eight equations are just sufficient to

determine % and Vk. The values (21) of yt and Zt being introduced,

the following System, of which again Uf;, r^ are the unique Solutions,

is obtained:

2Uk {yyi! + 91i! + /y* + S^z,) = -D, Zw* {yy^ + dli) = 0,

2Uk {ayk + ß'Zk + c^yk + /S'i*) = 0, Zut (ayt + dzt) = 0,

^'
'^ Zvt {yyi! + dii' + y'yk + d'^>) = 0, 2:v, (yn + d^*) = 0,

I^Vk (ayt + /3^i' + a!yk + /3'ii) = D, Zr, (aJ/i + ^^j) = 0.

By direct computation we find

(25) D = A^D.

Moreover we have the relations (23) between the transformed quan-

tities D, Mi, Vk, Vk, ^t, i- e.,

Zü,Zk'=-D = -D/A', 2:üm' = 0, ZükZk = 0, Zü.y.^O,

Evfz^ = 0, Zv^yk = D = D/A', 2Jv,h = 0, Zv,yk = 0,

Multiplying the first four equations of this set in order by

^) y-i ^\ y' ^^^ adding, we find the first equation of the following

System:

Eüt {yyi! + 8'zj! + y' ]/* 4- d ' i,)= - dD/z/^, 2üt (yyt -\-dZt) = 0,

Za.iayt' + ßh' -\- ci!yt + ß'Zk) = -ßD/A', 2]üt{ayt+ ßZi)= 0,

ühiyyi! -\- dzt' -{- y'yi + d'z,)= yI)/A', 2Jv,(yy, + dzt)--0,

2:vk (ah' + ß'Zk + c^yk + ß^'zi)= aZ)/z/^ Zvi, {ayj, + ß'^k) = 0.

From (27) foUows very easily a system of precisely the same
form as (24), only with

A(aüi + ßvi) and A(yüt-\- dv*)
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in place of %. and v^. But equations (24) were sufficient to deter-

mine Uk and Vk completely. Therefore we must have

Uk = ^ (ccük + ßv^, Vk = ^ {yük + dvk) Qc = 1, 2, 3, 4),

which proves the theorem.

If we put

(28) ^^=^-' ^*=
l7I

(/>: = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where tlie sign of the Square root may be chosen at will, {ük, Vk)

are absolutely cogredient with (pk, Zk)-

For X = const. we single out a generator of the ruled surface S
and we consider two points Py and P^ upon it, together with the

planes tangent to S at these points. The transformation (21) then

transforms Fy and P^ and their tangent planes into Py and Pi and

their tangent planes. The transformation (21) is now a linear trans-

formation, and from the fact that the tangent planes are transformed

by the cogredient transformations (22) foUows the well-known

theorem, known as Chasle^s correlation, that the anharmonic ratio of

foiir points on any generator is the same as the anharmonic ratio of

the corresponding tangent planes.

If yk and Zk form a fundamental System of Solutions of equations

(A) the determinant D does not vanish, i. e., the ruled surface S is

a non-developable surface. If the corresponding determinant for Uk

and Vk be formed, its value turns out to be D^, and therefore also

different from zero.

We may therefore regard Uk and Vk as constituting a simul-

taneous fundamental System of Solutions of a pair of equations of

the same form as (A). We proceed to set up this System of differential

equations.

Denote the minors of Zk and yk in D by i,k and r^k respectively,

so that
4 4

(29) I)=^ykVk=^^kU,
k= l k= l

where

(30)
'?l= + ^^2'%'^4)> %= -(^l'%'^4); % = +(2/l'^2'^4); ^4= -(?/l'V^3).

' ti--{y2'^B'y4), t2=-\-(y,'^,'y^), ^3 = -(«// ^2^4); §4=+(^i'^2'«/3)-

Then, making use of (A), we shall find

(81)
"*'= &-Ai'"-A^''''

(«= = 1,2,3,4),
Vk =—rik — PnUk — p^i^k

whence
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«**" = ti - Piitk -h PisVk -h (pIi + PnPn -Pn)uk

,^2^ + {(Pu + Pn)Pn - P'ii) ^k,

Vt" = -Vk - Pnii +P^.Vk + {(Pn -\-p9^)Pn - Pn]^k

+ iPh +Pi2Pii -P'a)^k-

By differentiating (30) we find

Vk = - Oll -\-Pii) '<* + ^n^k - 221 Mi,

^k = - {Pn + P22) tk + q^Vk - quid,
and from (31)

Vk = — Vt'- J)2iMi — p^^Vt,

tk= Ut' + PiiUi -]- Pi^lk.

Substituting these values in (32) we find that (ut, Vk) are simtd-

taiteoiis sdutions of the folhtcing System of equcUiotis:

u" + (2pii +Pi.)u' +i7i,r' + [p[^ + q,, + (p,, +p^)Pii}ii

,33x + {P'u - 2i2 + (Pn + P2i)Pi2] «'' = 0,

^' +JP21W' + {2Pi. +i>ii)v' + {Pn - &i + (i?ll +i>22)i>2l}«

+ {P'it + qn + (l>ii + Pii)Pii]^' = ö-

Moreover («*, t*) /"orwi a simultaneous fundamental System of (33),

since, as we haye already seen, their determinant does not vanish.

We shall prefer, in general, to use another System, namely, that

one whose Solutions are the functions Ut and Fi defined by equations

(28). Remembering that

(34) D = Ce-y^^'+^'^^',

one sees that this other System maj be obtained from (33) by making

the transformation

— — ((J>ii+Prt)dx —— /Ou+J»«)«**
H = Le -^ j V = Ve ^^

The resulting System is

TJ" +i^u ^' +i>i2 y'-^kn+\ (»u - W22)
}
u+ (qu + ^ «1.) y=

(35)
^

^

F" +i),i f/' + JP2, F' + (g^x + 1 "21) u+ {q22 + i 0'22 - »11^ } y= 0,

where ?<,;. are the same as the quantities so denoted previously

[cf. Chapter lY, equations (20)].

A third form, which may be convenient, is obtained by putting

Its fundamental Solutions are

^*=S' ^' = 'i
(ä:=1, 2, 3, 4).
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The equations which X and fi satisfy are

(36)
^" ~ -^'^ ^' "^ -^^^ ^' ~ ^^^' " ^^'^ ^ "^ ^^'' ~ ^^'^ '^ ^ ^'

TFe s/iaZZ s^ea^ of System (35) as ^Äe System adjoined to (A). Of
course (33) and (36) have essentially the same properties as (35).

But the relation of (35) to (A) is somewliat simpler because its

Solutions are absolutely cogredient with the Solutions of (A) under

transformation (21), while those of (33) and (36) are cogredient with

(A) except for a factor.

§ 4. Properties of adjoined Systems. Reeiprocity.

The relation of adjoined Systems to each other is a very close

one. In the first place they have the same seminvariants and invariants.

For, if we form the quantities Uik, Vi^, Wik for the System (35)

and denote them by capital letters, we find

(37) C/i^ = ^22, t/i2 = Wi2> t/21 = ^21; ^22 "^ ^11 >

and similarly for F^ and Wik-

The relation hetween Systems (A) and (35) is a reciprocal one, i. e.,

if of two Systems the second is the adjoined of the first, then the first

is also the adjoined of the second.

For let US denote the coefficients of (35) by P^j and Qi^. Then

Pik = Pik,

(38) Qn = 2ii + 4 Kl - ^22); ^12 = 2i2 + 2" ^12;

Ö22 = 9*22 + ^4 (^22 ~ ^11)? Qn == ö'21 + "^ '^21-

But this gives, on account of (37),

Pik ^^^^ -^ik,

Qn = Qn + 4 (^11 - ^^22). «12 = ^12 + 2 ^12;

fe ^ Q22 + 4" (^22 ~ ^Li); 221 = ^21 +"2 ^21;

i. e., Pik and gif. are formed from P^ and Qik just as P^- and Qi^

are formed from pik and qik. This proves the reeiprocity of the two

Systems.

From (38) it will be noted that the adjoint System coincides with

the original, if and only if

(39) M^l — M22 = %2 = %i = 0,

the meaning of which System of equations we shall find as an immediate

consequence of this remark.
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Since — m* and Vt are the minors of Zjl and y*' respectively, in

D, we haye

1=1 »=1 i = l . = 1

If the differential equations for V and V are the same as those for

y and z, we must have

^i -^ c,,y„ F, =^cn2k {k = 1, 2, 3, 4),

*=i *=i

where f,-; are constants. But these expressions, when substitated in

the preceding equations, show that the curves Cy and C- are situated

on the same quadratic surface, and that the line joining the points

Py and P; is a generator of this surface.

We can therefore say : a System of two linear differential equations

of the second order is identical with its adjoined System, if and orüy if

its integrating rided surface is of the second order.

If the original svstem has either the semi-canonical er the canon-

ical form the same is true of the adjoined System.

From onr definitions of the quantities involved we have the follow-

ing relations:

^ ^ Zzj, Ut = 0, 22, Fi = 0,

Zyi!lh=^0, Zz^V, = 0,

where

(41) I) = D(y,', z,',y,,e,).

It follows from the reciprocity of the two Systems and may also

he verified directly by differentiation of (40) that

ZVt'yk^-VD, 2:ü,'zt = + VD,

2Ut'yk = 0, ZVk'2, = 0,

where D in the first place Stands for

D{Ut' n', ü,, n);

bnt this is the same as (41), for

(43) D{U,', F;; U,, F,) = D (y/, 0,', y„ z,).
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Now let yk and 0^5. be simultaneously transformed into

4 4

Vk =2 Ci- j^.-, ^/t =^ c^-^i (Ä; = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where c>tj are constants, whose determinant does not vanish. We
may look upon such a transformation as a change of the tetrahedron

of reference, or eise as a projective transformation of the integral

curves.

Equations (40) will be satisfied by the transformed quantities as

well. Therefore

where C denotes the determinant of the transformation (44).

These are of exactly the same form as (40), except that Z7t and

Vk have been replaced by

4 _ 4 _

respectively. But on the other band equations (40) are sufficient to

determine C4 and V^ as their Solutions.

Therefore we must have

(45) üi = ^-f.^<^''iük, Vi-^^^^i"^^ (^ = 1,2,3,4),

or, solving for TJk and V^,

(46) Ü.^^^CM, "^' = 7^2^''^' (/^ = 1,2,3,4),

where Cki is the minor of C/d in the determinant
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We may state our result as follows: If tlie elements y,- and Zi of
a simultaneous fundamental System of{K) are made to undergo cogredient

linear substitidions uiih c&nstant coefficients and noti-vanishing deter-

minants, fhe corresponding sdlutiotis of ihe adjoined System of differential .

equations also undergo mutually cogredient linear substitutions loith con-

stant coefficients. The coefficients of tJie second set of suistitutiojis ore

the minors of iJwse of ilie first set in tlieir determinant, divided hy ihe

Square root of ihat determinant. In a slighily modified sense then, ihe

quaniities (y*, Zj^ and (Ut, Vk) are coniragredie)it. The quantities

(yt, ^k) ond (Xi, fti) = (wi/D, i'kID) o-re contragredient in the ordinary

sense of the ward.

üpon this theorem rests tlie simple relation between the mono-

dromic groups and the traiisformation groups of reciprocal Systems

of differential equations.^)

We may complete the relations (40) in an interesting manner.

We have

y" + Pnyt + Pii^k + Qnyk + q^^k = O,
,, 1 o q ^^

,, , , /x (^' = 1; 2, 3, 4).
^k + Pnyt +Pa2k + qn yk + fe^t = ^

K we mnltiply these equations by TJk and Vj. successively and

add, taking into account the relations (40), we shall find

k= \

^y^'Vk^-PnVD,

i= l

-^ z; f; =^ '" ^^ = --p^i >^-

i= l k= \

4

(47)
4

*= 1

Also, if (40) and (47) are used.

1) We shall have no occaaion in this work to discuss these notions. They
may be defined by generalizing the corresponding concepts for a Single linear

differential equation.
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Finally, treating (35) as we have just treated (A), we obtain

(49)
/t= l k= l

4 4

2 ^^"^'^ = + ^'22 V~i>, ^ rk"0, = - Pn Yd,
A= l k= X

as may also be seen from tlie reciprocity of (A) and (35).

We have seen in Chapter IV tlaat every system of form (A) may
be reduced to a semi-canonicäl form characterized by tbe conditions

Pik = 0. We can now show that tbis transformation corresponds to

tbe determination of tbe asymptotic curves of tbe integrating ruled

surface.^)

As a matter of fact a simpler reduction is sufficient to determine

tbe asymptotic lines. For, let tbe given System be transformed into

anotber for wbicb merely Pi2=Pn^^^} wbile ^^^ and JP22 ™^y ^^

arbitrary. Tben tbe integral curves Cy and Cz on S will be sucb tbat

^ ükVk = ^> ^ U,yk' = 0, ^ U^yk" = 0,

k= t k= l /fc= l

^Vk0k = O, /^Vk0k' = O, ^F,0," = O,

k= l k= l k= l

i. e., tbe plane tangent to S at (y^, y^, y^, y^ is tbe osculating plane

of tbe curve Cy at tbat point, and tbe plane tangent to /S at {Zi,^^,^^,^^

is tbe osculating plane of Cz at tbat point. Tberefore Cy and Cz are

asymptotic lines of tbe surface, asymptotic curves of tbe second set,

tbose of tbe first set being tbe generators of tbe surface.

If, then, in any system of form (A), i?i2=i>2i = ^; ^^^ integral

curves are asymptotic lines on its integrating ruled surface.

If a given system (A) bas by a first transformation been con-

verted into anotber for wbicb p^^ =^21 ^ ^; ^^ semi-canonical form

for wbicb p^^ and p^^ also vanisb, may be obtained very easily by

putting

y = rje ^ '^
, ^ = ^e ^ ^

Since sucb a transformation merely multiplies
«/i; • • -^^Z* ^J ^^^ same

factor, and similarly 0^, . . ., 0^, it does not affect tbe significance of

tbese quantities as tbe bomogeneous coordinates of corresponding

points on two asymptotic lines.

1) A curve is an asymptotic line upon a surface, if its osculating plane,

at each of its points, coincides with the plane tangent to the surface at that

point. A surface has two families of asymptotic curves upon it, which coincide

only if the surface is a developable.
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If the System (A) is written in the semi-canonical form, tlie most

general transformation wliich leaves this form invariant was found to

be [Chapter IV, equations (90)]

l = l(^), n = Yl'{ay + bz), t-V?(cy + dz),

where | is an arbitrary fanction of x, and where a, h, c, d are arbitrary

constants.

These equations sbow, in the first place, that there exists upon

the ruled surface a siagle infinity of curved asymptotic lines. Bat

further these equations show that tlie double -ratio of the four poinis

in u-hich anij generator of the surface intersects four fxed asymptotic

curves of the second set, is constant.

This theorem is due to Faul Serret^), and gives a most elegant

generalization of the well-known property of a quadric ruled surface.

§ 5. The fundamental theorem of the theory of ruled surfaces.

In Chapter IT, § 7, we have shown that, if the invariants 0^,

0^.j, @9 and ©lo are given as functions of x, provided that fc^^ and

©10 are not zero, a System of differential equations of the form (A)

can be written down whose iavariants coiacide with these arbitrarily

given functions of x. Its coefficients were given by the equations

(102) of that Paragraph, and all other Systems of the form (A) which

have the same invariants were found to be equivalent to this special

System (102). We may now express this theorem in the following

form.

If ©4, ©11, @g and ©10 are given as arbitrary functions of x,

[i provided Jwicever that ©^ and ©^q are not identicälly equal to sero,

they determine a rided surface uniqucly except for projective trans-

^ formations.

This theorem may be regarded as the fundamental theoretn of the

tfieory of ruled surfaces.

If we denote the invariants of the adjoint System by 0^, @4.i,etc.,

we find from (37) and (^38),

(50) 04=®4, ^41=04 1, 09 = -®9, 010 = ®10-

We may, instead of interpreting Uk, Vt as coordinates of planes

iaterpret them as point coordinates. Then, the integrating ruled sur-

face of the adjoint System, instead of being the surface S in plane

coordinates, will be a surface S', dualistic to S, in point coordinates.

We have, therefore, the following further theorem.

1) P. Serret. Theorie NouveUe Geometriqne et Mecanique des Lignes ä
Double Conrbure. (Paris -Bachelier, 1860.)
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If the fundamental invariants of two mied surfaces S and S'

expressed as functions of the same variable x, satisfy the relations (50),

the two surfaces are dualistic to each other.

We notice at once a further consequence. The System (A) and

its adjoint are referred to the same independent variable x. If (A)

and its adjoint are equivalent, it must, therefore, he possible to trans-

form (A) into its adjoint by a transformation

(51) Ü=ay + ß0, V=yy + 8z,

involving the dependent variables only. But such a transformation

leaves the invariants, absolutely unchanged. Therefore, (A) and its

adjoint can be equivalent only if

Moreover, as our fundamental theorem shows, if &^ =|= 0, and &^q =|= 0,

this condition 0^ = 0, is not only necessary but also sufficient for the

equivalence of (A) and its adjoint. As (51) shows, the integrating

ruled surface of the adjoint will coincide with S, generator for gene-

rator. Let us speak of a ruled surface as being identically seif-dual,

if a dualistic transformation exists, which converts it into itself

generator for generator. Then^we have seen, that the necessary and

sufficient condition for an identically seif-dual ruled surface is ©g = 0,

provided that ©^ and &-^q are not zero.

We shall find, later, a very simple interpretation for the con-

dition @9 = 0, which will make the truth of this result intuitively

evident.

In the case that

the adjoint System coincides with (A), so that we may put

ü^y, F=^.

Therefore, the quadric surface is identically seif- dual in a still more

special sense. There exists a dualistic transformation which converts

it into itself, point for point. More strictly speaking, this transforma-

tion converts every point of the surface into its tangent plane, and

every tangent plane into its point of contact. It is evident what

this dualistic transformation is; it is merely the pole -polar trans-

formation with respect to the quadric itself.

We have proved the fundamental theorem under the assumptions

@^ =1= 0, ©10 4= 0. We shall see that theorem actually breaks down

if either &^ or &^q vanishes. We prefer to leave the proof of this

Statement for a later chapter, as we shall then be able to interpret

these conditions geometrically.
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Examples.

Ex. 1. The equation of a cubic mied surface, with distinct

directrices, may be written x^x^^ — x^x^^ = 0. The two curves (straight

line directrices),

yi = yi = ö, ^3 = rr-,
?/i
= 1 : z^ = 1, z._ = x, z^ = z^ = 0;

are apon it. Show that the differential equations of the surface are

/-iy' = 0, /' = 0.

Compute its invariants. Show that its asymptotic curves are nnicursal

quartics, which intersect every generator in two points harmonic

conjugates with respect to its intersections with the directrices.

Ex. 2. K the directrices of the cubic coiucide [Cayley's, cubic

scroll), its equation may be written ^r^^ + x-^ (x-^x^ + ^JjirJ = 0. The
curres

yi = ^> ^2 = 0, y^ = — x, ^4 = 1 ;
(directrix),

^i = - h ^ä = - •^, ^s = 0, z^ = X-;

are upon it. It« differential equations are

y" = 0, z" + xy'-y==0.

Its asymptotic curves are twisted cubics. All of its invariants vanish.

Ex. 3. Find the pinch-poiuts of the above surfaces, and show
that the asymptotic curves pass through them (Snyder).

Ex. 4. If

y,^2]cl-\-^k\v+^lx'' + ^kx',

and

Vi
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CHAPTEß YI.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COVARIANTS P AND C.

§ 1. The flecnode curve and the flecnodal surface.

Consider the quantities q and 6 defined by tlie equations (112)

of Chapter IV. If we Substitute y = Pk, 2 = Zk, (Ä; = 1, 2, 3, 4) in

these expressions, we obtain

Qu-^y^+PnVk-^Pn^k,
.^ _ ^ g 3 4)

wbich quantities may again be interpreted as the homogeneous coor-

dinates of two points P^ and Pa. Clearly P^ is a point of the plane

tangent to the integrating ruled surface S of (A) at Py, and P„ is a

point of the plane tangent to S at P^.

If the points Py and P^ be transformed into two other points

Py, Pj of the line Ly^ which joins them, by the equations

y==ay-\-ßz, z = yy + dz,

then, as has already been noted in Chapter IV, P^ and P^ will be

transformed cogrediently into P^ and Pä, where

Q = ag -\- ßö, 6 == yg -\- 8 6,

i. e. into two other points of the line jC^^ which joins P^ to P^.

Thus, we have, by means of equations (1), a straight line L^a
corresponding to every generator Lyz of S. Moreover, there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the points of these two lines,

which we now propose to investigate.

For this purpose, suppose that (A) has been reduced to its semi-

canonical form, so that Cy and Cz are two asymptotic curves of S,

and piji = 0. We shall then have

Qk = 2yk, ö = 2Zk',

i. e. Pg and P^ are points upon the tangents of Cy and C,. If there-

fore, we consider any point P upon the generator Ly^ of S, the point

P' of the line L^a which corresponds to it, is situated upon the

tangent t of the asymptotic curve of S which passes through P.

Now, as P moves along the generator Lyz or g of S, this tangent t

describes a hyperboloid H. For, the asymptotic tangent t of the

point P of 5» is determined by the condition that it shall also inter-

sect g' and g^\ two generators of S infinitesimally close to g. The
hyperboloid H shall be called the hyperboloid osculating S along g.

We shall speak of those generators of H which are of the same kind

as g, as its generators of tJie first hind. Then, as P moves along g,

t coincides successively with all of the generators of the second kind
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on H. P' is a point of t, and its locus is a straight line Loa-

Therefore, L^a can only be a generator of the first kind upon H.

TJie line Loa is a generator of the first lind upon the hyperhdloid

osculating the mied surface cdmig g. The correspondence betueen the

points of g and of L^ a is such that the straight lines joining correspon-

ding points are the generators of tlie second kind upon the osculating

hyperholoid.

The Position of Loa upon the osculating hyperholoid changes

when the independent variable x is transformed. We have seen

in chapter IV, equation (115), that if we put

Q and 6 are converted into q and ä, where

- 1 - 1 t"

Clearly, rj may be chosen in such a way as to make L^g coincide

with any generator of the first kind upon H. We shall construct

the line L^a for every value of j:, and thus get a new ruled surface

S' associated with S. We shall speak of S' as the derivative of S
icith respect to x. K S' is given, »; is known as function of x, and |

is determined save for a linear transformation. The derivative ruled

surface may, therefore, serve as an image of the independent variable.

This image does not change if x is converted into ax -{-h where a

and & are arbitrary constants id. Chapter III).

K the independent variable of (A) is given, the generator L^a
of the derived surface S' may be defined directly by a limit process.

Let US assume ^a = 0, so that Cy and C, are asymptotic curves

upon S. Then
Q = 2i/, 6 = 2z.

Consider the three consecutive generators g — \, g^, g j^i of 5as belonging

to the values of x,

Xq — Axj Xfl, Xq + ^x

respectively, where Ax is an infinitesimal. Construct the tangent to

Cy at Pj,. It meets the three generators g — i,gQ, g^i since Cy is an

asymptotic curve. The coordinates of the three points of intersection,

A, B and C, are

yt — Vk ^Xy yt, yk-\- yt Ax,

so that the point P^ whose coordinates are proportional to ytf i»

the harmonic conjugate of B with respect to Ä and C. Similarly

for Pa. Therefore the line Loa may be selected as foUows. We
consider three generators of the surface S, corresponding to three

values of a; forming an arithmetical progression of common difierence d.

Upon the hyperholoid, determined by these three lines, we construct

10*
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the generator which is the harmonic conjugate of the middle line

with respect to the other two. As the common difference d approaches

the limit zero, the hyperboloid approaches as a limit the osculating

hyperboloid, and thefourth generator approaches as a limit the line Lqo-

Omitting the subscripts in (1), we find by differentiation

q' = ^y" +Piiy' -i-Pn^ +p'uy -hp^^,

whence, making use of (A),

q' = -Piiy' -Pi2^' + (p'n - ^Qn)y + (p'i2
- 2^12)^,

^' = -i>2l2/' -i>22^' + ^21 - 2^21)?/ + (P'22 - 2^2l)^-

If the values of y and ^' in terms of y, z, q, 6 be substituted from

(1), the following equations will be obtained:

8 = 26' +i?2l(> +1^22^ = %1^ + ^22^;

where It and 8 are merely abbreviations for the left members, and

where the quantities Ui^ are the same as those which have been

previously denoted by these Symbols.

The left members of (2), for q = qj^j = 0^, are clearly the

coordinates of two points, one in the plane tangent to 8' at P^ and

one in the plane tangent to /S' at P^. The equations (2) show, there-

fore, that if the planes tangent to 8' at P^ and P^ are constructed,

they will intersect the generator Lyz oi 8 in the points u-^]^yk-\- u^^^k

and u^^yk + u^^^k respectively. Or, in other words, the lines joining

Qk with u^^yk + Wi2'^i, and 6^ with u^-^yk + u^^^k are tangents of the

derivative ruled surface 8' at P^ and P^ respectively.

In particular then, if u^^ = u^i = 0, the lines which are tangent to

the asymptotic curves of the surface 8 at Py and Pz, are also tangents

of the derived ruled surface 8'. But we can find a simpler and more

fundamental Interpretation for the conditions u^^ = '^21 == ^•

Consider three consecutive generators g— i,gQ,g^i of the ruled

surface >S'. The hyperboloid Hq, osculating 8 along gQ, is determined

by these three lines. On Hq we have a line Lqo) or for short Äq,

which is the generator of 8' corresponding to the generator ^q of 8.

Consider a fourth generator g^ of 8, consecutive to g^. The lines

9oy9if92 determine the hyperboloid H^^, osculating 8 along g^. There

is upon it a line h^ which is the corresponding generator ofS'. Any tangent

to 8' along Äq must intersect /i^ and \. If it is, at the same time,

tangent to an asymptotic curve of 8 at any point of ^q? i^ must

intersect also the lines g — i, gQ, g.^. Such a line must, therefore,

intersect the five lines g— \, g^, g^. h^, \. But since \ is on the

hyperboloid determined by g— \, g^, g^, we may suppress h^, since any
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line intersecting g-i, g^, Qi will also intersect Iiq. Therefore, we may
say that such a line must intersect the four lines g — \, g^, g^, h^.

But any line intersecting g — i, g^^ g^, is a generator of the second

kind of the hyperboloid H^, and any line intersecting g^, g^, h^, is a

generator of the second kind on H^.

Therefore any line, which is tangent to an asymptotic curve of

Ä at a point of g, and which is at the same time tangent to the

derivative surface S' at a point of the generator of that surface which

corresponds to g, is common to two consecutive osculating hyper-

boloids of the surface S. Or, in other words, such a line interseds

four consecutive generators of the surface S.

There are, in general, two such lines, since four lines in space

have two real, imaginary or coincident straight line intersectors. In

fact, if li,I^, ?3 are three of the given four lines, any line t which

intersects them, is a generator of the second kind on the hyperboloid

H determined by I^, ?,> ^3- The line l^ intersects H in two points.

Therefore, the required intersectors of Z^, Zj, Zg, l^ are those two gene-

rators of the second kind on H, which pass through these two points

of intersection. They coincide if 7^ is tangent to ff.

We have seen in Chapter IV, § 8, that, if the factors of the

covariant C be denoted by rj and g, so that

(3)

V
=—2— ^ + "12'' ^ *- [21 y—2— ^J'

l =—f-^ y + "i2 -" = /*
I

"21 y ^ ^
\y

where

W « «11 t%, ^ 2„^^ ^^y^' /^ 2u,, - „_ye;

the System of differential equations for ij and ^ will be of the form
(A) and wiQ satisfy the conditions u^^ = u^^ = 0. Moreover we may
see from (44) Chapter IV, that the most general transformation of

the dependent variables which leaves the conditions «ij, = u^^ =
invariant, may be compoimded from

and

y = t, ^ = 1?;

in other words, the two curves C,; and (7,- on S are absolutely deter-

mined by the conditions t*jg = Mj^ = 0.

Therefore, the two curves upon S, ivhich are cJiaracterized by the

conditions u^^ = «21 = 0, intersect every generator of tlie surface in the

two points at uhidi tangents can he draun, which have four cotisecutive

points in common ivith the surface.
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In bis general theory of tlie singularities of a surface^), Cayley

denotes a point, at which a four-point tangent can be drawn, as a

flecnode. The tangent itself may be called the flecnode tangent, and

the locus of all of the flecnodes of S, its flecnode curve. The ruled

surface of two sheets, the locus of the flecnode tangents of S, shall

be called its flecnode surface.

A flecnode tangent is clearly tangent to the asymptotic curve

which passes through the flecnode. It is not, in general, tangent to

the flecnode curve. For, if it were, the flecnode curve would be at

the same time an asymptotic curve, i. e. if we identified this curve with

Oy, we should have simultaneously

But from these conditions, we would find that q.^^ ^^^o must vanish,

so that the first equation of (A) would become

y" + PnV' + ^nV = ^
If, however, Vx, . . .y^ are four Solutions of this equation, there must
be two homogeneous linear relations, with constant coefficients, between

them, For, such an equation can have only two linearly independent

Solutions. In other words, the curve Cy would be a straight line.

We may recapitulate our main result as foUows.

The flecnode curve is determined hy factoring the covariant C. Its

intersections with the generators of the surface are distinct if ©4 =j= 0;

they coincide if ®^ = 0. If the coefficients of System (A) are real, and

if the Solutions y^ and Zit are real, the flecnode curve interseds the gene-

rators in real, coincident or imaginary points according as

If the curves Cy and C^ themselves are the two hranches of the flecnode

curve, System (A) is characterised hy the conditions

**i2 = ^21 = 0. ^)

The flecnode tangent is never tangent to a brauch of the flecnode

curve unless that brauch degenerates into a straight line. In that

case that brauch is also an asymptotic curve, and the corresponding

sheet of the flecnode surface degenerates into a straight line.

The flecnode curve becomes indeterminate if

%i ^22 ^^^
^*i2

^^ ^21 ^^ ^>

1) Cayley. Mathematical Papers, vol. II, p. 29.

2) If we speak of the two hranches of the flecnode cui-ve, we must guard

against possible misunderstanding of the term. It is merely a word expressing

the fact that the curve intersects every generator in two points. The curve

need not therefore be a bipartite curve.
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i. e. if S is a quadric. That tliis must be so, is obvious geometrically.

But even if u^^ — Mgg, u^^, u^^ do not vanish identically, there may be

particular values of x for \rhich they do.

For such generators, the fleciiodes are indeterminate. We may
say that the oscidating hyperholoid hyperoscxilaies the surf'ace, a singu-

larity of ruled surfaces first mentioned by Voss "svho, it seems, was

also the first to consider the flecnode curve.'')

In this conneetion "we notice further that the covariant C vanishes

identically, i. e. for all curves Cy and C. upon the surfaee, if and

only if the surfaee is a quadric.

In Order to be able to deduce further results from our con-

siderations, it becomes necessary to set up the System of differential

equations for the deriyed ruled surfaee S' . It will be, of course, a

System of form (A) between p and 6.

We find from (2), solving for ij and ^,

Further, if (2) be differentiated, and if the values of y" and ^
be expressed in terms of y, z, q, 6 from (1), we shaU find

'2R = «ii p + «12 ö+ (2 u[^- Miii)ii
-

«i2i)2i) y + (2 u[^ - u^j^p^^ — t^iP^i)z,

2S' = <<2i Q + »22 ö+ (2«21— «2lPii - "22P21) y+ (2 «ia — ^hiPii — ^^aPis)^-

The qnantities u'ik may be expressed in terms of the quantities pn
and Vik by equations (32) of Chapter lY. If this be done, if moreoTer

both members of the equations be multiplied by J, and if use be

made of (5), these equations beeome

2JR' - Ju,, Q - Ju,, 6 -\- t^^R + t,,S = 0,

^ ^ 2JS' - Ju^iQ - Ju^^ö + %^R + ^22^ = 0,

where we have put

'21 "^^ "P2I I ^'21 ^'22 ^'22 ^'21

7

^22 = <^JP22 ~ ''11 ^"22 + «12%-

Performing the differentiations indicated, inserting the values of

R and S from (2), and eollecting terms, we find the required System

of differential equations:

1) Voss. Znr Theorie der windschiefen Flächen, Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 8.
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4.Jq" + 2 {Jp^, + ^ii)
()' + 2 (Jp,2 + ^12) ö' + {2Jp[, - Ju,,

'^
^ 4/0" + 2(Ji)21 + ^21) (>' + 2 (Ji>22 + ^22) ö' + (2«7i>21 - «^^21

+ i^iPn + ^22i>2i) Q + (^Jp'22 - '^^22 + 4ii>i2 + ^22^^22)^ = 0-

Let US put

/QN «*21^12 — ^22% = 2 /All, «*21% — '«^22 ^21 = 2 /Agj,

^11^12 ' ^12^11 ^^^ ^t' ^12? %1^22 ~T" %2^21 ^^ ^^ ^2if

SO that

no^ (^11 '^ii "^ ^21^12) == ~ "^11? 2 (M11A21 + ^21^22)= — v^i,

2 (%2 ^11 + ^22 ^12)= — '^12> 2 (Mi2 ^21 4- W22 ^22)= — '^22-

We may tlien write the System (8) as foUows

where
Pik=Pik + kk {i,lc = l,2),

(12) ^U = ^11 + 2 (^11^11 + ^12^21); ^21 = ^21 + 2 (^1^11 + ^22i>2l);

Q12 = 212 + "2 (^lli>12 + ^12^^22); ^22 = 9'22 + 2" (A21P12 + ^2^22)-

These equations will be of the greatest importance in a later chapter.

Our present purpose, however, is to eliminate z, 0', 0", 6, 6', ö" from

the eight equations (A), (1), (2) and (11), under the assumption

W12 = ^21 == Pn ==
i^22 = ^- ^® shall thus find a System of differential

equations between y and q, whose integrating ruled surface is one

sheet, F', of the flecnode surface of S. We may find in the same

way the equations for the second sheet, F", of the flecnode surface.

We assume, therefore, ^^^ =i>22 = ^12 = ^21 = ^- ^® ^^^> from (1),

(13) Pi2^ = C-22/',
whence by differentiation

(14) plz' = - 2^)12/ + 2^2^ +P12Q' -PnQ'
If we Substitute these values into the first equation of (A), we

shall find the equation

-PnV" + 2 (i?;2 - 212) y + PnQ' + Ä2 9'ii^ - (Ä " 9'i2) 9 = 0,

which is one of the required differential equations.

From (2) we find

2(?' = - ^21? + «22^, Px2^ = — 2q! + u^^y.

If these values be substituted into the first equation of (11), we

shall find

2p,,Q" + 2 (P12P11 - 2 Q,,) q' - 2P,,u,,y' + 2u,, Q,,y

+ (2i?i2 Qn + P12W22 - P12PX2P21) C = ö,
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whicli is tlie second equation of the required System. If the values

ofPii, ^ii,Pi2, ^ijunder the special assumptions,^u=P22= «12 =ii2i=0,

be introduced, we find finally the following System of differential

equations for the sheet F' of the flecnode surface of S'.

(15) p" -h [2(L + 2.2) - P^^.Pn^ y - 2 1^ ?'

In precisely the same way we find the equations of the second sheet f ':

(16) 6" + [2(L + fe2)-i>i2l>2i]^' - 2^^'

In these equations Cy and C- are the two branches of the flecnode

curye of 5; Co and Ca are two arbitrary curres on the two sheets of

the flecnode surface. It has, moreover, been assumed that in (A),

i'ii=P22 = 0-

It may easily be yerified, that if the two sheets coincide, i. e. if

&^ = 0, the Single sheet of the flecnode surface is still given by (15),

if we there put ^g = q^^.

Examples.

Ex. 1. Find the System (A) determined by the two conics

Vi =0, !/2 = 1; ^3 ==
^-J lU = ^^

Determine its flecnode curve and flecnode surface.

Ex. 2. Solve the same problem for the ruled surface determined

by the curves

yi = 0, i/2
= 1, t/3 = x, J/4 = a;^

^1 = 1, Z^= X, Z^ ^ X , 2^ = OT.

Ex. 3. Find the asymptotic curves, flecnode curve and flecnode

surface of the integrating ruled surface of

y" = ay-\-hz, z" = cy-\-dz,

where a. . . . d are constants.

Ex. 4. Set up the differential equations for the various classes

of ruled surfaces of the fourth order (cf. for example Jessop's Treatise

on the Line Complex, Chapter Y). Determine their flecnode curves

and surfaces. Also their asymptotic curves.
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CHAPTEK YII.

ELEMENTS OF LINE GEOMETRY.

§ 1. Line coordinates, oomplexes, congruences, ruled siirfaces.

A point is determined by three coordinates, a fact, which may
be expressed in the language of Lie by saying that tbere are oo^

points in space. There are likewise oo^ planes in space. The older

geometry considered only points as elements, all other configurations

being looked upon as being composed of points. The general formu-

lation of the principle of duality by Poncelet in 1822 led necessarily

to the consideration of the plane as a space element, thus giving rise

to a broader view of the problems of geometry. The idea that the

straight line may be employed as a space -element was first formulated

by Plücker in 1846, and has been of inestimable value for the deve-

lopment of geometry. Although some of the configurations of line-

geometry were studied by other mathematicians previous to Plücker,

it is from the explicit formulation of this principle that the existence

of line -geometry must be dated. And it is also a consequence of the

large views of Plücker that nowadays geometers are ready to intro-

duce as element of space any configuration which may happen to

be especially well fitted for the purpose of the problem in band.

The first line -coordinates introduced by Plücker were very im-

perfect. If x, y, s are cartesian coordinates, a line may be (in general)

represented by the two equations

X — rz -\- q, \j = SS -\- 6,

where the four constauts r, s, q, 6 are characteristic of the line. These

four quantities may, therefore, be taken as the coordinates of the line.

For, to every line corresponds one set of these four quantities r, s, q, 6

and conversely. There are, therefore, oo* lines in space. These quan-

tities are the line -coordinates introduced by Plücker in 1846.

If any projective transformation be made, the line is converted

into another

X = r' z + ^', y = s'z + ö'.

Without going into the details of the computation, we must never-

theless state the result of such a transformation. It is found that

r', s', q', ö' are expressed in terms of r, s, q, 6 as fractions with a

common denominator, this denominator and the numerators being linear

functions of r, s, q, 6 and of

7]=^ rö — SQ,

with constant coefficients. An equation of degree n between r, s, q, 6

would therefore have its degree changed by a projective transformation.
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This disadvantage of the above System of four coordinates was

avoided by the introduction of 17 as a fifth, supemumerary, coor-

dinate. Tbis step was taken by Flüdcer in 1865. The degree of an

equation between r, s, p, 6, r^ remains invariant under projective trans-

formation, and may therefore serve as a cbaracteristic for a con-

figuration of line-geometry in tbe same way as the degree or class

of a surface in point- or plane -geometry.

Bat these coordinates remain cnmbersome, being unhomogeneons.

We have already introduced homogeneous line-coordinatesin Chapter II,

§ 6 in accordance with the general notions due to Grassmann, whieh

were explained there. Essentially the same line- coordinates were

employed by Cai/Je;/, in 1859, who showed that by means of them

it becomes possible to characterize a space-curve analytically, by means

of a Single equation. To Catjley, also, is due the quadratic relation

between the six homogeneous line -coordinates.

We repeat the definition. Let Vi, . • y^ and 2^, . . . z^ be two

points of the line. Put

(1) o.i = ViZi — ykZi («, Ä; = 1, 2, 3, 4).

Since co,,= 0, and ca,i. = — o*,-, we need retain only six of these

quantities, say

°12; ^IZ) ^liJ O'äSJ *^42> ^U-

We define these to be the six homogeneous coordinates of the line.

The propriety of this definition has already been explained. There

is a one-to-one correspoudence between the lines of space and the

ratios of the above six quantities. There is, of course, a relation

between these six quantities, since there are not oc^, but only 00*

hnes in space. This relation has already been found to be (cf.

Chapter II, § 6),

(2) Sl = 01,034 + O13O42 -f 01^003 = 0,

where Sl may be used as an abbreviation for the left member. Con-

versely any six quantities which satisfy (2) may be interpreted as

homogeneous coordinates of a line.

It is easy to see that, corresponding to any projective trans-

formation of space, the six homogeneous line -coordinates oa- undergo

a homogeneous linear Substitution which, of course, leaves (2) in-

variant.

A line may be determined as the intersection of two planes,

instead of being considered as joining two points. li u^, . . . u^ and

v^, . . . v^ are the coordinates of two planes which contain the line,

the determinants
T.i = UiVk — UkVi

may also be defined as coordinates of the line. These new coor-

dinates T/i are defined in a fashion dual to the definition of the first
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set (DjA, and line-geometry is clearly a seif- dual field, its element

being seif- dual. As a consequence of this we shall see that the

quantities Tj^ are proportional to the quantities oj;«, the indices being

complementary.

In fact, let the line of intersection of the planes (u), (v), coincide

with the line joining the points {y), {/). Moreover, let the plane

coordinates be chosen in such a way that the relation of united

Position for a point {x^, . . . x^ and a plane (%, . . . w^ assumes the

form
W-j^X^ -\- tv^x^ + W?3^3 + w^x^ = 0.

Then we shall have

t^xVx + «^22/2 + %!/3 + nVi. = 0,

^1 01 -\- V^Z^ + Vq Z^ + v^z^ = 0.

If we eliminate successively u^fU^,u^, u^ from the first two equations,

we find

* -f 0312^2 4- 0313% + 0014^4 = 0,

«21^1 -I-
* -f »23% 4- 0324% = 0,

tOgiWi + OggMg + * + 0334^4 = 0,

0341^1 + 0342^2 + ^343% -f * = 0,

which are the conditions satisfied by a line (o3ji) which lies in a plane

(Uk). The skew Symmetrie determinant of this System of equations

is equal to Sl^ and, therefore, vanishes. Of course there is a similar

System with Vk in place of Uk. Thus we shall have

C3i2% 4- 03^3^3 4- »14% = 0;

03^2 «^2 4- «13% + «14 ^4 = 0;

whence, eliminating 03^2,

•»^IS • ^14 "^ '^^42 • ''^23 •

In the same way we find the other terms of the proportion

(4:) Tjg : ^13 : ^^4 : t^^ : r42 : T34 = 0334 : C342 : 03,3 ' c^n

'

03^3 : (o^^

,

which we were to prove.

The six quantities Tü satisfy the quadratic relation

(0) 1 = Tj^g T34 -f Tjg T42 -\- Ti4 Tga == U

analogous to (2).

Let (1/1, .. . 2/4), (^1, . . . 04), ^/, . . . yj), (0/, . . . zj) be the coor-

dinates of four points which are in the same plane. Then
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Vx Vi Vz Vi

^1 ^2 ^3 •'4

Vx Vi Vz yl

"1 *2 *3 ^4

= 0,

^1 •^g '^3

which becomes, after expansion,

(6) ©12 O^ + 0)^9^34 + 0)13©^, + CO13CJ42 + Ou^os + Cj'uOss = ^^

wli6rG

Therefore (6) expresses the conditiou that two lines ra.i and oji shall

intersect. Tliis condition may be written

(6 a) 2:0:^1^=0.

We haye seen that the six quantities C3,i determine a line if

they satisfy the condition .ß = 0. Let us adjoin to this relation,

which is satisfied by the coordinates of all lines of space, another

equation between the line coordinates. In order that this new equation

may be capable of geometrical interpretatiou, it must be homogeneous.

For, since the coordinates cs.i are homogeneous, the qnantities ccj,*

represent the same line as div if c is an arbitrary eonstant. The
equation of a line locus must, therefore, remain unchanged if ccj.i

is put in place of o,*, i. e. it must be homogeneous. Let

(7) «)p(o.t) =
be such a homogeneous equation, distinct from ß = 0. Then it is

clear that the totality of lines, wbose coordinates satisfy this equation,

depends upon three independent parameters or, in other words, this

totality consists of 3c^ straight lines. Such a locus of cc^ straight

lines has been called, by FlücJ:er, a line complex.

If the equation (7) of the complex is algebraic, of the n*^ degree

the complex is said to be of the m*^ degree.

We may write (7) as follows.

qP {Vi^k - yk^i) = 0.

Let US regard y^, . . • y^ as constants. The equation becomes homo-

geneous and of the «*^ degree in z^, . . z^. Moreover we know that

if
(^'i,

. . . ^4) is a point which satisfies this equation, any point of the

line joining it to (t/i, . . . yj will also satisfy it. The equation represent«,

therefore, a cone of the n*'^ order with its vertex at the point (y^ . . . t/^).

In other words: the straight lines of a complex of the w*^ degree

which pass through a given point of space, are the generators of a

cone of the w*^ order whose vertex is the given point. By means

of the complex, therefore, there corresponds to every point of space
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a cone of the w*^ order with its vertex at that point. This cone may
be called the complex cone of the point.

In place of the coordinates C3ik we may introduce into (7) the

coordinates r,-* which are proportional to them. We shall then find

an equation of the form

t{uiVk — UkVi) = 0,

also of the w*^ degi-ee. By the same reasoning as above, we find

that the lines of a complex of the w*^ degree, which are situated in

a given plane, envelop a curve of the w*^ class, the complex curve of

the plane considered.

The locus of all lines which satisfy two independent equations,

homogeneous in the line coordinates, consists of oo^ straight lines.

It is known as a congruence. Clearly the lines common to two com-

plexes form a congruence. But a congruence need not be the com-

plete intersection of two complexes, just as a space curve need not

be the complete intersection of two surfaces. The essential part of

our definition of a congruence is that it contains oo^ straight lines.

The locus of oo^ straight lines is a ruled surface, which may or may
not be the complete intersection of three complexes.

We shall have occasion to make use of the expression of the

homogeneous line - coordinates in terms of non- homogeneous point-

coordinates. For this purpose we need merely put

Vi = X, .% = y> 2/3 = ^> 2/4 = 1;

^1 = ^', ^2 = y', % = ^', ^i = 1;

so that
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§ 2. The linear oomplex. Null -System.

Let US consider in greater detail the case in which the equation

of the complex is of the first degree. Such a complex is known as

a linear complex. Let its equation be

(8) diiün + Oisajs + aji4«u + (^is^^n + 0342«4a + e^si^si = ^^

There is one case, in which the interpretation of this equation

is obvious. Suppose that the coefficients an satisfy the condition

(9) Ä = a^2(^^^ + «iga^j + ai4a,3 = 0.

Then an are the coordinates of a fixed line, and (8) is the condition

that the line (c?,*) shall intersect the line (aa) [cf. equ. (6)]. There-

fore, if condition (9) is satisfied, the linear complex consists of all

of the lines which intersect a given Line, its axis. The line-coordinates

of the axis are proportional to the coefficients of the equation (8) of

the complex, taken however with complementary indices. In this

case the linear complex is said to be a special linear complex. The

equation (8) may be regarded as the equation of a straight line in

line-coordinates. In the same way any curve may be represented

analytically by a single equation between line-coordinates, viz.: by

the equation of the complex made up of all the cxj^ lines which

intersect the curve. It was principaUy this fact that lead Cayley to

introduce line-coordinates.

Let A be different from zero. According to the general theorems

of § 1, we know that the lines of the complex, which pass through

any point P, form a plane pencil with its yertex at P. Let p be

the plane of this pencil. Then the lines of the complex which are

situated in p, intersect in P. The complex determines, therefore, an

iuvolutory one -to- one correspondence between the points and the

planes of space. Moreover, the corresponding elements are in united

Position, i. e. P lies in p and p passes through P. p is called the

null -plane of P; P the null-point of p. The correspondence itself is

usually spoken of as a null -System.

It is easy to set up the analytical expression for this correspon-

dence. If, in (8), we introduce the explicit expressions for o,i and
put — 024 in place of a^ , we shall find

(10)
+ («Uyi + * - «23^3 - «24^4) ^2

+ («13^1 + «83^2 + * - «34^4)^5

+ («14^1 + «24i/2 + «34!/3 + * ) "% = 0-

For a fixed point (j/j, . . . y^), this is clearly the equation of the plane

which coiTesponds to it. If u^, . . . u^ are the coordinates of this
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plane, they will be proportional to the coefficients of 0^, . . . z^ in

the above equation.

Whenever the coordinates u^, . . . u^ of a plane are given as homo-

geneous linear functions of tbe coordinates x^, . . . x^ of a point, we
have a so-called dualistic transformation, giving rise to a one-to-one

correspondence between points and planes. Let

(11) QUk = a^iXj^ + ttkiX^ + aksx^ + a^^oc^^, (Ji = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where (> is a proportionality factor, be sucb a dualistic transformation,

and let us assume that it has the furtber property tbat every point

lies in the plane which corresponds to it. Such is the case, as we
have Seen, in the point- plane correspondence determined by a linear

complex. We must then have

for all values of x^, . . . x^. We find immediately

i. e, the determinant of (11) must be skew- Symmetrie. But this gives

precisely the point-plane transformation determined by the linear

complex. Therefore:

The point-plane correspondence determined hy a linear complex is

the most general dualistic correspondence, for which all pairs of corre-

sponding Clements are in united position.

We have found that the coordinates (u^, . . . u^ of the plane,

which corresponds to the point (x^, . . . x^), are given by the equations

Q ti^ '— ^12 2
'~~~

13 S
~"~ 14 47

QU^ = «12^1 + %3^3 ~ ^24^4?

QU^ = a^gX^ -f- ^23^2 "1 ^34'^4>

QU^ == 0^14^1 + a^^X^ + %4% r

Put

^i ^= Vi ~r f^^ii

i. e. let the point P^ describe the line PyPt- Then we shall find

QUi = Vi -f AWj,

where (v^, . . . v^ and (m;^, . . . w^ are the coordinates of the planes

which correspond to Py and P; respectively; i. e. as a point Px describes

a straight line, the corresponding plane turns dbout another line as axis.

This relation between the two lines is reciprocal. They are said to

be reciprocal polars of each other with respect to the complex. It

is easy to show furtber, that every line of the complex is reciprocal

polar to itself, and that every line, ivhich intersects two reciprocal polars,

helongs to the complex.
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The determinant of (12) is equal to

,

0; - «12; - «13? — «14
!

(13) n" . = (^12^3^ + ^13«42 + (h4(ht) = ^ •

^
'
" «23» ^> — «34

«24. «34. ^-^
i

The equation of the complex may be written

4

(14) ^a,iCJ,i = 0,

(, i = 1

if we put (in = 0, üik = — üki. A general projective transformation

4 4

Vi=^ hkyk, Zi =2 hkZk,

i=i *= i

transforms the line coordinates cj,i in accordance with the equations

4

(15) (Da =^ &.-„fet, c.;,., (i, Ä; = 1, 2, 3, 4).

The result of this transformation upon the complex (14), wOl be

to convert it into
4

i. e. Lnto another linear complex whose coefficients a«, are given by

the equations:
4

(16) «; ,. =^ anhiubkv, (^, V = 1, 2 3, 4).

If we denote the quantity Ä for this new linear complex by Ä', Ä'*

may be written in the form of a skew- Symmetrie determinant cor-

responding to (13). If we denote the determinant of the quantities

hik by zl, and if we make use of equations (16), together with the

rule for the multiplication of determinants, we shall find

i. e. ^ is a relative invariant of the complex for projective trans-

formations.

That a linear complex has no absolute invariant under projective

transformation may be seen as follows. Let us choose the tetrahedron

of reference in such a way, that two of its non-intersecting edges,

say x^^ x^ = and x^ ^ a?^ = are reciprocal polars with respect

to the complex. Then the plane, which corresponds to any point of

the edge x^= x^^=0, must contain the other edge; i. e. for x^=x^^O
we must find u^ = u^ = 0, for all values of x^ and x^. But equations

WiLCzvsSKi, projective differential Geometry. H
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(12) show that this is possible only if a^g = a^^ = «33 = 0^24 = 0. The
equation of the complex reduces to

«12 «12 +»34C34 =
or

(17) Oi2 - ÄO34 = 0,

the invariant of which is

(18) A = -Jc.

If -4 = this becomes

(19) «12 = 0.

If -^ =j= 0, the transformation

»^1 '' Iv U/^ y
ÜOa ^9 } t^'S OCq y

OCa ^^ 30 1 •

converts the equation into

(20) (D12 - «3, = 0.

Therefore, by a projective transformation every special linear complex

can be converted into (19), and every non- special linear complex

into (20).

In other words, every special linear complex can be transformed

projectively into any other, and every non -special linear complex into

any other non- special linear complex. I%e linear complex , therefore,

hos no absolute invariant under projective transformations.

Since the equation of a linear complex depends upon the five

ratios of the coefficients «a-? it is clear that a linear complex is deter-

mined, in general, hy five of its lines. The exceptional case, when
five lines do not determine a linear complex, will be easily under-

stood after the developments of the next paragraph. The complex is

also determined by a pair of reciprocal polars p,p' and one of its

lines l which does not intersect p and p'. For any four lines, which

intersect p and p', are also lines of the complex. It is also deter-

mined by two pairs of reciprocal polars. But not both of these pairs

can be assigued arbitrarily.

For other properties of the linear complex, especially for a

complete discussion of the arrangement of its lines, the reader may
consult: Plüclcer^s Neue Geometrie des Raumes; Clehsch-Lindemann,

Vorlesungen über Geometrie, vol. II; Jessop, Ä treatise on the Line

complex.

§ 3. The linear oongmenoe.

The lines common to two linear complexes

A = «12^12 + «13 »13 + «I4C14 + %3 0323 + «^42 <»42 + «34 «»34 = ^J

M= &i2«12 + ^13 «»13 + ^A.^X'i. + ^23^523 + ^42 '»42 + '^340334 = ^J
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form a linear congruence. They belong also to each of the oo^

complexes

(22) ).A-\-fiM=0.

If we denote the invariants of A = and M=0 by A and B
respectively, and if we put

(23) C = aj,&3i + 023 &14 + %1^42 + %4*12 + Ö14&23 + Ö^S^SlJ

the invariant of (22) will be

k^A + XiiC + 11^ B.

If, therefore,

C« - 4AB + 0,

there will be two linear complexes of the family (22) which are

special. In other words, the Jines of the congruence are (fie common

intersedors of ttvo straight lines, the äirectrices of the congruence.

The directrices of the congruence will be skew to each other.

For, suppose that they were coplanar. Then every line of their plane

would belong to all of the complexes {22). But, unless a linear

complex is special, all of the lines of any plane which belong to it,

form a plane pencil. Therefore, under our supposition, all of the

complexes {22) would be special complexes, i. e. we would have

A = B=C = (}.

In this case, the congruence degenerates into two Systems of oc*

Knes, viz.: the lines of the plane of the two directrices, and the lines

through their point of intersection.

If

C2- 4^5 = 0,

we may speak of a congruence with coincident directrices. Such

a congruence will be obtained as a limiting case of a congruence

with distinct directrices if we allow these directrices to approach each

other as a limit without, however, becoming coplanar. This way of

looking at such a congruence shows that its lines may be regarded

as the tangents of a hyperboloid along one of its generators. For,

these tangents intersect two consecutive generators of the same set

upon the hyperboloid. The lines of the congruence may, therefore,

be arranged in a single infinity of plane pencils. The vertices of

all of these pencils lie upon the directrix. As the Vertex of the pencil

mores along the directrix, its plane turns around the directrix as axis;

the point -row and the pencil of planes thus generated are projective

to each other. In fact they stand in the same relation to each other

as the points of the generator of a hyperboloid to their tangent planes.

It is clear now that five lines determine a linear complex,

provided that they do not belong to a linear congruence. It is also

evident that four lines, in geueral, determine a linear congruence, its

ii*
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directrices being the two straight line intersectors of the given four

lines. There is, of course, an exception if the given four lines are

generators of the same hyperboloid, or if they intersect.

We give, without proof, a few other theorems which we shall

employ occasionally.

Let A = 0, M=0 be two linear complexes, and consider any

four complexes
A -\- JciM = {i = 1,2, 3, 4)

of the pencil of complexes determined by them. To any point of

Space there corresponds, in each of these complexes, a plane. These

four planes form a pencil whose double ratio is equal to (Ä^^, ^^2, /^g, ZcJ.

To any plane there corresponds, in each of these complexes, a point.

These four points are collinear, and their double -ratio is equal to

We may, therefore, speak of the double -ratio of the four complexes

A-\-hiM=0,

defining it to be equal to (^i, ^^2? ^3> ^J-
Let two of these four complexes be the special complexes of

the pencil (supposed distinct). Let the other two be chosen in such

a way that the double -ratio of the four complexes becomes equal to

— 1. The two latter complexes are then said to be in Involution. It

is not difficult to show that the condition for two linear complexes

in Involution is n r\

In the cases in which our former definition breaks down, the equation

= may be taken as the definition of the involutory relation

between two linear complexes.^)

Finally, we may call attention to the fact that lÄe has set up

a geometry whose dement is the sphere. This geometry is four-

dimensional as is Plücker's line -geometry. By making use of a simple

transformation due to Lie, the two geometries may be converted into

each other, a line in one corresponding to a sphere in the other. It

is a mere matter of convenience in most cases, whether a given ana-

lytical theorem is to be interpreted in line- or in sphere -geometry.

In place of ruled surfaces we would have surfaces generated by moving

spheres, in place of asymptotic lines, lines of curvature, etc. We
shall not enter into details, but leave it to the reader to re-interpret

the theorems about ruled surfaces in sphere -geometry.^)

1) This idea of two linear complexes in involution is due to Klein. Math.

Ann. vol. 2 (1870) p. 198. For a proof of the above theorems cf. Lie-Scheffers,

Greometrie der Berührungstransformationen, pp. 296— 300.

2) For a convenient treatment of this subject, cf. Lie-Schefjfers, Geometrie

der Berührungstransformationen, pp. 463 et sequ.
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CHAPTER Ym.

THE EQUATION OF THE RULED SUEFACE IN LINE

COORDINATES.

§ 1. The differential equation for the line coordinates.

We retum to the consideration of a System of differential equations

of the form (A), and put

(1) GJ.i = ifiZu — ytZi,

so that G3,;.. will he the Plückerian coordinates of the generator Ly,

of the integrating ruled surface, Of course the identical relation

(2) O12O34 + «13049 + »230)14 = ö

will hold.

Corresponding to the infinite group G composed of aU of the

transformations

(3) y = ay -\- ßz, 'z = yy + dz, ä; = | (x),

the functions coa will be transformed in accordance with the equations

(4) o = (ad — ßy)a = (pa, x = ^ {x).

Now the six line coordinates co,* will satisfy a linear homogeneous

differential equation of the sixth Order, say

(5) P,(D^') + P^Q^s) + PjOjW + PgoW + P^a" + Pgo' + PßO = 0,

where Pq, . . . Pg are functions of the coefficients pa, qa of (A).

Clearly, the invariante of the linear differential equation of the

sixth Order, ivhich the line coordinates of a generator of the integrating

ruled surface of System (A) satisfy, ivill also he invariants of System (A),

and conuersely.

We have found in Chapter II, a System of rational invariants

for (5), complete in the sense that every other rational invariant can

be expressed rationally in terms of them. We may, tlierefore, con-

sider the prallem of ftiding such a System of invariants for System (A)

as essentiaUy solved.

We proceed to set up the differential equation (5) in a special

form. Let us assume that the System (A) is written in the semi-

canonical form, and let (y, z) and {ri, %) be any two simultaneous

Systems of Solutions of this System, so that

/fix
y" = - 211!/ - 2i2^; V' = -3ii^-2i2&;

^ = - a^xV - «22^; & = - ^21 '/ - «22^
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Then put

(7) [ca =^y^-z7i = {yt).

We wish to find the differential equation satisfied by co. We find

from (6),

(8) (i?«/") = + 2l2Ö. (^^")= + feö; (^/)= -^ii«, (?^")= -^2i«;

where we liave put for abbreviation

M') = vy" - yn", iv^ - v^" - yt",

In general we have denoted by (aß) the expression

aß — ah,

obtained from the term actually written by substracting a corresponding

term, in which the Greek and Roman letters are interchanged.

Put

2v^(o" + (2ii + 322)^0,

(9)

w = v 2 (gil?22 - 9'l2^2l) ö + fei + Q22) ^^

t = w' - (giiö'^a + ^22^11 - ai2^n " ^212^2) «» + (3'u+ g'23) %
Q= t' - (q^^q'^^ + q^^q'l^

- q^^q'^^ - q^^q'^^) o + {q'l^-\- q'^^) v.

Then we shall find from (7), by successive dififerentiation and by

making use of (8) and (9),

ü.' = - (rjz') + (ty'),

v' = q^^ {ris') + gi2 (g^) - q^^ (rjy') - q,, (^y%

(10) W = q[, (rj,') + q[, (^0') - q'^^M) -
q'^, (^y'),

t = & iv^') + q'l, i^z') - q'^,M) - q';, {ty'\

9 = u?Kv^') 4- qm^') - q^iKvj') - qfm')-

If we eliminate the four determinants {rjz'), etc., we find the

required difi'erential equation of the sixth order for cj, viz,

:

(11) w.

ü?^,
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§ 2. Conditions for a mied snrface whose generators belong to

a linear complex or a linear congmence.

Equation (11) is, in general, of the sixth order, so that the six

line coordinates will be linearly independent. It mav, however, reduce

to tlie fifth Order. In that case there must be a linear homogeneons

relation with constant coefficients between the line-coordinates, i. e. the

mied snrface must belong to a linear complex.

K we recnr to equations (9), we see that the only one of the

qnantities Q,tjtc, r, which contains o ^ , is q. The equation (11) wül,

therefore, reduce to the fifth order, if and onlv if the minor of g
in (11) LS zero, L e. if

(12) \^n-^f 9^j» 9n\= ^^

: Sil — fe> 2i3> 2sii

Bnt the invariant z/ of System fA") reduces to the left member of

(12), except for a numerical factor, if (A) is reduced to its semi-

canonical form.

Therefore, ihe condition ihat a ruled surface may hdong to a
litiear complex is

! «u - ««w» «i2> «» i

(13) e^ = ^ = '

tjj - v^y Pu, Pji = 0.

K the linear complex, to which the generators of the snrface

belong, is special, additional conditions must be fulfilled. The snrface

has. in that case. a straight line directrix. This straight line directrix

is clearly both a brauch of the flecnode curre and an asymptotic

curve npon the surface. so that vre shall have

«*ij=i>u =
if the directrix be taken as fundamental curre Cy. If the surface

does not belong to a second linear complex, the invariant 0^ must
be different from zero. For eise the second brauch of the flecnode

curve Avould also be a straight line, coincident with the first, and the

surface would belong to a linear congruence with coincident directrices.

We shall, therefore. have

«*is =i>ia = ö, Mii - Mg2 4= 0, 2i2 = 0,

whence foUows i'j, = 0, and therefore

(14) 0,^0. e,o = o.

The amditicHS (14) are therefore necessary for a nded surface tcüh a
straight Ime directrix. Tliey are <üso mfßdent. For, let them be
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satisfied. Then the two branches of the flecnode curve are distinct,

and if we identify them with the integral curves Cy and Cz of System

(A), we shall have

Wi2 = Wgi == U, Wji ^22 "T^ ^y

SO that

If ©10 = 0, we must, therefore, have either v^<^ or v^^ equal to zero.

But

(15)
^'^ ^ ^^*^' "^ ^^" ~ -^'^^ ^*'^ "~ -^'^ *^^'' ~ ^'^^'

'

«21 = 2^;^ - (2)ii - i?22) ^21 + i>21 Kl - Wsä)-

We find, therefore, either p^^ or ^gi equal to zero, i. e. either Cy or

Ct is a straight Kne.

Of course z/ also vanishes in consequence of these conditions.

If the ruled surface belongs to a linear congruence with distinct

directrices, it has two distinct straight line directrices upon it, so

that System (A) may be reduced to a form for which

iJl2 = Wi2 = 0, ^31 = Wgi = 0, Mii — M22 + 0.

In this case we shall find further

«12 = ^21 = ^12 = ««'21 = ö>

so that all of the minors of the second order in the determinant z/

will vanish, as well as ®^q. On the other band, suppose that all of

the minors of the second order in z/ are zero, while ®^ does not

vanish. Identify Cy and C^ with the (distinct) branches of the flecnode

curve. We shall have

%2 = ^21 = ö> ^11 — **22 + ö-

Two of the minors of z/ reduce to

(Mii — u^^) i'ia and {11^^ — u^^) v^^,

so that we must have

«12 = «21 = ö-

But, from (15), we now find p^^ =i>2i == 0, i. e. Cy and C^ are two

distinct straight lines.

Therefore, the conditions, necessary and sufficient for a ruled

surface with two distinct straight line directrices, are that all of the

minors of tJie second order in the determinant A shall vanish, while

©4 + 0.

This result may be obtained in another way. The equation (12)

shows, that if a ruled surface belongs to a linear complex, and if

the corresponding System (A) is written in the semi-canonical form,

there is a linear relation with constant coefficients
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« («11 - 222) -r^Qn-h cq.2i = 0,

between the coefficients of the svstem; and it is for tliis reason that

the first four equations of (10) suflice for the elimination of the four

determinants {rjz'), etc. But, if there is a second linear relation of

this kind, the first three equations of (10) will suffice for this elimi-

nation, so that the differential equation for a will reduce to the

fourth Order; i. e. the ruled surface will belong to a linear congruence.

On the other hand the conditions for two such linear relations between

Qu ~ 222 > Qiif Qn *^® precisely these, that the minors of the second

Order in zJ shall all vanish.

If the ruled surface tehngs to a linear congruence tcith coincident

directrices, the minors of A must again vanish, as the last consideraiion

shows. But ©4 must also he zero.

We may show this directly. Of course 0^ must he zero, since

the two coincident directrices of the congruence are identical with

the two branches of the flecnode curve, which must therefore coincide.

Let Cy be this straight line, so that

Let Cs be any other curve of the ruled surface.

Since ©^ vanishes, we shall have

"11 - «22 = 0-

We find as consequences of these relations

^"n — ^"22 ^^ ^; ^'13 ~ ^f *^ii — ^ü = ^> ^*"l2
"^ ^;

so that, in fact, all of the minors of the second order in A mnst
vanish. The quantity u^^ will not also be zero nnless the surface

is a quadric.

Conversely let us suppose that all of these minors vanish, and

that ®4 also is equal to zero. Take for G^ the flecnode curve, so that

"12 = "u — "22 = 0, u^i =f= ö

assuming that the surface is not a quadric. One of the minors of

A reduces to

(*n-%)«2i = 2i>i2<>

so that jjjj = 0: i. e. Cy is a straight line. Moreover both branches

of the flecnode curve coincide with it. It must therefore be a double

directrix of the ruled surface.

The further case that presents itself in the theory of linear

congruences, in which its directrices are coplanar, has no interest for

US. For the lines of such a congruence are either all of the lines

of a plane, or all of the lines through a point. A ruled surface

belonging to such a congruence would therefore be either a cone, or
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eise its generators would envelop a plane curve. In either case the

ruled surface would be developable; but a developable cannot be the

integrating ruled surface of a System of form (A).

K a ruled surface belongs to three independent linear complexes

it is a quadric. We know already that the conditions for this are

In this, as in the preceding case, all of the invariants are zero.

We may recapitulate the results of this paragraph in the foUowing

theorem. \

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a ruled surface helonging

to a Single linear complex, ivhich is not special, are

0, + O, z/ = 0, ©10 + 0,

while all of the minors of the second order in /i do not vanish. If

©10 = 0,

while the other conditions remain the same, the complex is special. The
surface helongs to a linear congruence with distinct diredrices if all of

the minors of the second order in /i vanish, while ©4 is different from
zero. The diredrices of the congruence coincide if ®^ also vanishes.

In this latter case the surface is, or is not a quadric according as the

equations

are, or are not satisfied.

Suppose z/ == and 0^ = 0. We may put u^^ = %i — Wgg = 0,

and assume u^^ =|= if the surface is not a quadric. We find from

z/ = 0,

(^11 - «^22) ^\i — i'^n — ^22) ^'12 = 0,

which equation reduces to

- ^pIA = 0,

so that ^12 niust vanish, and Oy be, therefore, a straight line. We
have the foUowing theorem, due to Voss.^)

If the two hranches of the flecnode curve of a ruled surface helonging

to a linear complex coincide, it is a straight line.

This gives a simpler test than that given above for a ruled sur-

face helonging to a linear congruence with coincident directrices.

We found in Chapter V, § 3 that the identically seif- dual sur-

faces were those for which @g = 0. We may, therefore, express this

result by saying: a ruled surface, with two distinct hranches to its

flecnode curve, is identically seif -dual, if and only if it helongs to a

non- special linear complex.

1) Voss. Mathematische Annalen, Bd. VIII p. 92.
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The proof of this theorem however is not quite complete, since

we had assumed not only &^ =(= 0, but also S^q =f= 0. We shall now
consider these exceptional cases. We shall see at the same time that

the fundamental theorem, that a rnled surface is determined uniquely

by means of its invariants, actually ceases to be true in these cases.

First, let 0^ 4= 0, Ö^q = 0. The ruled surface S has a single

straight line directrix, which we may identify with Cy. We shall

then hare

i^i2
=

'<i-2
= ^> "^lience 5i2 = 0.

Let Cs be the second branch of the flecnode curve of S distinct from

Cy. Then

But, multiplying ij and z by properly chosen fonctions of x, we may
further make

Pn = Pn = 0,

80 that the System (A) assnmes the form:

y" + ^11^=0,,

^' +Pn^ + ^p'^y + 3«^ = 0-

The non-yanishing invariants &^, 0^.^ and ©^ beiug given as functions

of X do not determine p^^, which may still be chosen as an arbitrary

fonction of x. This arbitrariness does not disappear even if the

independent variable of the System, which is still capable of arbitrary

transformation, be chosen in a determined fashion. We may determine

it 80 that, without disturbing the other conditions,

Mii — H„ = 1.

^^ e shall then have
1

2u - 222 = — 4 »

but P21 remains an arbitrary fonction. Now, the most general trans-

formation, which leaves all of these conditions invariant, is

I = + o; + const., y = ay, z = hZj

where a and h are constants. Evidently such a transformation cannot

remove the arbitrary function ^j^i- Therefore, if ©^ =[= 0, ©^g = 0,

the invariants do not suffice to charaderize the mied surface.

The adjoint System of (16) is

^^'^^

V" + Pn ü' + |i>;, ü+q,,V=0.

The independent variable is the same for both Systems. Moreover
both Systems are referred to their flecnode curves. Therefore, the
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only transformations, which could transform (16) into (17), must be

of the form either

y = aU, ^ = d F,

or

y = ar, z = 8TJ.

Moreover a and 8 must both be constants, so as to preserve the

conditions pj^ = p^^ = which are satisfied in both Systems. Since

Üi2 =H Qn } ^^^ fi'"^^ transformation cannot accomplish this. The second

can, if and only if p^i = 0, i. e. if C^ also is a straight line. The

ruled surface has two distinct straight line directrices, and therefore

belongs to an infinity of non- special linear complexes. This completes

the proof of our theorem about identically self-dual surfaces, if ©4 =|= 0.

If 0^ = 0, we must have, in the case of an identically self-dual

surface ©g == as in the general case. But this gives either a ruled

surface belonging to a linear congruence with coincident directrices

or eise a quadric. In all of these cases the surface belongs to an

infinity of non -special linear complexes.

Therefore, a ruled surface is identically self-dual, if and only if

ü helongs to at hast one non- special linear complex. The dualistic

transformation which converts it into itself, generator for generator,

is that which consists in replacing every point of space by the plane

which corresponds to it in the complex.

The invariants do not determine the surface^ if ®^ = 0. We may
assume in this case

M12 = 1*11 - M22 = Pn = Pn = ö;

so that Cy is the flecnode curve. We may assume further

P21 == 0;

so that Ci is an asymptotic curve, and the independent variable

may be chosen so as to make

We find for the coefficients of a System (A) satisfying these conditions

i>ii = 0, Pi^ = f{x), g'u = 0^ 9'i2
= 2-^12'

(18) i)21 = 0, iJgg = 0, 221 = - 4 ^21 ==
i/ (^); 9'22 = 0,

_90g

if @g =[= 0. Of the two functions f and g one remains arbitrary.

Moreover, the most general transformation, which leaves the above

System of conditions invariant, contains only arbitrary constants, and

cannot, therefore, remove this arbitrary function.

1) Equation (51) of Chapter IV shows how this may be done.
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If 6>g also vanishes, we find either u^i = 0, i. e. S is & quadric,

or Pi2 = ^> ^^ ^^^^ ^ beloDgs to a linear congruence with coincident

directrices. In either case all of the invariants vanish.

We may, therefore, complete our fundamental theorem negatirely

as follows.

I7i€ nded surfaces, for tchicli the ttco hranches of tiie flecnode ciore

coincide, and tlwse ichich have a straight line diredrix, fonn an exceptmi

to the fundamental theorem which states that a ruled surface is deter-

mined hy its invariants, up to a projective transformation.

§ 3. A function-theoretic application.

Consider a homogeneous linear differential equation of the n*^ order

(19) Diy)= 0+i>i^+-+^''^ = ö'

and let yi, • . . yn form a fundamental System, so that

(20) l){y.) = (i = l,2,...n).

Let the coefficients p^, . . .p„ of (19) be uniform functions of x,

and let x = Gu be a singular point of one or all of the coefficients.

K the complex variable x describes a closed path around one of

these points a«,
y-i,

. • . y,, will, in general undergo a linear substitntion

with constant coefficients, changing into

Vh = y^^V (A-=l,2,...n),

.=1

,0")where the determinant Xti\ is not equal to zero.^) Denote this

Substitution by Au, so that we may write

(21) Vk = Auyk.

New, put in (20),

(22) y* =^ «*. (^) ni = S r,,, {h = 1, 2, . . n),

where again the determinant |a,i| is different from zero, and where

aki{x) are uniform functions of ./;. Then /;^, ... ?^„ will satisfy a

System of n linear differential equations of the n*^ order, obtained

from (20) by the transformation {22).

This System of differential equations has the special property

that, when x describes a closed path around a„,
j^i^

• • »/n undergo the

linear Substitution _^
S A^ S,

whose coefficients are uniform functions of x. %, • . . rin are, there-

fore, a special case of what the aathor has called A functions. In

1) Fuchs. Crelles Journal, vol. 66.
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fact, a System of functions 0^, . . . 0„ is known as a ^ function if

0^, . . . 0„ are uniform, finite and continuous for all values of the

complex variable x, except for certain values, say a^^a^, . . . a«; and

if, when x describes a closed path around one of these points z^,.. .Zn

undergo a linear Substitution, whose coefficients are uniform functions

of x})

In tbe case w = 2 we can now write down the conditions under

which a system of differential equations of form (A) will have this

property. There must exist a transformation

y = a{x)ri-\rß{x)^, = r{x)ri + d{x)^,

whicb converts tbe system into

so tbat ri and t, satisfy tbe same linear dijfferential equation of the

second order. But for this latter system we find at once

(24) Mil — M22 = -^12 = «*21 = 0,

an invariant system of equations, which must therefore hold of the

original system (A) as well. The integrating ruled surface must,

therefore, be a quadric. The curves Cyj and 0^ are clearly any two

generators of the second kind. It is evident that the conditions (24)

are also sufficient for a system (A) of the required kind, if we do

not insist upon the condition that the coefficients of the Substitution

S shall be uniform functions of x, and still speak of the functions

y and as A functions.

We may, therefore, say that a system of form (A) gives rise to

a binary system of A functions, if and only if its integrating ruled

surface is a quadric.

Examples.

Ex. 1. If a ruled surface belongs to a linear complex, its dif-

ferential equations may be put into such a form that

Pn =P22 = 0, M12 = Mg^ = 0, ^ = const.,

provided that @^ and @^q do not vanish.

Ex. 2. The points of the straight line ^^ = 1, y.i
= x, y3 = y^ = 0,

are joined to those of the conic

0k = akQ + tti^x -\- ük^x^, (Ä; = 1, 2, 3, 4).

What are the conditions under which the ruled surface thus generated

has a second straight line directrix?

1) WüczynsTii. Am. Jour. of Math. Vol. 21, pp. 85—106 (1899).
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CHAPTER R.

THE FLECNODE CONGRUEXCE.

§ 1. The developables of the congmence and its focal surface.

In Chapter YI, the covariant P led to the consideration of the

hvperboloid H, which oscnlates a giyen mied surface S along one of

its generators g. It was found that the generator h of the ruled

surface S', the derivative of S with respect to oc, was a generator of

the first kind upon H. There is an osculating hvperboloid H for

each generator g of S; and upon each of these hyperboloids there is

a Single infinity of generators of the first kind. The totality of these

generators consists, therefore, of oc^ straight lines; we shall speak of

this congruence, composed of all of the generators of the first kind

on the osculating hyperboloids of S, as the flecnode congmence of S,

and denote it by the letter F. The reason for choosing this name
for the congruence, will appear in the course of the present chapter.

The ruled surface S', the derivative of S with respect to x, is

always a surface of the flecnode congmence, one of its generators

being situated upon each of the osculating hyperboloids of S. Clearly,

unless all of the osculating hyperboloids coincide, i. e. nnless S is

itself a quadric, the congmence F does not degenerate into a single

infinity of lines. A transformation | = |(a;) of the independent variable

transforms the surface S' into another ruled surface of the congruence

r, since it transforms p and 6 into

(1) 9=y{q + ny), ^ = Y ^^ + ''^)- '^ =T"
Since the coordinates are homogeneous, the factor |' is of no im-

portance, and two transformations , which give the same value to iy,

give rise to the same ruled surface of F. In other words, a linear

transformation .

l = ax-\- 0,

where a and h are constants, does not affect the derivative mied sur-

face. On the other hand, i] being an arbitrary function of x, any

surface of the congmence F, which has one generator on each

osculating hyperboloid of S, may be regarded as the derivative of S
with respect to an appropriately chosen independent variable, excepting

only S itself, for which r] would have to be equal to infinity.

Equations (8) of Chapter VI reduce to the form

uq' + /3(?' + yg + 86 = 0,

ifJ= 0. In that case, therefore, the derivative snrface S' is developable

[cf. Chapter Y, equations (14)]. This conclusion would seem to be

doubtful if, besides J = 0, the conditions
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were satisfied. We may, however, see directly that tbe condition </=0
always gives rise to a developable surface for S'. In fact, we liave

If @4 =1= 0, the two branclies of the flecnode curve are distinct, If

we identify them with C,j and Cz, we shall have u^^ = u^^ == 0. If

J vanishes, we must therefore have either u^^ or u^^ equal to zero.

In either case, equations (2) prove that S' is developable.

If @4 = 0, the flecnode curve has only one branch, say Cy, so

that Mj2 == 0. But from @^ = J=0 then follows u^^ == ^^^ = 0, so

that again S' is developable.

In all cases then, if J == the derivative of S with respect to x is

developable. One may easily see that it J =^ 0, S' is not developable,

for in that case the planes tangent to S' at P^ and P^ intersect

the line Ly^, joining Py and P^ in distinct points, as is shown by

equations (2).

We shall, therefore, obtain all developable surfaces of the congruence

r, by finding the most general transformation | = | (x), which reduces

the seminvariant /to zero. But according to equation(51) of ChapterlV,

the most general Solution of the differential equation

(3) mx}'-i-2I{lx] + J=0,

is the most general independent variable for which J= 0. To reduce

J to zero we may, therefore, take for | the general Solution of either

of the two equations

(3a) ||,^) = -£-tV5, (3b) ||,x) = r_£rl^,

where

Although each of the equations (3 a) and (3 b) is of the tliird

Order, we obtain in this way only two families of oo^ developable

surfaces, as we should. For, as has already been remarked, all values

of I which give the same value to r] belong to the same developable

surface S'. As a matter of fact, equations (3a) and (3b) may be

written
, ,

—

, 1 o -1+1/04 t
1 2 -I-V&t

and these are of the Riccati form, so that the anharmonic ratio of

any four Solutions is a constant.

We have therefore proved the foUowing theorem:

To every ruled surface S there helongs a congruence F determined

hy its osculating hyperböloids. This congruence contains two families
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of devdapabJe surfaces, wliich coincide if and ovüy if &^ = 0, i. e., if

and orüy if the tivo bramJies of tlie flectiode curve of S coincide. To

determine any developable surface of the congriience, it is necessary and

sufficient to fmJ a Solution of tJie equation

and to tdke this Solution | = | (a;) as the independent variable of the

defning System of differential equations. The derivative of S tvith

resped to | will thoi be a developable surface, and all developable sur-

faces of the congruence niay be obtained in this tcay. Moreover, any

four devdopables Qj the same family intersed all of the asymptotic

tangents of S in point rous of the same cross-ratio.

Let US suppose that the variable x has been so chosen as

to make J= 0. Then the liue Loa, joining Po and P„ generates

a developable surface of the congruence F, and Co and Ca are two

curves on this surface. Let us assume that @^ =^ 0, and that Oy and

(7, are the two (distinct) branches of the flecnode curve on S. Then

«12 = «21 = 0, ?<n — "22 + ö, ^= MnM22 — «12 «21 = 0,

so that either «q^ or u^o) ^^^ ^^^ both, will vanish. Suppose that

"11 =^ ö- Then, according to (2),

i. e., if i9i2 =f= 0, Pff is a point on the tangent to the curve Cq described

by P^. In other words, C^ is the cuspidal edge of the developable

surface. If p^^, together with u^^, were zero, Cy would be a straight

line, and the curve Cq "would degenerate into a point of this line.

The developable surface would be a cone

If u^^ =j= 0, u^^ must vanish , and then Ca is the cuspidal edge of

the developable surface. This ambiguity corresponds to the fact that

every line of the congruence belongs to two of its developable surfaces.

But, if Py and P^ describe the flecnode curves on S, Pq and Pa
are points on the flecnode tangents. We have called the ruled sur-

face of two sheets, generated by the flecnode tangents of S, its

flecnode surface, so that we have proved the theorem: the focal surfaces

of the congruence F are the two sheets, F' and F", of the flecnode

surface of S.

For, the focal surfaces of any congruence are the loci of the

cuspidal edges of its developable surfaces. The theorem is true also

if ©^ = 0, only in that case F' and F" coincide.^;

1) For a clear treatment of the general properties of congruences, the reader

may consult Darboux Theorie des surfaces, t. II, chapter 1. Compare also

Wilczynski, InTariants of a System of linear partial differential equations, and
the theory of congruences of rays. American Jour. of Math. vol. XXYI (1904)

pp. 319—360.

WrLCZYKSKi, projective differential Geometry. 12
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We may also prove this theorem geometrically. Let g^, g^jg^j g%, etc.,

be consecutive generators of tlie ruled surface S. The hyperboloids

H^, H.^, etc., osculating S along g^, g^, etc., are determined respectively

by g^, 9i, g^'t 9u 92> 9s> etc. The flecnode tangents /"/, /;", along

generator g.^, are the two straight lines intersecting g^, g^, g^, g^. The
flecnode tangents f^', f^" of S, along g^, intersect 9^, g^, g^,g^] fj, f^"

intersect g^, g^, g^, g^; etc. Therefore, g^ intersects /"/, f^', f^, fl as well

^^ f\i f^\ fs" fi'} i- e> f^^^ consecutive generators of each sheet of the

flecnode surface of S. This shows that each of the sheets F' and F"
of the flecnode surface of S, has S itself as one of the sheets of its

flecnode surface. The congruence F is made up of the generators of

the first kind on the hyperboloids H^, H^, etc. H^ and H,^ intersect

along the four lines gx^ 9'^^ f\i f\ H^ and H^ intersect along g<^, g^,

f^, f^'j etc. Therefore, a generator of the flrst kind on H^ can meet

a generator of the first kind on S^ ^^^7 along one of the lines f^

or fl". Moreover, at every point of f^' and /"/' two such lines actually

do meet. It is clear then, that the cuspidal edges of the developable

surfaces of the congruence F must lie on one or the other of the

two sheets of the flecnode surface of S. This completes the synthetic

proof of our theorem.

But we have also seen that each sheet of the flecnode surface of

S, has S itself as one of the sheets of its flecnode surface.

To prove this analytically as well, we recur to the System of

differential equations for F', which was set up in Chapter VI, equa-

tions (15).

Denote by Ua the quantities formed from this System in the

same way as are m^- from (A). Then we shall find

(4) U,, = 0, U,, = - 4 iq[,
- q',,) + 8 (q,,

-
q,,) ^,

^11 - U22 = 4 (^11 - q^^),

which equations are also valid for 0^ = 0, in which case q^^ = g^.

Therefore, the curve Cy is flecnode curve on i^' as well as on S.

If the two hranches of the flecnode curve are distinct on S, they are

also distinct on F' and F"^ for q^^ — q^^ does not vanish under our

assumptions unless ©^ = To complete the proof that ß^ is a sheet

of the flecnode surface of F\ we have still to show that the flecnode

tangents to F^ constructed, of course, along Gy are the generators

of B). But the flecnode tangent to the surface F^ at a point Fy of

the flecnode curve, is the line joining it to the point, whose coordi-

nates are obtained from system (15) Chapter VI in the same way as

the coordinates of P^ are obtained from system (A). But the co-

ordinates of this point are
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I'lt -fit

i. e., this point is on the generator of the surface S which passes

through Py. This completes the proof of our theorem if p^^ =f= 0.

But if ^^12 Tanishes, together with u^^, F' degenerates into a straight

line, and any ruled surface made up of lines intersecting it may be

called its flecnode surface. The tlieorem may, therefore, be regarded

as valid in all cases.

The curve Cy is one brauch of the flecnode curve of F'. The

other may be found by putting

(5) Y='^^y-Oki-^,)Q,
this being the second factor of the covariant C of the surface F'.

The flecnode tangents to F' along this curve generate the second

sheet of the flecnode surface of F'] but this does not in general

belong to the congruence F, — never in fact, as we shall see, unless

F' degenerates into a straight line.

The flecnode surface F' may be of the second order. This is

so if, and only if,

But this requires g^ — g.22 ^0 "vanish, which condition, together

with those already fulfiiled, gives

«12 = «<2i = ^*ii — "22 = Oj

i. e., otüy if the ruled surface S is of the second order, can a sheet of

its flecnode surface he of the second order. Its flecnode surface in that

case is the surface itself, generated however by the generators of the

second set.

If we put

,n\ ^*21^12 ~ '^22^11 ^ '^Jf-ii, '^il^ii %2^21 = •^«^l;

— MiiVjg + WijVii = 2 JA12, — Mu% + «*12«'2l
== 2JAgj,

we have seen, in Chapter VI, that the equations of the surface S' become

.^.
9" + Ai(>' + A2Ö' + ^u? + Qn^ = 0,

ö" + Psi?' + ^22Ö' + ^21? + ^22^ = 0,

where

Pik = Pik + hk,

Qu = 2ii + 2 i^nPu + ^iiPn\ Q21 = ?2i + ö i^iPn + ^22^1)»

Q12 = 2l2 + "2 (^lli^l2 + ^12^22); ^22 = ^22+^ (^2li>12 + ^2^22)-

Let US denote by Uik the quantities which are formed from

System (7) in the same way as are the quantities Uit from (A).

Then we shall find

12*
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(9) Jü^l= J'^n + -^ (%1 «^22

J{ün- 1^22)=^Ki - W22) + ^ Kl

«<11^12) — 3J'Ai2,

%2^2l) — SJ'Agi,

**12 ^21+^1^^22«fi W22W11)

— 3 «7 (A^i — ^22)-

If we assume u^^ = '^hi
== ^> ®4 =H ^j ^^^ curves 0^ and (7^ are

the flecnode curves on S, and the curves Cq and Ca, on the derived

surface S', are the intersections of this surface with the flecnode sur-

face of S. It may happen that C^ is one brauch of the flecnode

curve of S'. This is so if, and only if, U^^ = 0. In other words,

the derivative of S has a brauch of its flecnode curve on the flecnode

surface of S, if one of the two conditions

"21 — U21—OM12 = *^12 = '-' o^ ^*9

is satisfied.

There exist two families of 00^ non-developaUe ruled surfaces of

the congruence F eacJi of wMch has one hranch of its flecnode curve on

the flecnode surface of S.

This we shall now proceed to prove. Assuming J =|= 0, ^7^2"=^

will be a consequence of Wjg = ^? i^

(10) W-,
J'

-Sv^^-. = 0,

as is shown by (9). The equation u^^ = is left invariant by an

arbitrary transformation of the independent variable. If then C,j be

taken as one brauch of the flecnode curve on iS*, the curve 0^ will be

a brauch of the flecnode curve on S', provided the independent variable

be so chosen as to satisfy the equation

w
- J'

12 «^ ^12 ~T ^^ ^>

or, making use of (49), (53) and (54) of Chapter IV, if

-0,(11) w,, + 2v,,n-^v,,
/+2|a,.}/+M^'^}

which equation is of the second order with respect to tj. This proves

our assertion, that there exists a family of oo^ ruled surfaces in the

congruence I, each such that one of the branches of its flecnode curve

lies on F'. There is another such family connected with the other

sheet F" of the flecnode surface. The surfaces of the second family

are determined by the equation

which is obtained from (11) by permuting the indices 1 and 2.
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It mav happen that the derivative of S has both of the branches

of its flecnode curve on the flecnode surface of S, one on eacb sheet.

If this is 80 (assuming 6>^ =f^ 0), we have simultaneously

whence
jr Ji

^12 ~ ^^'iST ~ ^' *^21 ~ ^*^21 T ^ ^'

But, since J is not zero, this gives

«^12 ^21 — «'21*^'l3 = ^»

which together with u^^ = u.,i = 0, makes

Mjl — i<„ «12 %1
i

r„ — v^ V,zf = = 0.
11 ''22 ^\i 'il

«?!! — M?,2 u\^ tr^i

But this is the condition under which S belongs to a linear complex

(Chapter VIII). The converse is also tme, i. e., if z/ = and Q^ =f= 0,

a double infinity of surfaces 5' exists, each of which has the property

iu question. For, equations (11) and (12), will then be identical, the

two (distinct) branches of the flecnode curve on S being taken as

fundamental curves.

If however &^ vanishes, we may stiU assume u^^ =^ 0, whence
follows in this case «^ — M^g = 0. The flecnode surface F oi S has

only one sheet, and in Order that both of the branches of the flec-

node curve of S' may be on F, they must coincide. We must then,

in this case, choose the independent variable so as to satisfy the

simultaneous conditions

«12 = ^12 = "ii
~~ ^'22 = ^11 — ^22 = ö-

The first three give

u\. = -
2pi^ i(,, = 0,

80 that either u^^ or 2^2 ^i^st vanish, i. e. S is either a quadric or

has at least a straight line directrix. In either case, the other condition

will also be satisfied, without specializing the independent variable

in any way. In other words, not only a double infinity, but all ruled

surfaces of F will have the property in question. The same is true

for 04 =f= 0, if i\o = v^i = 0.

We have the followincr theorem:

If there exists a ruled surface of the flecnode congrnenee F, different

from S, which has hofh of the hranclies of its fi&mode curve on the

flecnode surface of S, one on each sheet, ihen the surface S Mongs to a
linear complex.

Coniersdy, if S helongs to a linear complex, hut not to a linear

congrnenee, there will be <x>- ruled surfaces in its flecnode congruence
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which have tlie required property. If S helongs to a linear congruence,

this is true not merely of oo^ hut of all mied surfaces of ilie flecnode

congruence which, in this case, coincides with the linear congruence to

which S helongs.

If ^ does not vanisli identically, it will, in general, vanish for

particular values of x. If the flecnodes on a generator of S, cor-

responding to a particular value oi x = a for which z/ = 0, are

distinct, one of two things must take place Either the osculating

hyperboloid hyperosculates the surface along that generator, or eise

the two flecnodes corresponding to x = a on the derivative are on

the flecnode surface of S, one on each sheet. Eor, if we take w^g =
'^ht
— ^7

the condition that ^ vanishes gives either

for X = a

In the first case, the osculating hyperboloid hyperosculates the

surface. In the second case, any Solution of (11) will, for x = (t, also

satisfy (12), i. e., for x = a the simultaneous conditions

Wj2 ^^ ^12 ""^ ^21 "^ ^21 ^^ ^

will be satisfied, i. e., Pq and Pa, two points on the flecnode surface

of /S, will be on the flecnode curve of >S". One sees at once how
this is to extended to the case when @^ = 0.

Equation (11) can be integrated once. Since we have w^g = ^n = ^'

we find [Chapter IV, equations (32) and (39)];

«^12 = - P12 («*ii
- «*22); ^u - ^22 = 2 «1 - w^g),

W12 = ^v[^ + (i?ii -^22) ^12 -P12 (^11 - «^22)-

Divide both members of (11) by v^^. We find

Moreover, since M12 "= '^21 "= ^? ^® have

Therefore, we obtain by Integration

n q\ -Pf2 Kl -^28)'(l')' ^/(Pu-P..)dx_

where c is a constant. Of course (12) may be treated in the same

manner.

We have seen that there exist 00^ ruled surfaces of the con-

gruence r, the flecnode curve of each of which has one of its branches
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upon one of tiie sheets of the flecnode surface of S. The question

arises, whether among these tliere ezists one (there cannot in general

be more than one") whose flecnode surface has one of its sheets in

common with that of S.

Let US suppose that F' is at the same time a sheet of the flec-

node surface of S and of S'. Then Cy and Co are flecnode curves

on S and S' respectivelv, so that vre shall have h^.^ = ü^^ = 0. But

more than that, the flecnode tangent to S' at any point of Cg must

be a generator of F', i. e., must pass through Py and Pp. In other

words, the conditions

«12 = C^i2 = 0^ ^q' + PuQ + ^li^ = Xy + iiQ

must be simnltaneously fulfilled, where l and q are some (as yet

unknown) functions of x. But we have

Pii = jP»i + hki

'^9 +PliQ +i>i2<? = «u^ + »12-2^^

so that our second condition becomes

or

{Kl - ^) 9 + -^12^ = (^' - "u) y-

But, except for süigular values of x, Py, P^ and Pa are not

collinear. Therefore we must have

which last equation, together with Hjo = ^> gives % = if J'=|=0.

But Mjo = i'iä = is satisfied by either p^^ = 0? in which case P"'

degenerates into a straight line, or by

«12 = "ii ~ "22 = 0-

But since TJ^^ must also vanish, we must have also u\o = 0, which,

if jjj, 4= ö> gives the additional condition u.^^ = 0, i. e., S must be a

surface of the second order.

We have proved the following theorem. If the surface S is not

of the second order, and if its fJectiode surface has a sheet F' which

does not degenerate into a straight line, no other rided surface of the

congruence F has F' also as a sheet of its flecnode surface. Or, in

other words, the second sheet of tlie flecnode surface of F' does not

hdong to the congruence F.

If F' does degenerate into a straight line, every mied surface

of F clearly has this straight line as a degenerate sheet of its flec-

node surface.
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We liave seen that F^ may degenerate into a straight line. It

is, in general, a ruled surface. Can it be a developable surface? If

it were developable, according to equations (15) of Chapter VI, p^^

would have to vanish. But the simultaneous conditions p^.^ = u^^ = 0,

would make Cy a straight line. Therefore: if a sheet of a flecnode

surface is developable, it degenerates into a straight line.

This is a generalization of the result which we found in Chapter VI;

that the flecnode tangent is tangent to the flecnode curve only if

the latter is a straight line. For, in that case, the flecnode curve

vrould be also an asymptotie curve, and the flecnode tangents along

it would form a developable.

§ 2. Correspondence between the curves on a ruled surface

and on its derivative.

Assuming again u^^ = ttgi = 0, we find

^21 = Pn + ^u^^u,^ ^~ ^22^21) =^ (%1 + ^*22)-

But we can always choose the independent variable so as to

make %i -\- u^^ = I vanish. According to (51) of Chapter VI, it is

only necessary, for this purpose, to take as the new independent

variable any Solution of the equation

(14) 4{|,^} + 7=0,
which gives the condition

(15) 2{2ri -rf) + I=0
for 71. This is of the first order and of the Biccati form, so that

the anharmonic ratio of any four Solutions is constant. The con-

ditions Pj2 = P21 = prove that C^ and Ca are asymptotie lines on

S'. Moreover, ii p^^ and JO21 are not both zero in the above equations,

i. e., if S is not contained in a linear congruence, it is not only

sufficient, but it is necessary to make w^^ 4- M22 vanish so as to have

Pj2 = P21 = 0- Wo have the foUowing theorem:

If S is a ruled surface with two distinct hrancJies to its flecnode

curve and not helonging to a linear congruence, tJiere exists just a Single

infinity of ruled surfaces in the congruence F, whose intersections with

the two sheets of the flecnode surface of S are asymptotie lines upon them.

They are the derivatives of S, when the independent variaUe is so chosen

as to make the seminvariant I vanish. Moreover, the point-rows, in

which any four of these surfaces intersect the asymptotie tangents of S,

all have the same anharmonic ratio.
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In Chapter IV, § 6, we considered a canonical form, to which

System (A) can always be reduced, namely that, for which

We can now say that, if a System (A) is written in its canonical

form, its integral ctirves are asymptoiic Jines on its integrating rided

SUrface, and its derivative ivith respect to x is cut by Üie tivo sheets of the

fleawde surface of S aJong asymptotic lines.

If ©4 = 0, since

0, = 22 _ 4 J-^

J also will vanish for the canonical form, so that in this case the

mrfaces just mentioned iviä coincide with Hie (singh) famüy of devdopahle

surfaces of the congruenee.

^^ Pii = Pii = ^ together with u^^ = u^^ =0, the flecnode curve

of S consists of two straight lines, and every ruled surface of the

congruence has the property in question. The reduction to the

canonical form must, therefore, have a different significance in this

case. To find it, let us assume that the curres Cy and C^ are asymp-

totic lines on S, but not at the same time flecnode curves, i. e., let

them be any two asymptotic lines different from the straight line

directrices. Then jpj, and jhi ^^ vanish, while m^, ^^^ "21 ^^ ^<^*-

We may, moreover, also assume p^^ = p^^ = 0, so that System (A) has

been reduced to the semi-canonical form.

The conditions, which are necessary and sufficient to make S
belong to a linear congruence, are that all of the minors of the second

Order in /J must yanish. Three of these minors are

(«11 - "22) ^12 - «12 (^11 - «^22); («11 - ««22) hl - «21 {\i - Vii\

12 21 21 12

Since we have assumed p^^ = 0,

Inserting these values in the above minors of z/, and equating them

to zero, we find that the ratios 2i2 : ??2i • 2ii "~9'22 Diust be constant-s.

If they are, the other minors will also vanish.

We may, therefore, put

(16) 'ii2 = «2> Ün = ^i> ?n— 222 = <^'3?

a, 6, and c being constants, so that our System (A) has the form

y" + ffii!/ + ag^ = 0,

/' + bqy 4- q^^z = 0,
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If we compute the coefficients P^g and P^^ of the derived System

from (8), we shall find

(18) P,, = a -M'+M'n_^ p _ j -M' + Mk,
,

Pj2 will be zero, if and only if the ratio
q^^^

: ^ is a constant, i. e. if

wliere X and ^ are constants. We shall then have

2^2 = «i^^; 9'2i = i(^i, an = ^t} (I22 = (^ — c^)t,

so that P21 also is zero. If, therefore, the independent variable be

chosen in such a way that there is a linear relation between g^^ and

^22 of the form

(19) a^n + ßq-22 = 0;

where a and ß are constants, whose ratio only is of importance, the

curves 0^ and Ca on S', which correspond to the curves Cy and Cz

on S, will be asymptotic curves.^) But (19) is the special form to

which the equation

(20) au^i + /3m22 =
reduces when (A) is reduced to its semi-canonical form, and -^ is

an essential constant. If au^^ + ßu.^^ i^ ^^t zero, the transformation

I = |(a;) makes it zero, if ^(x) satisfies the equation of the Riccati

form,
/ 1 \ ^"

au,, + ßu,, + 2{a + ß) (V --^n'J
= 0, rj =|, •

This equation is of the first order, but contains in its coefficients

an arbitrary constant -^- We find, therefore, oo^ Solutions for rj, i. e.

there are oo^ ruled surfaces of the congruence which have the property

that two of their asymptotic curves correspond to two of the asymp-

totic curves of S.

But we see that, in this case, all of the asymptotic curves of S'

correspond to those of S. Therefore : if a ruled surface S is contained

in a linear congruence, there exists a double infinity of ruled surfaces

in this congruence whose asymytotic lines correspond to those of S. They

are obtained hy taJcing the derivative of S with respect to an independent

variable, which is chosen so as to mähe

au,, + ßu^2 = ^;

where a: ß is an arbitrary constant.

1) If c =4= 0, the ratio a : /3 cannot be equal to — 1, since tlie equation

2u — g'jj = remains invariant for all transformations | = | {x). We may always

assume c=|=0, so that the curves Cy, Cz and the directrices do not divide the

generators harnaonically.
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Let the independent variable be so chosen. The planes tangent

to S' at Pq and Pa intersect iy, in the points P^ and Pe respectively,

wnere

[cf. Chapter VI, equ. (2)]. Under the condition (20) the curves Cu

and Cf described by P„ and P^ are again asymptotic curves. According

to Serrefs theorem, the anharmonic ratio of these four curves is

constant. It is found to be
-ah {a + ß)*

c« aß
'

a function of the ratio ccß. For the canonical form this double

ratio becomes
- iab

Tlie oo- surfa€€S of tlie congruencCj tohose asymptotic curves correspond

to tJiose of S, maij therefore he arranged in a Single infnity of one-

pararneter families. Each family is cliaracterized by the value of the

ratio a : /3, i. e. by the double- ratio of tJw four asymptotic curves C^ C„ Cu, C^
Any four surfaces of the same family intersect all of tlie asymptotic

tangents of S in point-rows of the same cross- ratio.

The significance of the reduction to the canonical form has now
been made clear, also in this case.

Let US suppose that the asymptotic curves Co and Ca of S'

correspond to C,j and C-, and that the differential equations for iS'

assume the semi- canonical form simultaneously with those for S. In

other words, let the simultaneous conditions

Pn = Pa =
be verified. Then we shall have

Aa- = 0,

whence, since J ={= 0, the snrface S' not being developable,

vn = 0,

so that the quantities w.t and, therefore, qn are constants. All the

minors of the second order in ^ ^viU vanish. We have, therefore,

a special case of a ruled surface S contained in a hnear congruence,

determined by a System of equations

(21) y" + 5i, y + qii2 = 0, ^' -\- q^y + 012^ = 0,

"where the quantities qa- are constants. Conversely, if (A) has the

form (21), the equations of the derivative surface S' are actually in

the semi-canonical form. But more than that, the differential equa-

tions of S' are identical with those of S, so that tlie surfaces S and S'

are projective transformations of each oÜier.
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Denote by S" the derivative of S' with respect to x, the second

derivative of S. Then the generator g" of S" joins the points

(22)
^^' "^ ^11^ "^ ^'2^ ^ ^11^ "^ ^12^ "*" ^"^ "^ ^12^'

2ö' + Pgi^) + Pc^^G = ^2x2/ + ^22^ + X2i() + ^22^,

obtained from the equations of S' in the same way as are q and ö

from the equations of S. But clearly, g" coincides with g if and

only if Xik = 0. Since we assume J" =[= 0, these conditions are equi-

valent to Vik = 0. These equations form a seminvariant System;

i. e. if they are satisfied for a pair of curves Cy and d upon S, they

are fulfilled for any other pair of curves on S, the independent variable

not being trausformed. The conditions Pik = may be satisfied

without transforming the independent variable. We shall then find

also PjÄ = 0. Every ruled surface S, which has a second derivative S"
coinciding with S itself, may therefore he defined hy a System of form

(21) with constant coefficients. If the independent variable is so chosen

that its second derivative S" coincides with S, the frst derivative S' is

a projective transformation of the original surface, and its asymptotic

lines correspond to those of S.

We proceed to find the explicit equations of these ruled surfaces.

Let US assume that the two straight line directrices of S are

distinct. Since they vs^ill be obtained by factoring the covariant C,

whose coefficients in this case are constants, vre may write (21) in

the form

(23) y"+qny-0, 0" + q,,, = 0,

where q^^ and q^^ are non-vanishing constants, and v^here

Qu - ^22 + 0,

since we have assumed J =)= and &^ 4= 0- The integral curves of

(23) are the straight line directrices of S. Let the edge x^=x^=
of the fundamental tetrahedron of reference coiucide with Cy, while

the edge a^j = iCg =" ^ coincides with C^. We may then put

Vi-e'-^-, 2/2 = e'->% 2/3
= 0, ^4 = 0,

where

If we put

^22«

00k = ccyk + ßZk,

where a and ß are arbitrary functions of x we shall obtain (x^, . . . x^
as the coordinates of an arbitrary point of the surface. We find

r^i = ae'*'% x^^-aC^'', x^^ße'"''', x^ = ße''^''.
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The relation between x^, . . . x^, obtained by eliminatiiig a, ß, x

from these equations, will be the equation of the mied surface S.

It is

or raore briefly

(24) aij^a;/ - x^^x^'' = 0,

where X and ft are constants.

If the directrices of the congruence coincide, we may write (21)

in the form

(25) / + 011^ = 0, ^' + 3,iy + 2n^ = 0, 2n+0,
where Cy is the straight line directrix, wbich we shaU again identify

with the edge 0:^ = x^ = of the tetrahedron of reference. We may
therefore put

yi = e+ '', y. = e- '',
^3 = 0, 2/4 = ^y

where

We shaU then find

so that

- ^-b + ^wHi-")]'"

0:3 = /3c", x^ = ße-''*

will be the coordinates of an arbitrary point of the surface. By
elimination we find

(26) 2^11 (iCi x^ -x^x^)^ Qn^fi^i log
J-•''4

as the equation of the surface.

From ^^21) we find that y and ^ separately satisfy the differential

equations

2/^*^ + (2ii + 2k) y" + («iife - 2i2fei) !/ = 0.

^^*^ + («11 + fe) ^' + (2u?22 - gigö'äi) ^ = 0.

Since any asymptotic line may be found by putting

u = ay + hs,

where a and h are constants, we see tbat aU of the asymptotic curves

of the surface satisfy the same linear differential equation of the fourth

Order with constant coefficients. We shall, in the theory of space

curves, speak of such curves as anharmonic curves, and may therefore
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express our result as follows. Every ruled surface, wJiich Jias a second

derivative coinciding ivith itself, has tJie property (hat all of its asymp-

totic lines are anharmonic curves with the same invariants.

Examples.

Ex. 1. Prove that for every ruled surface S there exist oo^ deri-

vative surfaces S', such that one asymptotic curve on S' corresponds

to one on S. Find the condition that there may be two asymptotic

curves on S and S' which correspond to each other.

Ex. 2. Find the conditions that a brauch of a flecnode curve

of S' may correspond to an asymptotic curve of S] that both branches

of the flecnode curve on S' may so correspond to asymptotic curves

of ^S.

Ex. 3. According to the general theory of congruences, the two

families of developable surfaces intersect F' and F" along conjugate

curves. Prove this directly.

Ex. 4 * The cuspidal edges of one of the families of developables

form a family of oo^ curves on F'. Consider the family of oo^ curves

conjugate to the first. Its tangents will form a congruence, one of

the sheets of whose focal surface is i^'. Find the other sheet. Simi-

larly for F".

Remark. This problem is a geometrical formulation for the

Laplace transformation of a partial differential equation of the form

-\- 02 = 0,
d^z dz

dxdy dx dy

for which cf. Darboux, Theorie des Surfaces, vol. II, Chapter I. The
repetition of this transformation will give a s-eries of covariants, in

general infinite in number. An extensive theory is thus suggested.

In particular the question arises whether these surfaces thus obtained

from I' and F" are, in general, ruled surfaces, and if not, under

what conditions they will be.

Ex. 5.* Another question, closely related to the preceding problem,

concerns the general theory of congruences. We have found a con-

gruence F, whose focal surface is a ruled surface. We suggest the

general problem: to investigate the properties of congruences whose

focal surfaces are ruled. F'or the case of a W-congruence, which is

at the same time a congruence of normals, this problem may be

solved without difficulty (cf. Bianchi- Lukat. Vorlesungen über

Difi'erentialgeometrie, Chapter IX).
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CHAPTEß X.

THE FLECNODE CONGRUENCE (CONTINUED).

§ 1. The derivative cubic curve.

If «1 and «3 are arbitrary, «i y^ + atZk will represent the co-

ordinates of an arbitrary point on the generator g of the mied surface,

where {y^, z^) for T: = 1, 2, 3, 4 are four simultaneous Systems of

Solutions of OUT System of diflferential equations, whose determinant

does not vanish. We shall usually write u^y -\- a^z, suppressing the

index Je, as has been done occasionally in previous cbapters. Of course,

this is essentially a form of vector analysis. whicb enables us to make

one equation do the work of four. The point a^Q -r a^6 of the cor-

responding generator cf ot S', wiU then be such, that the line joining

it to cc^y + CL2Z is a generator of the second kind on the hyperboloid

H osculating S along g. Therefore, if /S^ and ß^ are arbitrary,

ßÄ^y + «2^) + ßi («1 c» + «2<y)

will be an arbitrary point of H.

If we choose the tetrahedron P,^ P^ Po Pa as tetrahedron of

reference, we may choose the homogeneous coordinates in such a way,

that an expression of the form Xy -\- ^z -\- vq -\- x6 will represent

the point x^ = A, ^2 = fi, x^ = v, x^ = x. We have then

as the coordinates of an arbitrary point on H, and therefore

(1) x^x^ — x^x^ =
a^ the equation of H in fhis System of coordinates.

Let US consider now the hyperboloid H', which osculates S'

along ^. The coordinates of Po and Pa were obtained from the

System of differential eqaations defining S by forming

Q = 2y' +p^^y+p^^j, 6 = 2z' +p^^y+p^j.

We shall obtain the coordinates of two points on a generator g"

of the derivative of S' with respect to x, by applying the same
process to the equations (8) of Chapter YI, which define S'. The
rnled surface S", thus obtained, shall be caUed the second derivative

of S with respect to x. Its generator g" is then a generator of the

1^ hyperboloid JET which osculates S' along g". The foUowing quantities

(2)
2Q'+P^iQ-^P,,6==u^^y + n^^s-\-l,,Q + k^0,

26 + P^^Q -\- P^,6 = iii^y -{- Ui,J + X^iQ + ^22«?

are the coordinates of two points on g''.
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These equations show that ^" intersects g, if and only if

^11^22 — •^12^21 = ^' i- ^- if -^ = '^11% — "^12 ^21 = ^» provided we assume

that >S" is not developable, so that J =f= 0. By changing the independent

variable one can always change K into K such that K = 0. The

differential equation, which iq must satisfy so as to make jK == 0, is of

the second order. Therefore, there exist oo^ non-developaUe ruled sur-

faces in the congruence F, each of which, when considered as the first

derivative of S, gives rise to a second derivative whose generators inter-

sect tJie corresponding generators of S.

Let US consider any point on g', whose coordinates are £^q-{-S20.

The corresponding point on g" will be given by

(flMil + £2%l)2/ + («1^12 + £2^22)^ + («1 hl + «2^21)9 + («1^12 + «2^22)^-

Therefore, the expression

^1 («1^11 + h'^2i)y + ^1 (^1^12 + «2^22)^

+ [<^i («1^11 + ^2^21) + ^ih]9 + [^1 (^1^12 + «2 ^22) + ^2^2]^

will, for arbitrary values of £,, %> ^i> ^2; represent an arbitrary point

of H'. If we introduce again our special System of coordinates,

we have

X.^ = Wi2^i«l + ^22^1^2; ^4 = ^21^1*1 + ^22^1^2 + ^2*2?

as the coordinates of an arbitrary point of H'. If we eliminate

^1) ^2) h} hi ^^ fi^^ ^^^^ equation of W:

V'^22'^1 '^21 "^2/ V^ ^A: \'''12'^22 ^22^12J'^1 ~i" V^i2^21 '^22*''ll j "^2]

(3)
+ (%2 X^ — U^^X^) \JX^ — (^11^22— -^21^2)^1+ (^11^*21— ^21^11)^2] = 0-

We shall mostly assume that Fy and P^ are the flecnodes of g,

supposed distinct, so that Wjg = '^21 "= ^> ^^^ (^) simplifies into

^12^22'^l ' ^21^11"^2 ~T~ ^ll'^22 V.'^ll '^22J'^1'^2

It is easy to see from (3 a) that H' cannot coincide with H, unless

/S is a quadric.

The hyperboloids H and H' have the straight line g' in common.
The rest of their intersection is therefore, in general, a space cubic.

We shall call it the derivative cubic, and discuss some of its properties.

It is interesting to notice that we öbtain in this way associated with

every ruled surface, surfaces containing a Single infinity of twisted cubics.

We shall consider some of the properties of these surfaces.
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Let US again assume ©^ 4= and let Py and P- be the flecnodes

of g. Then, it foUows from (1) and (3 a) that we may take

X^== — l^iUl^t^ + Uli "22 (^11 — -^22)^ + ^21 "h

as the parametric equations of the cubic. From these, the following

corollaries follow at once. If Xu — X^^^ 0, the derivative cuhic, and

tliei-efore the hijperboloid H', interseds g in two poinis which are Jiar-

nwnic conjugates with resped to the flecnodes. If

tJie cubic is tangent to g. The congruence F contains 00^ surfaces S'

corresponding to euch of these propetiies of the derivative cubic. For,

the corresponding equations for rj are again of the second order.

The equation of a plane which is tangent to H' at a point

(Xi, x^', 0C3', xj), Py and P^ being flecnodes, is

[- 2),^^ul^Xi' + M,it<22(^i - ^)Xi' + ihl^iU^i^^l

(5) + [tili 11^ {Xii - l^)xl + 2 X,i u\i x^ - Uli «22 %'] ^i

t*jjMg2^ X^ -T "ii"22'^l "^i
"^

Consider the two points of y which correspond to Py and P„ viz.,

Pi = (**n, 0, Ajj, Xjj), Pg = yJ) ^} ^1} X^iJ-

The equations of the two planes tangent to S" or W at these points

respectively, are

^'22^12'^! "11 ^2 •'^a I **ll**28*^4 ^ ^}

**22^11^1 ' ^*11^1^2 "11^*22*^3 ^^ ^"

They interseet g, i. e., the line x^ = x^ = 0, in two points

Pi = {Uli ^2 » - W28 ^2 , ö, 0), P, = (uii X._i , - u,s All , 0, 0),

which coincide, if and only if A^/U, — /i2>Ui = 0, i. e., if and only

if g" intersects g, as is moreover geometrically evident. P^ and Pj
are harmonic conjugates withrespectto the flecnodes if >lii>'^2 4-'ti2^i=0,
i. e., umler this condition the planes, tangent to the second derivative at

the points which correspond to the flecnodes of g, divide iJiese flecnodes

harmonically.

The line P^ Po has, besides Po, another point in common with

H\ Its coordinates are found to be (0, u.^^, )^i,(T). Similarly PyPa
intersects fi^ in a second point {Un, 0, 0, X^^. Join these two points.

The coordinates of any point on the line joining them will be

(/tw-jj, A«22, XX^i, /tX,,), where X:yi, determines the position of the

particular point. It is easily seen, by substituting in (3 a), that this

line is entirely on H' ii Xu — K^ = 0, and in no other case, provided

WiLCZTSSKi, projective differential Geometr/. 13
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that S' is not developable. We have therefore the foUowing result.

Corresponding to every point of S we have a point of S'. If each of
the two flecnodes on a generator g of S he joined to the point of S' which

corresponds to the other, the two straight lines thus dbtained intersect the

hyperböloid H' osculating S' along g' in two new points. The line join-

ing these latter points lies entirely on H', if H' intersects g in two points

which are harmonic conjugates with respect to the flecnodes. The converse

of the theorem is also true.

Let US introduce the foUowing abbreviations:

Ä = 2^11 «22 (wii — M22), ^ = ^h^ + 20^1^2 + J^k^}

(6) 1

and let us write the parameter t of the cubic curve in homogeneous

form. Then we may write instead of (4),

x, = At,%, x,^(Bt,' + 2Ct,t, + I)t,y, = ft„

^
^

x^ = ÄtJ^^ x^ = {Bt^^ 4- 2C^i^2 + -D^/)^2 = ttr

If the cubic degenerates, each irreducible part will be a plane

curve (a conic or a straight line). If, therefore, the cubic degenerateS;

it must be possible to satisfy the equation

1 1
"* 2 2 "r" ^3 *^3 ~i ^4 ^4 ''^~^ ^}

for all values of t^:t^, the coefficients being independent of t^:t^. If

we Substitute in this equation the values (7), and equate to zero the

coefficients of i^^^, t.^t^, etc., we find

(8) a^B= 0, a^L = 0, aiÄ-\-2a^C+a^B= 0, a^Ä+a^D -{- 2a^C= 0.

Let US assume first that neither B nor D vanishes. Then a.^ = a^ = 0,

and ^ = 0; for, if Ä were not zero, we would have also ai = a2 = 0,

i. e., there would be no plane containing the (supposedly) degenerate

cubic. But from Ä = foUows either Wj^ — «22 = 0? which would

make S a quadric, or eise m^j or W22 would vanish, which however

contradicts the assumption that B and D shall not be zero.

Let US now assume jB =}= 0, Z) = 0. Then a^ = 0, and either

Wji or ^21 niust vanish, i. e., either S' is developable or S has a

straight line directrix. Similarly if ^ = 0, Z) 4= 0- Finally i{ B = 0,

D = 0, either S has two straight line directrices, or eise it has one

while S' is developable. We have, therefore, the foUowing theorem.

If a ruled surface, with distinct branches to its flecnode curve, has one

or more straight line directrices the derivative cubic always degenerates.

In oll other cases, the only way to dbtain a degenerate derivative cubic

consists in tdking as derivative ruled surface of S, one of the developables

of the congruence F.
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Another question at once suggests itself. To every value of x,

i. e., to every generator of S there belongs a derivative cubic. In

general, the cubics belonging to values of x, differing from each

other by an infinitesimal ^.r, will not intersect. Their sbortest

distance -svill be an infinitesimal of the same order as 8x. It may
kappen however that, for an appropriately chosen variable, tliis

distance becomes infinitesimal of a higher order, or as we may say

briefly, that consecutive cubics intersect. We ask now: is it possible

to choose the independent variable in such a way that every pair of

consecutive derivative cubics may intersect?

By putting ij = \jk, z = ^i (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) in

^ = At^t^ it^y + ^-?) + ^ (<i(> + U(i\

we obtain the coordinates of any point P«^ on the cubic. As x

changes we go from one cubic to another; as i^'.t^ changes we go

from one point on a certain cubic to another point of the same curve.

Equatiou (9) gives therefore, if both x and t^ : i^ be taken as variables,

the locus of all such points P<j>, i. e., the surface generated by all

of the derivative cubics of S \i t^\ t^ be chosen as a function of x,

a curve is picked out upon this surface. Let us differentiate

totally, i. e., assuming that f^ and f^ are functions of x, and consider

the quantity g,M'I±AT

where dx is an infinitesimal. This will clearly represent the coor-

dinates of a point on the adjacent derivative cubic determined by
the Parameters x -^ dx and tk + dtjdxdx. If the original cubic and

this second one, infinitesimally close to it, intersect, it must be pos-

sible to choose ti as functions of a; in such a way, that the corre-

sponding points of the two curves shall coincide up to infinitesimals

of higher than the first order. Therefore d^jdx must difi'er from a

multiple of ^ only by an infinitesimal quantity. Proceeding to the

limit we must therefore have

(10) 1-<.o.
We find by diö'erentiation

(10a) +^[Aht,{t^-\p,,t,-\p^t)-^\i,ti,,U^^

+ Q\^At,% -hil;(t,' -^Pnh -^P,^t,) + i^'t^]

denoting as nsual diflferentiation bv strokes.
13*
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If we Substitute in (10) we find the foUowing four equations:

(a) \it,t^ + t^QA^- Ä%Qt, + Ät,t, {t^-\p,A-\P2xi^

+ ^tU^lh = GiAt^%,

(b) [{t,t^ + t^k)A + Ät,t,-\t, + At,t, (t^-\p,A -\p,,t^

(11)

(c) \ At,% + i; (t,' - ^^p^,t, - 1^)21^2) + ^' ^1 = cJ^^i,

(d) 2 ^^1^2^ + ^ (^2' - ^ViA -2-^22^2) + ^'^2 = »^^2-

If we multiply both members of (a) by t^, of (b) by — ^j, and add,

and if we treat (c) and (d) in the same way, we find

(e) At^t^^ {t,' - ^p,J, - ^P2ii2) - ^k% {^2
- ^PxA - 1^^22*2)

(f) ^^2 (V - \Pnh - \p2it^ - ^K {t2 -
2 PiA - 2 i^22^) = 0.

Let US assume first ^ =|= 0. Divide botb members of (f) by 1}},

and compare with (e). We find

^^1^2 (**ii
— ^22) = 0,

i. e., eitber /S is a quadric, or eise eitber t^ or t^ must vanisb iden-

tically. Assume t^ = 0. Tben (e) is satisfied. From (f) we sbould

find ^21 = ^> f^^ h cannot be zero, since the ratio ^^ it^ is the parameter

which determines a point on the cubic. But from Wji =^'21 "^ ^

followsfurther«;2,=0, i. e., D=0, so thatinthiscase^= JB^i^4 2C^i^2=0
contrary to our assumption. It is, therefore, impossible to satisfy (11)

except by putting ^ = 0. According to (c) and (d) this gives either

tj^ = 0, or ^2 = ^^ or A = 0. Assume J. 4= and say t^^ = 0. All

equations (11) are now satisfied. But from ^,=0, ip = foUows

D = 0, i. e., either u^^ or v^i must vanisb, i. e., either >S' has a straight

line directrix or eise S' is developable. Ifehowever A = 0, either S
is a quadric or eise S' is developable.

In connection with our last theorem, we may therefore say: It

is impossible to cJioose the surface S' of the congruence F in such a way
that consecutive derivative cuhics may intersect, except in the trivial cases

when the cuhics are degenerate.

If in (9) we put ijj = 0, we obtain the locus of the intersections

of the cubic with the generator of S to which it belongs, i. e., a
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certain curve cutting every generator twice. This may be an asymp-

totic curve. It is, in fact, if the farther conditions

(12) 2^1 — Ihih ~ Pii^ ^ ^hf ^^ — Pi'ih''PnU^ ^U

are satisfied^ where C3 is arbitrary. For, as 10 a) shows, tbe line

joining Pc/> to P(pj^(t>'dx, i- e., the taugent to this curve, is then a

generator of the second kind on the hyperboloid osculating S along

g. In other words it is a tangent to an asymptotic curve of S.

In general, of course, the conditions (12) and t> = can not both

be satisfied at once. The qaestion is: when are these conditions

consistent? We find from (12)

ii = \ [Ou + o)
<i + Pn k]y h' = 2 [Pis h + (P22 + 0)^2]-

Let US Substitute these values of f/ and t^' in the equation dif/dx= 0.

We shaU find

[B' + JB{p,, + o) + Cp,,-]t,^ + [D' + D (i?,, + o) + Cp,,W
+ [2C'-\-Bp,, + Dp,, + C(p,, +i?2, + 2(o)]tJ, = 0,

which compared with t^ = gives,

B'+B{p,,-\-(o)-\-Cp,, = rB,

I)'-^D{p,, + (d) + Cpii = rZ),

2C' + Bp,, + Dp,^ + C{p,, 4- Pn + 2«) = 2rC,

where t is a proportionality factor. Eliminating t, we find

(a) 2iB'C-BC') + BC(p,,-p^) + {2C'-BD)p,,-B'p,,= 0,

(13) (b) 2iD'C-DC') + I)C(p,,-p,,) + {2C'-BD)p,,-D'p,,= 0,

(c) BD'-B'D + BD (p,, - p,,) + C {Dp,, - Bp,,) = 0.

AVe may always assume that our system of differential equations has

been so written that p,, — ^2, = 0. Equations (13) may then be

regarded as three homogeneous linear equations for l,i?j2)i>2i- Their

determinant must therefore be zero. This gives rise to three alter-

natives: either C-- BD or C or BD' - B'D must vanish.

Consider first the case C-— BD = 0. Equations (13) become

2(B'C-BC')~B'-p,, = 0, 2{D'C-DC')-D'p,, = 0,

^ ^ BD' -B'D-{- CDp,, - CBp,, = 0.

If vre multiply both members of the first two equations by CD and

— CB respectively, add and make use of C^ = BD, we find

2C\DB' - D'B) + C%CDp,, - CBp,,) = 0,

whenee, if C =|= 0,

- 2 {BD' - B'D) + CDp,, - CBp,, = 0.
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But if Ave consider tlie last equation of (14), this gives BD^ — JB'D= 0,

Dpi2 ~ ^Vtx = ö? which last equation may be written

Ä2i>2i Kl - «^22)^ = 0,

i. e.; tlie surface 8 has at least one straight line directrix.

In the second place let 0=0. Then (13) becomes

B{Bp,, + Bp,,) = Q, D{Dp,, + Bp,,) = 0, BB'-B'D=^0.

According to the first two equations S must either have at least

two straight line directrices, or eise u^^ + u^^ must be zero. The
third condition gives, on substituting the values of B and B,

^2 <1 [
^12 ^21 ^ Q

**22 ^11 ^lü «^21
'

if we assume that S has no straight line directrix, so that v^^ and

V21 are not zero. By Integration we find

—- -?«- = const.,

whence, since u^^ -\- u^^ = in this case,

" = const.

But if we Substitute into the condition ^ = for a surface belonging

to a linear complex the assumptions u^^ = Wgi =Pn — P22 "^ ^7 which

we have made, we find either w^ — M22 = ö, i. e., S is a, quadric, or

PnP'n ~ P[2P2i "^ ^p i- ^-j P12/P21 ^^ ^^^^^- Therefore we see that if

C = 0, S either has straight line directrices, or at least belongs to a

linear complex. Moreover, if >S' has no straight line directrices, the

independent variable must be so chosen as to make u^^ -f u.^^ vanish.

If finally BB' -B'B=-0, we find from (13 j either = 0,

which leads us back to the case just considered, or eise Bp^^ — Bp^^

must vanish, which gives again a surface S with a least one straight

line directrix.

In all of these cases the surface S belongs to a linear complex.

If we leave aside the trivial cases, we may say that if a ruled surface

helongs to a linear complex, and if the independent variable is so chosen

that %i + %2 =^ öj ^^^ß surface of derivative cuhics determines an asymp-

totic curve upon it which intersects every generator twice.

We have seen in Chapter IX, that there exists in the congruence

r a Single infinity of ruled surfaces S' for which u^i 4- M22 = ^- They
are those ruled surfaces of F, whose intersections with the flecnode

surface of S are asymptotic lines upon them. But we can also

characterize them hy saying that such a surface is made up of the

lines of F which intersect any asymptotic curve on the flecnode surface
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of S. In fact, if we assume u,^ = «^i = 0, ^^ = Pi^ = 0, ^e may
write the equations of the sheet F' of the flecnode surface as follows

[cf. Chapter VI, equ. (15)]:

(15) q" + [2 (q,, + g„) - PitPuW -2^9'

+ [^ö'u -PiiQsi - ^ 1^ «"] y - fe ? = ^•

K «11 + »22 == ^7 ^^® coefficient of y' in the second eqnation vanislies,

which proves that the curve C« is an asymptotic curve on F'. But

from eqnations (16) of Chapter VI we see that Ca is then also an

asymptotic curve on F".

Hie asymiMtic curves on F' and F" miist, iherefore, correspond to

each other. Tlie congnience F is a so-caUed W-congruence})

"We may now state our theorem as follows: In Order that the

sxirface of derivative cuhics may intersect the mied surface S in an

asymptotic curve, S must bdong to a linear cotnplex. Moreover, iis

derivative nded surface must intersect the fleoiode surface of S along

an asymptotic curve.

The asymptotic curve on S, thus determitted, is unique. For the

ratio B: D, which determines it, cannot be changed by any trans-

formation of the variables which preserves the conditions

Pn —Pii = "]2 = '^21 = '<u + "22 = 0-

We may, therefore, take any asymptotic enrve of the flecnode surface

and consider the ruled surface of F made up of the lines which

intersect it. We obtain thus as a consequence a single infinity of

surfaces made up of derivative cubics. AU of of these intersect S
along the same asymptotic curve.

But we notice further that C = 0. Therefore, this asymptotic

curve itvterseds every generator in ttco points which are harmonic con-

jngates icith respect to the flecnodes. We shall meet this special asymp-

totic curve again in a later paragraph.

Another question suggests itself. Is it possible to choose the

independent variable of our system in such a way that the derivative

cubics shall be asymptotic lines on the surface generated by them?
In Order to answer this question, we must first find the coordi-

nates of the osculating plane of the cubic at any one of its points.

For the moment we prefer to take the equation of the cubic referred

to a non-homogeneous parameter tj i. e., in the form

x^-=At\ x,_ = At, Xs = Bt' + 2Ct^-\- Dt, x, = Bt- + 2Ct + D.

1) Cf. Bianchi-Lukaf, Vorlesungen über Differeniialgeometrie, p. 315, for the

general theory of TF- congruenoes.
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Its intersections with the plane HuiXi = 0, whose coordinates are

(%,... W4), will be given by solving the cubic equation

Bu^t^-\- {Au^ + 2OW3 + Bu^t^ + {Au^ + 2CM4 + Du^)t + Du^ = 0.

The three roots of this cubic must coincide if the plane is an

osculating plane of the cubic curve. They must, therefore, also satisfy

the equations obtained from the above by twofold differentiation

with respect to t. This gives the following conditions:

ZBu^t-\- Au^ + 2Cu^ + Bu^ = 0,

(J.M1 4- 2(7% + Bu^t + Au^ + 2Gu^ + Bu^ = 0,

{Au^-\-2Cu^-\-Bu^)t-\-^Bu^ = 0.

Of course, only the ratios of w^ . . . u^ are of interest, so that we may
multiply u^ . . .Ua

(16)

1,4 by a common factor if we please. We find

= BH^- ^BDt - 2CB, Mg = AD,

2BCt^+?>BDt^-B\ u. = - ABt'

as the coordinates of the plane osculating the derivative cubic belong-

ing to the generator g at the point whose parameter is t, or in

homogeneous form,

u, = BH,^-3BBtJ^^-2CBt^^ u. = AB%%

% = 2BCt^^ + SBDt.H^ -BH,'2 }
-ABt,\

We have already made use of the expression

^ = At^t^ (t,y + t^s) + ^ (^i9 + t^a)

as giving the coordinates of a point
(ßi : t^) of the cubic curve which

belongs to the argument x, or as giving the coordinates of a point

(x, t^ : t^ of the surface formed by the aggregate of all of these curves.

The plane which is tangent to this surface at the point {x, t^ : t,^

must contain also the point /^ : t,^ of the adjacent cubic, i. e., the

point whose coordinates are given by

^ + 11^^,

where, in forming c^ldx,x,t^ and ^ ^-re regarded as independent

variables. The tangent plane must therefore contain the point whose

coordinates are d^jdx. We have

dx y

+ (>

^^ik--^^k k {Pn h + Äi ^2) + T f^hi h

^' hh^ — ^ ^^1 k (Pl2^l + P2A) + ^ ^^22-2

[I2 ^^1^2' -2 ^(^12^1 ^PnQ^ al^s

At^ fg
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The point, whose coordinates (Ij, . . . ^J are the coefficients of

y, 2, Q, 6 in this expression , is in the tangent plane of the point

{x,t^:t^. If, therefore, the cubic curve is an asymptotic line upon

the surface, its osculating plane must contain the point (^|^, . . . I4),

i. e., we must have

(18) u, li + «2^, + «3I3 + 2/414 = 0.

We find

li = ^viBt,' + (2^' + 2u,,C- Ap,,)t,% + (ii,,D - Äp,,) t^t^\

12 = MagD^' + {u,^B - Ap^;)t^% + (2A! + 2u^,C - Ap,,)t,t^^

13 = i2B' - Bp^,)t,' + {A- Bp,, + 4C' - 2Cp,,)t,'U

^ ^ ^{2D'-l)p,,-2Cp,,)W--Dp,,U'

I, = - Bp,,t^^ + {2B' - Bp,, - 2Cp,,)t,'t,

-^(A-Dp,,+ 4:C- 2Cp,,)tJ,' + (2iy - Dp,,)t,^

If these values, and the values (17) for u^, . . ., u^ be sub-

stituted in (18), and the coefficients of t^^, ^i^^j etc., be succes-

sively equated to zero, the foUowing seven equations make their

appearance

:

u^^B^ + AB'p,, = 0,

B^(:2A' + 2miiC - Ap^^) 4- 2BC(u^,B - Ap,^)

- AB{2B' - Bp,, - 2Cp,,) = 0,

B^{u^^I) - Ap,,) - dB-JDu^^ + 2BC(2A' + 2u„C - Ap^^)

+ SBD{u^._B-Ap^^)-AB(A-Dp^,^-\-4:C'~2Cp^^)=0,

-SBD{2A' + 2u,,C - Ap,;) - 2BCB{u,^ - e«^,)

(20) -f 3BD (2 ^' + 2 «22 C - ^i?22)

+ AD(2B' - Bp,,) - AB{2B' - Bp,,) = 0,

- dBD{u,,B - Ap,,) - 2CB(2A' + 21*^0 - Ap,^)

4- 3BD- «22 - D-{u,,B - Ap^.^

+ AB{A - Bp^^ + 4C' - 2Cp^^) = 0,

- 2CB{u^^B - Ap,^) - B\2Ä + 2u,,C - Ap^^}

+ AB{2B' - Bp,^ - 2Cp,^) = 0,

- «22 D"- - AB-p^^ = 0.

Let US assume that both B and B are different from zero. Then
the first and last equations give

"u"Mi'l2 + 22<ii«<22 ("11 — ^2i^Pv2 = 0?

«11 «22 ^21 - 2!<u"22(Wll " i*22)i'21 = ^^

or

«11 »22 («11 - '<22)i?12 = «11 «22 («11 " «22)Äi = 0.
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But all of the possibilities here suggested give zero values to either

JB or D, or both, except u^^ — u^.^ = 0, in which case 5 is a quadric.

But this is only apparently an exception, arising from the fact that

in this case the flecnode curve is indeterminate. If two of the straight

lines of the second set be taken for the curves Cy and 0^, we have

in this case also JB = D = 0.

There remain two possibilities. If JB = 2) = all of the equations

(20) are satisfied. If S' is not developable, S must belong to

a linear congruence. If S' is developable, it is sufficient for S to

have one straight line directrix. In either case the derivative cubic

degenerates into a straight line, and is therefore obviously an asymp-
totic curve upon the surface of cubics.

Finally, it might happen that one only of the two quantities JB

and D is zero. Say B = 0, D =^0. Then the first four equations

of (20) are satisfied, The other three become

- 4w,i02 + ADp^^ + ^' = 0,

- 20miiD -D{2ä' + 2u^,C - Ap,,) + Ä{2D' - Dp,,) = 0,

- u.^2D — Ap2i = 0.

From the last of these we find

«^11^22(^11 — W22)i>21 = öj

whence, since D =^0, foUows M22 = 0, and therefore A = 0. The
second equation now gives us C = 0, which also satisfies the first.

We have again S' a developable surface, so that the cubic degenerates.

Therefore

ITie derivative cubics of a ruled surface are asymptotic curves upon

the surface formed hy their totality, only in the trivial cases when they

degenerate into straight lines.

§ 2. Null -System of th.e derivative cubic.

A twisted cubic always determines a null- System, i. e., a point-

to- plane correspondence with incident elements. Geometrically this

correspondence may be constructed as foUows. An arbitrary plane inter-

sects the curve in three points. The three planes, which osculate

the curve in these points, intersect again in a point which is situated

in the original plane. This is the point which corresponds to the

plane in the null-System of the cubic.

We shall now set up the equations for this null -System. For

this purpose it is more convenient to use the equations of the cubic

referred to a non-homogeneous parameter t.

Let t,, t^, t^ be the three values of t which correspond to the

three points in which the plane
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Vj^Xj^ -f 1*2 a:, + v^x^ + v^x^ =

intersects tlie cubic. Theu ^1,^,^3 are the roots of the cubic equation

Bv^t^ + {Äi\ + 2CV3 + Bv^t^ + (^^2 + Dt'3 + 2Cv^t + Dv^ = 0.

Therefore we sliall have

5^ - i.^ + ^2 i- h)f

^f.
t't 19 ro

If we solve these equations for vjv^, ^J^si ^'J^'s) tlien make

them homogeneous, and multiply i\ . . . v^ by the common factor Ä,

we shall find

fi = - 2CD + ^^1^2 ^3 -BD (ti -{-t^ + ts), V3 = ÄD,
^^^^

V, = -D^ + 2BCt,t,i, + BD {t,t, + y, + t,t^), v^= - ABt,t,t,.

The coordinates of the planes which oscolate the curve in the

three points ^, t^, t^, are, according to (16),

Mf> = B^t^ - 3BDt, - 2CD, u?) = AD
«i« = 2BCt! + SBDtl - D", uf) = - ABt^ ^^ ^ ^' ^' ^^'

Let Xi, . . . x^ be the coordinates of the point of intersection of

these three planes. We must then have

2
:1

Solving these equations we find

a:i = ^(^<3 + <3^i + ^1^2)^

(22)
^^.=^{ti + U^ + h\

X, = dBt,t^t^ + 2C(^2^3 + t,t, + hQ + D(t, + U + g,

X, = B{t,t, + t^t^ + kU)-\- 2C(t, + t + t,) + 3

A

and a simple calculation will show that I^i'iXi = 0, i. e., as we have

stated, the point of intersection of the three osculating planes lies in

the plane of the three points of osculation.

In our null-system then, the plane (21) and the point (22) cor-

respond to each other. To find the explicit equations for this cor-

respondence, we need only eliminate t^,t^,t^ between equations (21)

and {22). Denoting by o and o' two proportionality factors, we fijid:
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GiVy= * +4(0'

ßi^^ = -4,{C^-BI))x^^

C3V^ = — ÄJSx^ —

(ov^=^ 2ACxi +

'2 - BD)x,
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generators of a ruled surface, g and four others. As tliese four

generators approach coincidence with g, a definite linear complex will

in general be obtained as a limit. We shall speak of it as the linear

complex osculating S along g.

Instead of determining the complex by five consecutive generators

of S, it will be advisable to determine it by means of two pairs of

lines which are reeiprocal polars with respect to it. Two such pairs

are obviously constituted by the flecnode tangent of g and of another

generator infinitesimally close to g. Let us denote by g^, fj, fj\ gj
the generator of S, the first and the second flecnode tangents

and the generator of S', which belong to the argument x. Similarly

we denote by gxj^Sx, etc., the corresponding lines belonging to the

argument x + dx, where öx is an infinitesimal.

Clearly fJ and fJ' are the directrices of the osculating linear

congruence, (determined by four consecutive generators). Therefore,

all lines intersecting fJ and fJ' belong to the osculating linear com-

plex, whose equation must, therefore, be of the form

(27) a C0j3 + & 04, = 0.

Change the parameter a; by an infinitesimal quantity Sx. The
flecnode tangents fx+6x and fx+ dx must again be the directrices of

a linear congruence contained in the complex. We hare

yx+6x = yx + yJ^x, Qx+öx = Qx + qJSx, etc.

If we Substitute the values of y', q', etc. from Chapter lY equations

(112) and Chapter IX equations (2), we shall find

2yx+dx = 2y-\- {q - p^y - Pnz)9x,

2zx+dx = 2z + {6 — Pi^y — p^^z)dx,

2Qx+6x= 2Q+ 0<iiy + «12-"— i'u? - Pli^)^^>

26x+Sx = 2ö + (?<gi?/ + u^^z —PiiQ —p,i<s)dx,

where, of course, i/^, and u.^^ may be equated to zero, since Cy and O,

are the two branches of the flecnode curve.

Now clearly, the coefficients of y, z, q, 6 in the expressions

9x+öx + ^yx+öx and 6x+6x + fi^x+Jx

will be the coordinates of two arbitrary points P^ and P^, situated

on fx+öT and fjj^öx respectively. If (27) is the equation of the

osculating complex, the plane which corresponds in it to P^ must
contain Pg for arbitrary valües of X and /*. This consideration will

enable us to determine the ratio a : h.
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We find first, remembering that u^^ = u^i = 0, for P^ and Pg

the coordinates:

P^ 2X-\-{u-^i— Xp^^)Sx

lip^^dx 2^4- (^22— /ii?22)^^ — i>21 ^^ 2 + (-i>22+^) da;

But, if we denote by u^, . . .,u^y tbe coordinates of the plane

which corresponds to the point x-^, . . ., x^ in the linear complex (27),

we find

u-, = ax 3> 11^ = -h bx^^, u.^ = ax^, u^ = — hx^.

Substituting for x.j^,...,x^ the coordinates of P^, and writing

down the condition that P^ shall lie in the plane corresponding to

Pj, we find that we must have

a([i — A)2>2i + & (^ — l^)Pi2 =
for arbitrary values of X and fi, i.e., a:b = p^^ip^i-

Therefore, the equation of the osculating linear complex, in the

System of coordinates here employed, is

(28) Pl2Öl3+-P21<»42 = 0.

The point -plane correspondence, determined by this complex, is given

by the equations

(29) U^ = jPi2 ^3 > % = — P2I ^4> % = — P12 ^1, % = P2I ^2 •

Let US consider a point on the generator g. There will corre-

spond to it, in this complex, a plane, obviously containing the

generator itself. But to every point of g there also corresponds an-

other plane through g, viz., the plane tangent to the ruled surface

at that point. Clearly, there will exist in general two points on g
at which these two planes will coincide. We shall call them the

complex points of g, and their locus on S, the complex curve of the

surface. We proceed to determine the complex points of g.

The plane corresponding to any point of g, (x^, x^, 0, 0), in the

osculating linear complex, has the coordinates

(30) ^*l
= 0, 2^2 = 0, Us = —Pi2^i_, u^=p2iX^.

The coordinates of the plane, tangent to S at the same point, are

found most easily by Computing the equation of the plane tangent to

the osculating hyperboloid H at that point. They are (0, 0, ^2; ~~
^i)-

This plane and (30) coincide if and only if — ^i2^i'i'2i^2 "^2- ~^'i>

i. e., if

(31) ^12^1 ^21^2 — ^-
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This showB that ihe complex poinis atid Üie flecnodes form a harmonic

group on every generator of tlie surface.

If in (7) we put u^^ -f Wj^ = 0, we find that the derivative cubic

intersects g precisely in the complex points. Therefore: if the sur-

face S' of the congruence F is so chosen Hiat it intersects the flecnode

surface of S in an asymptotic curve, tlie surface of derivative cubics

icill intersed S along its complex curve. If S is contained in a linear

complex, the complex curve is at the same time an asymptotic curve.

This last statement follows from our previous results, but may be

verified directly as follows. We notice in the first place that, under cur

assumptions, the factors of the expression jjjg^^ — j^ji!/'
determine the

complex points. Let us assume p^^ — p^^ = 0, which we may do

without affecting the generality of our argument. Then the condition

z/ = for a linear complex becomes — = const. If we now make

the transformation

y = VPnV + VKi^, ~z = ip^^y - Vp^2,

we find that, in the transformed System of differential equations,

-Tj2 = Ä^i = 0, the coefficients of this transformed System being

denoted by Greek letters. But this proves that C^; and d are

asymptotic lines on S. It is geometrically evident that the tangents

of this asymptotic curve will be lines of the linear complex.

Lie apparently was the first to notice the existence of this

special asymptotic curve on a ruled surface belonging to a linear

complex. He proved, in 1871, that its determination requires no
integration, and that all other asymptotic curves may be obtained by
quadratures.^) These latter remarks we can also verify at once from

our theory. Picard found the same theorems independently in 1877.')

These results on the determination of aU of the asymptotic curves

by quadratures if one of them is known, follow at once from the

fact first noted by Bonnet that their equation is of the Biccati form,

and had already been explicitly formulated and applied to special

surfaces by Clebsdi}) It seems that Voss^) was the first to notice

that this asymptotic curve and the flecnode curve divide the geuerators

of the surface harmonically. Cremona') however had already made this

Observation in the special case of a unicursal surface with two straight

1) Lie, Verhandl. d. Ges. d. Wiss. Christiania (1871), Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 5 (1872).

2) Picard, These, Paris (1877). See also Darboux Bulletin (1877), p. 335,

and Annales de l'Ecole Normale (1877).

3) Clehsch, Crelle's Journal, vol. 68.

4) Voss, Mathematische Annalen, voL 8 (1875).

5) Cremona, Annali di Matematiche (1867—68).
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line directrices. HalpJien and Snyder^) extended tliis theorem of Cre-

mond's to all surfaces with two straight line directrices. The general

notion of the complex curve, its relation to the derivative surface and

to the surface of derivative cubics seem to occur for the first time

in a paper by the author.^)

There always exists a pair of points harmonically conjugate to

each of two given pairs. We see that the pair

is thus situated with respect to the flecnodes and the complex

points. They are, therefore, the double points of an involution of

which the flecnodes and the complex points are two pairs. We will

call them the involute points, their locus the involute curve. Of course

these three pairs cannot be real at the same time.

Consider the covariant of weight 7,

(33) Cj = &^E - &J C,

where

We have seen in Chapter IV that Cj is a covariant. Moreover it

reduces to (32) under our special assumptions. Therefore, the factors

of the covariant @^E — &^ C give tiie expressions for the involute points

in invariant form. If

(34) &J W12 - @,v,, = 0, @,' u,, - ®^v,, = 0,

the combined locus of C^ and C- constitutes the involute curve. If

however

(35) Mii - M22 = 0? ^11 — ^22 = 0,

then Oy and G^ together constitute the complex curve.

We can also write down a covariant whose factors give the

complex points. It is found by expressing the conditions that a

quadratic in y and shall represent points which divide the pair

of the flecnodes, and the pair of involute points harmonically. We
find in this way, that the factors of

(36) [(%! - M22)
*'i2
- Kl - ^22) W12] ^^ + [(%i - W22) V^i

- Kl - %) «^21] 2/^ + 2 [M12V21 - M21V12] y^

represent the complex points.

1) Halphen, Bull. Soc. Math, de France, vol. V (1877). Snyder, Bulletin of

Am. Math. Soc, vol. V (1899).

2) Wüczynski, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society (1904),

vol. 6, p. 243.
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We can easily show that the derivative cubic cannot intersect g
in its involute points unless S is a quadric. Moreover, if the deriva-

tive cubic intersects g m two points whieh are harmonic conjugates

with respect to the complex point, S can only be a quadric. The

cubic mavj however, intersect g in two points harmonic conjugates

with respect to the involute points, provided that u^^ -f u^ = 0, i. e.,

provided that 5" intersects the flecnode surface of 5 in an asymptotic

curve. It then passes through the complex points.

It is further clear, geometrically as well as analytically, that the

two complex points can coincide only if S has a straight line directrix

or if the flecnodes coincide. They become indeterminate if S has two

straight line directrices. The involute points coincide if Q^ =|= 0, and

if S has a straight line directrix. They are indeterminate for Q^ = 0.

To every point P' of ^ there corresponds a plane in the

osculating linear complex, as well as the plane tangent to S' at P'.

When do these planes coincide?

Let the coordinates of P' be (0, 0, d^j Og). The plane, corresponding

to P' in the complex, has the coordinates (aiPi^, — ^iPn, 0, 0), so

that it contains g'. The coordinates of the plane tangent to S' at

P' are, of course, the same as those of the plane tangent to H' at P',

which may be obtained from (5), viz.: (u^iU^^ a^, ~^ii^^ti^' ^> ^)-

These planes coincide if and only if

The corresponding points ou g are again harmonic conjugates with

respect to the flecnodes, i. e., those asymptotic tangeuts of S which
join g to the points of ^r', the planes corresponding to which in the

linear complex are the planes tangent to S', are harmonic conjugates

with respect to the flecnode tangents.

The planes which correspond to these two points of gf, in the

null -System of the cubic, do not contain g^.

§ 4. Helation of the osculating linear complex to th.e linear

complex of the derivative cubic.

The equations of the two complexes are

ßi = 4 (^C- - BD) Ol, -r ABcj^^ -f ADco,,
(37) + A'a,^ + 2ÄC(D,l'- 2ÄCo^^ = 0,

Their simultaneous invariant is

(38) - 2 «11 M,, (<<ii
- n^y (mii -f 1152) pi, p,i

,

')

which, leaving aside the cases when S' is developable or when ä has

one or more straight line directrices, vanishes if and only if m^ + u^=0.

1) Cf. chapter VII, § 3.

WiLCzrxsKi . projective differential Geometry. j^
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Therefore, the osmlating linear complex and tJie complecc of the deriva-

tive cubic are in involution if the first derivative ruled surface cuts out

asymptotic curves on the flecnode surface of S, and the cubic passes

through the complex points of g. Some of our previous theorems are

consequences of this.

The two special complexes whicli are contained in the family

XSl^ + [iSl^ = 0,

where X and (i are constants, are those for which

— ^Ä^BDX^—2UiiU^^ (Wil - W22)^(%1 + ^h2)PnP21^l^+Pl2P2l(^'^= ^,

or, discarding again the case when S has a straight directrix,

— 12Wji^M22^ 0*11 ~ ^22)* ^^ ~ 2U^^U22 (%1 ~ **22)^ (^11 + ^^22) ^f* + /^^ == 0.

They coincide if

%1 %2 (^11 '^22/ V*ll I ^22) I 1-^^*11 **22 (^11 ^'22/ ^^ ^)

i. e., if S' is developable, ii S is a quadric, or if

(39) (%j + ^22)^ + 12**11^22 = ö-

We can always choose the independent variable so as to satisfy this

condition. In fact, if we change the independent variable by putting

| = |(ic), according to Chapter IV, equations (49), we shall have

(wj^ + ^22)^ -f- 12ü^.yü^^ = 0,

if I be taken as any Solution of the equation

(40) 64/^2 + 32 (^11 + M22) II + (mu + W22)^ + 12 Wji M22 = 0,

where

ii-={l,x] = rf --^n^, i?=y-

Therefore, there exist two families of 00^ non- developable ruled

surfaces in the congruence F such that the linear congruence, common
to the osculating linear complex of S and the linear complex of the

derivative cubic, shall have coincident diredrices. Any four surfaces of
one family intersect all of the asymptotic tangents of S in a point row

of constant anharmonic ratio. The two families never coincide unless

®^ = 0, i. e., unless the flecnode curve intersects every generator in

two coincident points. But in this case the congruence is not defined.

If S has a straight line directrix this congruence is degenerate.

The coordinates of the plane, which corresponds to a point

(r^i, x^, 0, 0) of g in the null-system of the cubic, are

4(02-jBD)x2, -A(C^-BD)x^, -ÄBx^-2äCx„ 2äCx^ + ÄI)x,.

This plane contains g if and only if C^ — BB = 0, i. e., if the
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derivative cubic is tangent to g. It will coincide with the plane

tangent to S at this point, if further

- ÄB2\ — 2ACx^ = coa:,, ^ACx^^ + ADx^ = — ojXi,

where o is a proportionality factor, or

ÄBxi + {2ÄC 4- cj) a-, = 0, (2ÄC +(o)xi-h ABx^ = 0,

whence follows co = — AC or — SAC. We have therefore

x^:x._^ C:B=-D:C or x^:x^ = C:B = D-.C.

These points are harmonie conjugates with respect to the flecnodes.

Therefore, if the derivative cubic is tangent to g, there are two

points of g ichose tangent planes are the planes corresponding to them

in the niül-system of the cubic. These points and the flecnodes form a

harmonic group on g. They never coincide with the complex points

unless the ruled surface has a straight line directrix.

The planes, corresponding to a point of ^ in the null-system of

the cubic and in the osculating complex, coincide if

C'-BD = 0,

{AB- G)p^^)xi + 2ACx^ = 0,

2ACxi -\-(AD- Gip^_^x^ = 0,

where c? is a root of the quadratic

(41) ö- + 2miiM22 (Mii — 1/22)^ (mii + M22) o - 12 i<ii' U22' (wn — M22)* = 0,

neglecting again the case when S has a straight line directrix. These

two points of g coincide if («11 + «22)^+ ^2u.^^u^^ = 0.

More generally, if we write down the conditions that the same
plane shall correspond to a point (rr^, a:,, x^j x^ in the osculating

linear complex and in the complex of the cubic, we shall obtain as

the locus of these points two straight lines, the directrices of the

congruence common to the two complexes. These conditions are as

follows; x-^ . . . x^ must satisfy the equations:

* + 4 (C*

-

BB) x._ + (AB - cap^^) x^ - 2ACx^ = 0,

- 4(0*- BB)x^ + * + 2ACx^ -{AD- (op,^)x^ = 0,

(42) - {AB - 0^)12) ^1 - '2ACx^ + * -^ A'x^ = 0,

2ACx^ + {AD — 0^)21) x^ - A^x^ + * =0,

the vanishing of whose skew-Symmetrie determinant gives for a the

quadratic equation (41), which may also be written

(41 a) {AB- ap^) {AD - ap^^) ^ 4A^ {C^- BD) -4:A'C^ = 0.

14*
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Let cji and cjg be the two roots of this equation. If we eliminate

x^ from the first two, x^ from the last two equations of (42), if we

make use of (41a) and assume that neither A nor C^ — BD is zero,

we shall find

- (AB— c3kPi2) ^1 ~ ^ACx^ + A^x^ = 0,

- 4 ((72 - BD)x, - (AB-G),p,,)x^ + 2ACx^ =
whence

- 2C(J-5- a3^i?i2)a:i - 4J..BDa;2

(43)
' + ^ (^-S- ^kPi^) X., =0, (Ä; = 1, 2),

the equations of the two directrices in simpler form than in (42).

A line joining the point (x-^, x^, 0, 0) of g to the point (0, 0, x^, x^
of g' is a generator of the second kind on H. It is not difficult to

see that it will intersect the directrix (43) if and only if

(44) - {AB - (Dkp,,yx^^ + 4A'BDx,' == 0.

Hence, the two points, in which either of the directrices of the

congruence common to the two complexes intersects the osculating

hyperboloid, determine upon this hyperholoid two generators of the

second set which are harmonic conjugates with respect to the flecnode

tangents.

It also follows easily that the two pairs thus obtained, one

corresponding to each directrix, coincide only if

i. e., if the directrices themselves coincide. Further, if one of these

pairs intersects g in the involute points, the same is true of the other

pair, so that this can only happen if the directrices coincide. Finally,

such a pair of generators of H can pass through the complex points

only if S has a straight line directrix, or if S' is developable.

The line joining the points (a;^, 0, x^, 0) and (0, x^, 0, x^) is a

generator of the first set on H. The coordinates of an arbitrary

point of this line are {Xx^, iix^, Xx^, pix^. This line will, therefore,

intersect one of the directrices of the congruence if x^,x^,X,^ can

be determined so as to satisfy the equations

X\—2 C {AB — (OkPu) Xi + A{AB— akP^^x^ — 4^ABDx^ = 0,

- X (AB - (OtPi^) x^-\- ii(- 2ACx^ + A^x.^) = 0,

which gives either ^ = 0, AB — c3kPi^ = ^, or

(45) 4 {C^ - BD)x^^ - 4ACx^x, + A'x,' = 0.

The first two cases give either a surface 8 with a straight line

directrix, or eise a developable surface S'. Leaving these cases aside,
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we notice that (45) does not contain co; so that if the line on R
here considered intersects one of the directrices it intersects the other

also. Combining this with cur previous result, we see that the

following theorem holds.

Hie four points in ichich the directrices of tlie congruetice, common
fo the oscuJating linear complex and the linear complex of the derivative

cubic, intersect the osculating hyperboloid can he grouped into two pairs,

such that the line joining the members of each pair shaU he a generator

of the first sei upon the hgperholoid Upon fJiis generator this pair of

points, together with tJie intersections of tlie generator witJi tJw flecnode

tangents, form a harmonic group.

The plane, corresponding to a point (i\, a*,, 0, 0) of g in the

null-System of the cubic, intersects the flecnode tangents

/' in the point [ÄBxi -j- '2ACx,, 0, 4:{C--BD)x^, 0],

f" in the point [0, 2ACxi + ADx,, 0, 4(0- - BD)xi\.

The line joining these points is a generator of H, if either

^ = 0, or C^-BD = 0, or Bx^- - Dx,^ = 0.

Therefore, there exisf in general tico j)oints on g, harmonic con-

jugafes with respect to the flecnodes, such that tlie planes, corresponding

to thent in the mdl-system of the derivative cubic, pass through a

generator of the osculating hyperboloid. If the cubic is tangent to g
the nuU-plane of any point of g contains a generator of H, viz.,

g itself. If JL = ILkewise, all points of g satisfy the condition of

the theorem. Their null -planes all pass through g'.

§ 5. Various theorems conceming the flecnode surfaee.

The principal surfaee of the congnience.

Let US consider the planes which osculate the flecnode curve of

8 at P„ and P-. We have, of course, Ui2 = "21 = 0. If x^, x,, x^, x^

are the coordinates of an arbitrary point of the plane osculating Cy

at Py, we have for the equation of this plane

*£--] Jua *//>>

Bat

.3 .C4

Vi !h Ih ^4

W y." y^' y:

= 0.

'^Vk = Qk — i>ii j/i - i>i2~-yt, '2zl = 6, — p^^yt — 2h2^k,

- y"= Pviyk + Pii^k + q^tyk 4- ^18^4, etc.

If we assume again i>u=Äe = ^) ^^^ Substitute into the above

equation, it becomes
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= 0.
Vx, Vi,

19X2^1 + 2^1201, i?i2^2 + 2^12^2; • • •

But if we introduce again the fundamental tetrahedron PyP^PgPa,
this reduces to

(46 a) J9l2^2 + ^12^ ^3 - 2^12^4 = ^^

In the same way we find the equation of the plane osculating C^ at

P^ to be

(46 b) JP21 a?i - 2 g'21 «3 + Än^ ^4 = 0.

To these equations must be added the conditions u^^ = u^^ = 0, if

C,j and Cz are the two branches of the flecnode curve.

Let US assume that this is the case. The osculating planes at

Py and Pg intersect along a straight line, whose intersections with

the osculating hyperboloid may now be found. li x^ . . . x^ are the

coordinates of one of these points of intersection, we find

.^^. PnP2i^^2 = - 2gi2i)2i^i - {PnP2i^ - 4^12^21)^3,

P12P21 ^i ^^ PnPii^i i" ^22iPi2'^a}

where the ratio of x^ : x^ is determined by the quadratic

(48) (i)i2'P2i' - 4^12221)^3' + 2 {p,^q,, + 2>2iPi2)^i^3 - i>i2Äi^i' = 0.

Therefore, if i?i2g'2i +i'2iö'i2 == ^> i- ^^ ^f PnP2i = const, the two

generators of the first Jänd on H whicli pass through these points are

harmonic conjugates with respect to g and g'. If

(49) (i'i2S'2i -i'21212)' +i'i2'i'2i' = 0,

the intersection of the two osculating planes is tangent to the hyperholoid.

This latter property is obviously characteristic of a class of ruled

surfaceS; and can be expressed in invariant form.

We may find the invariant expression for this condition by

making use of equations (102) of ehapter IV. We there found that

the coefficients of System (A) could be expressed as functions of the

invariants, if the System is supposed to be reduced to the form

characterized by the conditions %2 = ^21 = ^ ^^^ Pix ""
i^22 = ^- ^'^^^

is precisely the form in which we have supposed System (A) to be

written in deducing (48) and (49). If we Substitute the values of

P12 j i'2ij 9'i2 ) 9'2i
from the equations just mentioned into (49), we find

(49a) 0/@9^+ 16@io3 = 0,

while JP12P21 becomes ^V We have, therefore, the foUowing results,

which may also be verified a posteriori.
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O
If Üie independent variable is clwsen so ihat ^, = const, the

generator gf of the frrst derived surface is the harmonic conjugate of g

uitli resped to the tico generators of the same 'kind on H tchich are

determined by tJie points, in which the Um of intersection of the two

oscidating planes of the flecnode curve, intersects H.
J/' 0/09-+ 160io3 = o, the ruled surface S has the folloicing

churaderistic property. The planes, ichich oscidate the flecnode curve at

the ttco points of its itifersedion mÜi any generator, intersed in a line

uhich is tangent to the oscidating hyperboloid.

The plane osculating the flecnode curve at Pj, intersects the

flecnode tangent /"" which passes through P, in the point (0,2g'ig, 0,^)12).

Similarly, the plane osculating C\ at P.- intersects f in the point

(2 g'gi, 0,^217 ^)- Therefore, the line joining these points is a generator

of H if and only if p^^q^^ ~ PnQu ~ ^j ^- ®? ^^ ^ belongs to a linear

complex. In other words: the 2}oints in u'hich the tico planes, osculat-

ing the flecnode curve at its points of intersection wiÜi any generator,

intersed the flecnode tangents are situated lipon the same generator of

the osculating hyperboloid if and oväy if the surface belongs to a linear

complex.

To each of the two planes (46 a) and (46b) corresponds a point

in that plane by means of the osculating linear complex. These

points have the coordinates

{-PiiPiv -2^12, 0, -pi,) and {2q^^, p^^p^^, p^^ 0).

We find that the line joining them intersects H in two points, which

form a harmonic group with the first two, if S belongs to a linear

complex. It is tangent to H if (^49) is satisfied. TJierefore, if the

two planes, osculating the flecnode curve at its two points of intersedion

with a generator, intersed in a line which is tangent to the osculatiyig

hyperboloid, the line joining the tico points of these planes, uhich

correspond to tJiem in the osculating linear complex, is also tangent to

the osculating hyperboloid, and conversely.

We have seen that, under the assumptions

"12 = »21 = Pii = pn.2 = 0,

the equations of the sheet F' of the flecnode surface assume the

form (15). Let us denote by Ua- the quantities formed for this

System according to the same law as are the quantities »,i for the

equations of S. Then we shall have, [cf. equations (4) chapter IX],

The curve Cy is a brauch of the flecnode curve on F' as well as

.on S. The other brauch is the locus of the point

Vi,,y-{Vi,,-VU,)Q.
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Now if the transformation | = |(ä;) is made, q is converted into

— 1 i"
9 = Y ^^ "•" ^^^' ^^ere ^ =y

Therefore, if a traDsformation 1^ = li(ic) be made such that the

derivative surface of S with respect to i,^ may cut out upon F' the

second brauch of its flecnode curve, |^ must be so chosen that

(50a) « =Si^z2i^'_2^*.

Similarly the second brauch of the flecuode curve ou i^" will be

obtaiued by putting

(50 b) ^^=?iil^'_2^.
Sil 2s2 Pii

The two surfaces of F thus obtaiued coiucide only if S belougs to

a linear complex, i. e., the second hrancJies of tJie flecnode curves on the

two sheets of the flecnode surface of S correspond to each other only if

S helongs to a linear complex.

We have seeu that the plane osculating Cy at Py intersects f"
in the point '^2^2^ '^ Pi2^- The correspouding point on f, i.e., the

point obtaiued by findiug the intersection of f with the correspoud-

ing generator of H, is given by '^q^^y -\- PnQ- ^^ ^^^ ^ surface

of F which intersects f and f" in these points by niakiug a trans-

formation of the independent variables for which rj = 2^-*? or if we
denote this special value of r] by ^j,

^1 = 2^

If we now denote by rj the expression

1 Sil'

we find

and similarly

'J
= Y (^2 + %)•

This gives us au important result. For, we have occasionally made

use of a normal form for our system of differential equatious, in

which &^ = coust. But in order to have &^ = const., we must make
precisely the transformation determiued by i]. On account of its

importauce, we shall call the surface of F which is thus obtaiued,

the principal surface of the congruence, and the curves in which it

intersects the two sheets of the flecnode surface of S their principal

Pn

v = TT
——^^>
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curves. We see then that the principal surface may be constructed

as follows.

We consider the flecnodes Py and P. of g, the planes py and p,

osculating the fkcnode curve at these points, and the points P' and P"
lipon the ftecnode t<ingenfs f and f" u'hose loci are the second branches

of the flecncde curves an the ttco sheets F' and F" of the flecnode

surface. Hie plane Py interseds f" in a certain point to tchicJi

corresponds a point on f such that the line joining them is a generator

of ilie osculating hyperholoid. This latter point together with P' con-

stitute a pair, sticJi that the harmonic conjugate of Py loiih respect to

it is the point in ivhich the principal surface intersects f. The inter-

section with /"" is fouiid in the same way.

We might also say, that in this war there is determined, upou

the generators of H, an iuvolution whose double elements are g and

the generator of the principal surface.

Bj combining a number of our previous results with the notion

of the principal surface, we obtain a number of theorems, which

may be easily verified. They provide interpretations for the vanishing

of certain invariants, and therefore fumish characteristic properties

of certain families of ruled surfaces.

To prove these theorems it is sufficient to express the conditions

in terms of the coefficients pn, qik and then introduce the invariants

by means of the equations (102) of chapter IV.

If ©i- =0, &i=^ 0, the principal surface is the harmonic conjugate

of S with respect to the two rtded surfaces of the flecnode congruence

which cut out the second hranches of the flecnode curves on F' and F".

Jf ©^ ^ = 0, or 06®4 ~ ^®io = ^} ^^^ principal surface intersects

F' and F" along asymptotic curves.

If 0| . 1
— 64 Q^ = 0, the principal surface is devdopdble.

If ©jj- — ©9- ©^^ = the principal surface intersects one of the

sheets of tfie flecnode surface alofig the second hranch of its flecnode

curve. It thus intersects hoth sheets if ©^5 = ©9 = 0.

Our construction of the principal surface becomes indeterminate

if S has two straight line directrices. If we assume that Cy and C^

are two asymptotic curves upon S, we may put, in this case,

Pik = 0, ?i, = aq, 2,1 = bq, q^^ — </,, = cq,

so that ©4 is a constant, if and only if g is a constant.

The planes tangent to S' at Po and Pa intersect PyP^ in the

two points u = q^^tf ^ aqz, v = hqij + q^^z

-_ respectively. The point P,/ determined by

^m. I
du , ,

1 ,1
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is transformed by putting | = ^{x), the curve Cu is converted into

another curve, and the point P„' is transformed into another point

of its tangent. But the above equation shows that P^' lies in the

plane PyP^Pa if and only if q' = 0, i. e. if and only if the indepen-

dent variable has been chosen so as to make S' the principal surface

of the congruence. P„' will then be in the plane P^P^Pg. This

property may serve, provisionally, to characterize the principal surface

in this case; another simpler interpretation will be given later.^)

§ 6. The covariant Og for 0^ =|= 0.

We have interpreted geometrically all of the fundamental

covariants, except Cg. With the notions, now at our disposal, we
may also find the significance of this covariant. It is equal to

(51) C,^E+2N,

[cf. Chapter IV (116)], where E and N are defined by the equations

(107) and (114) of Chapter IV. We may write

E

(52)

so that

(53)
where

2

V2iy

N
2^21? - (^11 — ^22)0, 2

Og = az - ßy,

(54)

-%)«/ + %^,

2 Kl - ^22)^-

a = 2(^11 - M22)? + 4wi2<5 + y(^ii

ß = 4^21? - 2(«*ii
- M22) ö + v^^y -

The covariant Cg, therefore, determines a ruled surface 2J, whose

generator is obtained by joining the points P« and P^ determined

by (54). Our interpretation of the covariant Cg will consist in giving

a construction for this surface.

The surface 2 is not like the derivative surface S' oi S depen-

dent upon the choice of the independent variable. In fact, it may
be easily verified that the transformation | = |(a;) converts a and ß

into cc and ß, where

i^y
ß =

i^'Y

so that the points P« and Pß are left invariant. A transformation

of the dependent variables

1) Chapter XIV, § 5.

I
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-y = lyjf. ms, 2 = ny + rz

transforms u and ß cogredientiy into

cc = Ja + mß, ß = na + rß,

so that there is a one-to-one correspondence betvreen the points of

the generators of S and 2J.

We mar, therefore, in order to determine the surface Z! choose

the curves Cy and C- of S, and the independent Tariable in any way
that may be convenient. We shall assume &^ =|= 0, so that the

flecuode curve of S intersects the generators in distinct points, and

identify Cy and C, with the two branches of the flecnode curve, so that

^'12 = Uoi = 0.

We shall forther assume that the independent variable is chosen in

such a way as to make &^ = 1, or more specifically (since ii^^ = ii^^= 0),

so that

"11 — "22 = 1-

The derivative surface S' of S with respect to ic is then the principal

surface of its flecnode congruence. We find, with these assumptions,

(55) a = 2Q-p^^z, ß = -26-\-p,^y.

We have, on the other band,

9 = 2?/ + Pn!/ + Py2^> 6 =2z' -{- p^^^y + p^^z,

whence

(56) y =-'2y'
-\-Piry = Q- p^.j, 8 = 2z' -\- p^^j = ö — p^^y.

The point Py is obviously the intersection of the tangent to the

flecnode curve at P,^ with the line PzPo, while Pj is the intersection

of the tangent to the flecnode curve at P, with the line PyPa-
But we have from (55) and (56)

y= -^{f^-Pxt^)} (>= y(«+i>i2-'~),

* = - 2 (P +PnlÖ> ^ = -
2 (^ -PnV),

so that the points P- and Pp are harmonic conjugates with respect

to Pa and P.. on the line PzPo, while Pö and P^ are harmonic

conjugates with respect to P^ and Py.

The generator of the surface 2? is now completely determined

by the following construction,

Let Py and P, he ilie tico flecnodes, siipposed distinct, on a given

generator of the nded surface S, and let Po and Pa he the points

corresponding to Py and P^ respectivdy upon the principal surface of
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the flecnode congruence of S. At Py, as well as at P^, three important

lines intersed, viz.: the generator, the flecnode tangent, and the tangent

to the flecnode curve. All of these are in the plane tangent to the sur-

face S at their point of intersection. In each of these plane pencils we

construct a fourth line, the harmonic conjugate of the generator with

respect to the other two. Each of these lines meets the line joining the

point of the principal surface, which corresponds to the flecnode con-

sidered, to the other flecnode. Ihe line, which joins the two points of

intersection, Pa and Pß, ohtained in this way, is the generator of 2
which corresponds to the given generator of S.

Examples.

Ex. 1. It S has two straight line directriceS; 27 coincides with

the principal surface of F.

Ex. 2. If a ruled surface belongs to a linear congruence with

distinct directrices, every asymptotic curve intersects each generator

in two points which divide the flecnodes harmonically. (Cremona,

Halphen, Snyder.)

Ex. 3* Find the conditions that an asymptotic curve, flecnode

curve, involute curve, complex curve of 8 corresponds to one or the other

of these curves on S'. Investigate these correspondences in detail.

Ex. 4. The covariant Cg can vanish identically, only if *S^ is a

quadric.

Ex. 5.* Set up the differential equations of the surface 2, and

find the conditions that it may belong to a linear complex, a linear

congruence, or be a quadric, etc. . . Express these conditions as

invariant conditions for the surface S.

CHAPTEE XI.

RÜLED SURFACES WHOSE FLECNODE CURVE INTERSECTS

EVERY GENERATOR IN TWO COINCIDENT POINTS.

The formulae and the theorems developed in the preceding

chapter are not directly applicable to the case when @^ = 0, i. e.,

when the flecnode curve intersects every generator in two coincident

points, The general notions, employed there, may however be applied

to this special case as well, and give rise to a number of interesting

and important considerations.

I
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§ 1. The covariant Cg.

The interpretation of tlie covariant Q given in the last chapter

is complete for the case 0^ =|= 0. It breaks down absolutely for

0, = 0.

This covariant is

(1) C, = ccz- ßy,
where

a = 2 («11 — u^)q + 4«<i2<y + 2 (^'ii
~ *'22)y + *^12^,

ß = 4m2iP — 2 («11 — «22) <^ + ^nV — 2
(''11 ""

^'äs)'^-

We have

®4 = ("11 — ^*ii)^ + 4M12U21 = 0.

Let US assume that the curve Cy is the flecnode curve, so that m^ = 0.

We shall then have also m^ — u^^ = 0. Further we may assume

Pn = Ihi = 0-

We have therefore

«12 = "11 — "22 = öj 1^11 = i^22 = ^7

whence

(3) ä =Pi3U2iy, ß = -iu^iQ + %?/ — i>i2M,i~-.

K a transf'ormation of the independent variable be made by

putting ^ = ^(x), vre find that for the new system of differential

equations

- _J_/. _A ^ _ll' ")

Therefore, if «(21 H= ö> i- ^-^ i^ ^ is not a quadric, we can always

choose Tj in just one way so as to take v^^ = 0. We obtain, therefore

a perfectly definite surface of the congruence F, which we will call

its principal surface, and which we shall characterize geometrically

farther on

Let US assume that the variable x has already been chosen in

such a way that S\ the derivative of S with respect to x, coincides

with the principal surface of F. Then v,i = 0, and (3) becomes

a = p^u^^y, ß = 4m,i q - p^^ u^^z = »2^^,
where

ß = -^Q-Pn2-

We have farther in general

Q = 2i/ -^p^^y+p^^z,
whence

'^y" = 9- Pii^'

1) Chapter lY, equ. (53).
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The point, whose coordinates are yx,---,yl, is, therefore, obviously

the intersection of the tangent to the flecnode curve with the line

PzpQ. The point Pß whose coordinates are given by ß^ . . . ß^ is

also on the line PzPq, and the cross ratio of the four points PnPßP^Py'

is --• The point P« obviously coincides with Py.

The ruled surface which the covariant C^ adjoins to S may there-

fore he defined as follows. In the plane tangent to S at its flecnode

Py, construct a line passing through Py such that it, togetJier with the

generator, the flecnode tangent and the tangent of the flecnode curve shaU

constitute a plane pencil whose anharmonic ratio is --• The locus of

these lines is the required ruled surface. Moreover the points of any
generator of this surface are, hy means of the covariant C^, put into a

one-to-one correspondence with those of g. The lines joining corresponding

points pass through P^, that point of the principal surface of the con-

gruence F which corresponds to Py.

It only remains to give a characteristic geometric property of

the principal surface of F. For this purpose let us assume, in addition

to our previous hypotheses^ that (7^ is an asymptotic curve on S, i. e.,

let p^^ = 0. Then.

26" = ti'^^y + (u[^ - - W2i2?i2) ^ + 2 (^21 Q + Wn ö),

and _
^21 — ^'^•2f

The first equation shows that the tangent to the curve Ca at P^
intersects the generator g of S. Denote this point of intersection by

Pa'. The locus of the point Pa' is therefore a curve on S, Ca'. Its

tangent at Pa' is obtained by joining Pa' to the point Pa" defined

by the second equation (4). But this equation shows that Pa" is in

the plane P^P^Pa if and only if
-ygi
= 0. Put

then Pt is a point on P^Pa such that the line joining it to Pa- is a

generator of the hyperboloid H osculating S along g. We see that

the tangent to Ca' always intersects P^Pt, and that Pa' coincides

with this point of intersection if and only if v^^ = 0.

The principal surface of the congruence F is therefore defined

by the foUowing statement, which is merely provisional, however, as

we shall find a simpler interpretation later.^)

We draw upon the ruled surface S any asymptotic line C^ and,

upon any surface S' of the congruence F, the curve Ca which cor-

1) Chapter XIV, § 5.

r
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responds to it, P- and Pa being corresponding points of the two

curves. The tangent to Cn at Fa alwavs intersects the generator g
of S, which passes through P^, in a certain point Pg', whose locus

gives a curve Ca- upon S. Upon S' a point Pt is constructed such

that the line PrPa shall be a generator of the hyperboloid osculating

S along g. The tangent to Ca' at Pa' intersects the line P^Pr. If

the independent rariable has been chosen in such a way that S' is

the principal surface of the congruence, the point Pg- will coincide

with this point of intersection.

§ 2. Tlie derivative conic.

In the general case. where 6>^ =|= 0, the hyperboloid H osculating

S along g and the hyperboloid H' osculating S' along g' intersect

along g' and a space cubic, which we have calied the derivative cubic.

Moreover, this cubic does not degenerate unless either S has a straight

line directrix or S' is developable.

In the present case, however, H and H' have besides gf the

straight line f in common, i. e., the flecnode tangent passing through

Py. The rest of their intersection is, therefore, a conic which we
shaU call the derivative conic.

We proceed to prove these statements and to derive the equations

of the derivative conic. Taking as tetrahedron of reference the

tetrahedron PyP^PoPa, the equation of H is

x^x^ x^x^ == u,

and that of H'

\U^X^ ^21*^2y L<''^4 V^l*"*« ^i^li)"^! > V^ia**«! ^2**11/^2J

+ (?*12^1-^n^i) [«^^S-(^ll«22- 'l21«12)^l+ (^11«21 - 'i21«ll)2^2]= 0,

as we have shown in Chapter X, equations (1) and (3).

In our case we may put

1^22) «21

We find, therefore, for H' the equation

V^ll'^l ^21 •''2/ L*'"^4 ^2**11'''2J

- «11 a-, [Jx^ — Xn»n^i + (^11 «21 - ''n «11)^2] = 0,

whence
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while the equation of H is

Both equations are satisfied by Xy = X2 = 0, as well as by x^ = x^ = 0,

which proves tbat g' and f are lines upon both of these hyperboloids.

They must therefore have also a conic in common, wbose plane must,

according to (7), have the equation

^11 V^ll •^22) -^l '^11^21 -^4 ~r L%1^21 ^21 V^ll ^22JJ'^2 "^ ^•

If we put for abbreviation

(8) A = Mjj (Aj^]^ — X^^), B = %iA2x ~f Wgi (aij^ — A22), C = Wj^Wg^,

whence

(9) UyyA^py,C = 0,

we have, therefore, as the equations of the derivative conic

(10) Ax-i^ — Bx^ — Cx^ = 0, XyX^ — x^Xq = 0.

We may also express the coordinates of any point on the conic

in terms of a parameter t. Any point on the hyperboloid H can be

represented in the form

This point is, moreover, a point of the conic if the condition

Aut- Bt- C =
is satisfied, whence

C-\-Bt

If we Substitute into the above equations for x^ . . . x^ and multiply

by At, we find

(11) Xy = t(C+ Bt), X.2 = Ar\ x^ = A + Bt, x^ = At

as the parametric equations of the conic, or in homogeneous form

(12) Xy = tyf, x^ = Aty^, .-Tg == t^^, x^ = Atyt^,

where

(13) ^===Bty-\-Ct,^.

The conic, of course, always passes through P^,. The first question

which we naturally ask is this: when does the conic degenerate into

a pair of lines? Clearly this can only happen if the plane

Axj^ — Bx^ — Cx^ =

intersects the hyperboloid £f in a pair of lines, i. e., if it is tangent

to H. Moreover since this plane contains P^, it must in that case

contain at least one of the two generators of H which pass through
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P^. If it contains that one whicli passes also through P^ we must
have (7=0, i. e., since u^^ ^ (S not being an quadric), Mj^ = 0.

S' must therefore be a developable. If, bowever, tbis plane contains

tbe other generator tkrougb Po, namely tbat one wbich passes

through Py, we must have ^ = 0, which gives eitber ii^^ = as

before or eise p^^ = 0, in wbich case the flecnode curve Cj, would be

a straigbt line.

Therefore, the derivative conics degenerate if and ordy if the sur-

face S has a straight line diredrix, or eise if the derivative of S with

resped to x is one of the developahle surfaces of the congruence F.

By an investigation similar to tbat in Cbapter X, we obtain tbe

furtber result:

Ttco consecutive derivative conics never intersect tinless they de-

generate.

§ 3. Tlie developable surface generated by the plane of the

derivative conic.

As X cbanges, tbe plane of tbe conic d envelops a developable

surface, tbe equations of wbose generator we sball now proceed to

determine.

Let US form c(^/cx under tbe assumption tbat t^ :f^ is independent

of X. Tben

+ ^dxex

will represent auy point on tbe derivative conic Cx+dx belonging to

tbe argument x + dx, wbere dx is an infinitesimal. Tbe plane of

tbis conic will be determined by any tbree points upon it. We bave

(agaLn assuming j^n "= ö)>

d

•(14)

l=y[t, (B't, + CH^) + 1 {Bt, + Ct^) u,,t, + 1 Ät,t,u,,]

+ z \Ät^^-\{ßt^ + Ct^^p,^t^ + \At^t^u^:^

+ qS^^{BH^ + (7'/,) + |(5#, + Ct^t^

4- 6\Alt^t^-\{Bt^ 4- Gt^P^.h + i^^i']

We can obtain tbree points of tbe conic Cij^$x by putting

<i
= 0, ^ = 1; fj = 1, fg = 0; ^1 = + C, t^ = — B, wbicb last set of

values corresponds to ijj = 0. Tberefore, tbe equation of tbe plane

of C^+rfx is

WiLCZTSSKi, projectire differential Gcometiy. 15
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/y» rp rf /v*
u/| 1*^2 '^S ^

Cu^^dx 2C-j-2C'dx -Cp^^dx

2B+2B'dx 2Ä + {2Ä'-Bp^,)dx Bdx Adx

{2C(B'C-BC') 2ÄC'-\-(2Ä'C^ -2B{B'C -2ABC-\-{ÄC'

-ABCu,,]dx -ABCu,,)dx - BC')dx -2A'BC)dx

If this determinant be developed, retaining of course only the

terms of the first order in dx, we find that the planes of Cx and of

Cx^^x intersect along the line

Ax^ — Bx^ — Cx^ = 0,

^ ^ ABxy - Ex^ - CFx^= Q,

where

D = 4tÄC + 2AC - BCp,^,

(16) E=2BCA' -\-2ACB' + 2ABC' -AC,
F= 4:AC' + 2A'C-ABu^^ + A'u^-, = AAC A-2A'C-\- Aul^l^^.

Equations (15) are, therefore, the equations of the generator of the

developahle surface.

This proof would not be valid if either C or B were zero. For,

then the third of the three points of the conic Cx+äx, which we have

used to determine its plane, would coincide with one of the other

two. If = the conic degenerates. Since, however, we might, in

the case B = 0, choose three other points of Cx+äx, as we might also

do in the general case, the result will obviously be obtained from

the general case by substituting 5=0.
We see from (15) that the generator of the developahle surface

passes through P^ and that it intersects the plane x^ = 0, in the

point Py or

[C(E-BF), AC{B-F), 0, A{E ~ BD)],

which we may therefore represent by the expression

(17) i = C{E-BF)y + AC{D - F)^ + A(E - BD)6.

Since the surface generated by this line joining P^ to P^ is

developahle, it must be possible to find four functions a, ß, y, d of x,

such that

(18) ciQ + ßX + TQ' + ^X' = 0-

Now we have

and we find

(19) x'
= (^y + Hz+ Mq-\- Nö,

where
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G = C{E' - BF' - B'F) + C'{E-BF) +^u,^A{JE~ BD\

H = {AC'-hÄ'C){I)-F)+ÄCiB'-F')-~p,,C(E-BF)

(20) -\--l-u,,ÄiE-BD),

M=\C{E-BF),

N = Ä'(E - BB) + A{E'- BD' - B'D) +\aC{I)-F).

If we Substitute these values of % and q' and also the erpression

(17) for X üito (18), we find that a, ß, y, d must satisfy the equations

C{E-BF)ß-^\u,,y-{-Gd^O,
AC{D-F)ß +Hd = 0,

AiE-BB)ß-^p,,Y + ^^d = 0,

Therefore, the determinant of the first three equations, which

expanded becomes

(22) ^P^C{D - F) [NC -GA + HB],

must vanish identically; i. e., since the other factors do not yanish

identically, we must have

(23) XC -GA + HB = 0.

We may also verify (23) directly. For we find from (20),

NC- GA -{- HB= f(aCB' -^ AC^ - BAC -^ \ B^Cp,,)j

- B (aCB' -\aC'- BAC - y A'Bu,, + y AB'u,,)

+ e{AC-AC'-^A'u,,-\cBp,,-{-^ABu,,)

= \ [F{E - BD) -D(E~ BF) -{-E[D-F)-] = 0.

We can now determine the edge of regression of the developable

surface. If yQ + 0% is a point on this curve, its tangent constructed

at that point must coincide with the generator of the developable, i. e.,

(24) y'Q + d'x + yg' + dx' = ^x + ^Q
or

(/ -l^)Q + iS'-^)z + 79' + H' = 0,

which is identical with (18) if we put there

a = y' - n, ß=.d' - X.

15*
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But, on account of (23), we can determine a, ß, y, d so as to satisfy

(18); we can, therefore, determine X, /i, y, d so as to satisfy (24). More-

over we find

(25) f:d = - 2GAip - F) + 2H{E - BF):u,,Ä{D - F).

Therefore, (he edge of regression of the developahle is given hy the

expression
;< = [- 2aA{B - F) + 2H{E - BF)'\q

(26) + ttn A{D - F) \C{E-BF)y + ^C(i) - F)z

+ A{E-BB^6\.
We see from (15) that the generator of the developahle surfaee

coincides with one of the generators of H which passes through P^,

only if either A ox C vanishes, i. e., either if S' is developahle or if S
has a straight line directrix, in which cases the derivative conic

degenerates. The generator of the developahle is tangent to H at Pq,

neglecting the cases just mentioned, only if B — F = 0. As (26) shows,

the cuspidal edge of the developahle then coincides with Cq. If the

expressions for A, B, G be suhstituted into the condition B — F= 0, or

2(A'G-A G') - BGpi, + ABu^^ - A'^u,^ = 0,

it hecomes
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Moreover, since S' is a developable surface of the congrnence F if

q^^ = 0, and since (2S) shows that Co is then an asymptotic curve

on F, we see that the developable surfaces of the congruence intersect

its focal surface F along asymptotic lines, as it should according to

the general theory of congruences.

Examples.

Ex. 1. If Ä belongs to a linear congruence, with coincident

directrices, the results of § 1 are modified. Discuss this case.

Ex. 2. Find and discuss the conditions that the developable of

§ 3 shall be a cone.

Ex. 3.* Find and discuss the conditions that the edge of recrressiou

of the deyelopable of § 3 may be a curve belonging to a linear

complex; a space cubic.

CHAPTER Xn.

GENERAL THEORY OF CURYES ON RULED SURFACES.

§ 1. Relation between tlie differential equations of the surface

and of the curves situated upon it.

Let a ruled surface be given by means of the System of diffe-

rential equations

,^.
y" +i>iiy' + Pi2^ + «iiy + q^^^ = o,

^' + 1^21^+ Pn^ + qsiy-^ ?22^" = 0.

so that the curves Cy and (7^ will be two curves upon it, the lines

joining corresponding points of these two curves being generators of

the sui-face.

We shall eliminate once z and once y, so as to obtain the linear

differential equations of the fourth order which each of these func-

tions must satisfy.

We have from (1), by differentiation,

where

»"n = Pn + P12P21 - Pn - Qu, S,^ = p^^q.^ + Jh^Qn - Qn,

.„. *"i2 = Pii (Pn +Pi2) - Pn — 3i2 , «12 = i'ii «12 + PiiQm - qii>

^21 = Pii (Pn +JP22) - P21 — ?2i

.

«21 = Pn Qn + P22 ?2i - ä'si'»

*'22 "^1^28 I 1'i2jP21 -P22 ?22> «22 "^ Pil^n + P22fe — ^it '
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We find by another difi^erentiation

^ ^ ^^^^ = ^21y + ^22^' + '^^hiV + ^^22^;

where

^11 = - Pii^ii - ^^21^12 + *"ii' + «11, Wii = - r^i g^i - ri222i + «u',

,j., \% "= •""
Ä2**ll ~ 1^22^12 + **12 + '^12 > ^12 "^ "~

^'ll 9'l2
~~

*'l2S'22 1 ^12 >

h\ "^ -Pll**21 JP21*'22 "i" *'21 "1" ^21> *^21
"^

*"2l9'll *'223'21 + ^21 >

'22 ^^ 1^12 **21 JP22**22 I *"22
' ^22 > *'*22

^^ '^21 2l2 **22 9'22 >
'''22 •

If we put further

(6) A=i>125l2- ^12^12; ^2=i'2lS21-^21%>

we can find from the above equations:

A^ =Pi2y^^^ + **i2/ + (Pii^u-Pn^n)!/ + (^11^12 -Ä2 Sil) y.'

^ ^ - Z/i^' = ^12 2/^'^ + «12^' + {PnSl2 - 3l2^1l)^' + fei «12 - 212^11)?/;

and similarly

^2^ =i>21^^^^ + ^21^" + (Ä2^21-i>21»'22)^' + (fe ^21 " ^21 «22) ^>

^ '^ - z/2«/' = ^21^^^^ + ^21^" + (^22^21 - 9'21*"22)^' + (^22521 " ^2lS22)^-

Finally we obtain the sought-for differential equations for y

and 2, viz.:

^^yW = (p^^m^, - q^My'^^^ + (»-12%2 - ^12^12)2/"

(9) + [(i>ii>'i2 - i>i2*'ii)%2 - (PnSn - ^12^11)^12 + ^ihx\y'

+ [fel*'l2 - Pl2Sn)m^9_ - fei «12 - 2l2Sll)^12 + ^i^i]^;
and

z/g^W = (^21^21- ^21 ^21)^^^^ + (^21*%1 - «21 ^21)^"

(10) + [(i?22»'21 - i^21**22)^21 " (1^22 «21 " 9'21**22)^21 + ^2^ ^'

+ [fe2^21 -i'21 522)^^*21 - fe2521 - Inh^hx + ^2*^22]^-

These equations are capable of a vast number of applications.

Any question, in faet, in regard to the existence of curves of a

specified character on a ruled surface must make use of them.

We notice that the conditions z/^ = or z/2 = will be necessary

and sufficient to make Gy or G, plane curves; the differential equa-

tions (of the third order) of these plane curves are found by putting

z/j = or z/g = in (7) or (8) respectively.

We will merely indicate a few other applications of these

formulae. Let us write (9) more briefly

(9)' 2/W + Ap^y^') + Qp,y^' + 4.p,y' + p^y = 0.
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We shall find, in the next chapter, the conditions that the integral

curve of (9)' may belong to a linear complex, or that it may be a

twisted cubic. In one case its invariant of weight 3, and in the other

both of its fundamental invariants must yanish. These two conditions,

which we now find expressed in terms of the coefficients of (1), will be

satisfied only by a particular kind of ruled surface, characterized by

the property of containing such curves. One may impose further

conditions: for example such that special curres shall be flecnode curves

or asymptotic curves on the surface, and then proceed to study the

particular class of surface characterized.

It is not our intention to foUow up any of these special problems,

interesting as they are. We shall, however, apply om- equations to

the problem of answering some questions of a fundamental nature in

the general theory of ruled surfaces. Some of the special problems

just indicated will be considered in the theory of space curves.

§ 2. On mied surfaces, one of the branches of whose

flecnode curve is given.

The flecnode curve is so important in the general theory of

ruled surfaces, that it seems essential to investigate to what extent

it may be arbitrarüy assigned.

If one of the sheets of the flecnode surface, F' of S, is given,

there remaia only two possibilities for 5, namely one or the other

of the two sheets of the flecnode surface of F'.

But, let US suppose that we merely know that a certain curve C
is one of the branches of the flecnode curve on S. Then there are

two questions to answer. Can this curve be chosen arbitrarily? And
how far does it determine the surface 5?

Let the curve (' be giveu by means of its difi'erential equation

(") U + *pS + 6äS + 4Äg + i',J' = 0,

where Pi, • p^ are given functions of ^. In the System of diffe-

rential equations (1) defining our surface 5, we must regard the

coefficients ^^a- and 5,^ as unknown functions. We may, however,

assume without exception that Mj, = 0, so that C, is one of the

branches of the flecnode curve on S, that p^^^
^= 0, so that C. is an

asymptotic curve on S, and that j^n ^= Ih^ = 0. Under these assumptions

we form the differential equation (9) of the curve Cy. Since C^ is

to be identical with C. it must be possible to transform equation (9)

into (11) by a transformation of the form

(12) y = (p{x)y, x=f(x).
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The functions (p and f are not independent however. For, while the

equations u^^ = and p^^ = are not disturbed by any transformation

of this form, the conditions p^^ =^^22 = ^ ^^®- ^^ ^^^t, a trans-

formation of the form (12) converts (1) into another System of the

same form whose corresponding coefficients p^^ and p^^ will be

_ ft.+^f + ^- _ ft^ + ^f + ^T

In Order, therefore, that after this transformation p^^ and p^^ ^^^J
again vanish, we must have

(13) V = -^'

where C is an arbitrary constant, which may be put equal to unity.

If then we apply the transformation (12) to (11), we shall get

an equation

which we must identify with (9). Equating coefficients gives us a

System of four equations with five unknown functions of x, viz.:

/? Pl2) ^11) 9'21? 9'22'

We find, therefore, the foUowing theorem: An arbitrary Space

curve heing given, it can he considered as one hranch of the flecnode

curve of an infnity of ruled surfaces, into whose general expression

there enters an arbitrary function. One may, therefore, impose another

condition and still obtain an infinity of ruled surfaces.

The most general curve C^ which is capable of being the second

brauch of the flecnode curve on a ruled surface, for which Cy is the

first brauch, involves therefore, in its expression one arbitrary func-

tion of X. It cannot, therefore, be an arbitrary curve, as that would

involve two arbitrary functions.

Therefore, two curves tahen at random cannot he connected, point

to point, in such a way as to constitute the complete flecnode curve upon

the ruled surface thus generated.

We may also prove our theorem by purely synthetic considerations.

Let US take points P^, P^, Pg, P^, ... on an arbitrary curve, corre-

sponding for example to equal increments zlx of the parameter.

Through Pj, P2, P3 draw three arbitrary lines g^, g^, g^. We can

draw a line f^ through P^ intersecting g^ and g^, say in Q^ and ^3.

Take an arbitrary point Q^ on f^, and join it to P^ by a line g^.

Then f^ intersects g^, g^, g^, g^. Through P^ we draw a line f^

intersecting g^ and g^ in points Q^', Ql and of course g^ in Q^ = P^.

Take an arbitrary point ^5' on /"g and join it to P5 by a line ^5.

Continue this process. Clearly, we shall get two assemblages of lines
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Qi, Qz, • • and f^, f\, . . ., which, wlien P^ P.^, . . . are taken closer and

closer together, approach as limits two ruled surfaces having the

given curve as flecnode curve, and which are flecnode surfaces of

eacli other. The first three lines g^, g^ , g^ are arbitrary, which gives

rise to six constants of Integration. Further, the double ratios

(Pv Qi} Qs} Qi)} iQi'} Qs'} Qlf Qs) ^tc. may be chosen arbitrarily

which brings into evidence the arbitrary funetion involved in the

construction of these surfaces.

The construction, which has just been described, becomes

indeterminate if the given curve C is a straight line. For then Q^
coincides with P^, etc. In fact, the most general ruled surface with

a given straight line directrix depends on two arbitrary functions.

K the given curve C is to be at the same time the second

brauch of the flecnode curve, i. e. if both of the branches of the

flecnode curve of S coincide with C, g^ must be tangent to the

hyperboloid determined by g^g^jg^] g-^ must be tangent to the hyper-

boloid determined by ^2>^3j^45 ßtc. This condition, therefore, clearly

fixes the double ratios {(^^ Q.^ Q^ Q^, etc., i. e. the arbitrary funetion.

Therefore, this problem has in general cc® Solutions.

Let US assume that C„ is not a straight line. Let us call the

developable surface formed by the tangents of Cy its primary developable.

There exists another important developable surface containing Cy,

which we shall speak of as its secondary developable, as indicated in

the foUowing theorem.

1. If at every point of the flecnode curve of S there he draum tJw

generator of the surface, the flecnode tangent, the tangent of the flecnode

curve, and finaJly the line tchicJi is the harmonic conjugate of the latter

with resped to the other two, the locus of Üiese last lines is a developable

surface, Hie secondary developable of the flecnode curve.

2. We can find a sitigle infinity of ruled surfaces, each liaving

one branch of its flecnode curve in common with that of S. This

family of oo^ surfaces may he descrihed as an involution, of ivhich any

surface of the family and its flecnode surface form a pair. Ihe primary
and secondary developables of the hranch of the flecnode surface con-

sidered, are the double surfaces of this involution. In fact, the generators

of these surfaces, at every point of their common flecnode curve, form
an involution in the usual sense.

We proceed to prove these theorems. Since Cy is a branch of

the flecnode curve, we may assume u^^ = Pn ^ p^^ = 0. System (1)

assumes the form

(14) y" + p^,z' + q^^y + ^p^^' z = 0, z" + p^^tf + q.,^y + q^z = 0.

The flecnode tangent at Py is the line joining Py to P«, where
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() = 2y - + 1)120,

while the tangent of the flecnode curve joins Py to P,/. In the

plane pencil formed by these lines, the Harmonie conjugate of PyPy'

with respect to P,jPz and PyP(, will be the line PyPt, where

But from the first equation of (14) we find at once

(15) ^' + ^..y-\^£iy-y') = ^,

i. e. PyPt generates a developahle surface as asserted in the first

theorem.

Put
e = t -\- Jcy' = (1 -\- ]c)y' + Ä2^,

^ ^ f=t-Jcy' = {l-]c)y'+p,,^,

where ä; is a constant. Clearly the lines PyPe and PyPf form a

pair of the involution whose double lines are PyPy- and PyPt-

One finds that y and e satisfy the follöwing System of differential

equations:

y" + Pny' + ^2^' + Qny + Qy,e = 0,

^^
e" + P,,y' + P,,e'-^Q,,y+Q,,e = 0,

where

p 1+iPis' p _ 1 n — ^, n —1-Pj^',
-^ii~"~~2^K;' -^12- ~ä;' ^"~ k' '^^^-2kp,y

Pn= (1 + ^)2ii + K^ + ^)fe — ^Pi2Pn

^ ii-u)ii-k') /ÄA^^ 1 -^l PxJL,

(18) _£-3^^,'
^22-

2Ä; p,;'

^21= (1 + IMXX - /^i^l2^21 + ^ 2V K7 ^'''

ü - r^-o I

(1-3ä;)(1-ä:) M.Y, l-^i^i.'H
%2--L^2i2+ 4fc \^-j+ 2 27,J
We find

CT,, = 2P,2' - 4 Ö,2 + ^12 (^11 + A2) = 0,

i. e. the curve Cy is flecnode curve on the ruled surface S^ generated

by PyPe. The flecnode surface of Ä^ is obtained by joining Py to

the point

a point on the line PyPf. We see, therefore, that the ruled surfaces

Sk and S-k are flecnode surfaces of each other. We have now proved
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our second theorem, and we may speak of an Involution of ruled

surfaces having one branch of their flecnode curve in common. The

double surfaces of the Involution are developables, while the members

of each pair of the involution are flecnode surfaces of each other.

We have seen that PyPr generates a developable. If

g = atj ^- ßx

represents its edge of regression, it must be possible to represent g'

in the form
r , *

since the line PyPt must then be tangent to the curve Cg.

We find, by differentiation, making use of (15),

y = ay' + /3(i-|jJ^r - 3uy - Igi^y) + «'./ + /3'r,

so that g' will be of the required form, if and only if

Therefore

9 -= Pii y -^ ^Pii-f-

If we express t in terms of y, z and q, we shall find

(19 a) 9=Pi2Q+ PJ y + Pii^ ^,

as ifie expression for ihe edge of regression of the secondary developable

of the branch Gy of the flecnode curve. Similarly, if ®^ =|= 0,

(19b) h =p^^6 +i>2i'^ + P^iV

will represent the cuspidal edge of the secondary developable of the

branch 0.- of the flecnode curve. assuming of course
«(«i

"= 0.

One easily finds

(20) - y ^1,' g + p^.J =^Xy, - j p,^' h + p^^h' = iiz,

where „ i .,
3 3 . ,.3

The System of differential equations, of which g and h are the

Solutions, has the coefficients

Al = - I [^' + Ip12'Pi2'P2.} P.. = ^''

(22)
^"^~^S-^ ^^^''' ^ ^^''"" ~ li'i^'An)

- y1>i2'(^-' + ^PnPi-!P-2)'\
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while Pgj, P22, Q21, Q22 ^^® obtained from these same equations by
permuting the indices 1 and 2, and consequently also the letters l

and {i.

We see tJiat we ohtain, in this way, corresponding uniquely to any
ruled surface, wJiose flecnode curve intersects every generator in iwo

distinct points, another ruled surface, wMch is generated hy the lines

joining corresponding points of the edges of regression of the secondary

developahles of the two hranches of the flecnode curve.

Equations (20) show that one of the secondary developables of

Cy and Cz degenerates into a cone if X or [i vanishes. In that case

our new ruled surface also becomes a cone. If both of the secondary

developables are cones, this ruled surface degenerates into the straight

line joining their vertices.

Equations (22) show that this new ruled surface cannot be

developable except if A or /x. is zero, i. e. unless it is a cone. For
the possibility p^^ = or p^^ = is to be excluded, since we should

then have a ruled surface S with a straight line directrix.

§ 3. On ruled surfaces one of the branches of wliose

complex curve is given.

There exists an infinity of ruled surfaces, each of which contain

an arbitrarily given curve as one brauch of its complex curve. Into

the general analytical expression of these surfaces there enters an

arbitrary fanction.

The analytical proof for this statement is precisely similar to

that of the corresponding theorem of § 2. We shall give at once a

geometrical construction for these surfaces.

Let US consider five straight lines gi, • g^- Let f^', f^" be the

two transversals of g^, . . . g^, and f^', f^" those of g^, . . . g^. Clearly

gi, • • • g^ determine a linear complex, with respect to which f^', f^"

and
f^', f^" are two pairs of reciprocal polars. Take a point P on g^.

The plane, which corresponds to it in the linear complex, passes

through g^ and the line h^ which passes through P and intersects

both
f^' and f^". If ^^, . . . g^ are made to approach each other, we

shall have, in the limit, five consecutive generators of a ruled surface

and its osculating linear complex. The plane tangent to this ruled

surface at P is the limit of the plane containing ^^ and the line

through P which intersects g^ and g^, i. e. the asymptotic tangent

of the surface at P. If P is a point on the complex curve, h^ must
be in the plane tangent to the ruled surface at P.

Now let an arbitrary curve be given, and let us choose points

upon it, Pj, Pg, Pg, . . . according to any law. Through P^, ... P^
draw four arbitrary lines g^, . . . g^- Through P^ draw Z^, the line

which intersects g^ and g^. In the plane of g^ and \ draw any
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line h^ through P^. The line ^r.-, through P^, is to be constructed

in such a waj that the two transyersals of g^, . . . g-^ shall both

meet h^. Now these transversals must be generators of the second

set on the hyperboloid determined by g^, g^yg^. They must, therefore,

be those two generators of the second set, fj and fj\ which pass

through the two points in which li^ intersects the hyperboloid. There

exists just one line through P^ intersecting both f^ and f^\ It is the

line g^. In the same way, starting with g^, - . g^, we can construct

g^, etc. Finally we pass to the limit. There enters an arbitrary

function, fixing the position of the successive lines h^,]i^, . . . in the

planes in which they must lie.

We may easily solve the problem; to determine all ruled sur-

faces, an asymptotic curve of which is giyen. In fact, if Cy is the given

asymptotic curye, any other curve of the ruled surface will be given by

the expression ? = ay + ßif + yy".

The equations of this chapter enable us to write down the special

form which z must have, so that C, may also be an asymptotic curve.

We shall then have the ruled surface referred to its asymptotic curves

in an explicit form; by restricting the functions y^, . . . y^, etc. to

algebraic values, we shall thus find the most general ruled surface,

all of whose asymptotic lines are algebraic. It is a mere application

of our general equations to deduce these results, which were first

obtained by Koenigs^) in 1888. This paper of Koenigs is remarkable

also in so far, as it seems to be the only one in the litterature of

the theory of ruled surfaces, which makes use of a System of dif-

ferential equations of the form (A). But even here, no stress is laid

upon this fact, and no further consequences are drawn therefrom.

The System is used merely as an auxiliary, its fundamental importance

for the theory of ruled surface not being recognized.

Examples.

Ex. 1. Express the condition, that one or both of the branches

of the flecnode curve may be plane curves, in terms of the invariants.

Ex. 2.* What are the conditions under which one or both

branches of the flecnode curve may be conics? space cubics?

Ex. 3. Let Cy be any curve on S. At the point Py of Cy con-

struct the harmonic conjugate of the tangent to Cy with respect to

the generator and the other asymptotic tangent of Py. Prove that

these lines generate a developable, and find its cuspidal edge (cf.

Chapter IX, Ex. 4).

1) Koenigs. Determination eous forme explicite de toute surface regime

rapportee ä ses lignes asymptotiques , et en particulier de toutes les surfaces

reglees ä Kgnes asymptotiques algebriques. Comptes Bendus, vol. 106 (1888)

p. 51— 54.
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CHAPTEE Xm.

PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OP SPACE

CURVES.

§ 1. The invariants and covariants for w = 4.

It was shown in Chapter II that the differential geometry of a

Space curve could be based upon the consideration of the linear

homogeneous differential equation of the fourth order

(1) yW + 4.p,iß) + 6p,tf + 4p,y' + p^y = 0.

The invariants and covariants of a linear homogeneous differential

equation of the n*^ order have been computed, in th ir canonical

form, for every value of n. It suffices, therefore, to put w = 4 in

the equations of Chapter II, in order to obtain the canonical expressions

for these functions. But we shall need the un- canonical form of the

invariants for our more detailed discussion of the case n = 4. It

becomes necessary, therefore, to write down explicitly a number of

equations, which are really included as special cases in the equations

of Chapter IL At the same time we obtain, in this way, a verification

of the general theorems of that chapter for this special case, thus

making the theory of space curves independent of that general theory,

at the cost of some repetition.

If we make the transformation

y = l{x)y,

where X is an arbitrary function of x, we shall find for y an equation

of the same form as (1),

where

2/W + 4:Jt,y^''^ + 6:t,y" + An.y' + jt^y = 0,

(2)

^2=
1

whence one may deduce the absolute seminvariants
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(3) P-s-P,- P" - ^PxPi + ^JPi'.

P,=P^- ^PxPz - ^P' + ^'^PyPt - ^Pi* -P^i\

and the relative semi-covariants, besides y, which is obviously itself

a semi-covariant,

e = i/ -^ Piy,

The absolute semi-covariants are -> -? -• All other semi-covariants

and seminvariants are fonctions of tbese and of the derivatives of

P P P
From \A) we deduce the following equations, which we shall

ase later:

i/ = -Piy + ^,

£ = — P,y —PiZ-\- Q,

^^^ Q=- {Ps - P,')y - 2P.j-p,Q -f 6.

^ = - (P. - Ps')i/ - Sl^Ps - P^)Z - dP,Q -p,6,
and also

i/'^{2p,'-p,)y-2p,z-\-Q,

^8)= (_ j,^ 4- 6pj?, - 6p,')y + (-3i), + Qp.'^z - Sp.g -f tf,

+ (- 4l)3 + 24i)j), - 24p,')z + (- 6i>, + l2p,')Q - 4p,6.

We no-sv proceed to make a transformation of the independent

variable | = |(,/;). We find, denoting the coefficients of the trans-

formed equation by pt,

i^i = -|^ (ä + Y V)>

P, = ^, [p, + 2rjp,-\-\ (4/1 -f 9,«)],

(7)

where we have put

(8) "i^Y' '* = '''-¥'?'
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We find further

(9) ? = (!).[() + 2^^ + 1(4^-}- 97^2)^],

so tliat ^, |:, ^ are cogredient with p^,p^,p^.

Making use of tliese equations, we find

?4= (|)i[-P. - QvPs - HP, + nv'P,

^15 , 15 2 3 „ ,
19 „1

(10)

whence

(11) + 1^^ 2 .
25 , 1

^ [P3' - 3^ (P2' + P3) - S^P, + ^ VP2 -
l^
^"

+
25

M^+Y^^]'4^^

We find, therefore, the following invariants and covariants

3
@o 9P'_lAp" _^P2

(12)

p ^ T>i (ui _ j-^3 227 ^4~-^4 -^3 1 5-a 25

@3.1=603@3"-7@3'^-^-^P203^

O2 = 10^2 - 15^^ - 12P,lf,

C, = 10^« - 302^ - 9(5ö + 6P2^ + P,y)y%

where the index indicates the weight. In denoting one inyariant of

weight 8 by ©3.1, we follow the general notation explained in

Chapter II equ. (54). An invariant may be regarded as a covariant

of degree zero, With this understanding, it suffices to say that the

effect of the complete transformation
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y = X(x)y, l = l{x),

upon a covariant of degree ä and of weight ic, is to transform it

into C, where

(ir

The general theory shows that all other invariants and covariants

may be deduced from these by algebraic and differentiation processes.

§ 2. Canonical forms.

Equations (2) stow that, if we make the transformation

the coefficients of the resulting equation for y will be

n^ = 0, ;r, = P, , «g = Pg, ;r^ = P^ + SPgl
#

We shall say that the equation has been put into the semi-canonical

form.

From (10) we see that if h,{cc) be chosen so that

(13) ri-\rf = ii = ^F,,

in the resulting equation P, will be zero. Since P, is a seminvariant,

any transformation of the form

will not disturb the equation Pg = 0, and we may again choose X so

as to make the coefficient of ~^ vanish. It is, therefore, always

possible to reduce the equation to the form

which we shall call the Laguerre- Forsyfh canonical form. This is

equivalent to assuming x>^
= p^ ^ in the original equation.

If ©3 =j= 0, we may transform the independent variable so as to

make ©3 = 1. In fact, we have for an arbitrary transformation

If, therefore, we put

(14) |=J|/^da:,

®3 wiU be equal to unity. We may again, by a transformation of

the form y = Xy, make p^ vanish. The canonical form, which is

charaeterized by the conditions

Wllc/yxski, ppojective differential Geometry. 16
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i>i
= 0, @3 = 1,

we may properly denote as the Halphen canonicäl form.

In our geometrical discussions, only the quantity

not I itself will be of importance. X also is an unimportant

factor whicli has no geometrical significance. Equation (13) shows,

therefore, that the reduction to the Laguerre-ForsytJi form can always

be accomplished in oo^ essentially different ways. It is important to

remark that (13) is an equation of the Riccati form, so that the cross-

ratio of any four Solutions is constant.

The HalpJien form, on the other hand, can be obtained in just

one way, if it exists at all, i. e, if &^ ::=^ 0. If ©g vanishes, ©^ may
be reduced to unity unless it also is equal to zero. The case when
both @3 and @^ vanish, is especially simple. The Laguerre- Forsyth

form reduces to ,74 r.

If two equations of the form (1) can be transformed into each

other by a transformation of the kind here considered, we shall call

them equivalent. Clearly, for equivalent equations, the corresponding

absolute invariants are equal.

If equation (1) is given, the invariants @3, ®i, ®zi, etc. are

known functions of x. Conversely, equations (12) show that if

@3, 04, @3.i are given as arbitrary functions of ic, provided that

@g =1= 0, Pg, P3 and P^ are determined uniquely. If ©3 = 0, then

@3 . ^ = also, and we must assign a further condition. The function

(15) 04 . 1 - 8 0,0/ - 9 (0,')' - y P2 04'

is also an invariant. If 03 = 0, and ©4,04.1 are given, P2, P3, P4,

are determined uniquely. If both ©3 and ©^ vanish, all invariants

are zero, and the equation may be reduced to the form

^*^-=0

As we may always assume that i^j
= 0, we see that the differential

equation (1) is essentially determined when its invariants are given as

functions of x.

The Lagrange adjoint of (1) is^)

w(*) - 4i?iw(s) + Q{p, - 2p,')u" - 4(i?3 - dp,' + dp,")u'

^ ^ + (jÖ4 - 4^)3' + 6p," - 4i)(3) )u = 0.

If
2/i7

• • • 2/4 constitute a fundamental System of (1), the minors of

x^, . . . x^ in the determinant

1) Cf. Chapter ü, § 5.
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curves Cz, Cq, Ca, curves which are closely connected with C,j. P^ is

clearly a point on the tangent of Cy constructed at P^; Pq is in tlie

plane osculating Cy at Py, while Pa is outside of this plane. These

four points are never coplanar except at tliose exceptional points

of Cy, whose osculating planes are stationary, i. e. have more than

tliree consecutive points in common with the curve.

In Order to study the curve Cy in the vicinity of Py, it will,

therefore, he convenient to introduce the tetrahedron PyP^P^Pa as

tetrahedron of reference, with the further Convention that, if any

expressions of the form

Uk = CCiyk + CC2^k + CisQk + CCi^k (^ = 1; 2, 3, 4)

present themselves, the coordinates of the corresponding point Pu shall be

(«IJ «2? «3> ^i)-

In writing Uk the index h may be suppressed, so that the single expression

represents the point (a^, «g; ^3> ^4) adequately.

If the independent variable x is transformed, the tetrahedron of

reference is changed in accordance with equations (9). Py of course

remains the same; P^ is changed into Pj, which may obviously be

any point on the tangent; etc. Thus, while an arbitrary transformation

of the Parameter x does not affect the curve Cy itself, it does very

materially affect the semi-covariant curves Cz,C^,Ca. It is clear,

however, that two transformations of x, which give rise to the same

ri, are geometrically equivalent. We may also, without affecting the

Position of the points P^, P^, Pa, assume that (1) is written in the

semi-canonical form, so that j}^ = 0. For, in order to put (1) into

the semi-canonical form, we need only multiply y hj & certain factor

X, which will then also appear multiplied into the semi-covariants 2,

Q and 6.

Let US then assume jPi
== . We shall have z = y\ If we diffe-

rentiate (1) and eliminate y between the resulting equation and (1),

we shall find

(P, + 3P/)^W - {PI + QP.P.^') + QP,{P, + SP^^/'

(18) + [(6P/ + 4P3) (P, + 3P/) - 6P, (p; + ep^p/)]^'

+ [(4P3' + P4+3P/)(P4 + 3P,^)-4P3(P,' + 6P,P,')> = 0,

if P^ + 3P2^4=0. If P^+3P/-0 we find

(19) ^W^ßP^y 4.4Pg^ = 0.

Equation (18) determines the curve Ci in the same way as (1)

determines Cy. But if P^ + 3P2^ = 0, s satisfies (19j showing that
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the curve d is in this case a plane curve. Therefore, if the variable

I be so chosen as to make P^ 4- SPg^ = 0, the corresponding curve

C: is a plane section of the developable surface whose cuspidal edge

is Cy. In harmony with this, equations (10) show that the most

general value of jj, which satisfies the condition P^-f-3P2- = 0,

contains three arbitrary constants, as it should since there are oo^

planes in space.

We shall need to consider the ruled surfaces generated by those

edges of our tetrahedron which meet in Py. Of these we know one

immediately, namely the developable which has Cy as its edge of

regression, and of which Pj,P, is a generator. The mied surface

generated by PyFo clearly has Cy as an asymptotie curve; for, the

plane P^PoP, is both osculating plane of Cy at Py, and tangent plane

of the surface at P.j. If we assume Jh == 0, this ruled surface may
be studied by means of the equations

(20)
'f + P'.y-9-<^'

q" + {iP, - 2P,V + (P, - P:' - 2P,}),j + ÖP.Q = 0,

in accordance with the general theory of ruled surfaces as developed

in the preceding chapters of this book. To prove (20) we need only

differentiate the expression for q twice, express t/^^ and ^*) in t^rms

of y, z, Q, 6, and eliminate z and 6.

The ruled surface generated by PyPa is especially important.

We have

(21) • (j = i/(») + ^p,^ß) + 3i>,y + p,y,

whence

ö' = iß) + 3i,,
*/») + (3^; + Zp,)f + (3p; +p,)ij+ p,'y,

^ ^^ ö"= y(5) + 3^;,^^) + 3(22;/ + p,:)iß) + (Sp," + 6p,' + P^)f

+ {^P," + 2p,yy'-^p,"y.

From (21) we find

y^'^ = ö-3Ä/-3i>,y'-i>3^,
^ ^ y(')=-6'-3p,6 -3^p,'-\-p,-Sp,')f-{dp,'-\-p,-9p,p,)i/

- (pz - ^PiPily-

If we Substitute these yalues in (1), we obtain the equation

(24)
^(P-.-Pi - Pi)y ' + 3 (i>3 - Pi - PiP-} y + ö'

+ {P4. - Pdh - Pz)y-^Pi^ = ^,

where the coefficient of ?/' is 3P2.

Let US differentiate both members of this equation, and eliminate

y" and tß) by means of ^23) and (24). We shall find
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(25)
^^'^" ^ ^^'''' "^ ^^'^^^y' + ^^^2^1 ~ ^3)0' + (r.q, + ^P,q,)y

where

2i = -
Pi, ^2 = 2i?i'

- 3i?2 + 3i?,^ & = - 3P3 4- S^j^Pg,

^4 = - 2^3' + 3^)2" + dp^p^' - Gp^'p^ -p^ +P1P3 + 9jP2^ - ÖÄ^Pa.

(26) g'5 = - (i>4' - i^s" - P1P3 - P1P3) + 3i)3 (P2 - Pi - Pi\

^3 = - 3 (i?3
- p^ ~ p^p^),

n--(Pi-Ps -P1P3)'

Equations (24) and (25) define the ruled surface generated by

PyPa- If we assume p^^ = 0, we find

.g-^x y" +Pxiy' +Ä20' + QnV + 2i2^ = 0,

ö" +P2iy' +P22^' + g'21?/ + ?22^ == 0,

wliere

Pil ^^ p ' 1^12"^ 3P~' Sil
"^

3P ' 2l2 ^^ ^7

i>2i=^[-3P3' + 3P3P/+2P2P3'-3P2P/ + P2P,-6P/],

(28) P22 = - |-'

&l=i-[-P3P4-6P2^P3 + P3P3'+P2P4' + 6-P2^P2'--P2-P3'a

fe = 3P2.

If (1) is written in the Laguerre-Forsyth form, P^ = 0. In that

case, the two equations (27) reduce to the single equation

(29) P,y'+^ö'+^iP,-P,')y = 0,

which proves that, in this case, the surface generated hy Py Pa is develop-

ahle. For, the tangents constructed to Cy at Py and to Ca at Pa are

then coplanar.^) Moreover, only if Pg = will the surface generated

by PyPa be a developable.

Let

t = Xy -\- il6

represent the point in which PyPa interseets the edge of regression

of the developable. Then, since PyPo must be tangent to the edge

of regression, we shall have

t' = «1/ + ß6,
er

(>l'-«)2/ + (i^'-/3)ö + A2/' + /iö' = 0.

' 1) cf. Chapter Y, equ. (15).
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But according to (29)

ö' = -(P,-P;)2/-3P3y',
so that

(X' - a)y + (|t' - ß)& + ^j/- /^[(P* - Pt!)y + SPsZ/] = 0,

where for y" we could also write z. Such a relation between P,,P2,Pa

would, however, make these three points collinear, and therefore

Py, P,,Fo,Prj co-planar, imless all of the coefficients are zero. We
have Seen, however, that these four points are coplanar only at points Pj,

whose osculating plane is stationary. Cousequentlv

A'-a-fi(P^-Ps') = 0, /i'-/3 = 0, ;. -3.uP3 = 0,

whence
X = 3/tP3, ß = a', a = ):-ii{P,-P^).

We see, therefore, that

(30) x = 3P,y + 6

represents the edge of regression of the developaUe to tvhidi the ruled

surface generated hy PyPa reduces tchen P^ = 0.

If 2)^ = and P^ = 0, equations (2) and (10) show that the most

general transformations of the variables, which do not disturb these

conditions, satisfy the equations

which crive on intecn-ation

, C -2c
/ =—5-> V =3

(r)T
l-\-cx

If we transform r under this assumption, we find that it is converted

into

where i] niay have any numerical value.

Let US reeapitulate. TJie rided surfaces generated hy PyPä are

infinite in numher. Their general ejcjyression involves an arhitrary fimdion

rj. Amo)ig these surfaces there exists a Single infinity of devdopahles.

If P, = 0, the surface generated hy PyPa is one of tJiese, and the locus

of Pt is its edge of regression, where

(30) T = 3P3y + <?,

Pt heing the ]x>int tclwre PyPa interseds the ed^e of regression. If
tce construd all of the oo^ lines PyPö ihrough P.j, which are generators

of the ahove mentioned family of devdopables, and mark upon each of

them the point P; tdiere it interseds the cuspidal edge of the devdopäble
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to which ü helongs, the locus of these points is a twisted cubic curve.

The equations of this curve, referred to a parameter rj and to the funda-
mental tetrahedron PyP^P^Pa, are

(31) ^, = 3P3 + xf V, ^i='i-

We shall See later that this cubic lias five consecutive points in

common with the curve Cy at Py, i. e. that it has at this point with

Cy a contact of the fourth Order. We shall speak of it as the torsal

cuhic of Py, on account of its connection with the developables which
we have just been considering.

Equations (31) give the parametric equations of the torsal cubic

referred to a special tetrahedron of reference for which Pg = 0. We
shall need its equations in a more general form. These may be easily

obtained. Consider the expression

(32) X = {d@, + ^^P,' + lP,t + ^t^)y + {lP, + ^t')0-\-^tQ^a

in which t may, for the moment, be regarded as a parameter independent

of X. Denote by X the corresponding expression formed from the

quantities P^, Pg, etc., y, 's, Q, e after the general transformation

I = ^{oc). We shall find that (|')^X is equal to an expression of the

form (32) in which, however, t^ takes the place of t, where ti! -i-r] = t^.

But, of course, this transformation may be chosen so as to make

Pg = 0, which would make X identical with t except for the notation.

We See, therefore, that the expression X, or the equations

^X
= 3@3+Ap;+|p^^ + A^3^

(33) ^2 — 5 -^2 + 2 ^ '

_ 3 _ .

Xq — 2 1], X^ — i

represent the torsal cubic referred to the fundamental tetrahedron PyP^P^Pa
when this is chosen in as general a way as is compatihle with its

definition.

If, in (32), t is chosen as a function of x, as x varies we obtain

a curve on the surface formed by the totality of torsal cubics. If

in particular t satisfies, as function of x, the differential equation

^_4^2=^P6^
5-^2^

we obtain the cuspidal edge of one of the developables.
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§ 4. The osculating cubic, conic and linear complex.

A Space cubic is determined by six of its points provided that

no four of these points are coplanar. K, therefore, we take upon Cy,

besides P,., five other points, we shall in general obtain a perfectly

definite space cubic determined by these six points. As these points

approach coincidence with Ty, the cubic will in general approach a

limit, which shall be called the osculating ciibic. We proceed to find

its equations.

Let Py correspond to the value oi x = a, which we shall suppose

to be an ordinary point for our differential equation. Then y may be

developed by Taylors theoreni into a series proceeding according to

powers oi X — a. By putting x — a = x^ the development will be in

powers of x'. We may. therefore, assume in the first place that a = 0.

Let US assume further that 2\ = and P, = 0- Then we shall have

from (5) and (6),

^ ^ y^^) = -P^y - (P^ + 4P,')Z - 4.P,Q.

In accordance with the definition of our coordinates, we denote

the coefficients of y, z, q, 6 in this expansion carried as far as af", by

l/v 1/2) Vzj Vi- ^ ® ^ajj of course, multiply these quantities by a common
factor, since the coordinates are homogeneous. We shall multiply by
120 so as to clear of fractions. This gives

yi = 120 -20P^a^-bP^x^-P^a^ + '--

y, = 120.;- 20 P3.;* - {AP^ + PJa:^ _^ . .

.

^ ^ y,= mx'-4.P,x'>-\----

y,= 20x'^-.--.

We see at once that the following equations are exact up to

terms no higher than the fifth order,

(36)
3^,^,-2^3^ = 0,

These same equations must be satisfied by the coordinates of any
point of the osculating cubic, since this must have contact of the

fifth Order with Cy at Py. TJiey are, therefore, its equations, referred

to this special tetrahedron of reference. In terms of a parameter t tce

may write

(37) a^i == 15 + 12 Pg^^ x^ = 30^, x^ = SOt^, x^ = 20t\

The equation ^^^x^ — 2x^ =

is that of a conej whose Vertex is Py and which contains the osculating

cubic. It may also be obtained by determining that cone of the
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second order, with its Vertex at Py, wliich has the dosest possible

contact with Cy viz. contact of the fifth order. We shall speak of

it as the osculating cone. We notice at once that the torsal cubic

also lies upon the osculating cone. This is shown by equations (31),

which are referred to the same System of coordinates as that employed

here. If we put in (31) ''? = y and if we multiply by 20 1^, (31)

becomes

(31a) x^ = lb + 60Pst% x^ = mt, x^ =- mt% x^==20t^,

which dijffers from (37) only in having ÖPg in place of Pg.

By a method of reasoning precisely similar to that of the last

Paragraph, we find that the expression

(38) {12P,-12P,'-h24.P,t-\-lbr')y

+ 20(yP2 + |-T2)^ + 30t^ + 20(7

represents an arhitrary point of the osculating cubic, when the tetrahedron

of reference is not restricted to the condition Pg = 0. For, this expression

remains invariant under the general transformation | = ^{x), and

reduces to (37) for Pg = 0, if i^ = y
The equation of the plane, which osculates the osculating cubic

at the point whose parameter is t, turns out to be

where

(39)

tt-t OO-t ~f" wo ^2 ~' 3 3 "* 4 4:
— ^

u^ = _ 20, 30t, Mg = I6P2 - 30t2,

u^= I2P3-I2P2' 36P2T+ 15tI

For every value of r, this intersects the osculating plane, x^

a straight line

- 20^;^ + ^Otx^ 4- (I6P2 - 3072)^^3 = O.

0, in

The envelope of these lines will be obtained by eliminating t between

this equation and that obtained from it by partial difierentiation with

respect to t] the latter equation is

We thus find

(40)

30^,- 60ric, = 0.

- AOx^x^ + 15 ;r/ + 22P,Xs^ = 0,

the equation of the osculating conic, which may he defined as a pari of

the intersection of the developahle of the osculating cubic with the

osculating plane. The other part of this intersection is the tangent,

which must be counted twice.
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It is not witiiout interest to verify that (37) represents the

osculating cubic by another method. We find, from (35), that the

nonhomogeneous coordinates of the points of Cy in the vicinity of Py

(41)
^'

From (37), we find for the points of the osculating cubic

a-j o ^ x^ o ^ Xj 3

If we put

the two expansions coincide up to terms of the fifth order. For the

torsal cubic we have, according to (31a),

iCj
^

Xi
^ X^ ö

If we put into these equations

t = Y^O- + ax-\- hx^-\- cx^-^ doc^-i ),

we find that these expansions will agree with (41) up to terms of

the fourth order if

a = 0, 1 = 0, c=-^P,,

but that it is impossible to make them agree with (41) any further

unless P3 = 0. In getieral, tlierefore, the torsal cuhic has with Cy a

contad of the fourth order. Onhj if ©3 = may the order of contact

he higher. In that case the torsal and osmlating ciihics coincide.

We proceed to deduce the equation of the osculating linear

complex, i. e. of that linear complex determined by fiye consecutive

tangents of the curve. We assume again Pi=0 and Pj = 0. Denote

by Y and Z the expansions of y and z in the vicinity of P„. Then
we hare up to terms of the fourth order

z-y[ -\P,^-\p,x^-lP:a^)

+ ^[l-|P3:r^-^(4P3' + PJ^]

-\-q{x-\P^X^^-\-6^3^.
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If we denote the coefficients of y, s, q, a in these two expressions

by ^i> • • • 2/4 ^^^ ^1, • • ^4 respectively, the Plückerian line-coordinates

of the tangent will be

whence

0^14 = Y^^ + ---? 023=Y^^H '

Therefore, the equation of the osculating linear cotnplex, referred to the

special tetrahedron of reference, is

(42) (Ol, - CD23 - 0.

We might have obtained this complex in another way. For, it

is clear that the null -System of the osculating eubic will be the

same as that determined by the osculating linear complex. We shall,

instead, set up the null-system of the torsal cubic in its general

form. We shall see that the linear complex determined hij the torsal

cubic coincides with the osculating linear complex.

We have the equations of the torsal cubic

;r, = 60@3 + 6P,' + 24P,7? + 15^^

^ ^ x^ = 24.P^ + SOri^ x^ = 307?, x^ = 20.

The coordinates of the plane, which osculates the torsal cubic at the

point whose parameter is tj, are

Ml = - 180, u^ = 270^, Mg = I44P2 - 2107]% .

^^^) w^= 540@3 + 54P2'-324P2^ + 1357^3.

If we put in (43) 1^ = 7?^, (k = 1, 2, 3), we obtain three points

on the cubic. The coordinates of their plane must be proportional to

v^ = - 180, V, = 90 (rj^ + % + ^3);

(45) v,== 144P2- 90 (%% + %% + %%),

v^ = 54003 + 54p/ - IO8P2 iv, + % + %) + 1357^1%%,

for, each of these expressions must be a Symmetrie function of

''?ij %j % of not higher than the third order, and for % = % = % = i?

we must have Vk proportional to %. Similarly, the point in which

the three osculating planes at t]^, ri^, rj^ intersect, must have its

coordinates proportional to
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cox, = 60@3 + 6P2' + 8Pg (i?i + % -I- %) + 15i7i7?,i?3,

(46) C0X2 = 24P, + 10 (l?2l?3 + l?3l?i + 1?i1?2),

a.Tg = 10 (iji + »?2 + %), orr^ = 20.

If we eliminate tj^, tj^, 7^-3 between (45) and (46), and change slightly

the factor of proportionality, we find

cor, = — X,, cor, = — a", + 2P^x,,
(47 a)

'
^ ^

oi'o = + x^, av^ = + a"i
— 2P,a:3,

or

a'x, = + 2P^i\ + ü., cd'x, = + V,.

CD a-, = — 2P^i\ — «3, CO x^ = — r^,

as the equations of the null-System defined by the torsal cubic.

A point Pi, y^, y^, y^ lies in the plane corresponding to

X-i, x<^, x^^ x^ ll

^Vkyk = 0.

Therefore, the Lines which pass throngh the point x^, x^, x^, x^^ and

lie in the plane corresponding to it in the null- System, satisfy the

equation

(48) a^^ — 2P^ci^^ — C0g3 = 0.

If the tetrahedron of reference be so ehosen as to make P, = 0, this

equation is identical with (42). Therefore, (48) represents the osculathig

linear complex when the tetraliedron of reference is general. The

osculuting and torsal cuhics are curves of this complex.

If Pg is finite, the complex (48) is not special. We see, therefore,

that only those values of x, for which Pg = c», can give points of

the curve at which fiye consecutiTe tangents haye a straight line

intersector.

Let US proceed to deduce the equation of the osculating linear

complex, belonging to a point of C,^ infinitesimally close to Py. If

we change ;/; by an infinitesimal amount dx, we find for the coordinates

of the vertices of the new tetrahedron of reference

y = y + y'^^ = (i —pj^)y + ^^^,

z = z -{ z'dx = — P^dxy + (1 — p^dx)z -f q8xj

Q = Q+ Q'dx=^-{P^-P^)8x-y-2PJx'Z + {l -p^8x)q-\-68x,

G = 6^^8x=-{P^-P^)8x-y-^{P^-P^)8x'Z-^P^8x-Q

-\-{\-p^8x)6.
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Therefore, if a point has the coordinates x^, . . . x^ in the new System

of coordinates, and x^ . . . x^ in the old, we shall have

Xi = {l — p^dx)x^ — P^dx • X2 — (P3 — Pg')^^ • ^3 " (P4 — P3)Sx • x^,

Therefore, the infinitesimal changes in the coordinates, in the sense

new minus old, will be

dx, = [p,x, + P,x, + (P3 - P,')x, + (P4 - Ps>^]dx,

dXg = (— a^2 + 1*1^3 + ^P2X^^X,

dx^ = (—x^ -\- p^x^dx.

Referred to the new tetrahedron of reference, the equation of the com-

plex, osculating Cy at the point corresponding to ä; + dx, will be

(50)

where

c^u — 2 P2 a»34 -- «2 0,

P2 = P2 + P2'^^, '^ik = ^iyk — Xkyi,

Xi= xi -}- dXi, yt -= yi + dyi,

if Xi and yi denote the coordinates of two points on a line of the

complex referred to the new tetrahedron of reference. Making the

calculations, we find

»1 = COi^ + [- 0313 + ^lh(^U - ^2 »42 + (A - PsO^sJ^^?

^34 = ß534 + (2A«34+ »42)^^;

«23 = 0^23 + [2i>lK>23 " "^^^^^l^ " «^IS " 3 (P3 - P2')«34]^^-

If we Substitute in (50), we find as the equation of the linear complex

osculating Gy at a point infinitesimally dose to Py,

(51) («14 - 2P2(Ö3, - Ö23) (1 + ^Px^^) + 4@3a)34^rr = 0.

This coincides with the linear complex osculating Cy at Py, if and

only if ©3 = 0.

Therefore, if the invariant ©g vanishes identically, the tangents of

the üurve Cy helong to a linear complex. If it does not vanish iden-

tically, those values of x, for which it does vanish, correspond to points

of the curve at which the osculating linear complex hyperosculates

the curve.

This result may also be obtained by setting up the linear differential

equation of the sixth order satisfied by the six line coordinates of the

tangent 03,^ = y^yk' - ykyl,

and noting that this reduces to the fifth order if and only if ©3 = 0.

This is the method of Halphen})

1) Acta Mathematica, vol. 3 (1883).
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A former result may now be stated as follows. The osculating

atul torsal ciibics of all ]}oints of a curve coinckie, if and orüy if tJie

curve hdongs to a linear complex.

§ 5. Geometrical deflnition of the fundamental tetrahedron

of reference.

We have seen that there exists for every point of the curve Cy

a tetrahedron whose vertices P^, P,., Po, Pr, are determined by the

choice of the independent variable x. In order that we may be able

to obtain a clear insight into the geometry of the curve, it is necessary

that we may be able to define this tetrahedron by purely geometrical

considerations. As a consequence of our preceding results we are

now able to do this.

We have already notieed that P- is a point on the tangent, and

that by a properly chosen transformation ^ = |(a;) it may be trans-

formed into any other point of the tangent. "When the independent

variable has been definitively chosen, we obtain, therefore, a

point P,- on the tangent which is not, in general, distinguished by

any geometrical property from any other point of the tangent. Its

Position may serve as a geometrical image of the independent variable.

Consider the osculating conic.

x^ = 0, 4Qx^x^ - ^2P^x^^ - Ibx,- = 0.

The polar of any point {x^, xj, x^, 0) of the osculating plane

with respect to it, is the straight line

x^ = 0, 203:3'
a-i
- I6xjx^_ + (20xi' - 32P,X3')xs = 0.

Therefore, the polar of P,, whose coordinates are (0, 1, 0, 0), is the

line j.\ = 0, x^ = 0. In other words:

The line PyP^ is the polar of P, wiih respect to the osculating

conic.

We shaU speak of the curves C^, Cq, Ca as the derivative curves

of Cy with respect to x, of the first, second and third liind respectively.

The ruled surfaces, which are obtained by joining the points of Cy

to the corresponding points of C^, Cq, Ca, shall be caUed derivative

rided surfaces of the first, second and third hml respectively. Then,

the derivative ruled sarface of the first kind is unique. It is simply

the developable whose cuspidal edge is Cy. Let us consider the

derivative ruled surface S of the second kind generated by PyPo.

The curve Cy is, of course, an asymptotic curve upon it. This sur-

face is characterized by the equations (20), where p^^ has been assumed

equal to zero.
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According to the general theory of ruled surfaces^), the asymp-

totic tangents to S at the points Py and Pq are obtained by joining

these points to ^^ and 2d - 4:P,2 + 2Psy

respectively. Therefore, the asymptotic tangent to S at any point

(«1, 0, «3, 0) of PyPQ joins this point to

Hence, the equation of the plane tangent to S at (cc^, 0, a^, 0) is

— a^x^ + («1 — 2P^cc^)x4^ = 0.

To the same point of PyPQ there corresponds a plane in the osculating

linear complex According to (47 a), this is the plane

a^x^ + («1 — 2P^a^)x^ = 0.

Therefore, if at any point of the generator of the derived ruled sur-

face of the second kind we construct the tangent plane as well as

the plane which corresponds to it in the osculating linear complex,

these planes form an involution. The double planes of this involution

are the osculating plane {x^ = 0), and a plane (x^ == 0) Avhich contains

Pof the point of the derivative curve of the third kind which corre-

sponds to Py.

The point which corresponds to this latter plane, is

(52) ß^2P,y + Q.

According to (47 a) we have further, corresponding to the point

P^ or (0, 1, 0, 0), the plane x^ = 0, which also contains Pa. The line

PyPa is now completely determined, as foUows.

The generator of the derived ruled surface of the third Und is the

interseäion of the following two planes; 1^*- the plane corresponding to

P^ in the osculating linear complex; 2^- that plane which is tangent to

the derived ruled surface of the second Jcind at the same point which

corresponds to it in the osculating linear complex.

It still remains to determine the position of P^ and Pa on the

lines PyPq and PyPa-
The osculating conic intersects PyP^ in Py and in P« where

(53) a = 4P,y + ÖQ.

The cross-ratio of the four points Py, P^, Pa, P^, is

5
(a, y, ß, q) =y

If, lipon the generator of the derived ruled surface of the second

Und, there he marked its intersections with the osculating conic, and the

1) Cf. Chapter VI.
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point Pii ichose tangent plane coinddes mth the plane corresponding to

it in the osculating linear camplex, the point Po is determined hi/ (he

condition tJiat the cross-ratio of ihese four points slmU he equal to -^•

If P2 = this definition of P^ breaks down. In that case,

however, Pa and Pr? coincide with Po . Therefore, if the derived ruled

siirface of the third himl is a developahle, Pq is that point on the

generator of the derived siirface of tlie second Mnd uhere this generator

intersects the osculating conic for the second time. At this point the plane,

tangent to the ruled surface, and the plane, corresponding to it in the

osculating linear complex coincide.

If Tve use the notations of the theorv of ruled surfaces^), we
find from (20),

W12 == 4, «21 = 8P3' - 4P^ + 8P.^ »11 - u,.-, = I6P2,

Kl - «22)' + 4%2«2i = - 64 (P, - 2P3' - 6P,^).

But Mji — M22 = is the condition that Cy and C^ shaU be harmon-
icaUy divided by the branches of the flecnode curve of the ruled sur-

face, -while (Mj^ — i<2,)- + 4i<^o?<oi = is the condition under which
the two branches of the flecnode curve coincide.^) Therefore, we
obtain the following theorem.

If the derived ruled surface of the third Tcind is a developahle^ the

intersedions of the generator of the derived ruled surface of tJie second

Mnd icith the osculating conic give rise to tico curves upon this surface

harmonicalhj conjugate ivith respect to the tico branches of its flecnode

curve.

If &^ = 0, the second intersection of the generator of this surface

with the osculating conic is a point of its flecnode curve. Moreover, the

ttvo branches of the flecnode curve must then coincide.

It is to be noted that we have here a geometrical interpretatioji for

iJie invariant equation 0^= 0. We shall find two other, quite difl'erent,

interpretations for this condition later on.

We may, if we wish, make use of the torsal cubic in our further

constructions. For, it is now defined entirely by geometrical con-

siderations. If, in fact, we trace upon the developable, whose edge

of regression is Cy, an arbitrary curve C^, we now know how the

corresponding ruled surfaces of the second and third kind may be

constructed. They depend upon an arbitrary function of x, as does

the curve Cj. Among the surfaces of the third kind there exists a

Single one-Parameter family of developables. Upon that generator

of each of these developables which passes through P„, we mark the

1) Chapter IV, equ. (20).

2) Cf. Chapter VI.

WiLCZYSSKi, projecÜTe differential Geometry. 17
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point where it intersects the cuspidal edge of the developable to whicli

it belongs. The locus of these points is the torsal cubic.

We notice incidentally that the reduction of equation (1) to the

Laguerre-Forsyth canonical form is equivalent to the determination of

one of the developaUes of the third Mnd. Since this reduction is made

by solving an equation of the Biccati form, we notice further the

foUowing theorem. The four curves on the developaUe of Cy, which

correspond to any four of the developaUes of the third Mnd, intersect all

of the tangents of Cy in point-rows of the same cross -ratio.

Let US consider the developable surface of the torsal cubic, which

is given by equations (44). We are going to find its intersection

with the plane PyP^Pa, or x^ = 0. The intersection of the plane

Mj, . . . M^, which osculates the cubic at the point whose parameter

is rj, with the plane a^g = is the line

- ISOa^i + 210rjx, + (540@3 + 64:P^' - d24:P,rj + 1^67i')x^ =

of this plane. As rj changes, this line envelops a curve, the required

intersection. Its equation will be found by eliminating tj between

the above equation and this other one

210x^ + (- 324P2 + 405i2')^4 =

obtained from it by differentiation with respect to 7]. This elimination

may be easily performed. The result is

(54) F=S {öx, - 6^J (5,^1 - 6x^y

+ 15^4(10^^1 - (3003 + 3P2>J2^0.

This plane cubic together with the tangent PyPz gives the complete

intersection of the plane PyP.Pa with the developable of the torsal

cubic. It has a cusp at P^, and the equation of its cusp tangent is

bx^ — 6x^ = 0,

as one may find by the general theory of plane curves. The cusp

tangent intersects PyPa in the point

(55) ;t = 24^ + 20ö.

The tangent to the plane cubic at Py is

lOrTg + 3^;^ = 0.

It intersects the cubic again in the point

(12 + 30@3 + ?>P^)y - 6^ + 20(?.

If this point be joined to P^ by a straight line, the latter will inter-

sect PyPa in the point

(56) ^ = (12 + 3003 + ?>P^)y + 20ö.
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The plane PyP:Pa is tangent to the torsal cubic. It intersects

it once more in the point corresponding to t^ = 0, viz.:

(6003 + 6 A')y + ^^P-J + 20^-

A line joining this point to P, intersects PyPa in

(57) (i = (6003 + 6^2')!/ + 20(J.

Consider the four poLnts P^, Px, Pu and Py. We have

X =

(3003 + 3Po' - 12)?/ = (l-X

so that Pi is the harmonic conjugate of P„ with respect to P^
and P^.

The osculating cubic differs from the torsal cubic only in haring

2(P3 — Pg') in place of 1003 + ^2'- Consequentlv, the plane cubic

in which its developable intersects the plane PyP^Pa is

(58) F= 8 (5a;2 - 6a;J {bx^ - GicJ^

+ lhx^[\Ox^ - 6 (P3 - P2XP = 0.

If we denote by P^, Pl, P^ the points constructed with respect to

this curve in the same way as Py,, P;. and P„ were with respect to

F == 0, we find

(59)
x = x, A = (12 + 6P3-6P20i/ + 2Oö,

^ = (12P3-12P2')y+20ö,

the cusp and its tangent being common to the two curves, as well

as the tangent at Pj,. I refrain from formulating explicitly the various

theorems which may be obtained from these equations.

In Order to obtain a simple construction for Pa, we shall con-

sider, finally, the developable generated by the motion of the plane

PyP^Pa. The equation of this plane is x^ = 0. As x changes into

X + dx, y, z, Q change into y + y'dx, q + q'öx, 6 -\- 6'dx respectively,

where y', q', ö' are given by equations (5). The equation of the plane

of these points, referred to the tetrahedron Py, P,, Po, P^, is

X-^ X2 x^ x^

\-p^8x 8x

-{P^-P.^)8x -2P.Jx l-pjx dx

-(P^-P^')dx -Z{P^-P^)8x -SP^dx l-2hdx\

which becomes, when developed,

x^dx - a^2 (1 - Sp^dx) - 2x^P.2dx - 3rr^ (P3 - P^')dx = 0.

17*

= 0,
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Therefore, the equations of tlie generator of tlie developable, generated

by the motion of the plane PyP^Pa, are

(60) x, = 0, ^1 - 2 Pg^Tg - 3 (P3 - P^')x^ = 0.

It intersects the generator PyP^ix^ = x^ = 0) of the derived ruled

surface of the second kind in that point

(52) ß = 2P,y + Q,

whose tangent plane coincides with the plane corresponding to it in

the osculating linear complex. Its intersection with PyPa, the generator

of the derived ruled surface of the third kind, is

(61) y==3(P3-P,')2/ + ö.

The generator of the developable joins Pß to Py. We wish to deter-

mine its edge of regression. If

d = lß -\- my

is the point where PßPy meets the edge of regression, we niust have

d' = r/3 + sy, or Iß' -\- my' = rß -\- ~sy.

We proceed to determine the ratio of ^ to m. We find

ß' = (3P,' - 2p,P, - P,)y -p,Q + 6,

/ = - [P, - P,' + 3P2" + 3i>,(P3 - P,')-]y - SP,Q -p,6.

We may eliminate q and 6 by (52) and (61). This gives

ß' - - ^&,y - P,ß -\- r,

y' = - (F, - 4P3' + 3P/ - QP,')y - 3P,ß -p,y.

We may, therefore, put

^ = P,-4P3' + 3P,"-6P2^

m = — 403,
so that

(62) ^ = (P4 - 4P3' + 3P," - 6P/)ß - 4.&,y

gives the edge of regression. This gives the following theorem. The

developable, generated hy the plane of the generators of the derived ruled

surfaces of the second and third Mnd, has its edge of regression upon

the derived ruled surface of the second Mnd, if and only if the curve

Cy helongs to a linear complex.

We may write, in place of (61),

y=^60(P,-P,')y-}-206.

We have from (59)

/Z==12(P3-P,')i/-f 20^.
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Therefore, the cross- ratio of the four points Py, P«, Fji and Pä is

(?> y> /*; <y) == ö.

We have found finally a geometrical definition for Pa, which

we may recapitulate as follows. TJie plane of the tangent and the

generator of the third derived rided surfaee intersects the osadating cuhic

in Py counted twice and one other point. If Hie latter point he joined

to P. by a straight line, we obtain a certain point Pz as the intersedion

of Ulis line icith PyPa- The generator of Hie devdopäble, generated hy

the plane of the generators of the derived rided surfaces of the second

and third Jcind, intersects PyPa in another point Py. Pa mag now he

found as Üiat point of PyPa tchich malies the cross -ratio

{Pyj Py, P-ji, Pa) = 5.

We haTe shown how to construct the fundamental tetrahedron

when P, is given. If Po is given, P, can be found at once as the

pole of PyPfj with respect to the osculating conic. If Pa is given,

we may find first its polar plane with respect to the osculating liuear

complex, which is

-x, + '2P,x, = 0,

and therefore passes through P.., but not through P,j. P, can there-

fore be found at once as the intersection of this plane with the

tangent to Cy at Py.

We see, therefore, that any one of the three points P,, P^, Pa
determines uniqudy the otliers.

§ 6. Some farther properties of the derived ruled surfaces of the

second and third kind«

Let US suppose p^ = Po = 0, so that the derived ruled surface

of the third kind is a developable, and let us consider the derived

ruled surface of the second kind which corresponds to it. We proceed

to deduce the equation of its osculating linear complex.

Let Y and P denote the developments of y and q in the yicinity

of the ordinary point x = a, and replace again x — a hj x in the

developments. Then we shall find

^= ViV + y%z + y^Q + y^6,

where
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^, = - P3^ - I F,x' - 1 Fix' +^ (4P3^ - Fl^)x' + . .

.,

9, = - 2P,x'-\{4.Fl -f PJa:3 - A(2P3" + P,'):r* + •••,

(63)
'^ ^^

Qi^
= X- — F^X^+--',

while yi, . . . y^ have been computed before. Denote by

the Plückerian coordinates of the line joining tbe two points.

We find

CD,, =-P3:r^-|(2P3' - P,K -^(2P3" - P;K + .-.,

C,3 = 1 _|P3^B_i_(2P3' - F,)X' + •••,

C5l4 = ^ — yPgrr^H ,

(024 = ^^H ' C334=-3-^"^ + ••••

Let

be tbe equation of tbe osculating linear complex of the surface in

question. Then, tbe coefficients of all powers of x up to and including

x'^ must be zero, if we Substitute tbe above developments for 03;^ into

tbe left member, This gives us the foUowing equations:

6 = 0, c + £^ = 0, - P3a + e = 0,

-\(2Fl-F,)a-\F,l+\f=0,

-^^(2F,"-FJ)a-l{2F,'-P,)h-{p,c + ^F,d = 0,

wbence tbe ratios of tbe coefficients may be easily deduced.

We find thus the equation of the linear complex osculating the

derived ruled surface of the second Tiind which corresponds to a developäble

of the third hind; it is

(64) - 4P3a,,2 - (PJ - 2P3") (cd,, - CD23) - 4P3^(D2,

+ 4(P,-2P3')P3CD3, = 0.

It coincides "witb tbe osculating linear complex of Gy, if and only if

P3 = 0, i. e. if Cy belongs to a linear complex. Tbis result is also

obvious for geometrical reasons.
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The coordinates i'i of the plane, which corresponds to a point

x^jX^,x^, x^, in tlie Knear complex \,Q-^}, are given by

£Dt',= * +4.F^x._ + * +(P;-2P3"K,
(Dr, = -4P3.r,+ * _ (p; _ 2P3'>3 + 4P3»x„

'^
^ CDr3= * +(p;_2P3>,+ * -4P3(P,-2P3'K,

cov, = - (P; - 2P3"):., - 4P3^x, + 4P3(P, - 2P3')^ + *,

where o is a proportionality factor.

Let US consider at the same time the osculating linear complex

of Gy. The lines common to the two complexes form a congruence

whose directrices we propose to find. This we can do quite easily

by writing down the equations which express that, for a point on

one of the directrices, the two planes corresponding to it in the two

complexes must coincide. The right members of (65) must, for such

a point, be equal to

— G)X^, + OX^, — OX,, + GJZi

respectively, where cj is a proportionality factor.

The four equations obtained in this way can be satisfied only if

their determinant vanishes, which gives

{m) 2P3" - p; - o = ± 4P3 /2P3' - p„
whence the following equations for the two directrices

± y2P3' - P^x, - P,x, - {2F^ - P,V3 = 0,

-x,±y2P^-P,x, = 0,

-x,± V2P,' - P,x, + P,x, = 0,

of which three equations only two are independent, and where we
have assumed P3 =j= 0. In fact. if P3 were zero the two complexes

would coincide and the congruence would be iadetermiaate.

Since we have assumed P^ = 0, the qnantity under the Square

root is — Q^. We find a second interpretation for the condition

0^ = 0. If Q^ = 0, the congruence has coincident directrices. We
may combine this with cur former result to the following theorem.

Oioose as derived ruled surface of the third Jcind one of the

developables of the Single family ichidi exists. Consider the osculating

linear complex of the corresponding ruled surface S of the second kind.

Let Hie directrices of the congruence, which this complex Jias in common
with the osculating linear complex of tlie fmulamentdl curve Cy, coincide.

Then tJie two hrancJies of the flecnode curve of S coincide, and the getierator

of S which passes through Py wiU intersed the osculating conic of C
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in Py and a second point, wJiose locus is tJie flecnode curve of the sur-

face S.

I refrain from formulating the converse. The above conditions

are fulfilled if and only if &^ == 0.

Let US consider one of the directrices (67), for example that

one which corresponds to the plus sign of the square root. Then
we see that

(68)
a = P,y2P,'-P,y + P,Q,

ß=V2P,' - P,{P,y+y2P,' - P,z + (?)

are two points on the directrix. We have multiplied each expression

by a factor so as to have a and ß of the same weight. If now we
change the independent variable, but in such a way as not to disturb

the condition P^ = 0, we shall get in (64) a single infinity of com-

plexes, and in (67) two families of lines, the directrices of the single

infinity of congruences which thus result. We are going to study,

to some extent, the two ruled surfaces thus generated.

Put

(69) ]i=y2P," -p^

Making the transformations which preserve Pg

must have

0, for which we

^ = v' -^v^ = o>

we find that a and ß are transformed into cc and ß, where

The point 7ncc -\- nß will be an arbitrary point on the line joining

Pa and Pß. We find, therefore, the equations of our surface, referred

to two Parameters r] and — >

Ä^i ==Y m Pg t;^ + (m + »«) -Ps ^ + »* (-y "*? ^^ + T ''^^^V

'

x^ = 2mrjP^ + n(jc^ +^ i^^Jcj,

(70)
mPg + -Ä;w7?,

x^ = nJc.

The nature of this surface may be easily determined. Returning

to the two curves Ca and Cß upon it, we find the equations for 0«

to be
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«1 = A- + Y l^^ cc, = 2rt, «3 = 1, «4 = 0,

obtained by putting n = 0, m = p- in (70). If we put m = 0, » =y
we find for C^

But (ui, ßk) are siniultaneous Solutions of the equation

dB 3

which proves that ihe riüed surface, ichich ice are cotisidering , is a

devdopahJe, ichose edge of regression is the hcisted cuhic C^.

The curve Ca is a conic, the intersection of the developable of

the cubic with the osculating plane of Cy. It« equations are

x^ = Q, - 3xf + Sx^x^ - SJcXs^ = 0.

We notice that for 0^ = 0, it coimides with the oscidating conic, a

further Interpretation of this condition. In general, the tico conics have

a contad; of the third order at Py.

If, in these equations, we change Je into — h we obtain the

developable, cubic and conic associated with the second directrix of

our congruence. A considerable number of other configurations are

su22ested bv the combinations of these yarious curves and surfaces.

1 will refrain, however, from any fnrther study in this direction.

The curve Cy is au asymptotic curve upon every derired ruled

surface of the second kind. Moreover, the most general derived ruled

surface of the second kind depends upon one arbitrary function, as

does also the most general ruled surface containing Cy as an asymp-

totic curve. It is easy to see that the derived ruled surface of the

second kind may be made to coLucide with any ruled surface, upon

which C,j is an asymptotic curve, if the independent variable be

properly chosen.

Upon the derived mied surface of the third kind, Cy can never

be an asymptotic curve. It may, however, be one brauch of the flec-

node curve. In fact, if we form the quantities «/,* of the theory of

ruled surfaces for system (27), we find

— _^
^^12 p s*

But Wj, = is the condition that Cy may be a brauch of the flec-

node curve on the surface generated by PyPa- Suppose that the

variable has been so chosen as to make PJ = 0. The most general

transformation, which leaves this relation invariant, according to (11),

satisfies the condition
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2^^2
^ f I

^ A
2 6 ^ ' 3

or

(71) - 5V' - 12t?P2 + 15^V - 5^' = 0,

a difPerential equation of the second order for t]. Moreover, two

different Solutions of tliis equation always give rise to two distinct

ruled surfaces. For, let rj-^^ and rj^ he two such Solutions, and let

öj, (?2 be the corresponding values of 6. Then, according to (9),

(x = 1, 2).

But, if the same ruled surface corresponds to rj^ and rj^, the three

points y, 6^ and 6^ must be coUinear. We must, therefore, be able to

reduce

to a multiple of y. But clearly, this is possible only if % = r^^.

We see, therefore^ that there are c»^ derived ruled surfaces of the

third Tänd upon which Cy is one hranch of the flecnode curve.

If Pg' is not zero, our problem leads to the differential equation

(72) dx (V - 1 ')') = I A' -YP>n + 21) (V -Y^')'

which is of the second order and of the third degree.

We have seen, in chapter XII, that the most general ruled surface,

which has Cy as one brauch of its flecnode curve, contains an arbitrary

function in its general expression. We have also seen that, together

with any such surface, its flecnode surface and each member of a

Single infinity of surfaces determined by these two, also contains Gy

as one brauch of its flecnode curve. One might imagine that there

could be based upon these theorems a transformation theory of

equation (72). This is not the case however. For, if one of the

surfaces containing Cy as a brauch of its flecnode curve is a derived

ruled surface of the third kind, its flecnode surface is not, nor is any

member of the family of ruled surfaces just mentioned.

Corresponding to the oo^ Solutions of (72), or of

we find oo^ positions for Pä, viz,:

4(10^5 = (1^/ - T^2^ + ^^^ + ^^') y

-i- (4:[i + Q'^^)0-\-Qr]Q-\-4ö.
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The locus of these points is a cubic surface

(73) 27P2'a;/ - mF^x^x^^ + ^x^x^x^ - ^Qx^x^^ - ^x^^ = 0,

which contains PyPz, the tangent of C„, as a double line. It is,

therefore, a mied surface. It is a surface of the kind known as

Cayley's cubic scrolL

If one derived surface of the third kind is known, upon which Cy

is a brauch of the flecnode curie, two others maij he found hy merdy

solving a quadratic equation.

in fact, suppose that a Solution r^ of (72) be known. We may

make a transformation of the independent variable, | = |(a;) such that

r
= v-

In the resulting equation PJ = 0. If vre again denote the independent

variable by x, (72) becomes

where P, is a constant, since PJ = 0. But we may satisfy this

equation by putting tj = const., which gives the equation

i?^ + ^P,^- = 0,

whence

v-0, ±l^f^
The root tj = gives the original Solution. The other two are new.

§ 7. The principal tangent plane of two space curves.

The covariants. Transition to Halphen's investigations.

Halphen has introduced a very important notion, which we shall

now proceed to explain.

Let there be given two space curves having at a point P a

contact of the n^ order. If these curves be projected from any

Center Q upon a plane, the projections wiU also have, in general,

a contact of the h*^ order at the point corresponding to P. Halphen

shows that there exists a plane, passing through the common tangent

of the two curves, such that if the center of protection be taken any-

where within it, the contact of the projections will be of order

higher than ». This plane he calls the principal tangent plane of

the two curves.^)

1) Halphen, Sur lea invariants diflFerentiels des courbes gauches. Journal

de r£cole Polyt^chnique, t. XXVm (1880), p.25.
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We shall foUow Halphen in determining the principal tangent

plane, at Py, of the curve Cy and its osculating cubic. This will lead

US to an especially simple form for tlie development of the equations

of the curve, which is also due to Halphen, and on the basis of

which he draws his further conclusions. It will also enable us to

Substitute for our System of covariants C^, C^, C^ another System,

whose geometrical significance will be apparent, and in terms of

which Cg, Og, C4 may be expressed.

Assuming P^ = 0, the equations of the osculating cubic, referred

to the tetrahedron PyP^P^Pa, are

ö OOa OC^ ^ OCq =^=^ U« ^ OCo \tJ 00-t O -t q ^4/ *-' "^ä ^^ ^'

Let US put

((4j X-^^ == X2, ^2 "^
5 '^ä; "^s

^^ 25"^^' X^== DX-j^ oJr^^X^f

and

(75) x==b, ij = ^> = ^-

Then the equations of the cubic reduce to

(76) y =- x^, ^ = x^.

The relation of the new tetrahedron of reference to the cubic is

especially simple. The plane x^ = is the osculating plane at P;

^2 = is some other plane through the tangent; this plane intersects

the cubic in another point ^; the plane tangent to the cubic at Q
and passing through P is ^^ = 0; the osculating plane at Q is x^==0.

Since the plane ^2 = ^ '^^J ^® chosen in an infinity of ways, in

accordance with these conditions, we see that the reduction of the

equations of the osculating cubic to the form (76) may be accomplished

in an infinity of ways.

For the curve Gy we have
-p p ip I V " — A.V *

« _ 1 _ :fi /y.3 _ iL* ^4 _ ±4. ^5 _ -^4 ^-^8 ™6
Vi— ^ 31 ^ j^\'^ 5!

•*
61

p(3).
^^ +

7!

</2 — -^ 3,'*' 5,
•^

g]
"^

-^(3P; + 12P3")^^4---v

|-^^-^P3^«-^(P, + 12P3')^^ + --
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If we refer it to the same tetrahedron, to which we have just

referred the osculating cubic, and if vre put

Vi ' Vi y*

we shall find

If we put

(79) ^ = eX, 7j = 6^r, ^ = b'-Z, a^ = -^'
assuming, therefore, that P3 is not zero, this becomes

wliere

^e = ^ (8P3' - 5PJ .^ ;., =^ (8P3" - 5P/) ^^

(^1)
125

But we can make a further cliange of coordinates without disturbincr

the form (80) of the development. For, as we remarked above, the

plane x^ = may be any plane through the tangent. It may be taken in

such a way as to make Xq vanish, as we shall presently see. Tiie playie

thiis ohtained icill obvioushf he the principal tangent lüane of the curve

Cy and ifs osculating cubic.

Instead of working out the transformation geometricaUy, we
shall put with Halphen

(82a) Z = ^, r=^, Z=-,
where

the quantity p being arbitrary.

We shall then have

(D, = (l+pZ)^+i;^(3Ae+m)^' + ---.

i?i = Z«(l+i)Z) + (Ae +m)X' + (^ + l>^)^' + '--»

li = X(l+i)Z)2 + ^(2Ae + i?/t6)X« + i>(2^,+i,/i_)XH--->
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On the other hand, —r and (— ) coincide up to terms of the

eleventh order, while

f-:=(l:)-^Hl:-)+--
We shall find, therefore,

(83) __'_'_
Z=X'-\-M,X''-\-M,X' + ',

wliere
. .

Mq = /Aß; M7 = /i; + 3^^6;

^6 = '^6+i'^6> ^7 = A7 +i9/i^ +i)(Pit*7-^6)•

this reduces to the canonical form required, in which we may also

assume /ig --= 1, if the curve does not belong to a linear complex.

If we combine the various transformations, which we have made
successively, we get the following result. If we introduce non-

Jiomogeneous coordinates hij putting

(85a) X = |i, r=&, Z = l^,
^

2/4 2/4 Vi
where

(85b)
^2
= 10«^3 + 6i)«/^,

^3= 62/4,

y, = 125.3^, + 75i>£2y, + 30i>^£i/3 + (6i)^
- nF,s')y„

and where

(85c) ^' = -2^:' i^ = -^(8P3'-5PJa^

i^Äe development of the equations of the curve Gy may he written in the

canonical form
Y=X^ + A^X' -^-•',

where A^, M^, ... are given hy (84) together with (8 1). This trans-

formation is valid if Gy does not helong to a linear complex, and can

obviously be made in three different ways.

The coefficients of (86) are absolute invariants. We find, in fact,

^v = 2..1T,@^ (25@/+ 20@3 - 4@3.i).

where

(88) @8 = 4@,@3'-3@3 6),'.
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From (86) and (76) it is clear that the plane T= or j/, =
is the principal plane of the curve Cy and its osculating cubic. In

the original System of coordinates its equation will, therefore, be

(89) 4.P^x^ + (8P3' - 5PJ X, = 0.

If Gy heloyigs io a linear complex, it coincides tcith the osculating plane.

The point, which corresponds to (89) in the osculating linear

complex, is

(90) {5P,-SP,')y + 4P,z,

or, in invariant form,

(91) {0,' + ^0,)y^20,z,

an expression whose covariance mav be verified directlr. We shall

call this point the iirincipal point of the tangent. We thus obtain a

curve on the developable of Gy, which may be called its principal

curve.

If we make a transformation such that

(92) 3©3,? = 03' + |0„

the point Pj describes the principal curve on the developable of G,j.

The points Pö and P^ also describe perfectly definite curves, whose
expressions may be obtained from (9) by substituting for ri the

expression (92). Any covariant may he expressed in terms of y ayid

the three ichich we have just determined, u'hich may therefore serve to

replace the covariants Cg, C3 and G^.

If Cy belongs to a linear complex, these four curves all coincide,

so that a different set of fundamental covariants must then be

selected.

In this exceptional case our fundamental tetrahedron P.P^PaPa
gives rise to a most remarkable configuration. If we put again

P, = 0, we have in this case also P3 = 0. PyPa generates one of
the developables of the third kind of which Ca is the cuspidal edge,

while P.jP: of course generates the developable of which Cy is the

cuspidal edge. The surface generated by PyPo is not developable.

Its equations become

Q" + P,y = 0, f-Q = 0.

It belongs to the same linear complex as Cy, and Cy and Co are the

two branches of its complex curve, which is at the same time an
asymptotic curve. P^Pq generates a developable, since

of which C^ is the cuspidal edge. P^Pa generates a developable, since
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of which C^ is the cuspidal edge. Finally P^Pa generates a raled

surface whose equations are

6" -^^6' -j-P^ß = 0, ß"-6 = 0,

upon which Gz and Ca are asymptotic lines.

We find, therefore, the following theorem.

If the curve helongs to a linear complex we may, in an inftnity

of ways, choose (he fundamental tetrahedron so that four of its edges

give rise to developaUes, whose cuspidal edges are descrihed hy the four

vertices. The other two edges of the tetrahedron will then give rise to

ruled surfaces, upon each of which the vertices of tJie tetrahedron trace

a pair of asymptotic curves. The latter coincide with the two hranches

of the complex curve for the derived surface of the second Mnd.

As in the case of differential equations of the third order, we
conclude from the canonical development obtained in this chapter:

the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of two linear

differential equations of the fourth order are the equality of the

corresponding absolute invariants.

Examples.

Ex. 1. Examine the conditions for the existence of conics or

Space cubics upon the developable whose cuspidal edge is Cy.

Ex. 2. Discuss the cases in which the derivative ruled surface

of the second kind belongs to a linear complex or congruence.

Ex. 3.* The osculating cubics of Gy form a surface. Do there

exist such curves Gy whose osculating cubics are asymptotic curves

upon this surface? If there are such, determine them and find the

second family of asymptotic lines.

Ex. 4.* Consider the same problem for the surface of torsal

cubics.

Ex. 5. Assuming p^ = P^ = 0, deduce the differential equation

of the sixth order for the line-coordinates of the tangents of Gy.

(Halphen.)

Ex. 6. Find the conditions that the principal curve of the

developable of Gy may be a conic, a space cubic, or a curve belong-

ing to a linear complex.
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CHAPTEE XIY.

PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF SPACE CURYES
(CONTIXUED).

§ 1. Introduction of Halphen's differential invariants,

and identification with the invariants of the preceding chapter.

Let X, y, z be the (non-homogeneous) coordinates of a point w,

and let y and z be given as functions of a:, so that the equations

represent a curve (»*). All differentiations are to be taken with

respect to x, if no other independent variable is specified.

Put

(1) « = ^(!/'^»>-^V^))-

Then, clearly, the equation ?t = is characteristic of a plane curve, if

satisfied identically. In general the values of x, for which xi. vanishes,

give the points whose osculating plane hyperosculates the curve. We
write with Ralphen,

_ 1 y"«^") - y^")/'

(2) (n = 4,5,6,...).

Suppose that the point m, or (x,yfZ), is an ordinary point of

the curve (m): let X, Y, Z be the coordinates of a point of the curve,

in the vicinity of m. Then

Make the following transformation of coordinates:

Xj = X — Xj

(3)
-"^

y".(^)-y(^)^'
'

This is clearly a projective transformation. The developments of the

equations of the curve assume the simpler form

WiLCZYSSKi, projective differential Geometry. lg
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where a„, hn are precisely the quantities defined by (2). We may
always make the projective transformation (3), if the point m is not

one whose osculating plane hyperosculates the curve, which case

we shall suppose excluded. We may, therefore, assume that the

equations have been written, in the first place, in the form

(4)

s = x^ -{- a^x^ + 0^5^^ +
y = x^ -\- l^x'^ + l.^x^ -\

.

An equation, which expresses a projective property of the curve, must,

therefore, be an equation between the quantities a„, &„. It is in

terms of them, that Halphen has expressed his differential invariants.

If the curve belongs to a linear complex, there must be verified

an equation of the form

Ä + By' -\- C^' + JD (xy' -y) + E{xz' - z) + F{yz' - y' s) == 0,

where A, . . . F are constants.^) If we Substitute (4) for y and z,

and equate to zero the coefficients of x^, x^, x^, . . . x^, we find

^ = 0, J5 = 0, 3(7 + i) = 0, 4a,O+2^=0,
öagO + UJ) + ?>a^B + F= 0,

6a,C + 4&5Z> + 4a5jE; + 2»^^= 0.

Eliminating Ä, . . . F gives v == 0, where

(5) V = «6 — 2&5 — da^a^ + Sa^fe^ + 2c^/.

The equation v = is the condition that the curve (m) may helong to

a linear complex.

We proceed to reduce (4) to its canonical form by Halphen's

method. The geometry of this reduction has already been explained,

so that it will suffice to give the transformation in its analytical form.

Put

(6) 1 = X + my + nz, co = 1 + Äx + By + C0

and develop the quantities (oy, co^0, |^, |^ up to terms of the seventh

Order inclusively. Form the differences

ay — 1^ and (o^z — |^,

and dispose of the five unknown quantities m, n, Ä, B, C in such a

way that the terms up to and including the fifth order shall vanish.

Then we shall have

1) Cf. chapter VII.
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oy — I* = h^^ + ^x'' -\ ,

G)^z — P =/t6^^ + /*7a;' H •

On the other hand

f:
= (i)V(4^-6«0(l)'4...,

|: = (i)V(3.4-6„,)(|)'+....

If, therefore, we put

a CO a
vre shall find

The calculations are clearly indicated. For the details, the reader

may consult Halphen's menioir.^) We find, in this way, the values

^ = -2«,, B = 2,a:' + U,-2a,, € = -1,,

m = — a^, n = a^ + 2&^ — a^

for the coefficients of the transformation (6). As a consequence

. /^e
= «6 - 2&5 - 3^4 «5 + Sa^ft^ +2a^^= v,

^^
Ae = &6 - a.&s - 4a5&,+ 4a/ &, - 2a,2 a, + 2&/ + a,^ + a,^ = lo

and

/^ = «7 + 3&/ — 4&^a5 + 36.0^ — Aa^a^ + 6a/ a- — 3a/,

X~^ =1 — 2rt^yle, where

- 2 (o/ +20^-05) (Oß + a/ -h ff^&^ - 20^05).

We have reduced the development of the equations of the curve

to the form (7). In § 7 of chapter XIII, we have shown how to set

up a transformation, which involyes an arbitrary constant p, and
does not disturb this form of the development. We put

(11) o, = l + 3i)Z+ 3i9*r+i)3Z, ri^=T^pZ, l^ = X+2pY+p^Z,
and

(IIa) x = ^, r=^, Z=-,
whence

T=X^- + A,X^ + A,X^+...,

where

1) Halphen, Journal de TEcole Polyteclinique, t. XX TUE (1880), pp. 30 et sequ.

18*
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(13)

If we put

^6 = ^6> M7 = ^ + ^Plie,

'e
= ^6 + Pl^e, ^7 = A7 + p^i^ + p {p^iQ — Xq).

P
f^6

we find the form

^6^7 -^6^*7 + 2^6

(14)

where

«6 = /*6 = ^; «7 = /^ — 3Ag, ß^
f*6

from which the canonical form may be derived at once.

It is obvious that the coefficients «^ and ß/c are relative invariants.

We thus find Halphen's fundamental invariants of the seventh order

(15) S7 = «7 = /i7 — SAß, ^ = 11*6/37 =/*6 ^7 — ^6/^7 + 2 Agl

From S7, ij and v we form other invariants hy the Jacobian process:

(16)

«8 = 4 (^^7' - Y^'«7)' ^8 = y (^^7' - y «^%)'

«9=
9
(^V-y^'ss)' etc-

Halphen speaks of these as the fundamental invariants. But the

coefficients Uk, ßk, of (14), form a second series of invariants which

Halphen speaks of as canonical invariants.

We shall need the equations between Sg, tg, «g ^^^ ßs- ^^ order

to find them, we recur to the definitions of the quantities a„ and &„.

We find directly

aJ = (*»+ l)«n+i — 3&„ — 4a^a„,

^ ^ &„' = (w + 1) &„+! — 4&^a„.

We shall make use of these equations to express Sg and i^g in terms

of the canonical invariants, putting

0, «6 = 0^6;a, = a. an — CCii

h = h^ öj &7 = /57, . . . &„ = /3„

after the differentiations. Thus we find

V = cc,6> Ö7 ' Cvf7 ) h — ß'i'^&j

Icc,, S7' = 8(«8-3Ä), V = 4(2^6/38 +3ae').

Therefore, according to (16),

58 = 0^6(^8-3/37)-

(18) 7 3
^8 = «6^ i^g - „ «6 «7A + Y '^e^'

whence

y«=7,
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(19)
, 3

the required equations.

It remains to find the relations between these differentiäl invariants

of Halphen, and the invariants of chapter XIII.

Since 0g = 0, as well as r = express the condition for a curve

belonging to a linear complex, ög and v can differ only by a constant

factor. We may determine this factor by means of any special curve

for which v does not vanish. Consider the equation

for which

Vi = 1; ^2 = ^y yz = ^, 2/4 = ^
form a fundamental System. We find

^3 32 ^ •

On the other band, introduce non-homogeneous coordinat«s, by
putting

Vi ^ Vi ^ Vi
^"^

i = ., , = |^ 5 = |.,

whence

«i = l^' «5 = ^6 = &i = &5 = O7

SO that

^ = 32^"'-

We have, therefore,

(20) 03 = - 15«.

In Order to derive the canonical form from (14), we put

X = aX, Y==a'Y, Z = a^Z, a^ = v.

In fact, (14) will then become identical with (86) of chapter XTTT .

Since we have there
q 3

*' - - 26^'
we may put

as = —

•

o

Identifying the two developments, we find

ce

(21a)

(21) «,-iä®.. *.
=

...a..6M
'

whence

2*-3»-5-7
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§ 2. Th.e osculating quadric surface.

A quadric surface is determined by nine points. If we pass a

quadric through nine points of the curve, and allow them to approach
coincidence, we obtain, as a limit, the osculating quadric.

Let the equations of the curve be written in the form

^ = x^ -{- cCqX^ -\- a^x"^ + a^x^ -\
.

Then we shall have

y—X^ = ß^x'' -\- ßsX^-i----,

(23) — xy = UqX^ -j- a^x'^ + («g — ß^)x^ -\ ,

X2 — y^ = Kqx'^ -j- a^x'^ -\ .

Consider, now, the quadric surface, whose equation is

(24)
0,

y — x^, z — xy, xs — y^, z^

1

= 0.
0, «6?

If we wish to find its intersection with the curve, we Substitute the

values (22) for y and s. Clearly, the development of the determinant

will begin with a term of the 9*^ order in x. The quadric, therefore,

intersects the curve for ä; = in nine coincident points; i. e. (24) is

the equation of the osculating quadric.

Expanding this determinant, we obtain

(25) («6 /^T
- «6 ß^8 + «tO [^6 (2/ - ^0 + ^7 {y^— ^^)]

+ («6 /^s
- «7 ^n) [/^T if - ^3) + cc^(z-xy- «6^^)] = 0,

or, upon introducing the fundamental invariants,

{26) [s, + 2#, 4- 1 s,') [v' (x' -y) + % {xz - f)\

+ (^8 + Y «7^7 - Y '^^ [«7 if -xz) + v{z-xy- vz^)^ = 0.

This equation ceases to be valid if «; = 0, i. e. if the curve

belongs to a linear complex. In this case we adopt a different

canonical form. The intermediate form (7) becomes

since ^1^ = in this case. By means of transformation (11), this

assumes the form (12). We may make A^ = 0, by choosing p
subject to the condition
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The canonical form, thus obtained, is

so that

(28) (2^ - M,) {ij - x^' - A,2') -My'- ^^) =

is the osculating quadric. We notice that the plane t/ = is tangent

to the quadric at the origia. The tetrahedron of reference, for which

the development assumes the canonical form, is therefore determined

by the osculating plane, osculating cubic curve, and osculating quadric

surface. The vertices of this tetrahedron furnish a compJete System of

covariants, for the case of a ciirve helonging to a linear complex, if the

curve is not a space cubic. For, this tetrahedron, can degenerate

only if the osculating plane and the plane tangent to the osculating

quadric coincide. This will be the case whenever

(29) s, + 2i, + \s,' = 0.

But if ©3 = at the same time, this gives also ©^= 0, i. e. the curve

can onlr be a space cubic.

If

'

(30) h + ^s,i,-\v^ = 0,

the plane tangent to the osculating quadric, coincides with the

principal plane of the curve and its osculating cubic.

If the two equations (29) and (30) are satisfied simultaneously,

the osculating quadric {2Q) becomes indeterminate. Therefore, the

simultaneous equations (29) and (30) are charaderistic of the hiqiiadratic

curves.

The biquadratic curves may be studied by means of elliptic

functions, as were the plane cubics. The reader will find such a

treatment in Halphen^a memoire, Sur les invariants differentiels des

courbes gauches, p. 96 et sequ.

§ 3. Anharmonic curves.

If the absolute invariants of the differential equation of a space

curve are constant, the curve is said to be anharmonic. It is easy

to see, that the differential equation may then be transformed into

one with constant coefficients. Moreover, the reduction of such an

equation to its semi-canonical form leaves the coefficients constants.

We may, therefore, assume that the differential equation has the form
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(31) y^'-^ + &P,y'' + 4.F,y + F^y = 0,

where F^, F.^, F^ are constants. Let r^, . . . r^ be the four roots,

supposed distinct, of the equation

(32) r* + ePgr^ + 4.F^r + P, = 0.

Then the functions

(33) 2/. = e'-*^ (Ä;=l,2,3,4)

will form a fundamental System of (31), so that

yr^.-n yr.-r. _ yr,-n yr.-r, yr.-r, = yr^,-r,^

If, therefore, we introduce non-homogeneous coordinates, by putting

Vi Vi Vi

we shall find, as the equations of the anharmonic curve,

(34) r=x^ Z=Z^,
where

Tg— r, r^ — r.

(35) ^ = ^^> ^

Ihe curve admits a one-parameter group of projective trans-

formations into itself, viz.:

(36) » X = aX, Y=^a^Y, ^^a^Z,

where a is an arbitrary constant. By means of this transformation

any point of the curve, which is not a Vertex of the triangle of

reference, may be converted into any other.

From this theorem we conclude, as in the case of plane anharmonic

curves: the four points in which any tangent of the curve intersects the

faces of the fundamental tetrahedron, and the point of contact, form a

group of five points upon the tangent, which remains projective to itself

as the point of contact moves along the curve.

This theorem may also be verified by Computing two of the

double ratios of this group of five points. They will be found to be

X and II respectively.

The curve belongs to a so-called tetrahedral complex. In fact,

its tangents intersect the tetrahedron of reference in four points

whose cross-ratio is constant, and the totality of lines which are so

related to a fixed tetrahedron constitute a tetrahedral complex.^)

1) For curves and eurfaces belonging to a tetrahedral complex, cf. Lie-

Scheffers, Geometrie der Berührungstransformationen, pp. 311—398.
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From (32) we have

ri + »-g + r, + r^ = 0,

r^r^ + r^r^ + ^r^ + r^r^ + r^r^ + r^r^ = 6Pg,

'i*"2»'s + '•a^'s^ + »'s*"*»*! + r^f'i^i = - 4Ps,

whence, together with (35), we find

^4=(rf^^a + i^-3)(-3A + ^+l)(A-3.a+l).

Since the coefficients are constants, we have

03 = ^^3, 0. = ^^., 03.1 = -^Ps^3^

If, therefore, the absolnte invariants of an anharmonic curve

(38)
l-:=«, ^=ß

are given, these equations will serve to determine the erponents X

and fi. The different values of X and /i, which correspond to given

values of the invariants a, ß, correspond to the twentv-four permuta-

tions of the faces of the tetrahedron of reference (cf. the corresponding

remark for plane anharmonics).

The cases, when two or more of the exponents r^ coiacide, may
be ohtained from the general case as in the theory of plane anharmonics.

Equations (38) show that, to any anharmonic curve corresponds

dualistically another with the same absolute iavariants, since a and ß
contain only even powers of &^. ,

Let &o = 0, and let the absolut« invariant -ftt be a constant.

Assuming &^ =4= 0, so that the curve is not a space cubic, we may
choose the variables so as to have

p^ = 0, ©4 = 1, whence &^.i = const.

We shall then have

where P, and P^ are constants. Let

be the roots of

^ + 6P,rS + P, = 0,

and let
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Then

ViVs - %^4 = 0;

i. e. the curve lies on a quadric surface. In other words: an't/

anharmonic curve, whose tangents lelong to a linear complex, is on a
quadric, and conversely.

But the same reasoning applied to the adjoint equation shows
further: any anharmonic curve, whose tangents helong to a linear complex,

is the cuspidal edge of a developdble which is circumscrihed about a
quadric surface})

We shall leave it to the reader to prove; that these two quadrics

upon bne of which lies the curve, while its developable is circumscrihed

about the other, have a skew quadrilateral in common.
As in the case of plane curves, we may determine at any point

of a given space curve, an anharmonic having with the given curve

a contact of the seventh order. Let v, s^, t-j, etc. be the invariants of

the given curve, v, s^, t,j the corresponding invariants of the osculating

anharmonic. s^, t^, etc. will be zero, while

(39)
,(o)i

f(0)

8
,(0)-3-

where v^^\ s(°) and tp are the numerical values of v, s^ and t,, at

the given point.

The absolute invariants of the osculating anharmonic being

known, the problem arises: to determine its principal tetrahedron.

In Order to solve this problem we prove first, the following

theorem due to Fouret.^)

Let X, Y, Z, T be four linear functions of x, y, z, such as

(40) X = aic + a'^ + «"^ + »'", etc.,

dz

and consider the differential equations

(AX\
dx ^ dy ^^^ X-Tx Y-Ty Z-Tz'

The general integral of these equations wiU be

(42) r-^Y^ = cX[, r-'z, = c'x,',

where c and c' are arbitrary constants, and where X^, 1\, Z^, T^ are

four new linear functions of x, y, 0, whose coefficients as well as the

exponents r and s are determined by the coefficients of X, Y, Z, T.

1) Hdlphen, Acta Mathematica, vol. 3.

2) Fouret, Comptes Rendus. October 1876.
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To prove this theorem, consider tlie partial differential equation

(43) z|i+r|£_Z+T(._^|i_y|±) = 0.

The ordinary method for integrating it consists in setting up precisely

the System of ordinary differential equations (41). The factors of

X, Y, Z, T in (43), are the coordinates of the plane tangent to a

surface z = f{x, y) at the point x, ij, z. Denote them by |, i^, g, r,

so that we have an equation of the form

XI + Yri + Ze + Tt = 0.

According to Clebsch, such an equation containing both point- and

plane-coordinates, defines a connex of space, i. e. the totahty of points {m)

and planes (/x) whieh satisfy the equation. The order and dass of

the connex are the degree of the equation with respect to the point-

and the plane-coordinates respectively. In our case, the order and

class are both equal to unity. To every point m of space, there

corresponds an infinity of planes a: but, as the equation of the connex

shows, all of these planes ,a pass through a point m\ The relation

between m and m' is projective. There will exist, in general, a

definite tetrahedron whose rertices correspond to themselves in this

projective relation. If this be taken as tetrahedron of reference, the

equation of the connex becomes

where Xj, Y^, Z^, 2\ are the new homogeneous coordinates of m,

and where S^, ri^, t.^, x^ are those of .u. Let us return to non-

homogeneous coordinates by putting

X^_ Fl _ A —

80 that the equation of the connex becomes

Äx,t, + By^rj^ + Cz.tt + Dt, = 0.

The partial differential equation (43) requires of all of its integral

surfaces: in each point w of such a surface, the tangent plane shall

be one of those which corresponds to m in the connex. Consequently,

in the new variables, this partial differential equation will assume

the form

ti

(44)

But this equation is integrated by means of the auxiüary System

da^ di/i dZi

{A-D)x^ {B-Djy, {C-D)Z,
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In other words, tliere exists a System of four polynomials
X^, Fl, Z^, T^ such that the System (41) assumes tlie form (44) if

Xj, . . . T^ be takea as new variables.

But (44) may be integrated at once. We find

Qj. Vi ^ ^^r? ^1 = c X'l,

(45) T[-'Y,=^cX[, r-'Z,^dXl
^^^"^ B-D C-D

which completes the proof of the theorem.

We see, therefore, tbat the equations (41) may be taken as the

differential equations of an anharmonic curve. If the polynomials
X, Yj Z, 1 are given, the determination of the polynomials X^, Y^,

Z^, T^ accomplishes the Solution of our problem: to find the principai

tetrahedron of the anharmonic.

Equations (45) clearly contain 16 arbitrary constants. For, we
may take the constant terms in the four polynomials X^, F^, Z^, I^

equal to unity. The twelve coefficients which remain in these poly-

nomials, the exponents r and s, and the constants c and d constitute,

in fact, 16 arbitrary constants. If we wish to determine the osculating

anharmonic of the given curve at a given point, we shall have to

determine these sixteen constants in such a way that the contact

between the two curves shall be of the seventh order, which gives

precisely sixteen conditions. These conditions might be written down
by differentiating (45) seven times, and substituting into the resulting

equations, for the derivatives up to the seventh order, the numerical

values of the corresponding derivatives for the given curve. But,

equations (41) clearly represent the result of eliminating the two
constants c and c' from these sixteen conditions, and, in fact, they

contain only fourteen constants. These fourteen constants may,
therefore, be determined by means of (41) and those obtained there-

from by six-fold differentiation. After they have been computed c

and c' are easily obtained by the condition that the anharmonic curve

must pass through the given point of the given curve. All of the

conditions, obtained in this way for the sixteen constants, are linear,

so that a unique Solution exists.

We saw, in the proof of Fouret^s theorem, how a certain connex

was related to the problem of finding the principai tetrahedron of

the osculating anharmonic. This connex is not completely determined.

In fact, if we add to the left member of its equation

Xl + Y^-}-Z^ + Tt== 0,

any numerical multiple of x^ -{- yrj -\- 2^ + tr, its tetrahedron does

not change. We may take advantage of this fact. It enables us to
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annul the constant term in T. We shall assume, therefore, that this

constant term is zero.

We now write equations (41) as follows

(46) Xif -Y-T(xy'-y) = 0, X/ - Z - T{x^-z) = 0,

and assume that the equations of the given cnrve are given in their

canonical form
Z =^ X^ -^ «6^ + ^^^ "1 '

^^"^^
y = a:2 + /3,x' + - •.

In Order that (46) may be the differential equations of tliat

anharmonic curve, which osculates the curve (47) at the origin,

equations (47) must satisfy (46) up to and including terms of the

sixth Order. In this way the polynomials X, . . . T are determined.

We find

X = ls,x - 42^y - 18v^0 - 3t;,

T = - 6vx + Us^y - 21 -^^-,

^^^^ Z=-9iy + 21&j2,

T=-63^x-3Qv^z.
V

The explicit determination of the polynomials X^ . . . T^, i. e. of

the principal tetrahedron of the osculating anharmonic, requires the

Solution of an equation of the fourth degree. The general theory of

collineations furnishes aU of the material for farther discussion of

this problem, a discussion which we shall not, however, undertake.

§ 4. Eelation to the theory of plane curves.

We shall consider briefly, two plane curves which are determined

by the properties of a space curye {in) in the yicinity of one of its

points m. Let us take m as a center and project the curve {m)

from yn upon any plane. The curve (M), which is obtained in this

way, is the first of the two plane curves which we wish to consider.

The other curve {M-i) is obtained by a construction dualistic to this,

viz.: it is the intersection of the developable, whose cuspidal edge is

the given curve (in), with the plane osculating (;«) at jh.

Let the equations of (;w) be developed in their canonical form:

z = x^ -\- a^x^ -\- a^x"^ -\- tt^oi^ -\ ,

(49)

where

(50)
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Using the origin as center, and tlie plane at infiuity as plane of

projection, we may take

x=y-, r=' '

X 2 X

as tlie coordinates of a point M of the curve (Jf). We shall then find

(51) r= |X2+|ae^'+|«TX«+|(«3-2^,)X^ + ....

The factor 2 has been introduced for convenience, enabling us to

compare, more immediately, this form of the development with the

canonical development for a plane curve (Chapter III, § 7).

If (51) be reduced to the canonical form by the method of

Chapter III, § 7, and the new coordinates be still denoted by X, Y,

the following development will be obtained,

Y^^X'-hX' + Ä,X' -}--••,

where

(^^) "^7 = 2^^3(^8 + ^+-^ «7
')
= 2Va^3'

The canonical form for the second plane curve (M^), mentioned before,

will be obtained by putting in A,^ for each invariant its adjoint, since

the two curves are dualistic to each other. This may be easily carried

out, since we have the expressions for v, Sr^, t,^, s^, t^ in terms of

©3, @4, etc.^), and since the adjoints of ©3 and &^ are — 6>g and @^

respectively. Let Ä^ be the value of the coefficient thus obtained. Then

If d = 0, the origin is a coincidence point upon {M)ß) We may
express this as foUows. We may construct cubic cones Jiaving the point

m of the curve (m) as vertex, and the tangent to (m) as double generator.

It is possible to determine such a cone having twelve coincident points

of intersection with the curve at the point m, if and only if the invariant

8 is equal to zero.

Another proof of this may be easily obtained as follows. From
(49) we find

(54) a^{xyz - y^ — a^z"") - cc^ {xz^ — y^z) = \_a^{a^ - 2ß^) - ü^2]^ii_|_.
. ..

The left member, equated to zero, is the equation of a cubic cone

of the character described. It has twelve coincident points of inter-

1) Equations (21).

2) Cf. Chapter IH, § 4.
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section with (m) at the origin, if the coefficient of x^'^ on the right

member vanishes. But this coefficient mav be easilv shown to be

equal to d. In general, this cubic cone has only eleven coincident

points of intersection with (m) at the origin.

Bv dualitj we find the further result. The plane curve, in which

tlie oscidating plane of the point m intersecis the developable, of which

the curve (m) is tlie cuspidal edge, has m as a point of coincidence, if

and orüy if 8^ = 0.

If 03 and ög are the invariants of the plane curve (M), we have

. _(_2O)^_0^
100800 a 'A

Let Ji be the exponent of the osculating anharmonic of {M) at M.
Then

ö,« ^ (jB-2)*(l-2i?)*(i? + l)» ^'

SO that the exponent i? is determined by the equation

(55)
(^8 + ^ +y^7 ^ 3» 5^ (J?*-JR + i)'

f»
~" 2*-7 (J?-2)»(l-2J?)*(i?+l)*'

There will be a similar equation for jR^. Comparing the two equations

we find:

The exponent R^ of the aniharmonic, ichich osciüates the second pUme
curve (M^) at M^, will coindde tcith R if Sg = 0.

If the given curve (;«) is an anharmonic ^ 5^ is identically equal to

zero, so that B and R^^ are equal to each other at all points of the

curve. Moreover, (55) is the equation for determining R. The left

member of (55) mav be expressed in terms of the exponents A

and /i of the curve (w) which mav be supposed to have the equations

ij = x^- ^ = a^.2)

These considerations lead Halphen to make the following remark.

A Space anharmonic curve (w) with given invariants / and y., gives

rise in each of its points to a perspective {21), which is not a plane

anharmonic. The plane anharmonic {M ), which osculates (J/) at

the point M which corresponds to 7W, has for its exponent the

quantity jR given by equation (55). This is true for all general

positions of the point m, but ceases to be true when m coincides

1) Chapter Hl, equ. (60).

2) For the purpose of Computing the left member of (55) in terms of X and
u we hare the equations (37).
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with one of the vertices of tlie fundamental tetrahedron of the curve

(w). In fact, let A > 0, /i. > 0. Then the curve

y = x^, = x^'

passes througli the origin. The cone, having the origin as Vertex,

and the curve as directrix, will be

The plane sections of this cone are anharmonic curves whose exponent

may be equated to ^—r- if this value be substituted for B in (55),

the left member, moreover, being expressed in terms of X and ^,

the equation is not, in general, satisfied.

Therefore, if the point m moves into one of the singular points

of the anharmonic curve (m), the perspective (M) becomes an an-

harmonic curve, but its invariant ceases to be equal to R.

§ 5. Some applioations to the tlieory of ruled surfaces.

The principal surface of the flecnode congruence was defined in

a somewhat unsatisfactory manner in the foUowing exceptional cases;

1^' when the ruled surface has two rectilinear directrices; 2^ when
the two branches of the flecnode curve coincide. We are now in a

Position to simplify these definitions considerably.

Consider the case that the ruled surface S has two distinct

rectilinear directrices. Let Cy and Cz be two curved asymptotic lines

upon S. We may then assume

(56) pa = 0, ^12 = aq, q^^ = bq, q^^ - q^^ == cq.

Let US form the differential equation of the fourth order for Cy,

according to the formulae of Chapter XXL
We find:

2,(4) _ 21 ^(3) + [^^^ + ^^^
_^ + 2 (^)']f - 2 {q,, ^ - q,,')

y'

(57) ^n(^u + fe) + ^n{f-2(|)')

+ '2qn'^ + ün' + <^W-üL y= 0.

The derivative curve of the first kind, (upon the developable of Cy),

is given by the expression
1 q'

y 2 q
y-
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Similarly, the derivative of the first kind of C- is given by

2 2

On the other hand, the generator of the mied surface S', the derivative

of S with respect to x, joins the two points

y' and ^.

These are the same as the above, if and onlj if g' = 0, i. e. if

0^ is a constant, i. e. if S' is the principal surface of the con-

gruence.

We see, therefore, that the following theorem is true.

Let S he a ruled surface with redüinear directrices, deßned hy a

System of form (A). Its derivative S', with resped to x, coiitains the

derivatives of the first kind of the asymptotic curves of S, if and only

if S' is the principal surface of the flecnode co)igru€nce.

Precisely the same property will be found to characterize the

principal surface in the case that the two sheets of the flecnode sur-

face coincide.

In (56) we may assume c = 0. Cy and C'.- will then be two

asymptotic curves, whose intersections with any generator are harmonic

conjugates of each other, with respect to the two points in which

the generator intersects the directrices of the surface. The differential

equations for Cy and C^ become identical, i. e.: two asymptotic curves

which are so related, are projectively eqiiivalent. But these two curves

are really two parts of one irreducible curve, For, S belongs to an

infinity of linear complexes, and the complex curve of S, with respect

to each of these complexes, is precisely such an asymptotic curve,

each of which intersects every generator twice in the above fashion.

We may, therefore, say that every asymptotic curve of a ruled surface

icith rectilinear diredrices admits of projective transformation into

itsdf

Each of these asymptotic lines obviously belongs to a linear

complex. This may, moreover, be easily verified from eqnation (57),

whose invariant of weight 3 is zero. But the converse is also true,

i. e.: if the asymptotic curves of a ruled surface lelong to linear com-

plexes, tJie surface must have two rectilinear diredrices. This theorem

is due to Pders}) We have developed all of the formulae necessary

for its proof, the details of which we shaU. leave to the reader.

1) Peters. Die Flächen, deren Haupttangentenknrven linearen Komplexen
angehören. (Leipzig, Dissertation 1895.) Christiania und Kopenhagen. Alb. Cammer-
meyers Forlag.

WiLCZTSSKi, projective differential Geometry. 19
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§ 6. Ou the Order of contaot between curves after a dualistic

transformation.

If two curves (ni) and (m') liave a contact of the n^^ order at

a common point m, two curves {M) and {M') obtained from them

by a dualistic transformation will, in general, have contact of a

different order. The following investigation, which is due to Halphen,

will make clear tlie various cases which may arise.

Since the most general dualistic transformation may be obtained

by combining any special dualistic transformation with a general

projective transformation, and since the latter leaves the order of

contact invariant, we may confine ourselves to investigating the effect

of any particular dualistic transformation.

Let X, y, 0, t be the homogeneous coordinates of a point m of

the curve (w). We may take as the homogeneous coordinates of a

point M of the curve (-M), which is dualistic to (m), the four deter-

minants of the third order

(tafy"), i^t'x"), {y^'t"), {xy',"),

which are proportional to Solutions of the Lagrange adjoint of the

differential equation of the curve (m). To return to non-homogeneous

coordinates, we put ^ = 1, take x as the independent variable, and

consider the ratios of the above four determinants. The coordinates

X, Y, Z of the point M, which is thus made to correspond dualistically

to the point w, will be

rKQ\ v^ jy^'t") ___
y'z"-z'y"

^'^^^ ^-{tx'y")- V '

r, _ {s^y'z^') ^ X {y'z" - z'y") + zy" - yz"

itx'y") y"

These relations between X, Y, Z and x, y, z are reciprocal and must,

therefore, give rise to reciprocal relations between the elements of

the two curves.

Let m be chosen as origin of coordinates, the tangent to the

curve at that point as x axis, and the osculating plane as the plane

;3' = 0. The same conditions will then be fulfiUed for the curve (Jlf

)

at M.. The development of the equations of the curve im) in the

vicinity of vn will be of the form
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(o9)

z = z^o^ -{ z^x^ -\ ,

and similarlv for (M)

(60)

Z= Z^X'+ Z,X'-r

We proceed to find the relations between the coefficients of

these two expansions, by making use of (58). For this purpose, we
shall develop both members of each of the equations (60) into series

proceeding according to powers of x, and then identify the coefficients

of like powers.

Let US denote by n;„ a function of the quantities y,n and Zm in

which the indices do not exceed n. Whenever it is not necessary

to distinguish between two such functions, the same letter :t„ may
be used for both.

From (59) we find

jß"y

(y"

(61) +['»|^,„!:L±i+,„y-. + ...).

1/2!' - /y" = 2y^x^^Z3 + 8z^x + • • •

+ [(n' - l)Zn+l -^ x,]x—' + }

Owing to (58), the first equation of (60) may be written

ifz — ^ y = J: 2 -77- 4- -i: 3
y" ' Hy"r- '

•

If we put

(63) G=^, g^^,

the Substitution of ,61) in (62) gives the foUowing equations:

8z, = G'-(4'f^-SfjY, + G'Y„

Ä„ + («*-i)^„+i=G^*[*'^*^^ + ^„]r, + Ä„r3 + ;r„_,r,+.

+ .T,r„_i + G"Y„,
whence
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(64)

^2 = gy^,

Y, = - 4g% + dg'y,,

Yn = —g»(n-\- 1) Zn+ l + %n'

We liave further

X («/'iSf" — /y) + ^2/" — y^'' •

Making use of this formula, the second equation of (60) gives:

(65)
^4 = - 3ö''^4 + 2 ^^^3,

where <5„_] depends upon quantities whose index is no higher than

n — 1.

The quantities 6r and g are dualistic. In fact we find

The equations (64) and (65) must be self-dual, i. e. they must remain

true if the small and capital letters are interchanged. That this is

so may be easily verified for the first two equations of each System,

these equations having been completely determined. On the other

hand, this dualistic character of the equations enables us to supply

some further terms in the expressions for Yn and Zn.

In fact, let us interchange the small and capital letters in the

equation for Y„, and denote by JJn the new value of :n?„. Then, if

we Substitute for Zn+i its value, we shall find

yn = n(n + l)g0n+i n*^» + ^»>

where 6n depends upon the quantities ym and ^^ of index no higher

than n. This equation must become an identity, if we replace, in JT„,

the quantities Ym, Zm by their expressions in terms of ym, ^m- This

Substitution in JT„ must, therefore, give rise to a term —n(n + l)g0n+i'

But (64) and (65) show that only the expression -{- nG^~^Yn can

give rise to such a term. We have, therefore,

(66) Yn = -{n+ l)g''0n+i + ng'^-^yn + [^«, yn-l^,

where \ß„, yn— i\ contains the quantities ^m whose index is no higher

than n, and the quantities ym whose index does not exceed n — 1.
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Similarly we find

(67) Z„ = -{n- l)g"z„ -f (n - 2)g^-^y„_r + [^„_i, y„_2].

The equations (66) and (67) enable us to solve the proposed

problem. Consider two curves (;w) and (w') whicli have a contact

of the >J*^ Order at the origin. In the vicinity of the origin, the

curve {ni) is represented by the equations (59), and the curve {in')

by two equations of the same form. We shall then have, by hypo-

thesis,

Vi =y-2, Vz =^35 • • • Vn = y»,

''3 — ~3JZo tio, . . . Zn Zfi

Equations (66) and (67) show that, for the two reciprocal curves {M)
and (-3f'); we shall have

Jfo = J--2i -'3 "^^ -*-3; • • • J-n—1 ^^ J-n — 1;

iyg = Z^, . . . Z„— i = Zn—1, Zn = Zn,

SO that the order of their contact will, in general, be only « — 1.

But it becomes necessary to examine the conditions for this more
carefully. For, the same transformation will convert {M) and {M')

back into (ni) and (m'), so that the order of contact may be increased,

as well as diminished, by a dualistic transformation.

We notice in the first place that the curves (M) and (-3f)

satisfy the condition ZJ = Z„, i. e. if the order of their contact is

really n — 1, their principal tangent plane coincides with the osculating

plane.-^) Further we notice that

T„+i = SnZ, Y„ - (« + 1) Y,Zn+u

when expressed in terms of ym, z,n contains none of these quantities

of index higher than n. The curves (J/) and {M'), therefore, satisfy

the further relation T^^.! = jr„_i_i.

We may now state our result as follows:

1. If two curves have, at the point m, a contact of Üie n^^ order,

and if their priticipal tangent plane at this point does not coincide icith

tlie osculating plane, the tivo curves which correspond to them in any
dualistic transformation lüül have, at the corresponding point, a contact

of the n — 1*^ order only.

2. If the principal tangent plane does coincide ivith tJie osculating

plane, hut if the function

1) Chapter XIII, § 7.
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tn-i-i = 3(>^ + l)^32/„+ i — (w + 2)y^Zn+2

Jias different values for tJie two curves, the order of contact is not changed

hy the dualistic transformation.

3. If the principal tangent plane coincides with the osculating

plane, and if, hesides, the funäion tn+2 has the same value for hoth

curves, the dualistic transformation increases the order of contact to n-\-l.

This theorem raakes it evident that, to the canonical development
of the curve (m) will not correspond, in general, the canonical develop-

ment of the curve (M). For, the osculating cubic of (m) is not, in

general/transformed by a dualistic transformation into the osculating

cubic of (M).

It need scarcely be remarked that our proof presupposes ti > 2,

so that the theorem does not contradict the fact that a dualistic

transformation always converts a pair of curves which touch into

another pair whicli, likewise, touch.

Examples.

Ex. 1. In terms of Halphen's canonical invariants, find the con-

dition for a curve on a quadric surface. Express this in the usual

invariants.

Ex. 2. Transform the figure composed of a curve and its osculat-

ing anharmonic dualistically. The result of this transformation is a

curve and its osculating anharmonic, if and only if 58 = 0. (Hdlphen.)

Ex. 3. If Sg = 0, the curve and its osculating anharmonic have

the osculating plane for their principal tangent plane. If t^ = 0, the

principal tangent plane of these two curves coincides with the prin-

cipal plane of the curve and its osculating cubic. (Halphen.)

Ex. 4. If the curve (w) belongs to a linear complex, the

osculating conic of the plane curve (M) of § 4 hyperosculates it.

What is the corresponding property of the second plane curve {M^
of § 4? (Halphen.)

Ex. 5. Find the condition for a curve on a quadric cone. (Halphen.)

Ex. 6. A biquadratic curve may be obtained which has contact

of the seventh order with (m) at a given point (osculating biquadratic).

Its developments will be

3 ^ x^ + vx^ + SrjX'' -]— (^7 + s^^)x^ •+•••>

y=-oc^+^t,x'^ + -,s,t,x^-\----.

Consider the following four planes through the tangent of (m); the

osculating plane, the principal plane of (m) and its osculating cubic,
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the principal plane of (;«) and its osculating anharmonic, the principal

plane of {m) and its osculating biquadratic. Their anharmonic ratio is

^ :r^ (Ralphen.)

Ex. 7. The conditions

characterize those curves whose developables are circumscribed about

two quadric surfaces. (Halphen.)

CORRECTIONS.

Page 19, line 5 from bottom read k instead of X.

,, 80, ,, 10 ,, top „ as many „ „ a many.

,, 109, „ 3 „ „ »5 „ „ a.

„ 163, „ 7 „ „ „ a,s,6ij „ „ Osj, ftjj.
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B. G. Teubners Sammlimg von Lehrbücliem auf dem
Gebiete der Mathematischen Wissenschaften mit Ein-

schluß ihrer Anwendungen.

Im Teubnerschen Verlage erscheint unter obigem Titel Ln zwangloser Folge eine

längere Eeihe von zasammenfassenden Werken über die wichtigeten Abscbnitt« der
Mathemalischen Wissenschaften mit EinschlnS ihrer Anwendungen.
Die anerkennende Beurteilung, die der Plan, sowie die bis jetzt erschienenen Aufsätze
der Enzyklopädie der Mathematischen Wisselischaften gefunden haben , die allseitige

Zustimmung, die den von der Deutschen Mathematiker-Tereinigtxng Teranlafiten und heraus-
gegebenen eingehenden Eeferaten über einzelne Abschnitte der Mathematik zu teil geworden ist,

beweisen, wie sehr gerade jetzt, wo man die Besultate der w^senschafllichen Arbeit eines Jahr-
hnndercs zu überblicken bemüht ist, sich das Bedürfnis nach zusammenfassenden Darstelltingen
geltend macht , durch welche die mannigfachen Zinzelforschungen auf den verschiedenen Gebieten
mathematischen Wissens unter einheitlichen Gesichtspunkten geordnet und einem weiteren Kreise
zugänglich gemacht werden.

Die erwähnten Aufsätze der Enzyklopädie ebenso wie die Beferate in den Jahresberichten
der Deutschen Mathematiker -Vereinigung beabsichtigen in diesem Sinne in knapper, für eine
rasche Orientierung bestimmter Form den gegenwärtigen Inhalt einer Disziplin an gesicherten
Besnitaten zu geben, wie auch durch sorgfältige Literaturangaben die historische Zntn-ickelung
der Methoden darztilegen. Darüber hinaus aber muB auf eine eingehende, mit Beweisen rersehene
Darstellung, wie sie zum selbständigen, von umfangreichen Quellenstudien unabhängigen Ein-
dringen in die Disziplin erforderlich ist, auch bei den breiter angelegten Referaten der Deutschen
Mathematiker - Yerelnignng , in denen hauptsächlich das historische und teilweise auch das kritische

Element zur Geltung kommt, verzichtet werden. Eine solche ausführliche Darlegung, die sich
mehr in dem Charakter eines auf geschichtlichen und literarischen Studien gegründeten Lehr-
buches bewegt und neben den rein wissenschaftlichen auch pädagogische Interessen berücksichtigt,
erscheint aber bei der raschen Entwickelung und dem Umfang des zu einem groBen Teil nur in
Monographien niedergelegten Stoffes durchaus wichtig, zumal, im Vergleiche z. B. mit Frankreich,
bei uns in Deutschland die mathematische Literatur an Lehrbüchern über spezielle Gebiete der
mathematischen Forschung nicht allzu reich ist.

Die Verlagsbuchhandlung B. G. Teubner gibt sich der Hoffnung hin, daß sich recht zahl-
reiche Mathematiker, Physiker tind Astronomen, Geodäten und Techniker, sowohl des In- als des
Auslandes, in deren Forschungsgebieten derartige Arbeiten erwünscht sind, zur Mitarbeiterschaft
an dem L'ntemehmen entschließen möchten. Besonders nahe liegt die Beteiligung den Herren Mit-
arbeitern an der Enzyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften. Die umfangreichen literarischen
tind speziell fachlichen Studien, die für die Bearbeitung von Abschnitten der Enzyklopädie vor-

zunehmen waren, konnten in dem notwendig eng begrenzten Eahmen nicht vollständig nieder-
gele^ werden. Hier aber, bei den Werken der gegenwärtigen Sammlung, ist die Möglichkeit
gegeben, den Stoff freier zu gestalten und die individuelle Auffassung tind Eichtung des einzelnen
Bearbeiters in höherem Maße zur Gelttmg zu bringen. Doch ist, wie gesagt, jede Arbelt, die sich
dem Plane der Sammlung einfügen läßt, im gleichen Maße willkommen.

Bisher haben die folgenden Gelehrten ihre geschätzte Mitwirkung zugesagt, während
erfreulicherweise stetig neue Anerbieten zur Mitarbeit an der Sammlung einlaufen, worüber in
meinen „Mitteiltingen" fortlaufend berichtet werden wird (die bereits erschienenen Bäade Bind mit
zwei **, die unter der Presse befindlichen mit einem * bezeichnet):

**P. Bachma>->-. niedere Zahlentheorie. I.

(BandX d. Sammlung.) Geb. M. 14.—.
*E. Blaschke, Vorlesungen über mathe-

matische Statistik.

M. BocHEB, über die reellen Lösungen
der gewöhnlichen linearen Differen-

tialgleichungen zweiter Ordnung.
G.BoHLiiAxx,Versicherungsmathematik.

**H. BBcxs,Wahrscheinlichkeitsreehnung
undKoUektivmaßlehre. (BandXVn.)
Geb. M. 8.40.

*G. H. Beyax, Thermodynamics.
G.Castelxtovo und F. Exeiquzs, Theorie

der algebraischen Flächen.

**E. CzcBEK, Wahrscheinlichkeitsrech-

nungund ihreAnwendungauf Fehler-
ausgleichung, Statistik und Lebens-
versicherung. (Band IX.) Geb.

M. 24.—.
M. Dehs u. P. Heegaabd, Analysis situa.

^L. E. DicKsox, Linear Groups with an
exposition of the Galois Field theory.

(Band Tl.) Geb. M. 12.—.

F. DrKSKLDKY, Kegelschnitte und Kegel-
schnittsysteme.

F. DncGELDEr. Sammlung von Aufgaben
zur Anwendung der Differential- und
Integralrechnung.

G. ExESTRÖM (inVerbindung mit andern
Gelehrten^, Handbuch der Greschichte

der Mathematik.

F. ExGEL und G. Kowai-ewski, Ein-
führung in die Theorie der Trans-
formationsgruppen.

*F. EsRiQCEs, Fragen der Elementar-
geometrie.

*0. Fisches, theoretische Grundlagen
für eine Mechanik der lebenden
Körper.



Ph. Furtwängler, die Mechanik der
einfachsten physikalischen Apparate
und Versuchsanordnungen.

**A. Gleichen, Lehrbuch der geometri-
schen Optik. (Band VIII.) Geb.
M. 20.—.

M. Grübler, Lehrbuch der hydrau-
lischen Motoren.

J, Harkness, elliptische Funktionen.
L. Henneberg, Lehrbuch der graphi-

schen Statik.

K. Heün, die kinetischen Probleme der
modernen Maschinenlehre.

G. Jung , Geometrie der Massen.
G. KoHN, rationale Kurven.

**A. Krazer, Lehrbuch der Thetafunk-
tionen. (Band XII.) Geb. M. 24.—.

H. Lamb, Akustik.

R. V. Lilienthal, Differentialgeometrie.

**G. LoRiA, spezielle, algebraische und
transzendente Kurven der Ebene.
Theorie und Geschichte. (Band V.)

Geb. M. 28.—.
A. E. H. LovE, Lehrbuch der Hydro-

dynamik.
*A. E. H. LovE, Lehrbuch der Elastizität.

A. LoEWT, Vorlesungen über die Theorie
der linearen Substitutionsgruppen.

R. Mehmke, Vorlesungen über Vektoren-
und Punktrechnung.

R. Mehmke, über graphisches Rechnen
und über Rechenmaschinen, sowie
über numerisches Rechnen.

W. Meyerhoffer, die mathematischen
Grundlagen der Chemie.

''*E. Netto, Lehrbuch der Kombinatorik.
(Band VII.) Geb. M. 9.—.

*W. F. Osgood, Lehrbuch der Funk-
tionentheorie.

E. OvAzzA, aus dem Gebiete der Me-
chanik.

**E. Pascal, Determinanten. Theorie und
Anwendungen. (Band III.) Geb.
M. 10.—.

S. Pincherle, Funktional-Gleichungen
und -Operationen.

''*Fr.Pockels, Kristalloptik. (BandXIX.)
Geb. M. 16.—.

A. Pringsheim,Vorlesungen über Zahlen-
und Funktionenlehre. (Elementare
Theorie der unendlichen Algorithmen
und der analytischen Funktionen
einer komplexen Veränderlichen.
Bd.L Zahlenlehre. Bd.H. Funktionen-
lehre. (Band I.)

C. Segre, Vorlesungen über algebra-
ische Geometrie, mit besonderer
Berücksichtigung der mehrdimen-
sionalen Räume.

*D. Seliwanoff, Differenzenrechnung.
(Band XIII.) Geb. M. 4.—.

P. Stäckel, Lehrbuch der allgemeinen
Dynamik.

P. Stäckel, Differentialgeometrie höhe-
rer Mannigfaltigkeiten.

*0. Staude, analytische Geometrie des
Punktes, der geraden Linie und der
Ebene. (Band XVI.) Geb. M. 14.—

.

0. Staude, Flächen undFlächensysteme
zweiter Ordnung.

''O. Stolz und J. A. Gmeiner, theoretische
Arithmetik. (Band IV.) Geb. M. 10.60.

"0. Stolz und J. A. Gmeiner, Einleitung
in die Funktionentheorie. (Bd. XIV.)
Geb. M. 15.—.

R. Sturm, Theorie der geometrischen
Verwandtschaften.

R. Stürm, die kubische Raumkurve.
H. E. Timerding, Theorie der Strecken-

systeme und Schrauben.

K. Th. Vahlen, Geschichte des Funda-
mentalsatzes der Algebra.

K.Th. Vahlen, Geschichte des Sturm-
schen Satzes.

A. Voss, Prinzipien der rationellen

Mechanik.
A. Voss, Abbildung und Abwicklung

der krummen Flächen.

"J. Wallentin, Einleitung in die Elek-
trizitätslehre. (Bd XV.) Geb. M. 12.—.

*E. V.Weber, Vorlesungen über das Pfaff-

sche Problem und die Theorie der
partiellen Differentialgleichungen
1. Ordnung. (Band II.) Geb. M. 24.—.

^A. G.Webster, the Dynamics of Partic-

les, of rigid, elastic, and fluid Bodies
being Lectures on Mathematical
Physics. (Bd. XI.) Geb. M. 14.—.

" E. J.WiLczYNSKi, Projective Differential

Geometry of Curves and Ruled Sur-

faces. (Band XVIII.)
A. WiMAN, endliche Gruppen linearer

Transformationen.
W.Wirtinger, algebraische Funktionen

und ihre Integrale.

W.Wirtinger, partielle Differential-

gleichungen.
H. G. Zeuthen, die abzählenden Metho-

den der Geometrie.

Mitteilungen über weitere Bände werden baldigst folgen.

Leipzig, Poststraße 3. B. G. Teubner.
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